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Abstract
This work provides a study on the radiation tolennce of silicon particle detectors in the lighl of their
application in present-day and future high-energy physics (HER) experiments. These devices an*
typically placed close to the interaction points where they have to face high radiation tevels inducing
both disptacement (bulk) and ionization (surface) damage. While the problems connected with the
reverse currents can be circumvented by Operation at reduced temperatures (* 0°C), the bulk damage
induced change in the doping concentralion causes a serious increase in the operalional voltage, even
enhanced by long term annealing. Further aspecU are elucidated in this field, however, the focus of the
thesis is on the new approach to examine the displicemeni damage defects on the microscopic scale and
lo explore Iheir rclation to (he microscopic propenies.

Firstly, Ihe lest stntclures fabricated from high reststivity float zone silicon are characterized by
Standard capacitance/currenl volUge (CV/IV) curves, and peculiarities related to the shape of the electric
field zone are discussed in conjunction widi results from proton niicn>beam studies. Further, laser-
induced current pulse shapes are used to determine the field distribution in (he detectors, altowing for Ihe
verification of the doping concentrattons äs inferred from CV data.

The etevated temperature armeaKng behavior of the leakage currenl and the doping concentralion in
weakly and heavily damaged devices has been investigated, giving rise to a critical revision of the model
descriptions of the darnage-induced changes in the operetional parameters. The constants chancterizing
these models are studied äs function of the type of (he damaging particle (n, p, «, "Co-y) and of the
properties of (he starting ma(erial. While the former allows for an intercalibration of the different
sources, the latter is considered äs both an experimental search for a malerial of improved radiation
hardness and an effort to correlale Ihe macroscopic damage effects with the mkroscopic composition of
the doping. In particular, lower resistivity n-type silicon is found lo be more radiation hard.

A füll account is given of the measurement of Thermally Slimulated Currents (TSC) which has
proven (o be (he most successful method of recognizing the microscopic features of the displacement
damage. However, an unambiguous Interpretation of (he spectra is not stmight-forward. and considerable
efforts have been made to unveil the influence of the experimental conditions, chiefly aiming at an
accurate extraction of (he defect concentntions. Conceming Ihe effect of (he filh'ng temperature, the
carbon-oxygen complex is found (o play a major role. Moreover, deep level ionization energies and cross
sections have been evaluated. In this respect more plentiful data have been obtained by mcans of current
Deep Level Transiem Specfroscopy (I-DLTS), which in contrast lo TSC even allows for the examinatt'on
of c)ose*to-midgap and very shaltow defect kvets. Finally, current pulse shape measurements wert
employed to characterize ctose-lo-midgap (raps in neutron and "Co-gamma damaged samples.

II is shown (hat none of the usually encounlered damage-induced defects (VO,, C»0,, W, and C,C,)
can account for the observed deterioraiion of Ihe silicon deteclors. Thus less abundant and otherwise
overlooked traps have been considered. The observations made on "Co-gamma damaged samples allow
for conclusions regarding their presendy unknown chemical nature. TSC has been used to monitor the
defect evolution during isochronous annealing, allowing a correlalion with Ihe simultaneous macroscopic
changes. For the first time evidence is provided for the connection of a sole defect level, exhibiting a
metastable behavior, with negative space Charge. The defecl might also play a rote in the long term
annealing of the doping concentration.

Ionization damage has been investigated using 20 keV electrons from an electron microscope and
"Co-gammas. Both the positive oxide Charge and the interface recombination velocity are found to be
growing äs function of the ionization dose and lo approach a Saturation level.

Finally, the delerioration of Ihe silicon devices to be expected in the inner deieclor of the approved
ATLAS experiment at the LHC is predkted. These calculalions, which have been a key design
consideration in Ihe ATLAS Technical Proposal, are based on a compilation of all experimental bulk
damage data available at ihat lime. The derivalion of the world average damage constants and Ihe
Implementation of the numerical models is presenttd, and (he Simulation results are discussed in the
framework of the current understanding of the radialion damage processes.

Kurzfassung
In dieser Arbeit wird die Strahlenhärte von Silizium-Teilchendetektoren im Hinblick auf ihren Einsatz in
heuligen und zukünftigen Experimenten der Hochenergiephysik untersucht. Die Detektoren werden zum
Nachweis der Teilchenspuren im Innendetektor eingesetzt, wo sie einem hohen Strahlungsniveau
ausgesetzt sind. Dies führt sowohl zu Versetzungs- (bulk) als auch lontsationsschäden (Oberflächen).
Der durch bulk-Scbiden bewirkte Anstieg des Sperrstroms kann durch den Betrieb bei moderat tiefen
Temperaturen ( * 0°C) umgangen werden, wohingegen die Änderung der Dotierung einen bedeutenden
Anstieg der Betriebsspannung verursacht, der durch Langzeiteffekte noch verstärkt wird. Obgleich
hinsichtlich dieser Effekte weitere Aspekte untersucht werden, liegt der Schwerpunkt der Arbeit auf der
mikroskopischen Analyse der Versetzungsdefekte und der Darlegung ihrer Beziehung zu den
makroskopischen Eigenschaften.

Zuerst werden die aus hocnohmigem Silizium gefertigten Teststrukturen mit Kapazitats/Strom-
Spannungs Kennlinien (CV/IV) charakterisiert, wobei Besonderheiten, verknöpft mit der Ausdehnung
der elektrischen Feldzone, im Zusammenhang mit Protonen-Mikrostrahlmessungen diskutiert werden.
Zusätzlich wird die Feldverteilung mit laserinduzierten Stromimpulsen bestimmt, wodurch die
Überprüfung der aus CV Daten gewonnenen Dotierungskonzentrationen ermöglicht wird.

Das Ausheilverhalten des Sperrstroms und der Dotierung bei erhöhten Temperaturen wurde an
schwach und stark bestrahlten Proben untersucht, woraus eine kritische Revision der Modellbeschrei-
bungen der schldigungsinduzierten Andeningen der Betriebsparameter resultiert. Die Konstanten in
diesen Modellen werden systematisch als Funktion des Typs des schädigenden Teilchens (n, p, x, "Co-y)
und der Eigenschaften des Ausgangmaterials bestimmt. Erstens liefert Kalibrierungsfaktoren für die
einzelnen Quellen, wihrend letzteres sowohl als eine experimentelle Suche nach strahlenhirterem
Material, als auch als ein Versuch, die makroskopischen Größen mit der mikroskopischen
Zusammensetzung der Dotierung zu korrelieren, aufgefaßt werden kann. Insbesondere wird
niederohmigerem n-Silizium eine größere Strahlenharte bescheinigt.

Das TSC Verfahren (Thermally Slimulated Current) erweist sich als das Erfolgreichste beim
Nachweis der mikroskopischen Eigenschaften der Versetzungsschäden und wird im Detail behandelt.
Beträchtliche Anstrengungen wurden unternommen, um den Einfluß der experimentellen Bedingungen
zu analysieren und somit eine eindeutige Interpretation der Spektren zu erlangen. Weiterhin werden
lonisierungsenergien und Wirkungsquerschnitte von Störstellen bestimmt. Reichhaltigere Ergebnisse
wurden hier mit dem Strom-DLTS (Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy) Verfahren erzielt, welches im
Gegensatz zu TSC auch die Untersuchung von Niveaus nahe der BandlQckenmitte und den Bandkanten
erlaubt. Schließlich werden Stromimpulsmessungen zur spektroskopischen Charakterisierung besonders
tiefer Haftstellen in Neutronen- und *to-y bestrahlten Proben benutzt.

Es wird gezeigt, daß die vorwiegend auftretenden strahleninduzierten Defekte (VO,, C,O,. W und
C,C,) nicht für die Schadigungseffekte in den Detektoreigenschaften verantwortlich sein können, so daß
anderweitig übersehen« Störstellen in diesem Zusammenhang diskutiert werden müssen,
Schlußfolgerungen bezüglich ihrer bislang unbekannten chemischen Zusammensetzung können aus den
Beobachtungen nach *to-T Bestrahlung gezogen werden. Das TSC Verfahren wurde benutzt, um
Defektumwandlungen bei isochronaler Ausheilung zu messen, was eine Korrelation mit den gleichzeitig
ablaufenden makroskopischen Prozessen erlaubt. Erstmals konnte ein einzelnes metastabiles
Defektniveau mit negativer Raumladung in Verbindung gebracht werden. Dieser Defekt könnte auch (Ur
die Langzeitausheilung der Dotierung von Bedeutung sein.

lonisationsschSdigung wurde untersucht mit 20 keV Elektronen aus einem Elektronenmikroskop und
"Co-r Strahlung. Sowohl die positive Oxidladung als auch die Grenzflächenrekombinations-
geschwindigkeit steigen als Funktion der Dosis an und nahem sich einem Sättigungswert.

Schließlich wird die Schädigung der Siliziumkomponenten im genehmigten ATLAS Experiment
beim LHC vorausgesagt. Diese Rechnungen, welche ein wesentliches Designkriterium im Technical
Proposal waren, stützen sich auf eine Sammlung aller experimentellen frwtt-Schädigungsdalen, die zu
dem Zeitpunkt verfugbar waren. Die Ableitung der Weltmittelwerte der Schädigungskonstanten und die
Implementierung der numerischen Modelle werden vorgestellt. Die Resultate der Simulationen werden
im Rahmen des jetzigen Verständnisses der Strahlenschädigungsprozesse diskutiert.
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1 Introduction
1t was emphasized by A.M. Litke and A.S. Schwäre (hat Ihe progress in high-energy physics is based on
the superior spatial resolution and short reeOgnition lime achievable with silicon detectors employed for
the tracking ofioniztng particle traces close (o the interaction point ofcollider experiments [LIT95]. One
example that has gained much public interest in this respect is Ihe confirmation of the existence of the
top quark in Mareh 1995 from the Fermi National Acceleralor Laboratory (FNAL), Bstavia, Illinois at
the Tevsöon 900 GeV proton-anliproton collider, which wouM have been vety difficull without the use
of silicon microstrip detectors. Besides the ability to accurately measure Ihe momenla of energetic
charged paiticks from Ihe slJghl bending of their trajectories in a magnetic field, a key feature of modern
tracking Systems is (he captbility lo dislinguish secondary from primary vertices. The secondary vertex
arises from Ihe decay of a short-h'ved parlicle, which is Ihe subject of the investigation, and which is
created in the primary inleraction of tbe colliding beam particles. For instance charmed particles,
containing a charm quark, and lau leptons, which have been studied using such detection Systems, live
for around one picosecond and 0.3 picoseconds, respectively. At a speed close to the speed of light Ihey
can then travel only some millimeters before they decay. The traces of the longer-lived particles
emerging at Ihal point are reconstrucled from the corresponding observations made in the outer gaseous
wire chambers, Transition Radiation Trackers (TRTs), and the hits noticed in few layers of silicon
detectors, frequenlly arranged cylindrical around the beam pipe, compare Fig. U. It tums out thal Ihe
spatial resolution in Ihese layers needs lo be of the order of i few tens of microns in order to
unambiguously isolate secondary or even nw tertiary vertices.

SiTneken Modentor

SiTracken

Fig. l.l AH inner detectordesignjbr the ATLAS aetectorat ihe LHC with a tingle TRT (Tnatalion Radiation
Tracker) tu the barrtt regio*. silicon and GaA* modules compräiitg tht SCT (SemiConductor Tracker), and MSGCi

(MlcroSlrip Cos Comiers) ihroaghoia the end-cap TR T. from reference [GOR94],

Bottom particks containing a boitom quark have a lifelime of l .5 ps and Iherefore are also the objective
of such tracking Systems. For instance, particles containing Ihe top quark decay nearly all Ihe lime into
boitom particles. Fulure experiments will examine the differences in bottom and antibottom particks,
giving importanl insights inlo Ihe field of CP violation. Moreover, the etusive Higgs bösem, hypothesJzed
lo endow matter with mass, decays into bottom and antibottom particles, given ii is not too massive.
Thus, silicon microstrip detectors are also central for Ihe newest and future investigations. One example
is the currenlly constructed HERA-B experiroent, emptoying a wire target in Ihe 820 GeV proton beam
halo of HERA (Hadron Elektron Ring-Anlage) at DESY (Deutsches Elektronen SYnchrolron) in
Hamburg, Germany. Funher, there are the approved ATLAS (A Toroidal Lhc ApparatuS) and CMS
(Central Muon Solenoid) experiments located at two of the four interaction points of the planned Large

Hadron Collider (LHC), that will provide proton-proton interactions at 14 TeV in Ihe 27 km long LEP
(Large Electron-Positron collider) tunnel al the French-Swiss border near Geneva.

The required spatial tracking resolution is achieved by fine segmentalion. Regarding a strip deteclor
for the ATLAS SemiConductor Tracker (SCT), 1536 6cm long narrow junctions are implanted on a
typical 300 um thick silicon layer at a distance of 37.5 um (readout pitch 112.5 um) [ATL94]. Two of
such elemenls are bonded togelher, giving an overall aclivearea of around 12cm Iimes6cm. Since Ihe
long slrips do not provide a sufficient position Information, the same number of dtodes is placed on the
backplane of Ihese elements al a small Stereo angle of 40 mrad, either by correspondtngly processing the
wafer or by simply gluing two elements back-to-back. The resultmg module is atuched to a future and
the eleclronic readout chips are placed in Ihe direct vjcinity. Several thousands of such modules will be
arranged on the four barret strip-layers around the beam axis, compare Fig. 1.1. Evidently, simultaneous
parlicle hits on the same Strip can cause ambiguities. Therefore further segmentalion is necessary in Ihe
innermost layers, where an extreme density of particles is anticipated, The whole silicon layer is then
subdivided into small pixels of the area of e.g. 50x300 um1. Local electronic readout is realized by
bump-bonding a device with equally spaced readout chips to the pixel layer.

Promising new physical results are unfortunalely related lo some very rarely produced particles. To
the experimental end this requires a very high event rate, almost 10' per second al LHC. Therefore, the
detectors and the electronics will be harshly irradiated in these experiments, and almost certainly will the
radiation damige effects lead to the ultimate failure of some devices after a certain period of Operation,
depending on the position wilhin Ihe experimental environment. The radiation level can be expressed in
terms of Ihe equivaknt l MeV neutron particle fluence absorbed per year, shown in Fig. 1.2 for the
ATLAS Inner Deteclor according to the simulations carried out by G. Gorfine (GOR95J. A dislinction is
made belween charged pjrticles (lop), which are mainly pions, and neutrons (boitom). While the charged
particles stem from the proton-proton interaction and the corresponding secondaries, Ihe neutrons arise
from Ihe showers in the outer caterimeters and comprise a flal albedo background in the center of the
deteclor. However, enhanced neutron damage is expected close to the end caps of the inner detector,
where the charged particles hit the forward calorimeter. A close to \lf' distribution is observed for the
charged particle damage, rendering the Operation of silicon detectors close to the beam pipe particularly
difficult Operating at füll luminosity, silicon tracking detectors at LHC will have to withstand annual
equivalent l MeV neutron fluences approximately ranging from 5x 10" cm'1 to 5x 10" cm":.

Predictions of Ihe radiation damage effects on the silicon detectors have already largely influenced
Ihe design of Ihe modules and the choice of the operational Parameters. For example, cooling-pipes are
found to be inevitable to prevent excessive self-heating of the detectors that is originating from the
radiation damage-induced leakage currenl increase. Moreover, radiation damage Iransforms the inilial n-
inlo p-type silicon with progressively growing concentrations of negative space charges, which due lo
Ihe corresponding increase in the minimum bias voltage needed to fitlly activate the devices is now
considered to decide on the lifetime of the silicon detectors. Low temperatures are also necessary lo
control the complex annealtng behavior of ine radiation damage-induced changcs in Ihe doping
concentration, Funher, since partially depfeted Operation is awaited for many delectors, il appears to be
advantageous to use n' Strips on initial n-type material, so (hat an electric field zone exists below the
Strips after type Inversion, even if the state of füll depletion can not be achieved anymore. All p* ibips
would be expected to be short circuited by the p-type bulk material in this Situation and thus would lose
their spatial sensitivity. Although Ihe radiation damage-induced deterioralion has become a major issue,
reduction of the costs, arising for example from the large area covered with detector grade silicon
(several 10 m1), often requires down-scaling of the entire syslem, i.e., (he barrel radius is diminished,
which of course results in pronounced damage effects.

In the following section an inlroduction into the basic fealurcs of silicon detectors will be given,
emphasizing the electrical characterization methods that have been used in this work to study radiition
damage effects. Section 3 considers bulk damage effects and is essentially organized inlo three parts. The
first one conlains a survey of Ihe currenlly accepted model descriptions of the damage-induced changes
in Ihe doping concentration, leakage current, and Charge collection (macroscopic properlies) and offers
new results on the elevated temperature annealing behavior, Ihe influence of the particle type (neutron,
proton, pion, ""Co-gamma) and energy, and the dependence on the resistivity of the malerial used for Ihe
manufaclure of the detectors. The second pari begins wilh an overview of the microscopic origins of Ihe
damage effects and presents detailed investigations into (he damage-induced defecls using the



spectroscopic melhods TSC. I-DLTS, and TCT. Finally, an attempl is tnade (o explain the
macroscopically observed deterioralion by the knowledge gained aboul the microscopic causes. In
Section 4 a cursory check ofthe radiation sensitivity ofthe oxide passivation is presented, and final ly, in
Section S, a prediction of the damage efTects in the Inner Deteclor environment of the ATLAS detector at
LHC is performed. Due to ihe complexity of the subject maller, eich of these sections closes with a
summary, äs do the sections dealing with ihe individual spectroscopic methods.
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Fig 1.2 Annual equivateni l-MeV neiartut flutnees prtdicted by a Monte Carlo Simulation for At ATLAS inner
delector region, compart Fig. 1.1. Note ihal the subdivisions ofthe scales are not equidutant and ihai iht symmetry
ofthe dato with respect to the inieraaion point at (0,0) li not perfectiy reproduced by this graphicai representation
(jingie TRT design coaßguration B wilh integrated forward calorimeter. tusumed p-p crosi-stclion a = 7l mb.
luminosityL = 10" cm V. itf sbeamon perytar, (GOK9Sf).

2 Basic Features of Silicon Detectors

2.1 Principles of Operation
Fundamental to the Operation of a semiconductor detector is (he fact that the drift of Ihe charges created
in an electric field zone by a traversing ionizing particle induces a current pulse on the attached
ekctrodes. Conceming a parallel plate geometry, Ihe total instant current Signal l.f an sing from a small
ckwd of N^ negative or positive elementary charges q„ drifling with the velocity VA v is given by
(Ramo's iheorem)

eq 2.1
W

where W is the distance between the plates. The extent ofthe electric Meld region essentially defines the
sensitive volume, since only there v*.M is distinct from zero. The above expression had been speculated
lo not hold in the presence of fixed space charges, however, the first principles derivation given by G.
Cavalleri et al. proves its general validity and also provides in extension to arbitrary electrode
configurations [CAV71 ].

In a semiconductor, both electrons and holes contribute (o the current signal. They are always created
in pairs by the ionization process, i.e. Nm(t = 0) - Nf(t - 0) •= N, and subsequently drift apart with
different velocities. Regarding the efficiency of the material employed for the manufacture of Ihe
detectors, the following ttems have to be taken into consideralion: The average energy E^. required for
Ihe creation of one ekctron-hole pair, the magnitude of the drift velocities v^,.f, and the size of the
region in which a signißcanl electric field can be established. Silicon is a good candidale with respect to
the first two points (£,„ - 3.6 eV [DES67J, v* up to the Order of 101 cm/s). Olher materials, for exampk
Ge or GaAs, do however provide improvements in one or the other respect. As will be shown below, Ihe
latter poinl requires material of highest purily. Only for silicon is this nowadays readily available in large
amounts and al relatively small costs, äs it is the most widespread uscd semiconductor in Ihe electronics
industry*.

Fig. 2.1 i Hustrates the principle of a Silicon detector for the detection of ionizing particles. The basic
structure isa rectifyingjunctionoperated under a large reverse bias voltage K such that a zoneof width
W devoid of free carriers evolves under the electrode area. Given an ionizing particle passes through the
sensitive volume, Ihe resulting current pulse signal (a few 10 ns long) is sunk into the high frequency
branch of the electrical circuit constituted of the coupling capacitor and the Charge integrating ampüfier.
The Output signal is proportional to Ihe overall collected Charge. Thus, if ihe impinging partick is
stopped within ihe Meld zone, the signal provides a measure of the particle energy. In order to ensure the
absolute calibration it is then important lo make the junction contact and the electrode material on ihe
entrance window äs thin äs possible, because otherwise charges are lost in these dead-layers. On the
other hand, high energetic particles will easily traverse through all of (he detector (of the order of few
100 um) and liberale a narrow column of ekctron-hok pairs, most probably around 85 per um for
minimum ionizing particles (mips). The silicon deteclor can then only register, whether a partick was
observed, or not, al the particular position where the device is posilioned. This mode of Operation is
suitabk for tracking purposes äs for instance in a high-energy physics experimenl. It will be noted lhat
for mips (he number of collected charges depends on (he sensitive width W, i.e., it is desirable to extend
ihe field zone all over the device thickness d. A serious reduction of the signal amplilude musl be
envisaged if the applied reverse bias is not sufficient (o fully deplete the detector.

It is when the usable signal becomes too small compared wilh the electrontc noise level lhat a reliable
Operation is not possible anymore. Thus, for a silicon deteclor application ihe lowest tokrable limit for
the signal to noise ratio S/N is a key design specification. The major noise sources are related to Ihe
delector capacilance and kakage current, and the minimum ekctronic noise level for a particular

UwillbcKSumnlm the foltowing Ihn dKConcnttratkMofdereetstt nifßciently muH, xuehlhttthe free ctnicra driftmj m
dw 5dd zont bave * high Chance to roch the decBodes nlhn thin bctng tnpped.



detector can only be achieved by specifically designing the electronic readout circuil (input-capacitance,
shaping time, etc.)-'" general, increasing teakage currents and capacitances will enhance the noise level.
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Fig 2. l Batlc Operation ofa Silicon detector. a) Schentatic repraentation ofthe electronic readout and Illustration
oflne eltctmt-holt pair creation process In the depleted zone. b) Typical Multi Channel Anatyzer (MCA) specirum
afa curium säuret rtcoratd vrith a surface barrier detector (device 90IG20. V^ • 100 V. V+, » A3 V, 62 hours
meaMrement lime). Thetource has an age appraximattly equat to thehalf-life ofthe '"Cm nueleta (18.11 years).
rtntlting Im a significant actMty of the daughter nudeta plutonium J*/V The tnergy scale was calibraled
employing the well buntm a-panlcle energies of these decays [LED7S]. The other small peab are related to
impvrüies in the cvrtum teure* {OSI95J.

2.2 StructufB ofthe Investigated Devices

2.2.1 Detector Grade Silicon
Virtually all properties of a semiconductor are related to imperfections of Ihe crystal, i.e., to chemical
impurities and lattice defects. Of major importance for the electronic device features are those
imperfections forming quantum mechankal levels within me forbidden gap. For example, the detector
grade silicon used in this work contains oxygen atoms on interstitial sites, O,, and carbon atoms on
substitutional siles, C„ with concentrations of the order of a few times lO^cm' (ZUL89,DRE90).
However, no electrical activity of these impurities has so far been observed, and the basic properties of
the material resembk very much those of the perfect silicon crystal. On the other hand, only small
concentrations of substitutional alonu front group III and V of the periodtc table are required to
dramatically change the resistivity ofihe material. It is therefore clear mal Ihe implications of additional
energy levels in the forbidden gap can be various, and the effkacy of the one or Ihe other crystal defect
in modifying a particular property of the semiconductor will generally depend strongly on the energelic
Position and other quantities, äs will be discussed extensively in Section 3.3. l.

The silicon employed for the tnanufacture of detectors is usually refined by the float zone process,
resulting in dislocation free material of highest purity. The providers typically characterize the wafers at
room temperature by the resistivity p and the minority carrier recombination lifetime T, . While the
former can be controlled by intentionally doping the material, the tatter crucially depends on the crystal
growth and processing techniques. Incorpontionoftraceamountsof boronand phosphorus atoms rcsults
in eilher p- or n-type doping, i.e., eilher holes or electrons are predorninantly found in the electrical

neutral material (majority carriers). The
resistivity is related to the concentration of free
electrons, n, and holes, p, by

eq. 2.2
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where n«, and ̂  are the Iow field mobilities in
the conduction and valence band, »e
Appendix A. In general, no specific assumption
will be made about the composition of the
doping atoms, and the net efTect Js visualized lo
arise from a concentration Nj of ionized donors.
Accordingly, p-type material is characterized by
a negative value of N+. At room tempersture
the absolute value of N4 is in pnctice always at
least one order of magnitude larger than the
intrinsic carrier concentration n, (around
lO1" cm'1), which is the free carrier
concentration in the undoped Silicon. It is under
these conditionsjustified to put n or p equal to
|A/ ĵ in n- or p-type material, whicnever is the
majority carrier. In the first approximation the
corresponding minority carrier concentration can
then be calculated by n'1\Nf\.

The rate at which injected minority carriers
recombine with Ute majority carriers is measured
by the lifetime v Besides the small resulting
diffusion currents this process would not affect
the Operation of a Silicon detector However, t,
is related to the generation lifetime T, , i.e. the
rate at which electron-hole pairs ire generaled in
the depleted zone by thermal agitation. A small
value of the lifetime is therefore very likely
accompanied by a large reverse current, which
tndeed might deteriorate the detector
Performance.

Almost all of the devices studied in this work were processed on (lll)-oriented phosphorus doped
float zone silicon wafers supplied by Wacker-Chemitronic [WAC]. The resistivities were mostly larger
than 3 kflcm, corresponding to Nf < 1.5*10" cm'', and the recombination lifetimes were quoted tobe
larger than 5 ms, which hardly gives rise to leakage currents. Moreover, also somc p-type delectors and a
few samples made front tower resistivity material were compared with die Standard Wacker material in
respect lo their radiation hardness, see Section 3.2.5.

Fig 2.2 Features ofihe thermal oxide and the Interface
between ihe oxide and the crystalllne silicon. see
[SZEÜJ.

a) Charles in tke sitieon dioxide and Interface region
between the oxide and tke Silicon

Q,: Interjäct-trapped Charge

Q, : Fixed Oxide Charge

ß„ .• Oxide-trapped Charge

Q.: Mobile lonic Charge.

b) One example for the origin of interface States are
unsaturaied dangling silicon bonds.

2.2.2 Oxide Passivatlon
It is not only (he float zone technique, but also the high quality oxidation of the wafers which accounts
for the superior properties of detector grade silicon. Usually a layer of amorphous SiO2 around 200 ran
(2000 A) thick is thermally grown during several hours storage at approximately I030°C in a dry 0, gas
stream, adding a small percentage of HCI or TCE (trichlorethylene). The wafer surfaces, which contain a
huge number of efectrically active interface states after the sawing and polishing, are largely passivated
by this procedure. Fabrication of silicon detectors by the planar process, and the above oxidation scheme
in particular, is traced back to J. Kemmer (KEM80J.

The quality of the oxide is related lo the number and the kind of the incorporaled charges and the
concentration of electrically active states remaming at the interface, see Fig. 2.2. There are various



sourees for the former, which were classified by B.E. Deal in reference [DEA80]. Regarding the
oxidation process. it is a particular problem to avoid the conlamination with ions (sodium, potassium).
Their Charge is denoted by Qm since they become mobile at elevated temperatures, a feature, which is
exptoited (o dctect them [GOR93]. Moreover, the dry ihermal oxidation results in substoichiometric SiO,
acconting to the chemical reaction [DEV94)

eq. 2.3

This so-called oxygen-vacancy complex may then permanently trap a hole, resulting in a positive Charge,
which is only one example Tor the origin of tnpped oxide charges Qf

eq. 2.4 O, mSi-Si*Os + k' -» Q -5i° *Ji«O,.

There is a pronounced substoichiometry of Ihe SiO, within a Ihin layer (few nanometers) undemeath the
inlerface, and a large concentration or relaled fixed positive charges Q, is usualty encountered Ihere.
Further, the interface between the silicon and the oxide gives rise to quamum mechanical stales in the
band gapof the silicon. Fig. 2.2 b) illustrates the commonly experienced dangling bonds, which however
can be saturated by hydrogen itoim. Such interface states can acl äs surface recombination or generation
centers, comparabte to the previously discussed processes in the bulk characierized by the lifetimes T,
and Tr Moreover, these states may be occupied with charges Q„, depending on the electrical potential
established at the interface under specific experimental conditions. Both the oxide and interface-trapped
charges build up by the exposure lo ioniring radiation. The corresponding radiation hardness
considerations are the subjcct of Section 4.

Oxide

2.23 Design Features
T wo difTerently designed lest structures have been investigated in this woric, in the following referred to
äs surface barrier and ion-implanted devices. While the former were fabricated in the semiconductor lab
of our group (Nukleare Meßtechnik, Universität Hamburg), the latter were provided by the
semiconductor laboratory of the Max Planck Institut (MPI) Manchen [MPI].

2.2.3.1 Surface Barrier Devices

The processing of the surface barrier (

detectors has been described in reference
(FRE87J, however, improvements were
since achieved, compare for example
[FRE90]. A side view of the device looks
similar to die one illustrated in Fig. 2.1 a), a
magnified view of the edge of the front
electrode is presented in Fig. 2.3 a).

Starting with the oxidized wafers,
openings for the front and rear contact
metallizations are defined by a photo- j
tithographic step and subsequent etching.
While Ihe rear electrode usually is square
shaped and covers most of the overall lest
structure area of 9.3x9.3 mnv, the front
contact can be a large circle, a small circle, a
U-shaped electrode, and two narrow Strips
(see Fig. 2.3 b)). Correspondingly, the
device turne coniains a K, G, U, and L or R
for the left-hand or right-hand Strip,
respectively. Table 2.1 lists the electrode
area and related dimensions of the various Fig. 2.3 Layout of surface barrier tea structure. a) Magnified
devices studied. view of tht tdgt structure. b) Top view of an L/K type

dfiecior. dimensions in mm

n-Silicon

The ohmic conlact on the rear side is established by evaporation of 100 ug/cm1 aluminum onto the
naked silicon surface. A Schottky-barrier is fabricated on the front contact by deposition of a very thin
gold layer (40 ug/cm1), allowing for the adsorption of pure oxygen at the end of the layer formation. A
particulir feature of these devices is the Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) structure at the edge of the
contact, which allows for the investigation of the oxide parameters. In regard to optical generation of free
carriers it is noted that the approximately 20 nm thick gold layer is sufftciently transparent, whereas
small circular openings had to be lefl in the rear contact for this purpose, see Appendix A. However, a
thin layer of 4 ug/cm1 AI was found to be inevitable to retain good ohmic properlies.

2.2.3.2 lott-Impiantea" Devices

Fig. 2.4 illustrates all important details of the ion-implanted test structures. Here the oxide is removed
entirely frorn the rear side and sekctively at the front side, such that the remaining passivation layer can
serve äs an Implantation mask. The junction and the ohmic contact are established by exposure to boron
and arsenic (nowadays: phosphorus) ions with kinetic energies of around ISkeV and 30keV,
respectively [KEM80]. In order to circumvent the problems arising frorn the high electric fieMs at the
edge of the implanled junction, a so-called step oxide is employed to decelerate the imptnging boron ions
in a specifically thinned oxide region (50% of the füll oxide thickness), such that their ränge in the
silicon crystal is reduced significanlly with respect to the ions entering through the oxide-free Windows.
A subsequent elevated temperature annealing is required to remove the displacement damage and to
activate the implanted impurides.

Fig. 2.4 Croa «ertön ofthe Ion-implanted tea structures provided by the semiconductor laboratory oflhe MPI
Manchen. Top: fall view, bouom: magnified view oflhe region between tht guard ring and the pad electrode, the

tabeli A - E indicate the region? studied with a proio« micro-beam, see Section 2.4.3.

On the front side the implants are covered with an approximately l um thick aluminum metallization. In
addition to Ihe pad electrode, whose implanted area is 25 mm1, these devices are endowed with a guard
and a bias ring. While the former is operated under the same bias voltage äs the main electrode, and
therefore is capable of sinking leakage currents generated at the edges of the depleted regton, the latter is
connected to the positive termirtal of the bias suppty. Accordingly, the p'n junction is operated in the
forward direction and, except for the small voltage dropping across it. determines the electrical potential



of the undepleted bulk material. Thus, all connections required for testing ctn be accessed front (he top
side. However, the resulting contact rcsistances were found lo be too large for high frequency
measuremenls, and a reproducible ohmic contacl could again only be accomplished by depositing a
100 ug/cm1 aluminum layer onto Ihe rear side n' implanL

2.2.3.3 Sample Momittimg

All investigaled simples were mounted on an aluminum condudh«
ceramics canier of Ihe dimension 2x2.5 cm1. The fixture is iüvwglu«-
supplied with five thin gold meullizations with a pitch of
2.54mm, providing easy access lo itandard ekctronk rffafe

equipment. The cenler strip contacts Ihe retrekctrode, and for wir» ~f
most samples the front electrode was bonded lo the leftmost L -
gold strip by a copper whisker. Conductive silver glue has s*tor'' p [[
been employed to fix Ihe sample on the mounting.

'Datoctor

,AbOi

GoM
/matBMzatfom

Fig. 2.5 Mounting and connecfion ofa
sample on Ine aluminum ceramics

Table 2. l Junction area. MOS arta. and Juli sensitive area ofthe varioia devices
studied. Tne latter was infemdfrom proton micn-beam measurements, see Section 2.4.4.

The dato for the swfact barrier devices have been taten front referenee [WVN92J.

Device

Im Implanted

Surft« Barrier

Electrode Stwpe

Square

Cm*

LargeCircle(G)

Smill Circte (K)

U-*h*ped(U)

Two Strips (L/R)

Junetwn
Are»

0.25 cm1

0.25 cm1

0.385 cm1

0.126cm'

0.149cm1

0.058 cm1

MOS
Are»^_

0

0

0.027 cm1

0.017cm1

0.042 cm1

0.018cm1

Sensitive

Area ,4

0.275 cm1 Floating

0.235 cm1 Groundcd

0.272 cm1 Floating

0.254 cm1 Grounded

0.442 cm'

0.160 cm1

0.232 cm1

0.093 cm1

2.3 The Electric Fleld Zone
The ekctric field zone has a major impacl on Ihe performance of the silicon delector. 1t is Iherefore
worthwhite to examine, how the etectric field dislribution E(x) is related to the externally applied
reverse bias and the doping concentration. These subjects have extensively been treated in lextbooks, see
for example [SZE81). Only the most important resulls will ihus be recalled here. However, they an
written in a form suitable for the further use in Ihis woric.

23.1 Abrupt Jnnction
For the sake of convenience, Ihe junclkm is thoughl 10 be esublished by a thin and heavily doped p-type
layer on a lightly doped n-type Substrate. Regarding the depletion zone (his trealment is appropriate for
both surface barrier and ion-intplanled devices. As Ihe exlent of Ihe elcctrode is large compared with the
dctector thickness, i( will be assumed (hat a one-dimensional modeling is sufficient.

Fig. 2.6 a) depicts the electrical Charge density p* encountered for a speciltc reverse bias vollage V.
While outside the field region the rree majority camers neutralize the ionized doping aloms, a high
negative and a small positive space Charge concentration is emerging on the p' and on the n side offne

junclion. As the overall Charge musl be equal to
zero, it is clear that the field zone chiefly
penetntes into the weikly doped region (abrupt
junction), which therefore will be Ihe only
objective in the following. Moreover, the so-
called depletion approximation will be employed,
i.e., pw is assumed to be constant in the ränge 0 <
x < W, although the diffusion of electrons from
the n-type bulk into the depleted region is known
to result in a smooth dtstributton of the electrical
chtrges around x - W. The value of p* in the
space Charge region is given by qtNj.se», where
Njsn denoles Ihe effective concentration of
ionized donors in the field zone.

Given the above suppositions, the
mathematical treatment, i.e. solution of the
Poisson equation, is straight-forward. The first
Integration yields a linearly gnded electric field
and (he second integration a parabolic electron
Potential energy', see Fig. 2.6 b) and c). However,
two boundary conditions need to be salisfied.
Firstly, the electric field strength is equal to zero
in the neutral bulk region, rumishing E(W) = 0.
Secondly, the Separation of the Fermi levels EFf

and Efl in the neutral p* and n region is equal to
(he potential energy dilTerence qtV maintained by
(he extemal bias supply. The total change in the
eleclron potential energy lax E(x) in the ränge 0 <
* < W is therefore given by fl,(K+>»,). This
circumstance is indicated al the inlrinsic Fermi Fig. 2.6 Graphlcal solution ofthe Poisson equation for a
level E, in Fig. 2.6 c), which is a suitable ««-«** abrupt junction. a) electrical charge density. b)
referenee level located approximately in the elKtric field arength. and c) etectron poitntial energy.

middle between the conduction and vaknce band energies Ec and Er, compare (SZE85). The so-calkd
built-in völlige Kk accounb for the existence of an electric field zone even under zero bias. K arises
front the differenl work functions in the two materials broughl inlo intimate conlact. Let A£F and A£>.
be Ihe energetic differences belween the conduction band energy £r and the Fermi fcvel in the p' and n
region, respectively. Then Ihe buill-in voltage is given by V* = (&EFf- &EF.)/qa. The same holds for a
surface barrier delector if AEFf is idenlified with the barrier height q^m. In an ion-implanted p' layer the
Fermi level is very close to the vaknce band, such that in the first approximation &EFf can be sei equal
to the band gap energy Ef-Ec- Er.

ll is now easy lo write down some intportani relations by mere inspeclion of the graphica]
construction presented in Fig. 2.6. The maximum field strength Em at (he junction is given by

eq.2.5 £„(F)-2

and Ihe width W ofthe depleted zone can be written

eq. 2.6 W(V)-d

The abbreviation V^ has been introduced lo accounl for the density ofthe space charges

The cfeciron potemial enoty i* «4ud lo Ihe ekctnm dnrge -q, rima nie ekctriral pownb'il. Connry to DK efcdnM
poteiniil eneixy the riectric pottffltil is Aus bccomint more positive towtrdi dw back pltne eonOct.
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Here t E, denotes the permittivityof Silicon (e = 11.9). Evidently, eq. 2.7 fumishes the particular reverse
bias under which the field zone reaches through all of the detector (W •= d), and therefore is called
depletion voltage. Regarding a typJcal wafer thickness of 300 um it is clear that \N4sni \t not be
largerthana few l01Jcm'J in order (o allow fön füll activationofthe sensitive volume by a reasonabk
reverse bias, say less than 200 V. Compared with lypical impurily concentiations this is howeverjust a
trace amount, emphasizing the importance of high purity material for this specific application.

If one does not rely on the depletion approximation, Vu must be replaced wilh Yu + k,Tlq, in all of
the above equations, compare for example [SZE8I]. However, practJcil values of V and Y^ are
frequently found tobe one order ofmagnitude larger than ^.andthusit isoftenjustifiedtoput V* *0.
If the reverse bias is larger than Ihe füll depletion voltage, it can no longer be exploiled thal the electric
field is equal to zero at a certam position. It is then necessary to deduce the overall electric field frorn the
superposition principle, which is however left for Section 2.6.2. Here it will be enough lo note thal under
these conditions Ihe depleted width is equal lo the detector thickness and does not depend on the reverse
bias anymore,

eq.2.8 W(V*V^)-d.

Finally it is noted that the above relations may equally äs well be applied to n'-p junctions, since only the
absolute value of N^c* has been used. If the n* layer is locatcd at x - d the depleted zone will grow
from the right-hand to the lefVhand side for increasing reverse bias voltages V, which is applied the
same way äs before, i.e., a positive voltage is corjwcted to the right-hand electrode and a negative
voltage to the other one. Accordingly, the electric field remains negative, since positive charges always
have to flow from the right-hand to the left-hand side. For example, radiation damage can change the
sign of Ihe space Charge from positive to negative, •ccompanied by a movement of Ihe junction from the
front (x - 0) to the rear (r -rf)contactoflhedeteclor.

Metal I Oxide \r

13.1 MOS Diode
Regarding the field zone at the edge of the
junction of the surface barrier devices il is
instructive to recall the Situation in a Metal Oxide
Semiconductor (MOS) stnicture. A schematic
representation is given in Fig. 2.7, where y, and
tf are the surface band bending and the bulk
Potential, introduced for the characterization of the
various situations established at diiTerent bias
voltages. A particular feature of MOS diodes is
that virtually no current is flowing since the oxide
is a very good insulator. Consequently, the Fermi
level in the semiconduclor is flat, irrespective of
the bias voltage applied. In thermal equilibrium
electrons are usually attracted from the n-type bulk
towards the oxide-semiconducior Interface,
forming a very thin accumulation layer (0 < yj.
Accordingly, there is no depteted zone below the
Interface, and a negative voltage has to be
connected to the front (gate) electrode in order to
repel the electrons. For sufTiciently large reverse
bias voltages (-+f < v, < 0) Ihe distribution of the
electrical charges and the electron potential energy
äs depicted in Fig. 2.7 is obtaincd. Now, the states at the Interface can act äs current generation centers,
provided the current can be collected by an adjacent electrical contact. If for larger bias voltages the
inlrinsic Fermi level f, at the Interface becomes larger than [he Fermi level £>. (y, < >,), an Inversion

Fig 2.7 Electron pcieniial energy and etectrieal
efiargts in an MOSdiode. compare Fig. 2.2 b).

layer about lOnmthick builds up. Thal is, free holes, which are the minority carriers in the n-type silicon
Substrate, are predominantly found at the interface. For very large vatues of the reverse bias the valence
band comes close to the Fermi level, resulting in strong inversion (-2+j < v,). A further expansion of the
depleted zone is then inhibited by the dramatically increasing concentration of holes in the inversion
layer.

Special interest will be devoted to the specific reverse bias, under which the transition from
accumulalion lo inversion lakes place. Since the electrons are neither repelled nor attracted lo the
interface under this experimental condition, Q, is zero and the electron potential energy must be
conslant throughout the Semiconductor. Accordingly, the voltage in question is named flat-band voltage
Vf.. It can be deduced thal il is ([SZE81 ])

cq-2-9 V+M-ifi

where Es and EH denote the work function of the Semiconductor and Ihe metal, respectively. ß_ is the
sum over all charges related lo the oxide and xf is the corresponding center of gravity. Cm is the oxide
capacitance of the MOS diode, which is measured in the accumulation condition.

eq 2 10

A, and dm are the vea of the oxide covered with the gate electrode and the oxide thickness, and Ihe
relative permittiviiy of dry oxide is E_ - 3.9. Substituting typical values of the work functions into eq.
2.9 shows thal Ihe usually observed positive flat-band voltages require positive oxide charges to exist in
the processed devices.

Finally il will be noted that in general the overall positive oxide charge is a function of the applied
reverse bias. If for example the Fermi level al the interface changes from a value close lo Ihe conduction
band towards the valence band energy for increasing reverse bias voltages, Ihe overall number of
interface states occupied with electrons is diminishing. Accordingly, Qm is progressively increasing,
resulting in a sntooih transition from accumulation lo Inversion.

2.4 Probing the Depletion Region with a Proton Micro-Beam

2.4.1 Measurement Basics and Experimental Procedure
Proton micro-beam measurements provide an in situ visualization offne extension of the electric field
zone in a silicon detector. The key elemenl of this (echnique is a Iow energy proton beam which can be
scamted over a large area, typically 1.55x0.77 mnr has been used here. Suitable energies should be
chosen such that the proton penetrales significantly into the silicon but does not travel through all of the
detector. Here 2 MeV protons from a Van-de-Graaff accelerator wert utilized, which otherwise is
employed by the group around Dr. Niecke (Arbeitsbereich Umwellanalytik, I. Institut für
Experimentalphysik, Universität Hamburg) for spatially resolved FIXE measurements (Proton-Induced
X-ray Emission). The energy dE lost by a proton of a certain energy E on the distance «it is related to
the stopping power S by

eq. 2.11 -pS(E),
dx

where p denotes Ihe density of the ionized medium, and in silicon it is p = 2.33 g/cm'. An Integration of
eq. 2.11 gives an average ränge of 2 MeV protons in silicon of 47 um, employing the stopping power
data compiled by J.F. Ziegler (ZIE77). Since above 100 keV the ionization cross section is found to be
increasing for decreasirtg proton energies, most of the ionization is produced at the end of the ränge. This
relation between the ionization and the ränge is known äs the Bragg curve.
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Given (he proton comes to resl within the depleted zone of the delector. all the generated electron-
hole pairs Ire collected, and accordingly the Signal delecled reflects the total initial proton energy. If now
the ionizalion chiefly lakes place in the zero field region, the signal is significantly reduced. A two
dimensional map of the electric field zone can thus be obtained by plotting the detected energy versus the
posilion at which the proton intnided the detector. Fig. 2.8 displays the number of hits falling into a
specific ränge of the detected energy and of the projected x coordinate of the scanned area. The scan
regions have always been amnged in such a way that the symmetry of the investigated lest stmctures
allowed for this projeclion in order to reduce the complexity of the measured data. K would also have
been possibte to experimentally scan the proton beam along one line. However, then local proton damage
would have become a major concern. For rhe same reason, and in addition to avoid pile-up effects in the
readoul electronics, the beam current was chosen Orders of magnitude smaller than for typical FIXE
measurements by narrowing the beam slits, resulting in only a few hundred recognized hits per second.

Fig. 2.8

Left: Number ofkiti äs function of
the projected x coordinate and the
delecled energy (device 932K28.
V^ - 88 y. reverse büa SO V.
500 lu shaping Urne).

Bottom: Top view of tfte
inveaigated surface barrier
deteclor and indlcation ofthe tau
region in conjunction with the
corresponding coordinate syaem.

Rtliaa

All measurements were carried out at room temperature in an evacu»ted sample chamber. A block
diagram ofthe electronic readout and the proton rnicro-beam control is shown in Fig. F.l of Appendix F.
The energy ADC chamels were scaled to a well dcfined electronic input signal by means of a lest pulse
generator, compare the two lines at aboul 900 charmels in Fig. 2.8. Absolute energy calibralion of the
electronics was accomplished by the signal from the 2 MeV protons and by the additional acquisition of
the specrrum of a 1MCm source, emiuing o-ptrtkles of very accuralely known energies, see Fig. 2. l b).
Also the beam position Information fumished by the micro-beam controlling system is an arbitrarily
scaled ADC channel number. The required calibretion ofthe spalial dislances was altained by probing a
hexagonal metallic grid with a specifled lallice constant (63.5 um), also used to focus the proton beam.
An absolute assignment ofthe beam posilion with respect to Ihe investigated device was then possible by
inspection of the features of the measured data which unambiguously could be relaled to the known
deteclor surface structure. Moreover, the simples were mounted on a mobile Üble that could be moved
very accuralely by means of stepping motors, thus providing an additional lool for the position
calibralion. Whik the minimum beam focus atiainablc is around l um, a spatial resolution of 6 um in the
x and y direction has been employed. Finally it is noted thal it also was possible to expose the back
plane contact ofthe lest devices to the proton beam, giving additional clues regarding the fiefd extension.
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2.4.2 Surface Barrier Devices
Computer programs were developed to extract the crest line produced by the proton signals in
measurements Hke Fig. 2.8 which fumrshes the detected energy äs function of the projected coordinate.
Mainly these so-called energy profiles will be discussed in the following. They are presented in Fig. 2.9
äs function of the reverse bias völlige applied to a surface barrier detector. With respect to the signal
caused by the proIons impJngjng onto the central region of Ihe junction electrode, evidently even under
zero bias electron-hole pairs are collected due to the electric field arising from the built-in voltage r7«,
compare eq. 2-6. Moreover, for bias voltages larger than 5 V always the füll proton beam energy is
measured, indicating that the width ofthe depleled zone is larger than Ihe proton ränge of 47 (im. Below
this voltage it is possible to infer the width ofthe depleled layer from the signal height by exploiting Ihe
knowredge about the energy lost by the intruding proton on a certain distance which can be deduced from
eq. 2.11. However, it is inevitable to take into account the shaping time ofthe electronic readout, i.e., Ihe
tirne during which Charge is recognized. The chief problems arise from the ionizalion thal lakes place
close to the edge of the depletion region, where the electric Held is Iow, resulting in slow Charge
collection. Moreover, minority carriers crealed in Ihe zero field region can, due to the large
recombination lifetimes, easily diffuse into the field region and thus conlribute (o the overal) signal.
Employing the 2D-device Simulation program ToSCA, the lauer could be shown to result in an
overestimation ofthe depleled width of around 1.5 um and IS (im for 100 ns and 500 ns shaping times,
respectively [WUN96J.
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Fig. 2.9 Field zone In a surface barrier detector probed by protons impiitgtng onto the
front plane. The surface layout ü depleled on the lop ofthe diagram, compare Fig 2.3

(device 932LIO. 100 nt shaping time. V+ •= S! y. Vf = 1.8 V).

Conceming Ihe edges of the investigated junction il is noliced that at bias voltages around 1.9 V the
sensitive region expands significantly in the horizontal direction. In particular, virtually no signal is Seen
undemeath Ihe MOS region betow 1.9V, in agreement with the flat-band voltage V^ of 1.8V
determined from the CV curve, see Sectton 2.5.3. For the largest reverse bias presented in Fig. 2.9, which
is close lo the füll depletion voltage, a small portion of the proton energy is lost at a Position around
1.5 mm. Now, the corresponding investigations employing protons intruding from the back side do not
show this feature. U must therefore be concluded that an insensitive region evolves al the oxide-silicon
Interface. A likely explanation is that Ihe Iransversal electric field component becomes very small at that
Position, allowing for the formalion of a hole Inversion layer. Nexl to the gold-silicon Interface this
would not be expected to exist, because there the Inversion carriers are drained into the junction contacl.



2.4.3 lon-Implanted Devices with Floating and Grounded Guard Ring
Similar measurements have been performed on an ion-implanied device with either the guard ring short
circuited to the pad electrode (Fig. 2.10 a)) or lef) floating (Fig. 2.10 b)). Wilh respecl to the behavior
observed below the main electrode (region A), arguments equal to those mentioned for the surface
barrier detector hold. The differences in the detected energies noticed in a) and b) arise from the different
shaping times. However, ye( a larger signal is observed in the thin oxide regton B, located next to the
main pad metallization, which is due to the energy lost by the protons in the aluminum contacl layer.
Indeed, employing the corresponding stopping power data, the thickness of Ihe metallizalion could be
deduced from this observation to be around l .2 um [OSI9SJ.
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Fig 2. 10 Field zone in an ion-implanied deiector (device M 1091 1, V^
labeling A - E ofthe different region eompart Fig. 24.

a) Guard ring short circuiled lo the pad electrode. 100 ns shaping Urne

h) Guard ring floating. SOO ns shaping Urne.

= 86 V). In regard lo the surface deiign and ihe
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Now, in the region D of Fig. 2.10 a), i.e. undemeath the short-circuited guard ring, the field zone expands
similarly to ihe main eleclrode. Below the thick oxide regton C, a fraction of the proton energy is lost
due to the electron accumulalion layer at Ihe siücon-oxide interface. Evidently the layer does not
disappear even for the largest reverse bias voltages, indicating a local electron potential minimum
essentially controlled by the number of oxide charges. Here it is importanl to recall that the
measurements were performed in an evacuated chamber, while in normal air atmosphere Ihe front
electrode poiential might be conducted to the oxide surface by the humidity. These considerations
essentially determine the type of the boundary condition, Dirichlet or Neumann, that needs to be applied
on top ofthe oxide surface in order tostudy the field zone with a device Simulation program [RIC96]. As
for the surface barrier detector, a lateral extension of the fietd-zone is observed in region E.
Correspondingly, the depleted zones evolving below the main electrode and the guard ring would be
expected to be merged at a reverse bias of around 10 V, where the lateral extension in region E is
approximately half the distance between Ihe pad and the guard.

If the guard ring is left floating the extension of the depleted zone displays markedly different
features, see Fig. 2. l Ob). For reverse bias voltages smaller lhan 10 V, a signal independent ofthe bias is
detected below the guard ring in region D originating from the built-tn electric field. The signal is
however reduced with respect to ihe value observed undemeath the main electrode at zero bias, because
the guard is only loosely coupled to the electronic readout by the capacitance between the pad and the
guard. Between 10 V and 50 V a constderable growth of the signal is observed, an sing from the lateral
exlension of the electric field zone under the main electrode, which again leads to the merging of the
separated depleted zones. With ihe shielding undepleted layer removed, Ihe potential of the pad can be
induced onto Ihe guard through the electric field, which is known äs punch-through biasing [KEM88J.
However, äs the distance between the electrodes in question is very large, the biasing mechanism is not
very effeclive. For instance at 90 V the signal observed in the region D roughly equals the one
undemeath the main pad al l V reverse bias. It is interesting lo nole that after the punch-ihrough has
occurred Ihe detected energy in the thick oxide region C is reduced, indicating the formatton of a local
electron potential minimum at the interface which allows for the development of an electron
accumuladon layer.

2.4.4 Lateral Extension ofthe Electric Field Zone
The proton micro-beam measurements can be employed to determine the sensitive volume of the
detectors wilh regard to ihe lateral extension over the junction area. In order to allow for a quantitative
evaluation, the lateral extension has been defined tobe givenby that speciilcposition, where half ofthe
energy compared with the center of the main pad is observed. The corresponding data obtained on the
ion-implanted device abeady encounlered in Fig. 2.10 are presented äs function of the reverse bias
völlige in Fig. 2.11. Protons were either impinging on the rear or the front side and the guard ring was
either connected lo the main pad electrode or left floating. Moreover, all measurements have been
performed with (wo shaping times, 100 ns and SOO ns, demonstrattng that ihe differences resuKing from
slow Charge collection and minority carrier diffusion effects are small. U will be recalled that the lateral
extension is probed at around the proton ränge of 47 um below the contacts.

A very smooth curve ts observed for the short-circuited guard ring below the front side corresponding
to region E in Fig. 2.10 a). For the floating case the punch-through, which is indicated in Fig. 2.11,
results in a more unsteady behavior. In any case the lateral extension below the rear contact is smaller,
illustrating that the depleted zone is not growing like a rectangular box, but rather like a bulb. Of chief
interest is the sensitive volume in the fully depleted state accomplished under a reverse bias of 86 V, äs
was inferred from CV measurements, see the following Section. With the guard ring floating the lateral
extension measured with respect to the edge of the front electrode p' implant is around 200 um at the
front side and around 40 um at the rear side, which gives an average of 120 um. Thus the total sensitive
area has been quoted to be 0.524x0.524 cnr on the square-shaped device and a corresponding value for
the circle, see Table 2.1. If the guard ring is properly grounded the sensitive area assigned to the pad
electrode extends laterally only half of the distance between the implants of the main junction and the
guard ring. Accordingly the square-shaped sensitive area is then given by 0.505x0.505 cm3.
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typically observed'. Much snuller values are usually reported in (he literature, emphasizing ihe role of
the surface süies at the junction for the particular fabrication process emptoyed [SZE81]. The Variation
of the surface barrier current with ihe bias voluge, whichisof interestonly for V < 3*f7"/fl0, is given by

eq.2.16

2.5.1.4 Diffusion Curreitt

Bolh surface barrier and ion-implanled devices exhibit, when operated under reverse bias. a contribun'on
to the total current caused by Ihe diffusion of minorily carriers from the undepleted bulk region into ihe
electric field zone. The bias dependence is given by the Shockley equation, similar to eq. 2.16. However,
due to the differenl origin, ihe saturated current l^^ is related to other quantities.

For the sake orconciseness the following relitions will be given only for holes in an n-type Substrate.
The diffusion current is limited by Ihe rate, at which the holes are extracted from the bulk region,
depending on the eflicacy of the processes aiming at Ihe reslontion of Ihe thermal equilibrium Situation.
On the one hand, holes are homogeneously controlled in the bulk by generation/recombination,
characterized by Ihe minority canier reconibination lifetime for holes t,. On the other hand, minority
carriers can be injected front Ihe rear plane contact with an effective recombination velocity 5. Fig. 2.13
shows three important special cases of the füll solution of the problem presented by K.J. Rawlings
{RAW87]. Lf denotes Ihe diffusion length, which is related to Ihe hole diffusion constant Df (of ihe order
of 10 cmV at room lemperature [SZE81]) and the lifetime t, by Lr = (Dfl*f)n.

Lf<d-W

"d~W
d-W

Fig. 2.13 Tnret importaitt spectal cases regarding ihe origin afihe dffiisioit currenl.

W

Given a short reconibination lifetime, such that the hole diffusion length is mach snuller than the width
of Ihe undepleted region, only % determines ttw diffusion current (Fig. 2.13 a)). White this Situation will
in general be encountered on radiation damaged devices, the supplted float zone silicon has lifetimes of
the order of several milliseconds, resulting in diffusion lengths of the order of millimelers. Then either
case b) or c) shown in Fig. 2.13 applies, whichever is the value of 5. Given S is karge (injecting conttct),
Ihe diffusion current evidenlly grows significantly when W approaches d. The equation in Fig. 2.13 b)
does however not hold in that instance, but rather is the maximum current that can be injected from the
back plane equal to QtAp^S.

2.5.1.5 Volume Current

The reverse current arising from the steady state genention of electron-hole pairs in (he electric field
zone is typically predominating in silicon detectors because of Ihe large depleted volumes. The latter is
also the reason for the large ndiation sensitivity of the total leakage current, inasmuch äs the radiation
damage creates defect levels in the forbidden gap of the semiconductor, promoting the generation of
electron-hole pairs significantly. The volume leakage currenl lrj is related to the generation lifetimc T,
by

eq. 2.17

Average vilue of ihedeviees 91ZGOZ.912G04. and 912006 in refwence [ALS93).
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where Wt is the so-called generalion width (RAW87). Il is not justified to put W, equal to the depleted
width W. because then a volume leakage current would be flowing even under zero bias see eq 26
However, at reverse bias voltages much larger than the built-in voltage Vu ihe values of »and W are
equal lo within a few per cent, and /M is growing äs ihe square rool of V. A more detailed descriptioV of
the relation between Wf , the defect level causing the leakage current. and the reverse bias voltage can be
found in Section 3.3. l .6.

The ratio between the volume current at the temperature T and a certain reference temperature 7", is
givenby(lSZE8l]>

eq.2.18 R(T) =

This equation has been employed for the normalization of the experimental leakage current data to the
reference temperature T„ - 20°C, using an effective energy gap E, equal to the dielectric energy gap at
room temperature (1.12eV). The relation presupposes a dominant generation center* close lo Ihe
intrinsic Fermi level E,, Given ihe generation cenler is displaced from £„ a larger effective energy gap
would be resulting (compare Section 3.3.1.6). However, äs the temperature was always very close to
20°C (± 2 K), an error in E, would hardly affect the results. On the other hand, if eq. 2.18 is extrapolated
towirds Iow temperatures, a ctoser inspection is necessary (see Section 5. l .2).

2.5.1.6 Interface Generation Current

Closely related to /« is the interface generation current arising from the electron-hole pair generation at
the oxide-silicon interface, see Fig. 2.7,

eq. 2.19 /M = ̂ „,11̂ .

The generation process is active only on the depleted interface. thus /_ comribules to the currenl only for
reverse bias vollages larger than the flat-band voltage, see Fig. 2.12. As holds true for the analogous
processes in the bulk, /. is related to levels in the forbidden gap of the semiconductor. Although these
levels may have a certain energetic distribution, only their overall action will be taken into account here
in temts of the surface recombirution velocity S,. For purpose of temperature normalization again eq.
2.18 can be employed, however, the exponent of (TV/T") now must be pul equal to three rather than two1

[NIC82].

2.5.1.7 EigcEffects

So far it has always been asserted that the one-
dimensional modeling of the devices is sufficient.
Indeed, ihe departures front the ideal behavior are
minor effects, inasmuch äs the electrode dimensions
are large compared with the sample Ihickness.
However, regarding the dynamic capacitance the
lateral bounds of Ihe depleted zone cause an intemal
stray capacitance. This is expected lo be ihe larger, the
closer these bounds are located to the junction contact.
This is because the capacitance is a monotonic
function of the reciprocal distance between the
considered electrodes. A lateral extension of the
electric field zone should therefore in the first
approximation reduce the total capacitance.

Also ihe leakage currents are typically observed to
be larger than what would be expected from the sum of

Flg. 2.14 Edge and other txceaive currenu in an ion-
implanied diode and the Operation afihe guard ring.

For the individual currenl contributions see text.

the previously discussed contributions. Fig. 2.14 shows some sources for excessive leakag« currents. a)

II will be sho*» m a btc Kction UM the dominant (OKnlioa cemm «re in f*a singW out by their ncighbortwod lo tbJi
outsUnding ene^etk position. Note dui ilso the cjpture oosi secttoiu o for etectraiu ind hole» ue Ksumed lo be eqiul.

This relation «Hirnes ihe nirfact tutes lo be dutributed homogeneoufly Aroughout the band gap.
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illuslrates (he effect of humidtty or moisturt which conducts the pad eleclrode poteniial to (he outer
rtgions of the passivaling oxide byer. Acconlingly, (he semiconductor electrons are repelted from the
interface and a depleted surface (inversion) channel emerges, allowing for injection of free camers
generated al the numerous cryslal impeifeclioni at the sawing edge of (he device. b) indicates the point
of the largest electric field strenglh thal might give rise to intemal field emission (avalanche breakdown).
c) refers to the diffusion of minority camers inlo (he field region, also taking place at (he lateral bounds
of the depleted zone. Finally, d) indicates the possibility of sawing cracks reaching inlo (he field zone.
However, usually the depletion region is sufficiently remote from the device edges to inhibit this process.
In addilion to a more precisety controlled sensitive volume, connection of the guard ring sinks mosl of
the above excess currents. A particular difficulty is met with inverted deiectors operated with a floating
guard ring. Since the field zone then grows from the rear plane contact, which is not protected by a
surrounding passivation liyer, processes similar to a) shouW greatly enhance the Overall leakage current.
However, (he effect of large concentrations of radiation damage-induced defect levels appears (o prevent
this potential tailure mode [ERE96].

2.5.2 Ezperlmcntal Techniques
Experimentally the measuremenl of current-voltage (IV) and capacitance-voltage (CV) data is straight-
forward. The employed equtpment and the electrical conneetions can be found in Fig. F.2 of Appendix F.
Virtually all measurements h*ve been performed in the dark and in normal air atmosphere at room
temperiture. If not sUted olherwise, üie guard ring of the ion~implan(ed devices was lefl floating.
Reverse bias chtncteristics were typically recorded by ramping the völlige from smttl to large values
within a few minutes, «Ilowing the sample and the instnunents (o seilte at a given point for a sufficiently
long ttme. CV data have always been recorded in Ute parallel reidoul mode of the LCR meler, i.e., the
phase angle and the signa] «ttenuatJon have been assumed to be due to a capacitor swilched in parallel lo
a resislor, yielding the corresponding parallel capacitance C and (he resistor conductance G. The
oscillalor frequency was usually 10 kHz and its amplitude V*, was chosen äs small äs possiWe, typkally
SO mV, bul frequently noisy Signals required larger levels of up to l V. Differenl values of KK do
however hardly äfftet the measurement, contrary to the frequency/ which on irradiated devices might
seventy influence the capacitance data at small reverse bias völliges. On the one hand, this is due to the
damage-induced deep levels thal, depending on their energelic position, can follow the oscillatkms and
thus contribute to the dynamtc capacitance only at sufficiently small frequencies [LI91J. On (he other
hand, the series reststance K,, retoted to me undepleted bulk. can become significant, falsifying the real
device capacitance C_, according to [GOR93]

eq. 2.20

However, conceming reverse bias voltages close lo the füll depletion voltage V^, whose extraction
often is the chief objective of CV measurements, the effeci of eq. 2.20 is of minor imponance,

2.5.3 AnalysisoflVindCVCiirv«
The presentation of the different contributkMis lo the dynamic junction capacitance and the leakage
current given in ine beginning of this section shows the detailed undentanding about these basic device
characteristics. Acconlingly, the various parameiers delermining the peculiarities of (he IV and CV
curves can be extracted with high »curacy, « will be discussed in this seclion for both surface barrier
and ion-implanted devices.

2.5.3.1

It was staled previously that the junction capacitance C, becomes a constant at the füll depletion voltage
V+r, which is demonstrated in Fig. 2.15. However, frequentty a slighi reduction even beyond füll
depletion is observed, chiefly arising from the lateral expansion of (he electric field zone. Therefore, the
intersection of (wo straight-line fits to (he CV data, one in the ränge V > V+, , and the other one betow
V^, extended towards smaller bias voltages äs long äs the included points are in agreemenl with the
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straight line model, is the usuil praxis to obtain a reproducible numerical value for V^. Since the
capacitance values might sometimes be affected by a small additive capacitance CIOV arising from an
insufficient calibrKion of the LCR-meter, the CV curves have in this work been plotted into a C versus
V"1 coordinate System, which also gives a straight-line. In contrast to the double-logarithmic pkM, C^
does then not influence the evaluation of V^, However, the differences are almost negligibly small.

2.5.3.2 LeatMgt Current mt Füll DeplftionI(V^)

Next the leakage currenl at füll depletion l(V^) is determined by simply interpolating the IV data at the
previously obuined Y^. If volume current predominates the leakage current becomes more or fess flat
above füll depletion. On the as-processed surface barrier detector shown in Fig. 2.15 the further increase
is assumed to be due lo minority carrier injection from the rear contact, electric field dependerH lowering
of (he Schottky barricr, or other excessive leakage currents previously discussed. However, even very
small bulk damaging ptrticle fluences introduce a lot of efficienl generation centers, such that these
currents are in pnctice always screened by the volume currenl contribution.

2.5.3.3 Fiat-Band VotogeVn
Flat-band voltages Vf, were extracted front the CV curves äs illuslrated in Fig. 2.15. In a log-log pktt a
straight line was fitted lo the isolaled junction capacitance C, data observed in (he ränge ffl « V«
V+j, in order (o >llow for an extrapolation inlo the lower reverse bias ränge, Subtraction of C, from the
total capacitance Signal separates the contribution CHOS(y) arising from the MOS region around the
junction. Looking up the reverse bias at which this contribution equals the value yielded by eq. 2.13
providesareproducibkmeasureofthe flal-band vol(age V^.
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Fig. 2. IS Illustration oflhe evaluation oflkeflat-band voliage, the Merfact generation current. the füll depletion

voltage. and the comtpondingjüll depletion leakage currenl on a surface barrier device, see text (device 932G30).

2.5.3.4 Interface Genermtio* Current /_
Firstly, a straight line is fitted (o (he total leakage current / measured well below the flat-band voltage in
order (o iccounl for both the approximately constant offset comprised of (he surface barrier and diffusion
currenl and the slight increase aitributed to the volume current. Secondly, a straight line is filted to a
small voltage ränge above V^, where the interface generation currenl has emerged and a further slighi
Variation isseen. Now, /„ wastakenas the difference between these twolinesat V^. Regarding the latter
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straight-line fit, it is noted (hat for increasing reverse bias voltages the total current might either be found
to be continuously increasing, indicating a prtdominating volume current contribution properly
accounted Tor by the above procedure, or to be decreasing, which then gives a local maximum in the IV
curve, the so-callcd overshoot [FRE90]. In these instances the peak curren! was used instead of the
straight-line fit Extrapolation.

This phenomenon is typiully observed when /„ predominates and therefore reflects a voltage
dependenl reduction of the electron-hole pair generation rate at the oxide-siücon Jnterface. Now, the
genention is most efficient at those particular Interface states for which emission of both electrons and
holes takes place at a high rate, compare Fig. 2.7. Hence, an Optimum surface generation center exhibits
a level ctose to the middle between the valence and conduction band. Further, the average occupation
with electrons is ctose to 1/2. that is, the surface Fermi level is close to the considered level. As the
surface Fermi level sweeps from the conduction towards Ihe valence band during the transition from the
accumulalion to the Inversion, a maximum generation rate is expected at an intemtediate reverse bias
voltage: V^ + (EF, - E,)lq, The latter terrn depends on the eflecrive doping concentntion and is of the
order of 0.1 V for the material used in this work. It must however be bom in mind that the considered
MOSstructure is not isolated but rather electrically cormectedto ihe junction of the diode. 1t is thererore
not justifieö to determine the occupation of the surf«« states by nteans of a surface Fermi level, since
such a quantity exists only u tong äs no current is flowing. Still the above arguments might serve for a
qualitative understanding of the efTect.

2.5.3.5 Conductance
Conductance (GV) data have always been recorded, but wen not evaluated quantitatively. Given the
assumed equivalent circuit comprised of a capacitance in parallel with a resistance is correct, the tow
frequency limit of the GV-curve should be equal to the derivative of the IV curve dlldV, Therefore, in
the first approximation the conductance should depend on the bias voltage äs does the dynamic
capacitance, tnd this behavior ii indeed observed in Fig. 2. l S.
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Fig. 2.161V, CV, and GV characteriaics measured with either aflaating or a grounded guard ring on an ton
implanied detector (dtvice M208I2 aoredfor One run period in the PL UC ealorimettr ofHI at HERA which

produced bulk damage eorresponding to an equivalent }-MeVneutronfluence ofaround 10" cm').

2.5.3.6 Charaaeristics ofait lon-lmplanted Device

Fig. 2-16 shows the IV, CV, and GV curves obtained on an ion-implanted device. All curves have been
recorded with either a floating or a properly connected guard ring. The eorresponding differences are
related to specific extent of the field zone, see Scction 2.4.3. Regarding the capacitance measured with a
grounded guard ring, a sudden reduction is observed at around 4 V which must be concluded to be due to
the merging of the depletion zones undemeath the guard and Ihe main pad, resulting in a decrease of the
intern«! stray capacitance. Similarly a weak reduction is observed al around 20 V in the floating
configuration, related lo the occurrence of the punch-through. It will be noted that in both cases the
conductance data exhibits a peak which, although it is not understood in detai), appears to be a
fingerprint of these siluations. Wilh respect (o Ihe capacitances attained in ihe rully depkted slate, the
difTerence between the two modes of guard ring Operation is, on the one hand, due (o the different
sensitive areas that need to be taken into consideration (see Table 2.1) and, on the other hand, due to the
remiining intemal stny capacitances in the floating configuration. In any case the depletion capacitance
is larger than the value of around 10 pF expected for the given sample geometry according to E s,A Id.
Finatly, il will be noted that on this sample the proper connection of the guard ring helps in reducing the
total current, not only because of the snuller sensitive area, but also due lo the absorption of excessive
leakage currents, äs can be observed in the breakdown regiort around 200 V.

2.6 Laser-lnduced Current Pulse Shapes
Currenl pulse Signals measured at the lerminals of a detector depend on the distribution of the electric
field strength in the device. It is therefore possible to deduce the concentration of späte charges N4S(1,
experimenlally by intentionally inducing the current pulse and investigating it with an oscilloscope. This
method has been introduced around 30 years ago, see for example reference [FRE70], and is now often
referred lo äs TCT (Tnmsient Current Technique). Regarding N^jo, it provides a critical cross-check to
the otherwise used values inferred from CV curves. Moreover, based on this method an interesting tool
for Ihe microscopic invesligation of defect levels has recently emerged (see Section 3.3.S). The various
peculiarities of Ihe current pulses and the procedures employed for the extraction of N4sa will be
discussed in the following.

2.6.1 Measurement Principle

2.6.1.1 Origiitof the Cmrent Signal

In the following the front and rear electrodes of the considered detector will be assumed to be connected
to a negative and a positive terminal, respectively, such that electrons drift from the front to the rear
contact and holes in the opposite direction. In addition Ihe x axis of the employed coordinate System is
always supposed lo originale in Ihe front contact and to point towards the rear electrode, which thus is
located at x - d, so that the previous Statement is equivalent to a negative value of the electric field
strength F. Ifnowtf electron-hole pairs are created in thedirect vicinity of the front or rear contact of a
fully depleted detector, äs e.g. in Fig. 2.17byalaser, only either electrons or holes will travel Ihroughall
of the detector, while accordingly either the holes or the electrons are collected immediately by the
adjacent electrode. These two situations will therefore be called electron or hole injection. Now, with
respect to Ramo's theorem eq. 2.1, the current Signal l,f(i) induced during the drifl of either carrier (n or
p) reftects its drift velocity v+.f at a certain time t of the charge collection process,

eq.2.2I v^..(() = - /.„(r).
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Corresponding experimental data are given by the
transit regions of the cunent pulse shapes displiyed in
Fig. 2.18 a) and b) for electron and hole injection,
respectively. The electron drifl velocity is lirge in the
beginning and decreases towards the end of Ihe füll
collection time. In contrast to diis, the holes drifl but
slowly in the beginning and tre significantly
accetented during their passage through the detector. It
is however well known lhat over a wide nmge of
temperatures the drifl velocity of both canicn in (l 11>-
oriented silicon is an incretsing function of the
absolute value of the etectric field strength, see
Appendix A. In particular at tow fields it is v^^ =
IVV \E I. >»d at high field strengths VAJV approaches a
certain Saturation value vtM. The measurements in Fig.
2.18 do thenfbre indicate a larger value of |£|
undemeath the front electrode than below the rear
etectrode, äs il is expected for an undamaged n-type
detector exhibJting a positive space-charge, compare
Fig. 2.6 b). Hence, one of the main benefits of the
cuntnl pulse measurement is the dirtcl evidence offne
sign of the space Charge. Further, it is clear that an

Electron
Injection

Hole
Injection

Fig. 2-17 Sehematlc Illustration oflkt ortgto
aflhe currenl pulse shapes.

mcreased reverae bias völlige results in a larger etectric field strength, and accordingly the current Signal
is growing. Generally the füll collection time of the injected electrons is approximatery three times
smaller than the one of Ihe holes, in agreement with the ratio between the corresponding drifl velocities.

Finally il will be noted lhat the total number of drifc'ng electrons or holes N.f is steadily decreasing
during die Charge collection pnxess. This effect is due to the trapping at defect levels. resulting in an
exponenttal decay of Ihe number ̂  of imtially created pairs according to

eq.2.22 ^(i)-Wexp(-//t,^)

Here T„, denotes the trapping time constants for electrons and holes.

2.6.1.2 Experiment*! Pnce4*re

Regarding me other featuns of Ihe measured curves in Fig. 2.18, for inslance those in the leading and
tniling edge regions, it is necessary to have a cktser look at the experimental procedure employed to
record the current pulse shapes. The basic lel-up of the measurement is idenb'cal to the time-of-flighl
experiment described by C. CanalH et al., who have studied the drift velocity v+^ of electrons and holes
äs function of the etectric field strength and the temperature. However, they chiefly aimed at a constant
VA„ and evaluated the duration of me cuntnl pulse, wtiile here il ts importanl to accuratery measure the
overall shape containing the mformation conceming the etectric field profite.

The key etement is a Tektronix TDS 540 umpling oscilloscope, providing a maximum of
l Gigasamples per second and an analog band-widdi of 500 MHz, see the block djignm of Ihe
experimental set-up in Fig. F.4 in Appendix F. The currenl Signal of the deteclor is transmitted via a
coupling capacitor trom the front contati electrode to die oscilloscope input connector, which is
terminated by a 50 O resistor. Accordingly, the vohage measured by the oscilloscope is related to the
current signal by 50 O x /((). Free carriers are generaled underneath the sample electrodes by
illumination widi a short (< l ns) light pulse emitted from a Iow power semiconductor laser diode. A
Hewlett Packard pulse generator is used to drive die User electronically and also provides an accurate
trigger signal, employed lo initiale die njcording of a waveform into the oscilloscope. Since typically a
few hundred currenl pulse shapes need to be averaged in order to improve die signal to noise ratio, die
extemal triggering is inevitabk lo avoid a broadenmg of the resulting waveform by a time jitter.
However, die pulse generalor introduces i tot of ekctronic interference, spoiling the recorded Signals
unless die light pulses are optically delayed by a several meters tong glass fiber.
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The leading and tniling edges of the pulse are affected by the total System risetime which, on die one
hand, is determined by the analog bandwidth of the oscilloscope and, on the other hand, by the sampte
capacitance of around 10 pF and the oscilloscope input impedance of 50 fl, resulting in a 2.2J?C(10% lo
90% risetime) of around l ns,

1300

Fig. 2.18 Currenl pulse shapes measured OH m undamaged ioa-tmplanted device äs function ofthe
revene blas voltage which was varicdbetwttn 70 V and 120V using 10 Vinerements. Free cartien wert

genented by a shon (< l ns) HO um laser light pulse, a) Electron iajeclion al the front electrode.
b) holetnjtctio*at the rtarelectrodc (dtviceM2Wn. V^ - 84.7 V)

2.(.1.3 Ct»terlitspectio*»fthe Femtureiif the Current Pulse Skape

Now, the free carriers are not generated on a negligibly small distance but nther exhibit an exponential
distribution.

exp(-at) electron injection
, » , *ef0...rfl

ip(-a(<i -1» böte injection J
eq. 2.23

Here S is die JUuminated area and a denotes the absorption constant, whose dependence on the
wavelengdi A. and temperature T is explored in Appendix A. Typically a laser with \ 830 nm has been
used, penetnting around 10 M"1 i"to die silicon Substrate at room temperature. Thus, in the beginning of



Üw currenl pulse shape presented in Fig. 2.18, which shows ihe total current i - /.(() + I ß ( t ) , an
additional signal arises from a few holes and electrons drifting back to (he illuminated eleclrode for the
case of elec(ron and hole injection, respectively. However, the holes are producing a comparatively small
current signal due to their lower drift velocity and are therefore hidden under the predominating electron
signal in Fig. 2.18 a). Moreover, the tniling edge ofthe current pulse shapes essentially reflects the
progressing collection ofthe broad distribution of free carriers arriving at the collecting electrode*.

Usually ihe illuminated area S was around 0.01 cm1, and the total number of electron-hole ptirs N
was of the Order of l O1. In conjunction with the above quoted penetration depth it can be concluded from
eq. 2.23 (hat the initial concemration of free carriers generaledat the illuminated electrode isoftheorder
of 10I! cm"1. As this value is similar to the effective doping concentration, the electric field is initially
screened, known äs plasma effect and resulting in a further deterioration ofthe signal risetime.

If the reverse bias is smalter than the füll deplction voltage, an undepkted region evolves al the rear
contact. Given the space Charge is positive the electrons injected at the front contact travel towards the
k>w field region with a continuously reduced velocity', causing the long tail observed in Fig. 2.18 a). In
contrast to this, a large portion of etectron-hole pairs is created within the bulk region if the teser-lighl
impirtges onto the rear contact. Still, a regulär current pulse shape is observed in Fig. 2.18 b) due to the
exponential tail of the generated free carriers (eq. 2.23) which in pari reaches into the field region.
Minority carriers created in Üw bulk region diffuse into ihe field zone which is a cornptntively stow
process and therefore gives rise to the long tail encountered in Fig. 2.18 b).

2.6,2 AnalysisofCnrrent Pulse Shapes

2.6.2.1 Dtductio* oftHt Entirt Firtd Profile E<x)

In the following it will be assumed lhat the currenl pulse shape is arising from Ihe drift of an infinitely
small layer of either N electrons or holes crealed in the direct vicinity ofthe contact electrodes. Given an
experimental current pulse shape i (t), one can cakulate the drift velocity v+v corresponding to die
time f during the collection process with eq. 2.21. Further, there is a unique relation between v+.f and
the absolute value of the electric field strength [E | (see Appendix A) such that one equally well can plot
£ versus t. In order lo convert the r axis inlo a spatial coordinate, it is necessary to deduce the position
JCM ofthe drifting electrons or holes at the time t. Now, the differential equation goveming the motion of
the free carriers is simply given by

eq. 2.24

The ± sign accounts for the fact lhat eleclrons/holes are drifting towards increasing/decreasing values of
the x-coordinate (v*.„ is a positive number). The solution is obtained by Integration

eq- 2.25

where v+,.f(i) needs to be substituled from eq. 2.21, and the initial values ofthe carrier positions are
jt.(0) = 0andjc,(0)-d.

Forthecalculationof numerical values ofthe drift velocity by eq. 2.2l,evidentry the number \ of
electrons or holes is required, which however is not known a priori, bul can be calculated äs follows.
Given the trapping time constants are sufficiently large, such that the number of the drifting
electrons/holes is essentially constant and equal to N, it can be exploiied that after the so-called
collection time ICM all electrons or holes have passed through the detector, that is,

These fettura m tbo illwtrited ii Fig. 1.11. the r«uH of ihe numcria] nmubbon orthe eoneqwBdrag procetsca.

1 Indeed. in the simple phyikal modelint Iheir colleetion time divrrgw, i.e., they never reich Ine undepleted bulk region.
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eq. 2.26

Substiluting eq. 2.21 into eq. 2.25 and cvaluating ihe resulting expression at ( = tf,f gives

. 2.27

This relalion was written in a more general form in order to cakulate (he contribution of N electrons or
holes crealed at an arbitrary position *M(0) in the detector to the estemally detected signal. Since
electrons and holes are always created in pairs, it is instructive to consider the sum of the (wo
corresponding Signals \dt' l,(l") + \dl'/f(ty. it is always equal to Nq,. Furthermore it can be concluded
that the füll integral over the current pulse shape always gives Nq„, irrespective ofthe initial spatial
distribution ofthe ionized free carriers.

2.6,2.2 Extractio* ofthe Space Charge Concentrotion

According to the procedure outlined above, the füll
electric field profile and therefore inhomogeneous
distributions of the space charges can in principle be
extracted from the current pulse shape. However, in
practtce deviations from a linearly graded electric field
are hardly encountered, and methods assuming such a
distribution of the electric field are commonly
emptoyed because they provide an easy tool to
determine V^. A graphical construction ofthe electric
field in a fully depteted detector is presented in Fig.
2.19. II has been exploited there lhat the electric field
obeys the superposition principle, i.e., E(x) can be
written äs the sum of the Meld strength estabüshed in
the fully depleted detector and Ihe constant field
arising from Ihe overbias V -f^ dropping over the füll
detector thickness d . E (x ) can suiubly be written in
the following form

Electric
Field

Fig. 2.19 Graphical consiruclion ofthe electric
field ttrtngth in a fidly depleted deiector.

eq. 2.28 V a K„,

where k - signOV,,̂ , ) denotes the sign of the space charges that can be deduced from the shape of the
current pulse directly. Once the füll depletion voltage has been determined, N^sc* follows immediately
from eq. 2.7.

Th* CoHMtton Tlnw
It will now be investigated which time expires during the drift ofthe frce carriers from the place of their
origin to an other position in (he detector. Again Ihe relation follows from the differential equation eq.
2.24. However, here the drift velocity is considered äs function of the distance,

*.,<•>
eq.2.29

Given an experimental value of the collection time i,,ffv for either electron or hole injection has been
extracted from a current pulse shape measured on a detector of known thickness d and at a certain
reverse bias V . It is then possible to find a unique value of Ihe füll depletion voltage K^, determining
the dependence of the electric field strength on the distance in eq, 2.28, such that the collection time



calculated according to eq. 2.29 equals the nperimental value. The built-in völlige Vu will be assunwd
to be equil (o zero. For the purpose of numerical evaluation eq. 2.29 is approximated by a sum*

ta,
eq.2-30

whe« VM needs to bt laken frorn Appendix A at the temperature of the specific nwasurement in
question, and the ekctric field strength has to be calculated by eq. 2-28

The procedure outlined above is the so-calkd r,-method of the determination of the füll depletion
völlige- It is however not straight-forwird to extract an experimental value of the collection time from
the current pulse shape »nee, on the one band, the drifting carriers are a broad distribution rather than an
innnitely thin laver of charges and, on the odier hand, the leading and tniting edges are affected by the
system risetime. Fig. 2.18 a) illustrates t beuristically developed routine which was fbund to give
depktion voltage data in agreemenl with those obtained from CV measuremenls, at least on undamaged
devices (compare Fig. 2.20). One reference point in time is given by the first nuximum of the current
pulse shape and the second one by the intmection of the baseline with a straight-line fit to the Iniling
edge of the pulse. It will be noted that trapping effects hardly affect the evaluation unless significant
portkxis of the drifting caniers are removed, such (hat the cunent signal fades before the collection
process is completed.

Tb« Transit Tim« Constant

An other evaluation method anatyzes the shape of the current pulse in the transit region and will be
calkd the t •method. It is necessary to assume a consunl mobility, i.e.,

eq.2.31 »**,Gfl)-l»wlfl.

stnce then eq. 2.29 can be solved analytically by substitutmg the eiectric field streng* £ Tor the spatial
coordinattj and employing the reUrionrfE/dx- 2*(K*r + ^Vrf*. The result is the eiectric field at the
Position x^ of me drifting partkks, where they airive at the time /,

eq. 2.32

Here the transit time constant IM is given by

eq. 2.33 t.

The expression on the right-hand side must not be confused with the dielectric relaxition time (hat is
obtained by reptecing the constant mobility with the zero field mobility u«^ and the absolute vilue of
the effective doping concentration |N«jtil with the concentration of free caniers in the not depleted bulle
region which especitlly in radialion-damaged devices can largely deviate from W^oil- Now, the field
strength according to eq. 2.32 can be substituted intoeq. 2.31 to give the drift velocity which further can
be used in the Ramo's theorem to equate the observed current signal

Here also the possibk toss of caniers due to Ihe trapping has been accounted for by eq. 2.22.
Accordingly, a plot of the nalural logarilhm of the current signal /v versus the time ( gives a straight-
line with stope

eq. 2.35 ti- —•
t..

E«lierwNlcikiv«H|MkddwilriRvtlocit)'by>',- m( l -aE }E . wfaidiilkiw* fcr «i «ulylkil jotoöo«
Howew, AtKtMalffeUdepeMknceofv,, iimoreeonvl»ateA«MÜI»i«
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Provided the trapping can be neglected or is estimated from experimental data, the transit time constant
can be calculated from eq. 2.3S and may be used in conjunction with eq. 2.33 to determine lA ,̂**! In
this work the constant mobility has always been derived from the drift velocity data presented in
Appendix A at the average eiectric field strength VIA, compare Fig. 2.17,

ei 236

CompartMMi wtth CV Data

Finalry it will be demonstrated that on undamaged devices the two methods described above give
depletion völliges in agreement with the corresponding data obtained from CV measurements. For this
purpose CV curves and current pulse shapes were measured on a sei of 22 undamaged detectors
exhibiting a wide spread in the initial doping concentration. In some cases hok injection at the rear plane
contact was not possibk due to the aluminum mettllization. Fig. 2.20 displays the good correlition with
the CV reference data. It is noted that the /, -method gives more reliabk data than the T -method which
tends to underestimate the depletion voltage. The error in the t -method is increasing wilh V^ because
the collection times are decreasing, resulting in a serious influence of the system risetime on the shape of
the current pube signal in the drift region. This effect is a particular difficulty met with the pulses
induced by ekctron injection. It is noted here that the trapping effects in the undamaged devices can be
neglected and would not affect the evaluation.
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Fig. 2.20 Depletton vdlaget Y^rn deiermiittdfrom aaroa pulse (TCT) mtasurementt on a eoiiple ofundanagfd
dfvicts by either the i- or litt l. -metliod. tet lest. For comparison tht dafa are plotttd asfiuictio«

oflhe according V^cr. exlraaed from capccitance voltage charncitristici.

2,6.2.3 Simulation tf Current Pulse Skapts
All methods for the analysis of current pulse shapes described so far did not take into account the initial
distribution of the carriers generated by the laser light pulse, the deterioretion by the System risetime, and
other effects like for instance the broadening of the drifting carrier disiribution arising from their
diffusion. The most general way 10 examine Ihe pulse shape data is to make a certain assumption about



the eleetric field distribution, i.e. N+x*. and to
numerically simulate the current Signal. Fitting the
simulated to the experimental data should then give an
Optimum value for N^x* • This approach has been worked
out wiih the aid of V. Eremin [ER196.GER96).

Nunwrical Approach

The initial exponential distribution of Ihe free carriers is
subdivided into Iwo sets of J layers, typically J - 35, each
layer containing either N^ electrons or N^ holes, äs
illustrated in Fig. 2.21. Further, a discrete spatial
coordinate xiv is assigned to Ihe boundary between the
layers, such that Ihe initial N^ can be deduced from
Integration of eq. 2.23. For the case of electron injection,
i.e. laser light impinging onto the front electrode, this gives

eq- 2-37

Front
Electrode

Rear
Electrode

Fig. 2.21 Subdivision ofthe Initial electron
dlaribution n(x) generated by a laser light
pulse impinging onto the front electrode.and a similar nsull can be obtained for hole injection at the

rear electrode. Now, the evolution of these layers is
followed in time by solving the motion equation eq. 2.25 for each coordinate */M numerically empfoying
a constanl time step A/, i.e. r, - * A/, where A/ usually was equal to 0.1 ns,

eq. 2.38 Jf^G,,,)- W*)±*+„(&(*^k»D* -

Here, the drift velocities VAM wert taken from the approximation to the experimenul data published by
C. Ctnalli, see Appendix A. The eleetric Held strength is given by eq. 2.28, however, the built-in voltage
yM has always been neglected K is noted that Ihe discrete points are not equidistanl unless v+^ is
constanl Ihroughout Ihe detector. The iterative procedure defined by eq. 2.38 is repeated until all carriers
have arrived al the correspondingly collecting electrode. Application of Ramo's theorem, eq. 2.1, yields
the current produced by the>* layer al the time t t ,

eq.2.39 ,,,„ ((*)= 2d

Note thal the average vatue ofthe drift velocily for the layer in question has been used. Since the carrier
concentrations are supposed to be sufficienily small such that they do not screen each other, the total
current produced by either electrons or holes at a specific time (t follows from

j
eq.2.40 /.„('»)= X/,.-('t).

The extemal current Signal is given by Ihe sum of both electron and hole current /(/,) = /, (lt) + /, (f,).
One particular result of such a Simulation is presented in Fig. 2.22 for either injection of carriers al Ihe

front a) or rear electrode b). For both cases Ihe relative contribulion of Ihe electrons and Ihe holes to Ihe
total current signal has been indicated. A thickness of 300 um and a positive space Charge concentntion
(n-type) of 10" cm'1 was assumed, giving a füll depletion voltage V^ of around 65 V. Moreover, Ihe
lemperature, the reverse bias, and the laser wavelength were presupposed to be 300 K, 100 V, and
830 nm, respectively.
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Fig. 2.22 Electron and hole eomponenu ofthe slmulated current pulse shapes and the influence ofthe
convolution wiih the System fiaiaion. a) Front electrode. b) rear electrode Ülumination. regarding

the parameters ofthe Simulation, see text.

Diffusion and Tnpplng

In this numerical treatment longitudinal diffusion effects can in the first approximation be taken into
account by the foltowing procedure'. The Njv have to be related to the corresponding free carrier
concentrations n'and p'per distance by normalization to the appropriate layer width j^,,^, - xttf. A
gradient of this concentntion results in a partick diffusion current -Dv d{n',p')ldx, where in a
semiconductor Ihe diffusion coefficient £>v is related to the Iow field mobility by

eq.2.41 />„,, = ̂

Now, the condnuity equation can be employed to obtatn Ihe temporal Variation of the carrier
concentrations due to the diffusion d{n'.p'j/dt -£>v 8' {n'.p'}Idr . Multiplying the latter with the
time increment Af does therefore fumish the change in the concentntion that needs to be taken into
considention for one time step. Given the second derivative of the carrier concentntion has been
determined with an appropriate numerical method, the evolution in time offne number of camers in the
j* layer can be written

eq. 2.42

Here the factor on the right-hand side accounts for the reduction ofthe camers due to trapping (eq. 2.22).
The above program to represent the carrier diffusion is considered to be a first order approximation. A

more rigorous derivation of the problem should Start from the continuity equation, accounting for drift
and diffusion simultaneousty. However, for sufficiently small time Steps A/ eq. 2.42 is expected to give
reasonable numerical results. The corresponding evolution ofthe carrier distribution during the drift
through the detector is shown in Fig. 2.23. While this affects the current pulse shapes only slightly in the
trailing edge region, Ihe System risetime, which will be discussed in the following, strongly distorts the
pulse shape. Therefore, the numerically cumbersome cakulation ofthe diffusion effects has always been
omitted in Ihe later analysis.

Tmuveml diRnikM doea not ifftct the limulatkn resuK ihice die probkm b Nckkd in t unidimmsionit pkture.
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tnfhwnet öl tt» System Rhuthnt
The cunent sigml / (l) resuhing from the Simulation could in an ideilized case be measured directJy al
(he electrodes of the detector. However, the etectronic circuit attached to the detector feeding the curren!
into the oscilkacope transfonns the original Signal, and some of the responsible sources have ilready
been discussed in Section 2.6.1.2. This circunwUuic*s can appropriately be accounted for by the system
impulse Ksponse k (t) which is the Output signal of the electronic circuit in question when the input bas
been stimubued by a delta-peak at / - 0. Then me Output cunent i (t) observed for an arbitrary input

/(r)isgivenby

eq. 2.43 HO- f<ft Hi)h(l-t).

It is therefore destrable to know the system impube response. which is however hampered by the
experimental difficully to establish a delta peak-like input signal. If however /(/) is a step function,
whose derivative is a delta-peak, it can be shown (hat (he derivative of the resulting outpul signal i (t)
also gtves the Impulse response. Now, in the first approxtmation a step-tike cunent signal can be
generated in Ihe detector by limply employing a very long laser light pulse, since the corresponding
photo-cunent rises very swiftly and remains very closely a constant aftenvards. The numerical
difrerenliation of the leading edge of a correspondingly recorded waveform is displayed in Fig. 2.24. For
the further evaluation, me experimentalry determined impulse response was parametrized by the sum of a
Gaussian contribution and an exponential tail,

eq. 2.44

where 0 (t) is Heavyside's step function, and the normalization requires a + 2b to be equal lo unily. In
order to gain this representation, the data were shtfted by 7.9 na on the / axis, such lhat the outstanding
maxirnum is located al t = 0. The solid line in Fig. 2.24 is the corresponding fit obtained with the
Parameters a - 0.82, a» - 0.7 ns, b -9.0x10-', and t» -0.89ns.
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Fig. 2.24 The clreles are the
derivative oflhe initial rtse ofa
measured current pulte shape
fhai was induced by a lang
f> 15 ns) pulse af laser light on
a detector reverje biated with
150 V. The solid UM is the fit.

Jurnistiing fhe system pulse
response in a suitable anafytical
form for a shifled Urne scale, see
text.

Numerical convolution of (he simulated current pulse shapes / (<) was done according to eq. 2.43,
employing the data äs presenled in Fig. 2.24 in the ränge frorn around 6 ns to 13 ns. The effect is shown
in Fig. 2.22, emphasizing the role of the System risetime for tne aclual shape of the signal. U is noted that
the previoush/ discussed T - method for the evaluation of the effective doping concenlration can thus be
afflicted with a serious systematic error, especially if it is applied to the short pulse shapes observed after
electron injection at the front electrode.

2.7 Summary of the Basic Features of Silicon Detectors

• The operational principk of silicon detectors, Ihe features of the float zone silicon Substrate and die
thermal oxide surface layer, and the design of the devices studied was presented. The one-dim.
treatment of the electric field zone for an abrupt junction and a MOS diode was developed.

• The extension of the depleted zone was probed with spatially resolved proton micro-beam
measuremenls on surface barrier and ion-hnplanted devices with floating and grounded guard ring.
The lateral extension in the ftilly depleted state was found to be 120 um for the floating guard ring
sel-up.

• The peculiarities of capacitance and current-voltage characteristics on surface barrier and ion-
imptanled devices were explained based on the proton micro-beam results.

• The theory of laser-induced cunent pulse shapes was developed focusing on the extraction of Ihe
spacc Charge concentrao'on. A comparison with CV data on uninadiated devices showed a good
agreement. Methods based on the collection trtne rather than on the transil lime constant were found
lo be more retiabte and to be rnore robust in the presence of trapping centers and significant System
risetimes. The Simulation of pulse shapes was outlined accounting for electric field and temperature
dependent drift vektcities, difrusion, trapping, and the system risetime.
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3 Bulk Damage Effects
Contrary to the oxide surfaces ofsilicon devices, electron-hole pairs created by an ionizing particle in the
crystalline Silicon bulk do not cause any permanent damage. Rather does the performance of a Silicon
detector, which predominantly is determined by the bulk properties, suffer from the displacement of
Silicon host atoms. A naturat distinction is therefore given between surface damage effects, depending on
the ionizaiion dose (see Section 4), and bulk damage effects lhat will be discussed in the foltowing.

3.1 The NIEL' Hypothesis
Displacement damage occurs if the inleraction of an impinging particle of energy Ef Transfers sufficient
kinetic energy E* to a specific Silicon atom such mal it is removed from its regulär laltice site. This
particular atom is then calied the PKA (Primary Knock-on Atom), or recoil atom. As il takes »t least a
displacement threshold energy of approximately Et - 25 eV to be overcome, it is often instructive to
consider the maximum energy £*__ thal can be imparted lo Ihe recoil by elastic seattering',

eq. 3.1
n.M.

This is around 4E,m,/M«, provided the mass m, of the damaging particle is much smaller than the one
of the Silicon nucleus (around 28 u). For neutrons or protons, both approximately l u, the energy must be
greater than 175 eV, while for electrons the approximate relativistic relation £*_ -
2£,(£,+2mlcJy(A/s c1) must be used and requires Ef to be larger than 260 keV to dislodge one host
atom. Here it is also interesting lo note Ihe mechanism causing the displacement damage by exposure to
*°Co-gamma rmys, which have also been used in this work. The average energy of the two emitted
photons is E, - 1.25 MeV producing energetic electrons in silicon chiefly by the Compton effect. A
continuous distribution of electrons is resulting, exhibiting an upper kinematic limil of
^/(l+O.Sm.c'/fi,), i.e., approximately 1.0 MeV (CAH59J. Regarding the above mentioned displtcement
ihreshold, the vast majority of all "Co-gamma interactions displace only very few atoms.

In this work it will however mainly be dealt with high energetic particles situated ordera of magnitude
above these displacement (hresholds. The recoil energy is then so lange mal the PKA Starts moving
through the tattice, continuousry displicing further atoms, which again might be suffkiently energetic to
initiate subcascades, During this process also a significant amount of the recoil energy is lost in
ionizan'on, i.e., only a portion P (E«) of £, contributes to displacements, named Lindhard partition
function. A more detaited discussion of Ihese subjects can be found in reference [WUN92]. Now, the
basic assumption of the NIEL hypothesis is that any displacement damage-induced change in the
material properties scales wilh the amount of energy imparted in displacing collisions, irrespective of the
spatial distribution of the introduced displacement defects in one PKA cascade, and irrespective of the
various annealing sequences taking place after the initial damage event. While it will therefore be
explored in the folktwing, how (he absorbed displacement energy is related lo the interaction cross
section and the differential particle flux spectrum, consideration of the microscopic details gives
Jmportant clues regarding the chemical composition of the damage-induced defects and is left für
Section 3.3.1.

Given several types of interactions between a particle of energy £, and the silicon nucleus, whose
relative efflcacy is expressed by the corresponding cross sections' o.(£,) Moreover, for each let there
be an energy distribution of the recoil/,(£,, Et) and a corresponding upper kinematic limit E^^v The
displacement damage cross section D (£,), measured in MeVmb, is then usually defined by

Nm [onizing Energy Lots.
The derived dUplacemenl fcesholdi do not iccomt fot nuclear reactioiu, which for Iow eneteetk neutroM mieht OUM
damage du* to neutron capture.
Typkll vilueiireof the order of 100 mb. Note that äs the total cron Kctiont of fast neutrons il of the order of l b, the ränge
iniiliconiiifew 10 cm, erauring homogeneously distributed prinuiy collisjon sitej in the iround JOO (imthkk
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eq. 3.2
£.

where the Iower Integration bound accounts for the ctrcumstance mal the partition function is assumed to
be equal to zero below the displacement threshold, P (Et < E^) - 0.

Regarding a specific interaction, the integral on the right-hand side denotcs (he average value of the
kinetic energy released to the crystal if one single interaction has occurrcd. In other words, the total
displacement damage energy per volume deposited in a silicon crystal can be written

eq. 3.3

where („p is Ihe exposure time and + (£,) the differential particle flux spectrum. It was exploited here
that the space density of the target nuclei is given by 8/n*. äs eight silicon atoms are found in one cubic
unit cell with a linear dimension of o " 5.43 A [SZE81J. Now, according to the NIEL hypothesis any
displacement damage-induced change in the material properties is proportional to pA. Fig. 3.0 displays
the displacement damage cross section functions according to eq. 3.2 which have been used in this work
for purpose of fluence normalization, see below. The neuiron data have been taken from M.S. Lazo et al.
below 18 MeV [LAZ87] and were extended lowards higher energies with the results published by A.
Van Ginneken [VGI89]. White Ihe pion data were provided in numcrical form by M. Huhtinen and P.A.
Aamio [HUH93], the proton damage function was also taken from [VGI89].
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— Lazo : neutrons
-«- Van Ginneken : neutrons
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Fig. 3.0 Displacement damage cross sections for different pariicta asfunction oflhe panicle eiurgy.

Evidently Ihe efficiency of introducing displacement damage into the silicon crystal depends on Ihe
particle type and on its energy. If therefore a sample has been exposed to a specific source for the time
i^, and the particle fluence is quoted by

eq. 3.4



il is interesting lo ask for the fluence required at an olher source to introduce the same amount of
displacement damage pA . If the dtmage is visualized lo be arising from a monoenergetic l MeV neutron
source, the corresponding equivafcnt fluence 4% follows from

eq. 3.5
° D-(l MeV)a 9 a

It is possible lo alwayj compute the equivalenl l MeV neutron fluence *., by

eq. 3.6 *„ -**

iftheso-caUedhaidnenfactorK of the source under comidention is defined by"

eq. 3.7
l

f*1g,+(£,)£(£,>

D,(\)

TaNe 3.1 Otaracteriaics ofvaritna Irradiation sources.The bounds of the integral in the
nominaler are often identified wilh
the energy cuts employed for Ihe
fluence measurement. However,
typicilly no error is arising from
this procedure because eilher Ute
flux or me displacement damage
cross aection is negh'gibly small in
the omitled energy fange- On Ihe
olher hand, in regard to wide
spectnun neutron sources which at
times can exhibil a huge partick
flux in Ihe thermal Neutron ränge,
considerable tystenutk erron can
be introduced, e.g. 5% for CERN
PSAIF äs outlined in [ANG96].

Concerning the l*McV neutron
displacement damage cross section
D.(\, a weighted käst
squares averige value of
9S±4 MeVmb was »kulated from
the various determinatiom of Ihe
displacement damage function, «nd
this is currenlly the ASTM
(American Society for Testing and
Materials) Standard (MES92J.

Numerous sources will be
encountered in this work, and Iheir
characteristics are compiled in
Table 3.1. If no rurtherreference is
given. the hardness factor has been
calculated according to eq. 3.7,
employing the displacement
damage cross section functions äs

Note ihn thb i* thtady the pncüctl nhic of the hvdnca ftrtof,« oppoxd to to lfcoroog)i meirotof ic deftnttHM. «rherc Ae
km« «nd upper twundt oftll iMegnb ire 0 wid », reapectivdy. MC (ANG96).
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shown in Fig. 3.0. While no energy cuts need lo be taken into account for the nwnoenergetic sources, for
ISIS Et. and E» are 10 keV and 70 MeV, respectively.

3.2 Changes in the Macroscopic Detector Properties

3.2.1 Rcvicw of the Currcnt Bulk Damage Models
After an introduction into the basic relation between damage-induced defect tevels and Ihe deterioration
of the delector perfonnance, the cunently accepled modeis describing the changes in the macroscopic
deteclor properties äs function of fluence, annealing time, and temperature are reviewed. In this field a
huge amount of experimenta! data has been reponed in the literature by various groups, and the data
measured and shown in this work are presented mainly for purpose of Illustration. The corresponding
numerical values of the Parameters in Ihe model equations have been compiled in a global survey (see
Section 5) and are given in Table E.7.

3.2.1.1 Basic Dfftd AOion

Radiation damage introduces a manifold of defect levels, and their basic action in the siticon delector is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Process a) is the carrier removal effect, also refened to äs the
comperoation for Ihe shallow doping impurities. Free caniers are trapped here into deep levels and can
not participate in Ihe conduction process anymore. This will for exampk increase the series resistance of
a detector, thal is not fully depleted. Process b) results in increased rate of recombination of excess
caniers, which is not detrimental to the Operation of the siticon detector. All diffusion cunents, e.g., Ihe
forward cunent in an ion-implanted detector, will however be enhanced. Fig. 3.1 c) displays Ihe two
chief considerations deciding on the successful Operation of Silicon detectors in an environment with
high rediab'on levels. Firsthy, in Ihe reverse biased device, deep levels, especially those close to the
middle of the band gap, can generate excessive leakage cunents that kad lo noisy Signals and, what turns
out to be even worse, an increased power dissipation. Secondly, the defects introduced by the radiation
damage may become charged in the depleted region and therefore contribute lo the effective doping
concentration. When, äs is the case, the overall electrical Charge becomes progressively negative, the
extemal bias eventually faiis lo fully deplete Ihe detector, or would have lo be chosen so high thal
excessive break-down currents would prevent a reliable Operation. Finally, Fig. 3.1 d) shows, how the
free caniers genenled by the passage of an ionizing partick through the detector can get Irapped at
defect levels during the Charge colkction process and thus escape the detection. Although the trapped
caniers would be rekased later, they would probably not be taken into account since the Charge
collection needs to be compkled within a short time, related to the high bunch crossing rate of fulure
HEP colliders.

3.2.1.2 Effective Doping Cencaitntion
The radiation damage-induced changes in the effective doping concentration can most instructively be
illustraled by the corresponding variations of Ihe CV curve, äs for exampk in Fig. 3.2. These particubr
measurements have been carried oul on an ion-implanted device in the course of a Irradiation with fast
neutrons from the Be(d,n) genmtor at the PTB, see Table 3.1. Evidently the füll depktion voltage is
decreasing for me first two exposures, whik fluences in excess of around 10"cmJ are resutting in
growing V*, values. This was observed by various groups and it was concluded thal Ine initially positive
space Charge, delermining the füll depktion voltage according to eq. 2.7, is continuously decreasing until
the Inversion of the sign of the space Charge takes place and N4_3n becomes an tncreasingly negative
number [WUN91,EDW91^IO91,PIT92,LEM92]. Further, orte observes a flattening of the CV curve it
small reverse bias voltiges which in pari is due (o a growing series resistance of the undepkted bulk
materill, compare eq. 2.20.



a) Compensation b) Recombination

c) Generation and space Charge d) 1) Trapping, 2) Detrapping

Fig. 3. l Mtctumümt ofthe device deterionaion hroughl aboui by radiatiott-inductd defecl levelt.
Proceaet e) mtd d) are ofatperior imporiancefor tifieon detecton. Ec and Er denote the electron

energy in tfte conducti<m and valtnce band, respectlvefy.
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Fig. 3.2 Changesin the CVcurvts obierved during an Irradiation with fast neittrons (device

MI0609, d - 274 pm. total txposure time 2 houn at PTS Bc(d.n),f~ 10 klk).

As outltned in the references [ER295.ANG95] direct evidence of the Inversion of the sign of the space
Charge can be provided by currenl pulse shape measurements, and an exampk for this Statement is
presented in Fig. 3.3. The electric field strength sensed by the injected electrons below the front contact
(beginning of the pulse shape) is larger than close to the rear contact (end of the pulse shape) before
Irradiation and after exposure to a small fluence <t>„. Now, the gradient of the electric field is changing
the sign at an intermediate fluence 4>^ accumulated during the Irradiation, indicating a negative space
Charge and a junction located at the rear plane contact. Note that the length of the current pulses is

essentially determined by the employed bias voltage V^. which, in order to facilitate the evaluation of
the data, was always chosen closely above the actual füll depletion voltage V^.
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Fig. 3.3 Transformation af the cumntpulushapesinduced'byeteamt injeclioitat the front eoatact
during am Irradiation (device 942G2I, d - 386.8 fim, total expoture Urne anund nvt> kours).

The change in the efTective doping concentration will always be icferred to N
measured before Irradiation, by

the vilue of A

eq. 3.8 "<, - ,0.

since with respect to the above experimental observations this always gives a positive munter. It is
noticed that in eq. 3.8 tfte change in N4„ does not only depend on the absorbed particle fluence «„,,
but also on the time of annealing elapsed since Ihe irradiation. This circumstance is illustrated in Fig. 3.4,
where the left-hand side shows the room temperalure annealing period and the right-hand side the long
term processes accelerated by storing Ihe devices al 50°C.

Now, munerous experimental data (see Section 5.1.1) from systematic studies on this subject matter
have been found to be in agreement wilh Ihe following model. The total damage effect can be split into
three portkMis by (FEI93,ZI094,FRE94,BAT94]

eq. 3.9

which distinguishes the

• short term annealing N, (*^,i),
• a stable damage component Nr (*,,),
• and the long term reverse annealing Nr (*.,, t),

with annealing rates depending on the temperature T, With respect to the beneftcial short (erm annealing,
it appears lo be difficult lo reconcile the observations made on differently manufactured detecton with a
universal behavior, and hardly any significant annealing Steps wert so far recognized [SCH95J. Due to
the lack of a clear universal picture the process is then visualized to be arising from the decay of a sei of
radiation damage-induced acceptor-like impurities, and according lo the considerations in Appendix C
this results in an approximation ofthe annealing curve by a sum of exponentials [WUN92]

eq.3.10
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Thai is, all acceplor concentnliom are inlroduced proportional to Ihe fluence it individual rates g^, and
display a simple first order decay with temperature dependent annealing rate conslanls k^,(T). Fof
practical applications, e.g. at LHC, short lerm annealing needs not to be taken into account because the
exposure times are much longer than the typically encountered annealing time constants. Even if it is
argued that low temperature Operation would effectively freeze the beneficial annealing, Ihe anticipated
maintenance periods would be sufficienl to altow for a considerable annealing. In any case could such a
problem be overcome by Jntentionally warming up the silicon detectors.

O
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AnneaImg(2rC)
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Flg. 3.4 ÄHHtaltHf behavtor ofüte radiatioit damage-lnduced ehange In the effeatve

exposur* Omt/ßueitct 2 mln/2.89*.10" cm-1 and It min/2.70x10" cm'1).

The plateau value reached at an intermediate stage of Ihe annealing (around 2 weeks al room
lemperalure) is quitt close lo the Stahle damige, which is the ponion offne overall ehange in AU^o» lhat
does not depend on Ihe annealing time. A satisfying parametrization of the experimental data conceming
the Variation wilh the fluence is gjven by [FEI93.SCH94]

eq.3.11 A/f (<»,,)-A

While the term on the right-hand side again implies the irrtroduction of acceptor-like slates in proportion
with Ihe fluence, an additional contribution arises from Ihe exhaustion of donor-like states wtiose initial
concentration is AU,, and accordingly c is calkd the donor-rernoval constant [FRE90J. However, care
must be taken if AU ii identified wilh Ihe initial phosphonts concentration N, stnce, on Ihe one hand,
from the microscopic undersianding of me damage processes there is only a small chance to remove (he
Irace amounts of phosphorus (see Section 3.3.1) and, on the olher hand, experimental data on AU are
typically found lo be much smaller than Nf. For sufficieniry large nuences (*, > c', i.e. usually *„ in
the 10" cm'1 ränge or above) the exponential term can be negkcted and ii is approximately

eq.3.12 AUO>„)*A

With respect to the room temperature annealing, following the minimum reached after around two weeks
the AAU; is found to be mcreasing very slowly with a time constani of the order of years. Since in
invened detectors the füll depletion völlige increases correspondingly, and the reliable long term
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Operation (10 years) of such devices in fuiure experiments for a given maximum operational voltage may
not be guaranteed men, this so-called anti- or reverse annealing has become a major issue. Systernatic
studies investigating Ihe annealing kinetics at elevated lemperatures have suggested that Ihe reverse
annealing function can be written [FEI93.FRE94]

eq.3.13

where the reverse annealing amplitude is proportional to the Irradiation fluence

eq.3.14 ^(*„) = gr*^.

In eq. 3.13 it is implkilly assumed lhat an acceptor-like state Y is created by a bimokcular reactkm,
where the temperature dependent reverse annealing rate constant obeys an Arrhenius-relation kr(T) -
ki exp<-£. /(*,/")), compare Appendix C. While eq. 3.13 has been accepted in this work äs a good
approximation of the reverse annealing curve employing a minimum number of free paramelers, serious
objections will be raised against the implied microscopic Interpretation in Section 3.2.6.

Regardmg the evolution of AAU/ observed during the isothermal elevated temperature anneahng, äs
for exampte shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 3.4, it is evident that eq. 3.9, omitting Ihe short term
annealing A/., can be filted very reasonably to the experimental points by a least-squares method <solid
line) wheneq. 3.13 is substituted forNT. Thisgives unique estimates of N'e,NV-, and k,. Acorrection
for the amount of reverse annealing A Uking place during the extended room temperature stonge period
A l preceding the elevated temperature annealing' can be obtained from the approximation of eq. 3.13

eq.3.15 /WO-MH^..'.

which isvalid äs long tskr(T)NT,t is much smaller man unity. Now, A/E- is not known and it will thus
be assumed for the calculation of A lhat Nrm * N',m, introducing only a smatl error äs A is small
compared with A/r.. Therefore, in the ftrsl approximation

eq.3.16 A»*r(Tff>* ^Af.

which then is used to obtatn N, - N', - A and A/r„ = A/V- + A . For these corrections k,{Tt - 20°C) -
l .55* 10'" cmV has been employed, the result of the global survey of this constant, see Section S. l .1.

Provided data obtained on sevenl armeakd simples an taken inlo consideration it is possible to
systematically study N, and NYm äs function of Ihe fluence *,, and kr äs funclion of the aimcaring
temperature T. While the former yields values of the damage constants Na, c, gc, and gt (see eq.
3.11/eq. 3.12 and eq. 3.14), Ihe latter gives E. and*» in the Arrhenius-relation for kT(T) asoutlined in
Section C. In this work this procedure has been exploited for the investigation of devices manufactured
on malerials with various initial resistivilies and for Ihe comparison of the damage-induced by different
imdiadon sources.

3.2.1.3 UakagrCurrfKf
The IV curves äs function of the irradiation dose äs typically observed by rnany experimenters is
illustrated by an example in Fig. 3.5, compare the corresponding CV curves in Fig. 3.2. In addition lo the
changes in the füll depletion voltage, which are indicated in the figure, there is a continuous increase of
Ihe leakage current. This is generally assumed to arise from volume generation centers introduced by the
irradiation, in agreentenl wilh the approximate square-root like btas dependence, see Section 2.5.1.5. 1t
will however be noted that, äs reported in reference [WUN92], in the inverted deleclor (*,, > 10" cm'1)
a significaitt flattening of the characteristics is observed al bias voltiges well below V+,. As the
generation ceniers are expecled lo be introduced homogeneously, this effect is believed to be relaled lo a
peculiarily of the field zone, which however so far is not understood. Still ii is a common praxis to take
Ihe total leakage current at the füll depletion volUge, inferred from CV measurements, äs a measiue of

Allhough the »hört tenn «nnoling roght not be compkteJ wittm tfn period Af mquettion. dKmnctedpmneien #,,#„.
wAk,vt hmdy »ffccted bccwte, m itcpcct lo UM le«t-«qium fitting. they ve chiefly dettnnined by Ihe expcnnwaUl dad
poiMi obtitBcd CM • vtty km( time tote, where« tbe Aon tenn «MKaling will hivc icacbcd ib final value dretdy »(*• t
very ihort time of Ihe elevaied Kmpcrahife

n



the number ofthe generation Centers mtroduced in the overall sensitive volume. Accordingly, the change
A/ in the kakage currenl al V+ shouk) be normalized lo the area A and Ihe thickness d in order to
renect the bulk concentration ofthe generation centers, see eq. 2.17. The Variation ofthis quantity with
fluence is expressed in terms ofthe current related damage constant o, and at room temperature T, it is

M
eq' ' ~AÄ **''' " * *
where g is the normalized annealing function, i.e., g (0) - l
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fig. 3.S IV curvts asjunction oft he Irradiation fluence. compare the corresponding CV
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Tadle 3.2 Parameters ofthe leakage cwrtni annealing
curvt at determined by R. Wuratorf (WUN92J.
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Not Invcrtcd
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Fig. 3.6 shows experimental leakage current data
normalized to room temperature by R (T) (see
eq. 2.18 in Section 2.3.1.5) and to the inadiadon
fiuence, i.e. ctg(/). äs function of the annealing
time (compare the contsponding &N^ data in Fig.
3.4). A strong beneficial annealing of the leakage
currenl occurs, however, with difTerenl features in
inverted and not inverted devices. The two
corresponding sets of annealing functions have
already been determined by R. Wunstorf
[WUN92]. As in ihe case of the annealing portion
N, of the efftctive doping concentration, a certain
number of individual contributors to the current
have been presupposed, all annealing with a characteristic rate constant I/T, with first order kinetics,
compare Appendix C. Conespondingly, the annealing function is gtven by

«1.3-18 «<0 = 2>«p(-'M J>,«l,

I.W* W
1.48x10*

8.92*10*

0.131

0.201

0.093

0.303

and (he parameters found in reference [WUN92] are cited in Table 3.2. These two functions have been
plotted into the feft-hand side of Fig. 3.6, selecting the value of the damage constant a such (hat the
curves fit the experimental data.

As there is a good agreement regarding the shape of the annealing curve, no efforts have been tnade
to fit the annealing parameters o, and T^ . The exposure times were particularly small (see caption of Fig.
3.4), such that only in the firsi minutes small differences arise fron the annealing taking place during the

Irradiation, which was not corrected for in the experimental daU in Fig. 3.6, whereas the parameters in
Table 3.2 are only valid for an infinitely short irradiation. Since there are no clear annealing stages which
unambiguously can be related to the annealing of a certain defect", eq. 3.18 is considered to be just a
parametrization in which the fitted parameters are mainly determined by the density of the experimental
data points and other nunwrical constderations. The agreemenl observed in Fig. 3.6 is concluded to be
due to the similarity of the leakage currenl annealing processes taking place in (he ion-implanted devices
used here and the surface barrier detectors employed in [WUN92], reassuring that the kakage currenl is
in facl related (o Ihe bulk damage in (he float zone silicon Substrate rather (han to the device design. Also
in agreement with [WUN92] (he damage constant o is found to be larger in inverted detectors, äs
opposed to the similar behavior observed on the two samples after around orte day of annealing.
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Flg. 3.6 Antieatingof the revcrxcvrwt for rwdtfferentfyirradiated devices. compart Fig. 3.4 (A =0.275 an1,
d • 280 fAm). The room temperature annealing dato were takenfrom refertnet IWVN92).

K is not easy to detemtine the leakage current related damage constant a experimentally, äs this requires
a very short irradiation and/or conesponding annealing corrections. The author has therefore suggested
in reference (CHI95] to refer lo the well aimealed value of ihe kakage current, which according to die
longest lime constant given in Tabk 3.2 is reached after a few months of storage ai room temperature.

eq. 3.19 °,fr>
/«*

Now, pertaining lo the ekvated temperature annealing displayed on the right-hand side of Fig. 3.6, a
further continuous reduction is observed on the not inverted device while an increase is found on the
heavily damaged sample. Regarding the latter no systematic dependence on the fluence but rather a large
Variation beiween dilTerenl samples was found [SCH95]. If it is recalkd that the depletion zone is
growing from the back plane contact after Inversion of the sign of the space Charge allowing for the
extension of the electric field region right to the device sawing edges, it appears more likely that the
leakage current increase is related to the increasing füll depletion voltages during the reverse annealing
in heavily damaged samples, giving rise to a pronounced influence of high field and edge currents, rather
than to the growth of an efficienl bulk leakage currenl generation center. However, for a more general
conclusion more systematic studies are necessary.

Oi tveakly dvnagcd devkd die «mealing cwve ii atrikingly well proporbonil to tog</) in the long lern



U ntusi therefore be sUted Ihat there actually is no physical basis for the assumption Ihat the leakage
current reiches a plateau value after long annealing times äs suggesled by the mathematical description
of the annealing curve by eq. 3.18. The quantity o. introduced by eq. 3.19 is however valuable for
pragmatic reasons. On the one band, contrary (o a it can easily be extracted from annealing curves even
if only few points have been measured and, on the other band, it represents the annealing state on a tirne
scale typically encountered in praclical applications of silicon detectors. In fact it provides an upper limil
of the leakage cunem increase to be expecied on an even longer tinte seile. In Ihis context it is noted that
forinverted devices the minimum value of the annealing curve has been associated with o., alsogiving
an upper timit of what mighl be observed on a suilably processed device thal does not exhibil a long term
increase of the overall leakage current

In addition to the intrinsic dependence of Ihe volunw leakage current on the temperature, accounted
for by Ihe scaling faclor R (T) (eq. 2.18). also the rate of Ihe annealing depends on Ihe temperature.
However, the annealing kinetics have so far not been studied in detail. As the parametm in Table 3.2
reflect only an approximalion of the actual annealing curve by exponential functions and hardly can be
ascribed to individual defects coruributing to the leakage current, the author has further suggesled in
reference [CHI95] to account for the dependence of the innealing rate on the temperature by a sciling
faclor 6 (r)applied tothe timeaxis and which isunity at room tempenture: 0(20°C) - I. Then the füll
expression for Ihe leakage current can be deduced from eq. 3.17 and is written

eq. 3.20
Ad Ät«)

where also a has been replaced utilizing eq. 3.19. In regard to the sciling faclor 6 (D it has been
exploited thal acconüng to Appendix C Ihe difterenlial equation eq. C.l goveming Ihe annealing
processes can always be written äs function of a normalized 'time' k (T) t. Given only one particular
microscopic defecl govems the leakage current generation, then the annealing curve in fact is a function
of A (T) t, hrespecttve of the rebtion between Ihe measured leakage current and the concentralion of ine
defects which might not simpry be a proportionality. The sciling factor with respect lo the reference
temperature r, is then just the ratio 6(7") - k(T)lk(Tt) which according to the Arrhenius-rebition
eq. C.2 depends only on die activation energy E, characteristic of the annealing kinetics of the defect in
question.

eq.3.21 0{I> «d SU-I~ i .

3.2.1.4 Ckmrgt C*UfOi*m Defldemcy

Emptoying ot partkies for Ihe generation of a well defined number of electron-hok pairs, it has been
demonstrated by R. Wanstorf in reference [WUN92] that for increasing fast neutron fluences a growing
portion of the Charge collecied within the ihaping time of the electronic readout is tost due to carrier
trapping'. As OK free carners were created closely below the electrodes, il was possibk lo study the
rnpping time constants separaten/ for clectrons and hofcs, compare Section 2.6. The following
parmmetrization of the functional dependence on Ihe fluence has been found [WUN92J

V.*.
eq. 3.22

where *^* is the inversion fluence and tffft is lh* trapping time constant extrapolated to 4>^ - 0. i.e.,
in the undamaged n-type float zone material. The physical model behind eq. 3.22 is that trapping ccnters
are introduced in proportion with the fluence, for the electron trapping even at a higher rate after
inversion of the space Charge sign has occurred. The resulting collection deficiency 6Q IQt depends on
Ihe applied bias voltage, (he muimum collection time, and other experimenial conditions. For the

In general UM ovcnfl Mppi«g effeö depcwfa an UM *̂ *«( &** *•*»** detuyynig. IM Section 3.4.3.
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Situation of electron-hok pair generation by a mip, an approximate formulae can be found in
Section 5.2.3.

3.2.2 Verffication of (he A^r» Data Obtained from CV Curves by the
Analysis of Current Pulse Shapes
As oütlined in Section 2.6, the analysis of current pulse shapes (TCT) provides an alternative lool to CV
measurements for the determtnation of the concentration of charges in the depleted zone, A^JOI • l' «
therefore worthwhile to check, whether the (wo methods give compatible results on irradiated detectors,
while a good agreement has already been demonstraled on undamaged samples in Fig. 2.20. In order to
cover a wide fluence ränge, current pulse shapes and CV curves have been recorded on 4 devices (see
Table 3.3) during an Irradiation experiment with a Iota) exposure time of around two hours at the Be(d,n)
neutron generatorof the PTB (compare Table 3.1). The corresponding differences between N+x* taken
from the CV curves (A^n-) «nd by the fr-method from the current pulse shapes induced by hok
injection (N^RT) *" plotted in Fig. 3.7 äs function of Ihe accumulated neutron fluence.

Table 3.3 Devicet taedfor tlie comparison between CVand TCT data
O" ̂ 4ura <a function ofike Irradiation fluence. see teil

Device

Type

"«.
rf

942G2I

furfacc barrier

0.4 17« 10" cm'

386.8 pm

942G30

nrfacebHTKr

0.427x10" cm1

386.8 um

M10510

ion-hnplanted

1.53« 10" cm-'

274 |im

MI0511

ion-impllnled

1.53x10" cm0

274 (im

As only Ihe absolute values ofN4sa are considered here, the data suggest Ihat irrespective of the sign of
the space Charge the CV method underestimates ]N4Jat\. Similar results were also oblained wilh Ihe tr-
method for electron injection and the T - melhod for hole injection. Respecting the t - method, eq. 3.22
has always been used to correct for the influence of the trapping. Still, on pulse shapes induced by
electron injection Ihe method gjves results which are not in agreement with all other methods. However,
Ihis problem has already been idenlified in Section 2.6 on the undamaged simples and is related to the
short colfection times for ekctrons, in particular if the füll deptetion völliges are large, e.g-, in the high
fluence range. All other methods are roughly in agreement with the form

eq. 3.23 l * I0~lcni ' **

Furthermore it has lo be ascertained, how this discrepancy behaves during die annealing and reverse
annealing in N4Ja. In this respect Fig. 3.8 shows room temperature annealing data on an inverted
deteclor. Depletion völliges V^ were either tnferred front CV curves or from current pulse shape
measurements, evaluated with various methods. Evidently the difference stays more or less constanl, i.e.,
il is in the first approximation justified lo always apply eq. 3.23. Indeed eq. 3.23 mighl therefore be
visualized äs an estimate of the systematic error in the damige consiant gr, the introduction rate ofstable
acceptor-like defects.
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Fig 3.7 Difference between the
absolut value of the
eoncentration qf space chargea
obtained eitherfrom CV curve*
OT by means of the l, method
employed for ihe malysis of
current pulse ihapet (TCT)
iitduced by hole injrctioii. Tlie
measurements wen carrted out
in the cotme of an Irradiation
al ihe PTS Be(d.n) neutron
generator, and ihe total
exposure liate was around iwo
hours.

Fig. 3.8 Room lemperaOm
annealing of the doping
eoncentration biferred from
eilher CV curves or airrent
pulte shape measuremenlx
(TCT). emptoying varioiu
methods for the analysis of the
latter (device 937GOI, *., "
1.90x10" cm', N+, *
0.203*10"cm'', d - 390iM,
compare Tabie 3 4).

HO* 4104 6-10* 810*

Annealing Time [min]

3.23 IsochroDous Annealing Experiments
Using isochronous annealing one can compantively quickly asses Ihe Ihennally activated processes
influencing the device properties in a wide ränge of acIJvalion energies, compare Appendix C. The
experimenls presented in the foltowing weit chiefly designed to enabk the correlation of Ihe ehanges in
the macroscopic device properties with the coiresponding variations on the microscopic scale. The latter
was achieved by TSC spectra, which are presented separately in Section 3.3.3.6.

Takle 3.4 Ha ofthe deviees usedfor the annealing experimena. N^,
and Nft denote the effektive doping eoncentration prior to the
Irradiation and iheßrst elevated lemperature annealing, respectively.

3.2.3.1 Experiments! Procedttre
Tabie 3.4 contains crucial
information in rtgard to the state of
the three examined devices prior to
the annealing experiment. Note (hat
one of the two ion-implanted
detectors was nol irradiated beyond
the fluence required to invert the
sign of the space Charge. It was
therefore possible to directly
compare the different annealing
processes taking place in weakly
and heavily damaged simples. For
each annealing step the samples
weit kept at the elevated
temperature in normal atmosphere
for a time period Af of around
90min and subsequently were
rapidly cooled down to room
temperature for the measurement of IV, CV, and current pulse shape (TCT) characteristics. The
isochronous annealing procedure started at 50°C and the temperature increments Ar were chosen äs
indicated in the last row of Tabie 3.4.

Device

Type

"*.
d

A

Source

*,
r„ Monge

"*Ar

M20609

ion-impluited

1.39-10" cm'*

280 (tm

0.275 cm1

PT6Be(itn)

9.76^10" cm'1

420 d

1.20x10" cm'1

20 K

M20708

km-implintcd

1.26x10" cm'

280 |im

0.275 cm1

PTBBc<d,n)

3.82x10" cm'*

405 d

-1.46x10" cm"'

20 K

937G01

surf icc burier

0.205x10" cm'

390 (im

0.442 cm*

UKE T(d,n)

1.90x10" cm'*

65 d

-0.555x10" cm'!

5K

100

u
cd
8-u

10

b)

10'

£ l O'1
g
U ,o->

10'

»„ -9.76*10"em-!
-*- beton unul
•r.jyc .

l 10 100

Reverse Bias [ V ]
0.01 0.1 l 10 100

Reverse Bias [ V ]
Fig 3.9 CV a) and IV b) curves before theftrst annealing step and at a later slage ofthe annealing study.

Fig. 3.9 displays the CV and IV data obtained on the ion-implanted devices in the unannealed state and at
ihe indicated itage ofthe annealing experiment A breakdown occurs around 100 V for the not-invened
detector and around 200 V for the other sample. Since the füll depktion voltage was increasing very
much in the latter case, reasonable values ofthe leakage current at füll depletion could only be derived
up to the annealing step at I30°C, whereas V^ could be determined by an extrapolation method up to
the 210°C step. Evidently, Ihe shape ofthe IV and CV curves ofthe heavily damaged sample undergo a
pronounced evolution. In particular a kink is emerging under a reverse btas voltage of around 120 V,
above which the capacitance Starts descending more steeply lhan the ideal \IV"~- behavior. Contrary, the
leakage curreni is staying at a constant level in this bias ränge, despite the apparent widening of the
depleted zone. So far no explanation of this contradicting observations can be given. However, the
unique fteld zone in inverted detectors, whose junction is situated at the unprotected rear electrodc
contacl, is likely playing a role. In this context it is important to note that the current pulse shapes
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obtained on the surface barrier detector were always in reasonable agreemeni with a linearly graded
electric field, i.e., homogeneously disiributed space charges. Unfortunately the sensitive Schottky-barrier
was destroyed by the 100°C anneal, such thal the further evolution of the field gradient is not known.

3.i3.2 dünget i» N^jfg rnnri I^f
The evaluated concentration of space charges
N^x* has been referred lo Ihe value Hfi

measured prior to die first annealing which
results in an increasingly positive number when
negative space charges are introduced. After
nonnalization to Ihe appropriate fluence, dw
data were plotted äs function of dw
isochronous annealing temperature in Fig. 3.10
a), revealing dw several stages of die reverse
annealing, already noticed in reference
(FRE94). The first stage, which has been
encountered within Ihe isothermal annealing
experimenls presented in the previous sections
and which is of prime importance for dw long
term Operation of Silken detectors, is indicated
al dw data measured on die neavily damaged
samples. The implitude of this isolated
annealing stage, äs plotted in Fig. 3.101), gives
the reverse annealing introduction rate gr,
however, only if virtualty no annealing has
beforehand occurred al room temperature. This
circunutance accounts for dw obvious
difference in dw amplitudes observed on dw
two neavily damaged samples, since dw
storage periods at room temperature wen much
different, see Table 3.4. Moreover, the smaller
Jncrement ÄT realized for die surface barrier
detector shtfls dw corresponding annealing
dala slightty lowards smaller temperatures. No
corresponding annealing stage can be identified
for dw weakly danuged sample, nther do die
data presented in Fig. 3.10 a) provide evidence
for markedty düTerent annealing kinetics lo
prevail in the Iow fluence ränge.

The radiation damage-induced increase in
dw leakage currents plotted in Fig. 3.10 b) have
been contcted to equivawnt 20"C values and
were normalized lo both the sensitive volume
A times d and the imdiation fluence 4\
While dw currents obtained on the weakly
damaged device show beneficial amealing
only, dw accordingly awaited reduction on the
invcned device is screerwd by excessive edge
leakage currents occurring äs a consequence of dw growing füll depletion voltage. Thus, only dw dala
measured on the weakly damaged device is believed to reasonably well represent the annealing of bulk
leakage current generation centers.

M20609

Dctay

M20708

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
Annealing Temperature | °C ]

Fig. 3.10 Fluence normaltzed values ofthe effeclive doping
concentration a) and the leakage currettt al füll depletion
per volume l») äs function oftke annealing temperature, Nt

and A/, an llu concentration and Ihe corresponding
leakage cutrtnt increase öfter excitaiion of the bütabte
defea vMch Is decaying with the Urne constani plotted In c),
teetexi.
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3.2.3.3 Eveluatieit »ftheRevtneAmteaKug Kaie C»msttmt

By virtue of the small temperature increment Ar of S K, the N4sn values measured on the surface
barrier detecior can be exploited to evaluate the rate constant of Ihe first stage of the reverse annealing
with a reasonable accuracy according to the program outline«! in Appendix C. As so far only N4XX dala
inferred from CV curves have been employed for this purpose, one gains a critical lest ofthe proposed
reverse annealing function and an estimate of the systematic errors in the constants A, and E, derived
from the Arrhenius-relalion eq. C.2. Of special inlerest in this context is the observation (hat during all of
the isochronous annealing experiment a constant difference of around 15 V persisted between Ihe V^
data inferred from the currenl pulse shapes (TCT) and CV curves, compare eq. 3.23.

The procedure developed in Appendix C requires the monitoring of Ihe concentration of a defect thal
is destroyed by the annealing. However, Nr is annealing in, and the analysis must therefore be applied lo
the difference between the Saturation value of ̂ m reached on top of the annealing sUge and Ihe
preceding values. As it is not always possible to unambiguously determine Ihe plaleau value, a large
systematic error is introduced, äs opposed lo the isothermal annealing experiments, which are much
more accurale in this respect Here the N4iat established ifter Ihe last annealing slep at 100°C has been
employed, which by optical inspection is found lo be sufficiently close to (he Saturation value. The
resulting Anhenius-plot in conjunction with the straight-line fit is displayed in Fig. 3.11. Tt denotes the
temperalure of the isochronous annealing slep and Yit is given by eq. C.l l. The overall agreemeni
confirms that eq. 3.13 fumishes a reasonable approximation ofthe reverse annealing function. Further,
within the experimental errors the evalualed parameters E. - 1.36 eV and k, -4xlO'cmVs milch the
numbers found in reference [MO 195] in a similar experiment, however, using CV curves ralher than
TCT. Those values are cited here for comparison: £. = 1.34 eV,*, - l.lxlO'cmV'.

-34

" -36

l
•—. -38

-40

-42

1.90x10" cm'2 •

— £.= l.36eV
*„=4xtO'cmJ/s

2.7 2.8 2.9 3 3.1

looo/r, [ K-' ]
Fig. 3.11 Evaluasion ofthe reverse annealing rate
conaoat from Af^m dala obtained wüh the l,-
method on current pulse ihapes (TCT), compare Fig.
3.IOa)(deviee937GOI).

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

Time After Quenching [mm]

Fig 3.12 Trataient effect observed on the depletion
vallage öfter quenching the sample M2070S from Ihe
indicated annealing temperature to room temperature
(solid lines: jil)

3.2.3.4 BistmNe Dtfect Xeactima

Besides Ihe Overall variations of the doping concentration and the bulk leakage current (here is also a
transient effect arising from the elevaied lemperature annealing in inverted detectors, manifested by a
decay of Ihe depletion voltage from an excited value, observed righl after quenching (he sample to room
temperature, towards a steady state value. Corresponding observations were made on (he sample
M20708, see Fig. 3.12. This subject has previously been studied in delail in reference [MOL95], and was
discussed Ihere in lerms of a bisUble defecl reaction, äs illustrated in Fig. 3.13. Prolonged annealing at
lemperatures greater than 80°C inlroduces a bistable complex defect with dw two states A and B. The
(ransfornution from A to B can be achieved by forward current injection, Illumination, or thermal
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agitation, and thus state B is prevailing during the elevated temperature annealing. Examination of the
fiinciionäl dependence of the decay rate from sUie B to A on temperature has shown (hat the rate
constant is in agreement with a simple dissociation process, see Appendix C. Further, the formation of
state B appears to be a diffusion limited second order process. Therefore, stale A may be visualized to
consistof twocomponents,AI and A2.

Bistable Defect

Fig. 3.13 Scnemailc illtatraHon ofthefeatum ofthe bistable defect generated
tu heavify damaged ttmples by elevaied lempcralure anneaUng.

The amplitudes, tbe time constants, and Ihe steady state values of the depletion voltage transients seen in
Fig. 3.12 wert determined by fitting an expooential decay model to the daU where the time scale was sei
to zeroat the end ofthe preceding annealing slep. For annealing temperatures in Ihe ränge frorn l IO°C to
I70°C the concentration N* of generated bistable defccts in the state B was calculated from the voltage
amplilude using eq. 2.7 and ptotted into Fig. 3.10 a) after noraialization to Ihe fluence. Also the IV dato
exhibit a transient decay. It is however not clear, whether this excess teakage cunenl reflects a midgap
generation center related to state B ofthe bistable defect, or if one just observes edge currents related lo
the V+, decay. The amplitude A/, ofthe declining current has been determined using the same fitting
procedure äs for the depletion voltoge, see Fig. 3.10 b). With respecl to the observations made after the
170°C annealing step it will be noted thal the device characteristics were already significantly dislorted.
In panicular a current breakdown was reached at Ihe largest reverse bias voltages of Ihe IV and CV
measurements. As this injects free carrien and thus mighl reverse the decay, the systematic investigation
is difficult at these annealing stages.

An other striking feature ofthe bislabk defect is that the decay from state B to A virtually does nol
take place in the depleted zone of a deteclor. This facl has been exploited in reference [MOL95] to
demonstrate lhat the defect in question is homogeneously distributed throughout the bulk by storing a
sample in which state B was exetted under several reverse bias vollages. After state B has decayed within
die undepleled bulk region, a slep (unction like dislribuiion of space charges was found 10 be established,
äs could be confirmed by the peculiarities of the corresponding CV curves.

Here a corresponding examination has been carried out wilh current pulse shape measurements
providing infomiaiion regarding the electric field dislribution more directly. Fig. 3.14 shows the currenl
pulse shapes induced by hole injection at the rear electrode of an inverted detector annealed at I40°C
immediately after excitation of state B and after a long storage period at room temperature under a
reverse bias voltage of 80 V. Undemealh ihe rear electrode, where Ihe electric field existed during the
reverse bias storage, the current Signal resulling from the holes drifting from the rear to the front
electrode is virtually unchanged. Only after an intermediate Position in the detector the field gradient is
found to be reduced. indicating a decrease in the number of negative space charges wilh respecl to the

value observed before.

0.3

0.2

— 0.1

After Quenching to Room Temperature
, Vbiai=\9QV

After Several Days Stenge at Room
Temperature Under 80 V

Edge of the Depleted Zone
Daring Reverse Blas Storage
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t [ns]
50 60

Fig. 3.14 Current pulse shapei induced by hole injection at ine rear electrode before
andrer revene bltuaorage(devtce942GI9. d- 386.8p*. *., = 1.01xIO"cm-'

fivm ihe PTB Befd.n)source. N+, - O.S48xlO" cm', aimealedat 140V).

Evidenlly the bistable defect provides an easy tool to change the concentration of space charges
experimenlally by simply injecting a forward current, which will be successfully applied in
Section 3-3.3.6 in order lo provide evidence for (he correlation of a specific defect kvel with the
observed increase in the negative space Charge. Moreover, a suitable sequence of forward current
injectiom and reverse bias storage sequences allows one to tailor the electric field profile, which might
serve äs a calibratton tool for the determination of the entire field profile from currenl pulse shape
measurements.

3.2.4 Comparfson bctwecn Varioas Ptrticle Types

3.2.4. J Tke Pioii Damage FitHctioit

Experimental studies of the damage caused by high flux pion irradiations were carried out within the
SIRAD collaboration at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI, Villigen, CH). The experiments were designed
lo examine the resonant behavior (A resonance) of the pion displacemenl damage function predicted in
reference [HUH93] (compare Fig. 3.0) and to provide long term damage constants for fluences up to
10" cm'1. As at LHC a major fraclion of the damage is caused by pions, in particular in the innermost
regions of the tracker, it was an urgent taste to examine the hypothesized enhancement of the damage at
an energy ofaround 200 MeV. For this purpose thenEl beamline at PSI was tuned to produce positive
pions with energies ranging from 65 MeV to 331 MeV (energy «an), Moreover, a single extended
Irradiation was performed with 236 MeV negative pions to exclude a Charge sign dependence.

For a PSI cyclotron proton beam inlensity of 800 uA Ihe positive pion flux is of the order of
5x10* cmV at aroiind 200 MeV and falls off by a factor of 5 to the upper and lower energies [FUR95].
Due to the limited experimental time it was Ihm impossible to scan ihe pion beam at more than five
difTerenl energies, and also the fluence per energy point in a single exposure had lo be chosen äs low äs
about I0'~ x /cm1. In that fluence ränge Ihe change in the effective doping concentration is nol a suitable
measure of the non-ionizing energy toss (NIEL), because the change is not growing in proportion with
ihe particle fluence, but rather exponentially due (o the donor removal effcct, compare eq. 3.11. On the
other hand, the leakage current is increasing proportional to the fluence, and hence a plot ofthe change in
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the currenl nonnalized lo the pion fluence 4> (not normalized to equivalent l MeV neutrons!) versus the
pion energy should reveat the predicted A resonance. However, the compkx annealing behavior of the
leakage cunent makes this straighl-forward approach difficult U has therefore been assumed here that
the annealing curve on pion danuged devices is similir to Ihe one reported after neutron damage, which
has been confirmed by the RD2 Collabontion (BAT96). Il is then possible lo reamnge eq. 3.20
according to

&1
eq. 3.24 o'rt= —

so that Ihe cunent related damage constanl a« can be cakulaled from each measurement of the kakige
cunent A/(f,) after m arbitrary room tempenture annealing lime l,. Moreover, if N measurements are
availabk, Ihe ovenll average (la', )/N yields an optimum value for a'.. As the devices considered
here were danuged just weakly, Ihe annealing parameters valid for the fluence ränge below Inversion of
the sign of Ihe space charge have been employed, see Tabk 3.2.

The detectors used for the experiment were made trom Wacker n-type Silicon wiih an initial doping
concentrab'on ranging between 0.1 and 0.5x10" cm'1. Tabk 3.5 lisls the geotnetry of the devices, the
pion momentum j> *nd kinetic energy Er, and the pion fluence * infened from aluminum foil activab'on
measurements with an accuracy of 5% (reaction "AI(n*.)iN)I*Na) [FUR95]. The room temperahire
cunenl anneiling data was galhered within l lime period of 200 days. The first IV and CV curves were
recorded 15 days after the irradiation due lo the r/ansportalion of Ihe devices. Aboul 20 currenl damage
constanls per device were averaged to gel the a', data and Ihe comsponding Standard deviation o,
shown in Ubk 3. Whik o, represents the devialion from the assumed annealing curve, the error c, is
arising from the uncertainty in the fluence.

Tobte J.S Devfca tatdjbr tkt pttm energy tcm: 937KXX. Swjace barrier daecton. MVEBXX: Micro* itm-
tmplanttd dioda provided by [MIC]- Regarding ine catculation ofihe error bar. see ttxt.
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Finally, Fig. 3.15 presents aplot of a', versus
the pion energy with error ban cakulated by
adding o, and <jj in quadrature. The pion
damage function from reference [HUH93]
was scaled lo the data in Order to Ulustme the
predicted behavior. Although syslematic
errors due lo the beim divergence and surfice
components of the leakage current have been
neglected, it must be stated that the agreement
is not convincing. Regarding the device used
al the highest energy, the large deviation
mighl be related to the much lower initial
doping concentration which could give rise to
systernatic errors m the assumed volume of
the depkted region. m conclusion, the
theoretical dependence of the displacement
damage effects on the pion energy is too
weak, äs that evidence for me resonanl
behavior could be provided within this
experiment In the same sense, no signifiomt
difference is Seen in the damage from positive
and negative pions.
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Fig. 3.15 The curreni relaled damage conxtant öfter conplete

annealing asjvnaion ofihe pion energy.

3.2.4.2 Compartson betteten Neutron, Proton, und Pion Damage

Surface barrier deteclors were exposed to high fluences (*, > 10" cm'1) of 5.3 MeV neutrons from the
PTB Be(d,n) generator, 24 GeV protons from the CERN PS, and 236 MeV pions al PSI (see Tabk 3.1) in
Order lo compare die kmg term behavior. The chief objective of Ihe study were the damage constants in
the model equations for the doping concentration (g., N*,xn& g,) and for the leakage cunent (o_). All
17 devices under lest were processed from Ihe same wafer (identifier 935, rf * 329 um, N#, -
0.45X1011 cm'*). Thus, effects related to the influence of different starting materials were avoided
(compare next section).

Isothermal annealing was done in nonnal air atmosphere, tnostly at a slighily ekvated temperature of
49.5°C. In the course of the armealings lhat were extended up to a cumulated tempering time of several
days the devices were cookd down to room temperature (around 2I°C) ts often äs 20 times in order to
record IV- and CV-curves. Some hundred characteristics were galhered to obtain accurate data on Ihe
doping concentration and the leakage cunent äs function of the annealing time. Extraction of the
Parameters Nt, N^, and kr from the individual annealing curves was performed äs oullined in
Section 3.2.1.2. An example for the accuracy of the kast-squares fitting procedure is given in Fig. 3.16,
where for this purpose the evolution of the füll depletion voltage has been plotted versus a logarilhmk
time scafc. According lo the discussion given in Section 3.2. l .3, me leakage currenl increase A/corrected
to 20°C ind nonnalized to the sensitive volume (Ad) was taken from the minimum of the leakage
cunent annealing curve. Exccpt for Ihe reverse annealing rate constanls, all evalualed data are plotted in
Fig. 3.17 versus the equivaleni l MeV neutron fluence, compare ine hardness facton K in Tabk 3.1.
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Fig. 3.16 Isotherma! revene tuuiealing cvrves and corresponding lerut-tquaresfia (soiid llnes)

for three swface barrier detecton danaged wllfi ttther neutrons, protons, or pions.

The determination of the reverse annealing generation rate gr and the current related damage constanl
o. for every particle source is illustrated in Fig. 3.17 a) andc), respectively. For both cases the damage
constanl, summarized in Tabte 3.6, was calculated by averaging the individual ratios between Nf. or
UR(T)l(Ad) and the corresponding fluence *„. The error quoted in Table 3.6 is the error in the
average value, compare Appendix D. It will be noted lhat the errors in Ihe individual data points in Fig.
3.17 a) and c) are implicitly assumed lo scale with the fluence. Regarding the portion of the stable
damage Nr shown in Fig. 3.17 b) i t has been exploited that according to eq. 3.12 Ihe data should fall onto
a straight-line in the considered fluence ränge. The solid lines in Fig. 3.17 b) display the corresponding
fits, fumishing opttmized Na and gc values and iheir errors, both given in Table 3.6. For the sake of
convenience it has implicitly been assumed here thal, contrary to the determination ofg, and o., Ihe
error in Ihe individual N, data points assigned lo one straight-h'ne fit is a constant

The o. for pions quoted here differs significantly from 3* 1041 Acm'1, which is the approximate value
following from Ihe a', quoted in Table 3.5 for a fluence of around l O11 K /cm1 if a hardness factor close
to unity is taken into account. H has however already been discussed in Section 3.2.1.3 that the nwthod
employed for the extnction of the leakage current increase in heaviry damaged samples does only
provide an upper limit for the current related damage constant. Anyway, since the devices used for the
presem study were processed from the same wafer and the current damage data were only taken from
devices with identkal geotnetry, a comparison between the results from differetit partkk types is still
justified. In mis context it is mied that accordingly only those four pion Jrradiated devices exhibiting the
large circk geometry (type G, compare Table 2.1) could be taken into consideration. In fäct always a pair
of K-type and G-type detecton have been exposed in order lo determine the influence of the ekctrode
geometry. While no differences were Seen in the data related to the effective doping concentration in the
space charge region, Ihe leakage currenl increase normalized to the sensitive volume was found to be
systematically larger for the K-type devices. The latter indicates an underestimation of the sensitive
volume after the Inversion of ihe space Charge sign. This is conceivable if il is recalled that the area of
the front ekctrode was assumed to detennine the sensitive area, whereas in the inverted detecton the
junction is growing from the rear plane contact which for both designs extends close to Ihe sawing edges
of the devices.
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While ine igreemenl between the damage
constants found Tor neutron and pion damage is
very g°<xl, the results for the 24GeV proton
irradiations are always found to be signiticantly
smaller. This would not have been expected äs
only equivaknt l MeV neutron fluences were
used, see Section 3.1. Provided the proton
fluence determination is correct this would
mean that the used proton damage funciion
([VGI89]) yjelds a too large hardness factor at
the energy 24 GeV. This is imaginabk äs the
inelastic interaction between a 24 GeV proton
and a silicon itom results in residual nucki
whose energy has a Muwellian type
distribution with an average in the 10-20 MeV
ränge, and which renders the calculation of the
damage funciion more difficuh [VGI89]'.
Moreover, in general departures from the NIEL
hypothesis need to be taken into account if Ihe
spatial distribution of Ihe radiation damage-
induced crystal defects plays a rok [VLI87].
The latter would however only be expected if
the average energy imparted lo the PKA is kss
than around SkeV (see Section3.3.1.1) which
is not accomplished for the particles studied
here. This is also confirmed by the ratios
between two damage constants shown in Tabk
3.6, which are assumed to be directly related to
the introduction rate of microscopic crystal
defects. As the rattos do not depend on the
fluence calibration, thcy should be similar for
all partick sources. The quoted error follows
from Standard error propagation, see
Appendix D. Only for the proIons is a slight
ekvatkm of the gt/a, value noticed, which
however with respect to the omtssion of
systematic errors is found to be insignificant U
will be noted (hat the ibove ratios also exclude
a contribub'on from impurities created in
nuclear reactions (see Section 3.3.1.1) to the
macroscopically observed damage efTects,
which is also not accounted for by Ihe NIEL
hypothesis.

In conclusion il is found thal with the
hardness factor and fluence determination
currently employed for Ihe 24 GeV proton
beim, the quoted *., is not equivalent to l
MeV neutrons. Therefore, experimental values
of the hardness factors were detennined from the presented data. The damage constants g,, gr, and ou
obtained for Ihe protons and pions without normalization to equivalcni l MeV neutron data were divided
by the corresponding values found at the PTB Be(d,n) neutron generator äs given in Tabk 3.6. The
weighted average of ihese ratios is

• PTB 5.3 MeV Neutron»
• CERN PS 24 GeV Proton*
A PSI 236 MeV Pioni

40 60 80

[10'2cm-2]
Fig. 3.17 Exiraatd parameitn ofifit tsothermal annealing
curves äs function oflhe equivalent l UeV aeutron fluence.
The solid lints are/its lo the data for purpose ofevaluallon

oflhe damage connantsfor each pariicle source

It ii noled ihn dependinE on dw mm of tbe ftigmenti Iheir ränge might become of th« order of die device diicknets. such
Ihtl • (rtcüan of the imptiml enetgy mi|h( be tnaspoited out of the amidned rilkon imterUI.



,0-582 ±0028 and K : 0928 ±0.067.

As previously stated, wilhin enors the quoted pion fluences can be regarded äs equivalent to l MeV
neutrons, whereas Ihe proton values are seriously in error, see Table 3. l. In this conlext it is noted thal äs
opposed to Ihe Van Ginneken data ((VGI89]) used in Ihis worfc, the proton damage function presented in
reference (HUH93] fumishes * hardness faclor for 24 GeV protons much closer lo the experimental
value found here.

Tobte 3.6 Nuntber ofsamplts iitvesiigaied and summary of
Ihe average l MeV iteutron eavivalem damagt cmutamU
and litt corrtspondtng trron found for neutrons, protons.
md piotu. Nou tiua ihete data depend on the used hardness
faaon (Tabu 3.1) and are reOrlcled 10 a spedfic material

PartickType
ss=s=s±
Nmnberof
Devka

Neutroni

0.16±0.13

Protoni

0.06±0.05

Piooi

0.24±0.1S

2.6610.30 2.5410.28

4.32±0.ll 6.27±0.64

o. [1°"" 4.92±0.44 2.74±0.08

0.54±0.0« O.SS10.04 0.5010.07

1.2710.13 1.5810.06 1.2510.16

Oaly 4 devkcf wtre bkra ioto KeotMt, MC (ext

3.2.4.3 "C* Gmmmm lrr*Ji*ti*ni
Three surtace barrier detecton and one km implanled device, all tabricated frorn rHype float zone
material. have been exposed to "Co gunnu radiation at the Brookhaven National Laborelory (BNL). In
order to observe changes in Ihe macroscopk device properties, imdiatton doses D of up to 5 MGy were
chosen. The dose rate was either 1.5 or S kCy per hour. i.e., it look around 40 days to obtain the highest
dose. Only a cursory check of *e ameaHng curve has been performed during the sevenl months of
storage al room tempentuTt folkwing the Irradiation. The leakage currenl increase, corrected to 20°C
and normalized to die sensitive volume, and die change in the concentration of space charges (AA/^ -
N4.» - N^sciW)) « inferred from IV and CV curves is plotted in Fig. 3.18 a) and b), respectivery.
Except for some minor variations, which are mosl likely related to Ute aimealing of the positive charges
and Interface stttes of die seriously danuged oxide passivalion (see Section 4), neidier annealing nor
reverse anneating similar to die effects found for heavy pirticle-damaged samples are observed.
Accordingly, it is justified to equate the average for each device, depkted by die solid lines in Fig. 3.18.
These averages are in addition plotted äs function of die imdiation dose in Fig. 3.19.

It should be noted dial due lo Ihe damaged oxide die leakage currents are composed of bullt and
surfice generation currents. Only die ion implanled device was supplied with a guard ring, which
however was teft floaling. Proper contacn'ng of die guard ring, stnking most edge and surface currents,
was done onty once and has reduced the overal) currenl by a factor of two. In the surftce barrier
detectors the relative contribution wouW be expected to be even larger. The efTeclive doping
concemration is found lo beconte more negative, and also the sign of die space Charge is observed to be
invetied, is could be confirmed by TCT measurements, see Section 3.3.5. Moreover, in dw dose ränge
studied a significant removal of the phosphorus dopants has to be envisaged, accounting for die
observation ihn the change in N+x* » larger for the ion-implanied device manufactured on lower
resistivity material.
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Since in the first approximation both
quanlities, MR(Ty(Ad) and &N4 ippear to be
increasing proportional lo the dose, the data have
been normalized with respect to D and averaged
afterwards, resulting in the damage constants and
the Standard deviation error presented in Table
3.7. Finally die ratio between die two damage
constants is quoted in dw bottom row of Table
3.7, which has to be compared with Ihe
corresponding values found after heavy particle
damage in Table 3.6. Betring in mind the
immense surface currenl contribution, it is noted
thal for *°Co-gamnu damage dw ratio is at least
one order of magnttude larger, indicating the
expected breakdown of dw NIEL hypodwsis,
compare Section 3.1.

Table 3.7 Damage coiutants and Ihe corrtspanding
Standard deviation erron for "Co-gamma Irradiation.
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Annealing Time [min]
Fig. 3.19 Annealing curvts öfter high dose "Co famma
Irradiation, a) Leakage currenl increase. b) change in the
concetitratlon of space charges.

b)
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F/g J.19 Leakage currenl increase a) and change in the tffe&ivt doping conceniralion
b) observed öfter "Co-gamma Irradiation äs function oftne Irradiation dose D.



3.2.5 Influence of the Starting Material
Five different starting materials with average initial doping concentrations ranging (Vom 0.6x 10IJ cm''
(p-type) to 2.5x10" cm'' (n-type) were investigaied with rcspect to the long tenn dunage constants
related to the doping concentnlion. Because errors frorn the fluence normalization had to be avoided
(compare the previous seclion), all devices were exposed at Ihe same source, namely, the Be(d,n) neutron
generator at ihe PTB (compare Table 3.1), which altows easy access and a fluence determination with an
accuracy of better Ihm 5% (BRE89J.

In Order to extract the damage constants with some significance in tenra of Ihe slatistics, at lernst 4
detectors for any given starting malerial were irradialed, each material type covering a wide ränge of
equivalent l MeV neutron fluences up to 8x10" cm'1. All devices were subjecled to isothetmal amwaling
in normal iir atmosphere, typically at 49.5°C, and Ihe analysis of the accomplished ÄjV^ aimealing
curves and the subsequent extraclion of the danuge constants Tor each material type was essentially
equal lo the procedure employed in the previous section. The corresponding N^ and Ne data are pkrtted
in Fig. 3.20 a) and b) respectively, and the resulting average danuge constants and Ihe corresponding
errors are given in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8 Main pnctssing eharacleristla. matber of samplet anafyzed. and average vahies oftht damage
conaantt wilh the corresponding error foundfbr the devices madefrom different iianing materials. For
N<( the Standard deviatlon error has been quottd. All devices were exposed at the PTB Be(d.n) source.

and the accordingly tmatt error ofabout 59t In Ihe fluences was negtected.

Devkei

935

936

934

DREI

Ml,
M2

Material,
Mnufactimr

Wacker, Hamburg

Wacker, Hamburg

Wacker, Hamburg

Teila, Bratislava

Wacker, MPI
München

Type

nirfaceb.

surfaceb.

jurficeb.

räa-impl.

lon-intpl-

d
[tun]

329

299

505

375

274,
280

"*.
[lO^cm-'l

0.453*0.03

-0.563tO.10

0.44I±0.04

2.46±0.33

1.42±0.08

n

5

4

4

4

I I

N«
lio11™-1]
0.16±0.13

0.0010.23

0.24W.05

0.75±0.55

0.6010.14

g,
[10-1 cm'1]

2.66±0.30

1.6310.58

2.5810.21

2.94±0.8S

3.07±0.27

gi
[KT1 cm'1]

6.2510.3S

5.3610.22

5.62±0.29

3.6910.15

5.95±0.62rt

" Only Ihm devk» fton wiftr Ml.

Regarding ihe reverse armealing amplitude N*,, the proportionality presupposed in eq. 3.14 evidently
holds over the füll ränge of the investigated fluences, i.e., no tendency of Saturation al high *., is
noticed, which hu been proposed in reference [WU196). Further, within ihe experimental erron die
introduclion rate gr is fbund lo be Ihe same, irrespeclive of the initial resistivily. It is therefore
reasonabte to quotc the corresponding weighied average.

which due lo the fluence normalization problems has been restricted to the particular irradiltion source
used. The given uncertainty should be considered äs the Iower limit of the statisttcal error in Ihe average
value ofgr, because not all ofthe individual gr's in Table 3.8 are fully compatibte with this average in
regard lo their l -o errors.

The same arguments nuy equally äs well be applied lo the introduction rate ofthe stable acceptor-like
states & , which has the overtll weighted average

Only for the initial p-type malerial is the & not in accord with this average. However, bearing in mind
the small number of investigated devices, the deviation has not been considered 10 be significant.

While due to ihe covered fluence ränge mostly the simplified relation eq. 3.12 has been employed for
the fitting of the dependence of the stable damage äs function of fluence, sufficient data were avaüable
for the devices provided by MPI Manchen, allowing for the least-squares fitting of all parameters in eq.
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3.11. The so-called donor removal constant could therefore be derived on these sampks, however, only
with a considerable uncertainty,

CM »(2.4±1.4)xlO'"cm1.

The parameter N* is expected to exhibit a correlation with the initial doping concentration N+,, which
is explored in Fig. 3.21. The indkated straighl-line fit has the form

A^oOVo)" (W±O.l)/V^i0 +(0.1 ±0.07) x IOIJ cm"1.

In a simple approach N« nuy be regarded äs a specific fraction of all donors wilh total concentration ND

which can be removed permanently by not further specified processes related to Ihe radiation damage
events. The initial doping concentration usually is composed of donors and acceptors N*t - ND - NA,
for instante phosphorus and boren. It will be assumed here that the degree of the compensation is very
small, i.e., the boron concentrarion is much smaller than the one of phosphorus, such that N-f « ND.
Since according to the obtained relation it is always /Vrt < N*, for initial n-type material, il must be
concluded mal not all donors of the initial material becotne ekctrically inactive after high fluence
Irradiation.

a) 5

i—i 4
o

'E ,u 3

O

— 2

W.fcr,

• 93S. 0.41.329
A 936. -O.S6.299
O 934, 0.44. SOS
« BRBU.46.37S
• MI. IJ9.274

0

0„ [1012cm-2]
Fig. 3.20 Extraction oftht long term damage constants
ofthe radiation damage-induced ehanges in N+r* on
devices Jataicated front materials with various initial
resistiviiie*. a) Amplitude of ihr reverse annealing. the
solid line deplcts the overall weighied average. b)
Portion ofthe stable damage and the corresponding fin.

0 1 2 3

Neff.0 [1012cm-3]
Fig. S.2I Cornlatton belween the parameter N* and
the initial doping concentration N#,. The solid Hut Is a
Oraight-linefit. weighted with ihe errors in the N„ data
äs given in Table 3.8. The Standard drviation error bars
suppliedto ihe N^t vatues illustrate Ihe Variation oftht
Initial resistivity on the wafers.

II will however be noted lhat these results were
obtained from short term high ftux irradiations,
whereas long exposure times at a low flux mighl
remove all donors. The latler Statement is based on
the microscopic model that the donors are
deactivated by iwo compeling processes and only
one of the reaction products exhibits a short term
armealmg, resulting in the recovery of a fraction of
the donors. However, equally well the initial
overall donor concentration could be composed of
two portions of which only one is removed.
Further studies are therefore needed to resolve this
ambiguity.

In addilion i( can be deduced from the
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comparison of the data obtained on the devices 934 and 935 in Table 3.8, which are fabricated front
almost identical material that Ihe damage consUnls do not depend on the devic« thickness. This would
have been awiiled if the device surfaces weie «cting äs efTective sinks for migrating complex defects
[LUT95J. Moreover, particularly noteworthy is the qualificalion of the long lernt damage model
equations also for the BRBI devices, which are not made from Wacker material.

3.2.6 Comment on the Reverse Annealing Model
A plot of «II reverae annealing rate constants
determined at 49.5°C in the studiei prtsented in
Section 3.2.4 ind Section 3.2.5 versus the
corresponding equivaknt l MeV neutnm fluence is
shown in Fig. 3.22. Evidently *r(49.5*Q can not
reasonabty be assumed to be a constant, but ratner
is in agreemenl wilh a I/<J>^ dependence. Earlier
studies have not reported this relation beciuse the
measurements were carried out in a limited ränge of
fluences, on Ihe one hand, to avoid exceedingly
large füll depletion völliges at Urge *., and, on the
«her hand, to circumvent Ihe difficulties met with
sample» Jrndiated close to Ihe point of inveniop
(*,, * 10" cm'1). In regard to the sigrrifkani spnad
in the rate consUnts noticed in Fig. 3.22 it is Ihus
not surprising that only now, with a larger number
of samples, Ihe Variation of k, with fluence could
be assessed more cfearry.

A dependence proportional lo l /*., is motivated finalem ofikeftuenet at dctennined on wrtau »xrftn
by the idea lhat the reverse annealing is a and differtnt particle types. tee text,
composition of essentjalry first Order annealing
processes u proposed by Z. Li in reference [U29S], and thal the currentty used reverse annealing curve
is just a suitabte parametrization, giving a good fit to the experimental data while employing a minimum
number of parameters. In fact, also a sum of two exponenlial lern» a,exp(-/ /t,) + a2np(-t H,) fils Ihe
revene annealing data equalry well, however, requiring four parameters to be adjusted. Such a model has
not been used äs me fitted parameters would be slrongly conelaled and hardly could be determined
unambiguousry.

Now, if Ihe differential equalkm for the defects Y accounting for the negative Charge is tdentified
wilh a terni reflecting an overall average first order reaction with the rate constant kn,

Flg. 3.22 Revcrtt annealing rate cotulaM at 49.5*Cas

eq. 3.2S
dN

where k„ n considered to be independent of the Irradiation fluence, and if N^/
•verage value ot(Nr. - Nr). then k, would be expected to vary wilh fluence äs

eq. 3.26

is «ccepted äs an

where eq. 3.14 has been used for N*. .Correspondingly. Ihe rate constants kr depkted in Fig. 3.22 have
been multiplied with Ihe appropriate fluences *,, in order lo obtain the average value and the Standard
öevialion error of the constant 2kti'gt- see Ihe legend of Fig. 3.22. If il is rurther asserted that the overall
»verage first order rate constanl k„ exhibits the same thermal activalion characteristics äs kr, it is
possible to evaluale the frequency factor k„ of k„ in the Arrhenius*relition eq. C.2 in Appendix C. If the
global averages E„ - 1.31 eVandg, * 5xlO':cm'' are employed, compare Seclion 5.l.l, one gets*,, -
5* 10" s"1. While, is was noticed earlier in reference [FEI93], Ihe k, typically quoled for the reverse
annealing rate constanl kr js orders of magnitudes larger than what can be expected from the microscopic

understanding of a second order process developed in Appendix C, the value found for *,, is in
reasonable agreement wilh the most abundanl phonon trequency kt T /h , bearing in mind Ihe vtrious
simplifications utih'zed.

Besides the dependence on *., observed here, fiirther experimental evidence for the underlying first
order kinetics was inditectly provided by the failed efTorts to out-diffuse the defecls X which accordmg
lo the original Suggestion of the second order model combtne to form the electrically active Y-defect.
These ideas were based on Ihe derivation of the diffusion constant of the defects X from the numerica)
value eslablished for *» [LUT95]. Since according to the above Statements t, can not be given a sound
physical meaning, Ihe diffusion constant and thus the efficacy of the out-diffusioo process was
signitkantly overestimated.

In order lo calculate the parameter kr m the reverse annealing function eq. 3.13 al an arbitrary
Irradiation fluence and annealing temperature based on the results reported here, the global average £. -
l .31 eV can be used äs the thermal activation energy of Ihe process. Then il is

as can be deduced from eq. 3.26 and the numerical value of 2kn lgT given in Fig. 3.22.
Pinally il will be noted that for the device plotted at 1>, * 3x10" cm'3 in Fig. 3.22 the reverse

annealing introduction rate g, was found lobe 2.41xiO-1 cm'1, i.e., around half of the world average (see
Appendix E). Further, on the even more weakly damaged sample examined by isochronous annealing in
Fig. 3.10 the first reverse annealing stage could not be observed at all. In conclusion this indicales a
Variation of the reverse annealing introduction rate gT with fluence. In this context it is important to
realize that so far no dependence of the considered annealing process on the type of free carriers
(efectrons or hoks) predominaling in thermal equilibrium was observed. For example, the parameters
evalualed for the most weakly damaged sample from the BRBI wafer (4>^ * 2x10" cm'1) studied in
Section 3.2.4 fit well Ihe expected behavior, although by virtue of the km initial resistivity it was never
inverted lo p-type. Further systematic studies on reverse annealing in the Iow fluence nnge are inevitable
to gain a deeper tnsight



3.2.7 Sumtnary of the Changes in the Macroscoplc Detector Properties

• The currently accepted modcls describing Ihe danuge-Jnduced doping changes, leakage current
increases, and Charge collection losses due lo trapping äs function of fluence and annealing time wert
reviewed and illustrated by experimenta) examples.

• A difference of approximately l ff'cm'1 x *,, was observed between Ihe absolute values offne space
Charge concentration N^*, inferred frorn CV curves and from TCT measurements. This result was
fbund to hokl in a wide ränge of fluences (4>^ < 5x10" cm"1) and, in Ihe first approximation, to be
independent of the room temperature annealing time (< l O3 min).

• Isochronous annealing
• Three neulron-damaged deviccs were subjected to isochronous annealing and data were

shown on the evolution of the doping changes and the leakage current.
• Using Njjat values derived frorn TCT measurements, the themul activatton energy of the

rate constant of the first sttge reverse annealing was determined to be l .36 e V.
• It was confirmed by TCT measurements Ihat the bislable defect accounting for the decay of

Ihe depletion völlige observed after quenching Ihe sample from the annealing temperature is
distributed homogeneously throughout Ihe bulk.

• Comparison between particie lypes
• Pion irradiations have shown no signific*nt enhancement in the damage eiTects around the A

resonance energy at approximately 200 MeV.
• Long term damage constanls were compared between fast neutrons (PTB Be(d,n)), 236 MeV

pions (PSI), and 24GeV protons (CERN PS) using devices fabricated from the same wafer.
For Ihe proton damage at the CERN PS an experimenlal hardness factor of K^om n =

0.582±0-028 was found, which deviates signiticantly from the value currently used for the
normalization to equivalenl l MeV neutron data (0.93).

• High fluence "Co-gamma irradiations were found lo introduce bulk leakage cument
generation centen and negative space Charge (also Inversion of the space Charge sign). No
annealing effects were observed.

• Influence of the starting material
• Damage constants for the damige-induced changes in the doping concentration were studied

on materials of various initial resistivities (0.6x1 Ol! cm*1 p-type lo 2.5x1011 cm'1 n-type) using
fast neutrons from Ihe PTB Be(d,n) generator.

• Negative space Charge was found to be introduced at a rate independent of the initial
resistivity, both in the stable and the reverse annealing portion.

• Only about 30% of the initial doping was found to be removed at high fluencei, indicating a
'reservoir of non removable donors'.

The first stage reverse annealing rate consUnt was found lo vary with fluence äs
explanation was given based on underlying first order processes.

and an

3.3 Microscopfc Defect Studles
As noted in the beginning of Section 3.2.1, Ihe changes in the macroscopic device properties of the
silicon detectors are explained in terms of electrically active defect levels which are generated by the
interaction of high energetic particie radiation with the silicon atoms. A deeper understanding of the
complex macroscopic behavior can thus only be gained by mkroscopic investigations of these defects
using spectroscopic methods. This approach is now being pursued by several groups active in the (leid of
radiation damage studies on silicon detectors [BIG95, ERE95. LII96. WAT96]. However, a conclusive
explanation of the radiation damage-induced device deterioration based on a microscopic model is not
yet available.

In the following il will therefore briefly be reviewed, which knowledge about radiation damige-
induced defects regarding their origin and their electrical activity in the semiconductor has so far been
gathered in Ihe IJterature. A compilation of all impurities and defects encountered in radiation damaged
silicon is given in Appendix B*. Thereifter the formal theory underlying the measurement of Thermally
Stimulated Currents (TSC) will be developed from first principles, explicitly taking care of the
peculiarities that one faces in heavily damaged, high resistivity samptes. The TSC method, which has
been used in particular by the group around E. Borchi for a long time [BO191], will then be employed
extensively for the characterization of defect levels, their concentrations, and their annealing behavior
(Section 3.3.3). Since the silicon studied here is clearly distinct from Standard etectronic material, it is
not surprising that spectroscopic methods have now emerged which otherwise are rarely used or which in
fad an* new developments. While the fonner refers to the optical defect filling and current based Deep
Level Transient Spectroscopy (1-DLTS) adopted in the pioneering work of Z. U [LI394], the latter
concems Ihe measurenwnl of laser-induced current pulse shapes (Transient Current Technique TCT) at
cryogenic lempentures, which was put forward by V. Eremin [ER29S]. Both methods have been applied
in this work for Ihe determination of deep tevel parameters and will be presented in Ihe Sections 3.3.4,
and 3.3.5.

33.1 Radiation Damage-induced Defect Levels In Silicon Dlodes

3.3.1.1 The Origin oftke Defettt

NuclMr Rnctton*

Suppose a cross section o (E) characteristic of a nuclear reaction between a particie with energy £ and a
silicon isotope *Si resulting in a specific nucleus, and let o (E) be sufficiently small such that the
reaction products are distributed homogeneously throughout the material under study. Then Ihe
introduction rate g of the new nucleus can be written äs the product of o (E) and the density of Ihe
targel atoms. In a silicon crystal this refers to the lattice sites occupied with the considered isotope, and if
it is recalled that the cubic silicon unit cell has the linear dimension a = 5.43 A and contains eight itoms,
ilis

eq.3.27 g«/o(£)8/a3

Here/ denotes the natural abundance of "Si being 92.21%, 4.7%, and 3.09% for nSi,-*Si. and "Si,
respectively. If the particie source under consideration is not momenergetic, eq. 3.27 needs to be
integrated over E employing the normalized differential flux spectrum äs a weighting function.

A very populär exampte is the neutron caplure reaction MSi(n,y)"Si -»• "P + ß which frequently is
used to obuin n-type doping of highest homogeneity [MEE79]. However, the thermal neutron flux of the
sources studied in this work is too small äs that measurable amounts of phosphorus could be generated.
Further, for particie energies greater Ihan certain threshold values additional reaction channels are open,
e.g. for neutrons*. MSi(n,p)-"Al (> 4 MeV), aSi(n,d)"Al (> 10 MeV), and "Si(n,a)uMg (> 3 MeV)
[ANG96]. While MAI decays according to "AI -» ß + *Si with a half-life of 2.3 h, "Mg is a stable
nucleus. The corresponding cross sections for the interaction with pions and 24 GeV protons (below 2.6

Regttding • descripöon, how the dominiM dtspIttemeM danuge defecB hive in Ihe pvt been identified. compvc (SCH9S).
The (hrahoM vihjes qwrttd «rc oaly approximile.
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GeV see [MIC95]) arc not well known, however, for suitable neutron energies o (E) beconws äs large u
300 mb (see e.g. reference [MCL88]) which ihen yieWj maximum inlrodiKüon nies g* »nd g^ of the
Order of 0.01 cm'1.

Allhough uns is a snull value compared with displacement damage defecls, these reactions arc
noteworthy äs AI and Mg introduce shallow impurity kvels, either donors äs interstitial atoms or
acceptors on substihrtional lattice sites, See Appendix 8 Regarding the dependence of the cross section
for the reaction "SKn.oO^Mg on the neutron energy shown in reference (MCL88J, it is ckar that
measurable concentrations of the stabk "Mg nuckus would only be expected to be produced by one
particuUr source studied in mis work, namely the 14,1 MeV neutron generalor al the UKE Hamburg,
compare Tabk 3.1. Interest should be devoted to the facl lhal interstitial magnesium can donale two
etectrons and, due to the rtduced core Charge compared with silkon, would be expecied to accept two
electrons on the substitutional position. Only one acceptor Stile has however been observed so fir. The
reconfiguration from an interstitial to a substilutional defect or vice versa, which might be connected
with a characteristk annealing temperalun, would therefore be at least threefold active in terms of the
density of space charges and thus couVJ easily be detected by the corresponding change in the füll
depktion voltage. In this context it must be bom in mind that the nuckus in question will be the Primary
Knock-on Atom (PKA) and therefore has a high chance to come to rest on an jnterstihal site in the
vicinity ofvarious other defects, see below.

Dh)pUc*iMnt Damag« Dtfects

The defects usually encountered in displacemenl-damaged Silicon are stable complexes of impurities and
lattice vacancks emerging ifter a variety of annealing processes (see Fig. 3.23), äs will be discussed in
the followhig, compare [VLJ87] and [ASO87]. The initial damage comists of several Frenkel-pairs
created along the tracks of the primary (PKA) and secondary recoil aloms äs they move through the
crystal. Abo direcl creation of higher onkr intrinsic point defects, e.g. divacancies W, is anticipated
given the considered recoil is sufficiently energetic compared with the singk atom displacement
threshold of around 25 eV. Whik initially chiefly decelerated by ionization the differential displacement
cross section caused by etastk scattering of the recoils ii increasing, such that below approximately
S keV a disordered region (or terminal cluster) appears at the end of every cascade. It contains higher
concentntions of inbinsk defects exhibiting a mutual interacting thtough the resulting lattice strain. The
extent of such a region is of the order of 10 nm. Before thermal reamngements take pbce the total
number of dispbced atoms is approximalely equal to the nonionizing energy of the PKA (compare
Section 3.l)divided by 50 c V ([VU87]).

Now. the seif inlerstitial Si, which is known to diffuse very easily even al low temperatures will
recombine with nearby vacancies, especially all close-pairs will be lost. The lecombinalion rate within
the disordered regions ii äs large äs 75-95S [SH190J. As only around 5 keV / 50 eV - 100 or kss
displaced aloms are associated with a disordered region, only of the order of 10 intrinsic displacement
defects constitute its final säte. These are most likery few divacancies or other higher order intrinsic
point defects in the vicinity of each olhers lattice strain since Jsolited interstitials and vacancies will not
persist. If the energy initially imparted to Ihe PKA is smaller man approximalely S keV the number of
displacements in the terminal region will be decreased accordingly. Here it is interesting to note mal for
a PKA energy of kss than l keV in respecl to the previously mentioned recombination rate only a singk
defect would be fcft, thalis.no lattice strain interaciion between defects would be expecied to be
remaining. In this respecl an extreme Situation is met with "Co-gammas, äs only few atoms can be
displaced, compare Section 3.1. In particular Ihe direct crealion of a divacancy or any other higher order
intrinsic point defect is very unlikely. On the other hand, for average recoil energies (arger than around
5 keV merely the number of subcascades is growing äs runction of the PKA energy, and the itructures
produced in the cascade terminals are virtually the samt*.

Interstitials escaping Ihe recombination will kick out substitutional impurity atoms according to the
Watkins replacement mechanism. Due to the large abundance, carbon is considered to be the main sink:
Sii + C, -* C,. Proceeding further in time, the silicon vacancies will Start migrating and combine with
the dominant sink O, to form Ihe A-center VO,. Although Ihere are other impurities availibk to

In AB KIBC. exctpf for tftt "Co-famu wradurioM, ill tonnet mvatigMcd ii An work mt etpcctcd to five « nmibr
compontion of die displKenmt daiuge-iflduecd ieftcu, tan^nn Scctwn 1.1.
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complex with (he vacancy, for exampk substitutional phosphorus P, resulting in the E-center VP„ such
processes are not very effective in high resistivily material since the concentration is very sirall
compared with interstitial oxygen (so-called vacancy sharing). As outlined in reference [SU90J, the ratio
between Ihe A-cenler and E-cenler concentration is in the first approximition about 3SO for the particular
exampk of [0, ] - 5* 10" cmJ (see Section 2.2.1) and [P. ] - 10" cm'. In this respect also Ihe reaction V
+ V -> W is not very effective, unless there is a locally increased vacancy concentration, äs for
exampk ctose to Ihe cascade terminals, compare [SVE92].
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The final mechanism u form the stable Situation ttkes place with • time consUnt of Ihe order of sevenl
hours it room temperature and is initiated by Ihe migration of the previously rekased inlerstitial carbon
Ct. These atoms chiefly get trapped at interstitiil oxygen atoms (C,Ot) or substitutional carbon (C,C,).
Again the formation rate ofC,P, is relatively small, similar to VP, [ASO87].

There is still a controversy whether the carbon oxygen complex can be formed in float zone silicon.
However, äs outlined by CA. Londos [LON90], the following arguments lead lo the deciskm in favor of
the existence of C,O,: The composition first proposed for the defecl was C-O-V, calkd the K-center
(M0077). The formation would therefore require an A-cenler to react with a migrating interstitial
carbon atom. In Czochratski silkon, where oxygen is more abundanl than carbon by Iwo orders of
magnitude [ZUL89], the created A-centers could compete with the substilutional carbon for Ihe capture
of the migrating C,. Still, in float zone Silicon an electrically active defect kvel similar to the K-center
has commonly been observed. Consequently, many aulhors have assigned the C,C, complex to mts kvel,
although Song et al. [S0290] have provided strong evidence for a much different position of the C,C,
kvels in the band gap (see Appendix B). U must therefore be argued nowadays trat the tnpping of C, al
O, does not require a vacancy, which is in agreemenl with the structure of the C,O, defecl proposed in
reference [JON92].

3.3.1.2 ClassiflcationofDtfcctLtvets
According to their particular influence on the ekctrical device properties Ihe defects are classified in
several ways. Firslly • distinction is made between point defects and cluslers, where the latter are



regarded äs the stable state of the disonkred regions. The cluster model was first proposcd to account for
the very high minority carrier recombination rates observed after damaging the samples with heavy
particles in contrast to electron or pholon radiation damage [GOS59]. While the conclusions of that
model do only apply to the neutral bulk, their action within the space charge region was not further
specified and a distinction frorn Ihe point defects seemed not lo be justified until the recent ideas of B.C.
Svensson [SVE91] and S. Watts et •!. [WAT96].

Other classification schemes for Ihe defect tevels in the gap do also originale from the behavior und«
a particular experimental condition (Fig. 3.24). The teims defect level and trap, which frequently will be
used interchangeably, basically mein the same thing. While the first relates to the chetnictl origin of Ihe
quantum mechinical level, the latter expresses Ihe fundamental ability to remove a free canier from the
conduction or valence band, regardless of the Urne that the corresponding carrier stays in the trap.

electron
traps

hole
traps

Flg. 3.24 Claaiflcatton af levels in
theforbidden gap.

A: shattow acceptor, e.g. B.

B: deep donor, e.g.C,O,

C: deep acceptor. e.g. VOt

D: shallow donor, e.g. P.

E: amphoteric level. e.g. V V

B

An electrically neutral defect from which an electron can be excited into the conduction band is calied a
donor. The corresponding energy level is introduced at E, - Ec - A£., where &£. denotes the required
electron ionization energy. In the thermal equilibrium the ionization state is govemed by the Fermi level
£> relative to E„ i.e., if £> > E, the donor is neutral and if E, < E, it is positive, which expliins the
Symbols depicted in Fig. 3.24. Likewise, an acceptor level is realized if a free hok can be excited into
the valence band leaving behind a negalively charged defect.

Next, a distinction is made between electron and hok traps, whkh is a misleading name, since all
defect levels can trap both camers, ekctrons and noles. However, in experiments using a junctkm spaoe-
charge technique (DLTS, TSC, etc.), levels located in Ihe upper or the lower half of Ihe gap can only be
detected if Ihe corresponding kvel has been prepared such lhat it is occupied with an electron or hole*.
Accordingly, the energetic position is measured relative to the conduction and valence band for all
electron and hole traps, respecb'vety, regardless whether it is a donor or acceptor. Furthermore, an
acceptor kvel in the lower half and i donor level in the upper half of Ihe gap will sometimes be calied
shallow since these levels contribute to the space charge in the depkted region'. Among them are the
hydrogenic levels introduced by 5, and/*,.

Finally, sometimes ampholeric defects are anticipated exhibiting both donor and acceptor states.
Analogous lo this are defects with multipk ionization states, being able lo bind more than one singk
ekmentary Charge, see [BLA74]. For most of the experimenlal conditions the corresponding levels can
be treated äs being isolated from each other. The only requirement is that the concentrations assigned to
those kveb shoukJ be identical.

M«t»tabfltty

Since the binding forces between Ihe constituents of a complex defect are basically electromagnetic, il is
elear that the minimizition of the total energy may sometimes require the structure and the bonds to

A thoroagh definilian cauld be tmde m ttrm of DM emnioa nta for etectroiu md hda cv. For electron tnpt t,>rrmt
for hole trtf* *, < ef .
Thii feUHre it «ho retMed W die nta M whkh emien *e emined from die (np kvel nto Ihe «nidwctooo or vikwe bwd by
(bemal tgiatiM. Tlw notkn thiflow it m die litcnturt ofte» iised fix Inp* Hat ve ionizetf U • certin (empenture,
tmspective of the poxirJon of the «p kvel in ** gif. Such • deftnitk« b however imbiguouf » h depends M tempcrature.
doping, nd compCMrion kvd.
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rearrange if Ihe charge state of the defect under consideration is changed. Moreover, upon reorienlation
also the quantum mechanical levels are expected to be altered. This so-called metastability has now been
observed for a numberof defects in silicon and will be illustrated here for the example of the C,C, pair,
which is one of the prominent defects in irradialed flott zone silicon.

Fig. 3.25 Coafiguraiional coordtnate
diagram of the C/C, pair tu presented
in [SQN88]. The defect hat Wo stable
configurations. A and B. The ftg»re
gives all reorientation and ionization

l n \ / l \X /_J_ BU energies for a) the acceptor level. and
101 \ /A \ / b) the donor level.

(b)

B

In the work of L.W. Song et al. [SON88] all of Ihe relevant energies and barriers for each of the three
charge states of Ihe defect have been determined. As stated there this is believed to be „the first bistabk
defect in any solid for which such delaikd informalion has been obtained". The Situation is sketched
schematically in the configurational coordinate diagram in Fig. 3.25. The rwo stable configurations are
assigned anAandaBonthelef tand right-hand side, respectively. For every Charge state the potent»!
energy is plotted äs function of a reorientation parameter, whkh is introduced for purpose of Illustration
and must not be confused with the distance of the carbon atoms. Fig. 3.25 a) compares the neutral (top)
and negative (bottom) defecl whereas Fig. 3.25 b) represents the neutral (top) and positive (bottom)
defect, i.e., the upper curves are identical in a) and b). In every case will the C,C, pair favor the
configuntion exhibiting the snulkst tolal energy. It is apparent from Fig. 3.25 that this will be state B
for the neutral and state A for the positively and negalively charged defect. However, the reorientation
requires an energetic barrier to be overcome. Thus, at tow temperatures the defect can be frozen in the
non-optimum configuntion'. For example, if the defect is prepared in state B and is allowed lo capture
free ekctrons at low temperature, the reorientation into the favorable state A takes place with a time
constant ir given by

eq.3.28 ) = 1.4x Q.USeV']

Note that the activation energy in this relation, which has been determined by G.E. Jellison in the ränge
from 77 K to 125 K [JEL82], was quoted to be 0.15 eV in Fig. 3.25. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the
frequency factor is of Ihe order of the most abundant phonon frequency k,Tlh, tndicating a singk Jump
process, compare Appendix C. It will be shown later, how a specific charge state is prepared and which
of the configurations are expected under differenl experimental conditions. In this regard it is mentioned

Generally. dw ratio of deftct» present in die «xifignntionj B and A n given by • Boltzmann l
«^£»-£Jy*iT').where£, mtiEt (knote the mraimumenergi« of Fig. 3.25. Since the enertetk dtfferenca £,-E, tn
•mll (0.04. -0.02, tnd 0.02 «V for die neg^ive. neirinl. md positive durge sott, respectivelyt signirkaM porbom of bodi
configwilkmf tn «irkipated M high tenrenture«. e.g. room ternperaOire.



here Ihal al SO K eq. 3.28 yields a characteristic time constant of about 300 s and much biger values at
tower temperatures. Fmther, the defect introduces an amphoteric level scheine into the band gap for both
configuratioro, see Appendix D. The corresponding deep donor and acceptor kvels are close to Ihe
valence and conductiofl band, respectively. In Fig. 3.2S (he vertical lines indicale the corresponding
electronic tnnsitions between Ihe difTerent Charge states of the defect.

3.3,1.3 OccHpatten Stotistics for Tnps im the Thermü E^uilibHtim

In a semiconduclor Ihe state of thermal equitibrium Otbbs
is adequately characterized by rhe exislence of a
unique ekctrochemical potential for Ihe ekctrons,
also oflen referred to äs Fermi level E,, which is a
constant all over Ihe region of interest As a
Parameter within Ihe Fermi distribution runcüon

eq.3.29

0 1

Fig. 3.26 OccupatioH cftnergy Itveh in ihe
thermodynamic equilibrium via tkt

Fermi dtstribütio* fimcttoii.

Er determines die occupation of all quantum
mechanical stales at an energy E with ekctrons (Fig.
3.26). It should be bom in irand that £ is a Gibbs
free energy in the thermodynamic sense [ENG83J.
Within the effective mass approximation, and when £, is not loo close lo the conduction and valence
band energies Ec and Er (non-degenerate Situation), it fbllows from eq. 3.29 that the concentrations of
free ekclrons in Ihe conduction band, «, and free holes in the valence band,/?, are gjven by (see [SZE81])

eq. 3.30 «,p-JVc>Kexp

Here, the effective densily of stales Nc and Nr in the bands are related lo the corresponding Density-Of-
States (DOS) masses m Vr via

mn l 11 U _ ^n*w* t T /L*Ieq. j.ji /Vp y s £unnî  V*B* ' ™ l

In silicon the constant energy surfaces of the conduction band in i-space are six equrvalent ellipsoides.
This leads to ihe expression

eq. 3.32 m^-^6 M, m^ I

with transverse and kmgiludinal effective masses m/ and m't. On the other hand, ihe valence band is
spherical at * - 0 and consiits of two degenerale subbands. Accordingly, two difTerent effective hok
masses (lighl and heavy) exist, which combine to

eq. 3.33 m*M

In this expression the spin-orbil splil off band has been negkcled. Substituting m,*, m,*, in»*, and mM*
asgiven by [SZE81] gives the numerical values of ihe DOS masses relative to ihe electron rest mass m,

eq. 3.34 m -̂ / «, -1.08 and m^ / *0 = 0.549.

These values will be used for the evalualion of deep kvel panmeters in this wortc. ft is however known
that the data in reference [SZE8I} is not consislent regarding Ihe relation between rhe effective densily of
states and the intrinsic carrier concenlration. This subjecl has recently been reviewed by M.A. Green,
who discusses the dependence of the DOS masses on ttmpenture [GRE90].

Now, consider a trap at Ihe Gibbs free energy E, and of concentntion N, and kl the fractions n, and
p, ofN, be occupied with electrons and holes such that the totality condition is rulfilled,

eq.3.35 *,«<!,+/>,.

Regarding an arbttrary number of traps ihis leads to the genenl defmition of the effective doping
concentntion N^ (sballow doping. e.g. phosphorus, and radiation damage-induced kvels),

eq.3.36 ». £p( - £V

N,f thus denotes the total density of electrical charges tnpped into defect kvels. Application of eq. 3.29
gives n, and/>, in the thermal equilibrium'

i
eq. 3.37 kt'Pi}=Ni —

l+exi

The energy E, could for imtance be determined with an optical lechnique. However, such data are rarely
found in the literature. As will be seen in (he following section, electricat techniqucs like TSC and DLTS
measure, either for electron (n) or for hole (p) tnps, Ihe enthalpy &HV with respect to the
conduction/valence band and Ihe corresponding entropy factor X.r It will be shown that this foltows
frorn the thermodynimic relation between (he Gibbs free energies and the enthalpies

eq. 3.38
e-traps

h -traps,

where the entropy factors X^ originale from the total entropy change &S.f encountered when an
ekctron/hok is excited from (he defect into the conduction/valence band*

As outlined in {LOW80], it is onty when no complicaled vibniional (dynamic Jahn-Teller) interaction
exists that the total entropy change can be split into Ihe two parts on die right-hand side of eq. 3.39. They
account for the change in die electronic degenency of the defect, g*/g, and the change in the
vibrational frequencies of Ihe crystal, ÜS^V. Therefore, the reamngernent in eq. 3.39 has lo be taken
with some care, but il ii a very useful Dotation since numerical values of g and AJAv can often be
estimated qualilatively.

The (wo electronic degenency factors g and g* reflect the number of quantum mechanical electron
stites equal in energy for the case Ihal the tnp is occupied wtlh an electron or hok and for the case Ihal
Ihe corresponding carrier is exciled from the trap, respectively. Whik for example the electron bound to
a hydrogenic donor is twofold Spin degenerate ig = 2), there is no degenency when (he donor is ionized
(g* - I). Correspondingly ionized hydrogenic acceptors also have g* =• l, however, due to Ihe two-fold
degenerale valence band a bound hole results in g - 4. Regarding comptex defects, it is necessary to
know rhe bonding struclure which for instance can be ascertained with EPR measurements*. If the total
core Charge is an even number the neutral state is usually found to be not degenerate, compare for
example reference [BRO82] for VO,, W, and VP,.

By constdering the localization of bound carriers around a defect center, it is found in [VEC76] (hat
the change in (he vibrational entropy &$*,„, due to the ionization of efcctrons/holes from hydrogenic

It b MMcd tat the Femi-dotihrtkM taction b not modißed hcn whfc Ifee defect riedrcM« Jeieaeracy faclon. m • doae M
[BLA74], ruher m thox ftctoo incorpomed into *e correct definröon of Ute fro mergy of the defect kvd (cf. Appendix A
of (VEC76J). Monover. accwdM| M (BLA74), eq. 3 J7 ein be icricMf i» enw «nee excMcd «He» of Ihe trap kvcl have
beea neglected For eumpk. u kw tenpenhves • conridenUe deviaboa ftom eq. 3 J7 B CMtcd by ttte oyittl field ̂ Mtüf
oTdw phosphonu ground »K.

* The enfropy ehaigc» c«i ito be iet*nted M Ihe tarn of ihe toneipoHding ftcc camer fornutioa enttopy m the bwA mi Ihe
reorieMMkM ewropy of Ihe defecl [VEC76].
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donors/acceptors like e.g. phosphorus/boron is very ctose to zero because the considered carrier is
delocalized betöre and after the ionization, so that the vibmional modes of the crystal remain
unchanged. Moreover, it is argiied there thai the ionization of a vacancy from its neutral to either its
negative (hole excitation, &&*,) or positive (electron excitation, AS,*.) state is essentially equivaknt to
the creation of a free electron-hole pair, which changes the entropy by AS .̂.

Now, for any defect kvel suceessive emission of an electron and a hole creates a free electron-hole
pair and Ihe Overall effecl upon the vibrational lattice modes is indistinguishabte from the direct pair
creation across Ihe gap. Therefore, it is

eq. 3.40 AS, + AS, - AS*, + &SMf - iSo-.

and accordingly the removal of an etectron/hole from Ihe negative/positive vacancy towards the neutral
statt takes place virtually wilhout change of the vibrational entropy,

Further, following from Ihe Ihermodynamk definiäon the enlropy change can be shown to simply
reffect Ihe Variation of Ihe Gibbs free energy with temperature

eq. 3.41 AS>-- ..**-*>
3T

Consequently, e.g. the phosphoms donor level äs well äs Ihe vacancy acceptor level are both virtually
pirmed to the conduction band. That is, their Gibbs free energy levels relabve to Ec vary only weakly
with temperature due to the eleclronic degenency factors. In the stmc sense Ihe boron acceptor level and
the vacancy donor level are virtually pinned to Ihe valence band. These considerattons may equally be
applied to other vacancy related defects. It is this measure which shouW be laken if no value of X^ a on
hand, rather than fixing die level energy relative to the intrireic Fermi level E„ defined below. It will be
seen in Section 3.4 that the macroscopic device properties al room temperature, äs inferred from
microscopic defect paranwters obtained al low temperature, crocially dcpend on the correct notion of die
defect level energy.

It is now instructive to cakulate the state of occupation of the traps in the etectrical neutral bulk äs
function of temperature. Some extrinsk Debye-lengths away from the conUcts, where no electric field
exists, the sum of all Charge« cancels out. Therefore, in the neutral region il is

eq.3.42 0-(p-•) + */,,.

Substituting eq. 3.30 and eq. 346 in conjunction wilh eq. 3.37 into eq. 3.42 yields a unique solution for
Ihe Fermi level Ef al any tempefature T, given numerical values of £, and N, for every Irap mvotved.

Fig. 3.27 shows the result of such a calculation assuming a constant background doping of
10" cm'1 substitutiona! phosphoms atonu (/*,) and equal concentrations of divacancies(FF), A-centers
(K?,), and C,O,, all varying from 10" cm'1 to 10" cm' (see caption). In addition, an acceptor level Y
arbitrarily placed at 0.2 eV above the valence band, whose concentration is IOS of the previously
mentioned defects, was introduced for purpose of illustnlion and accounts for Ihe type Inversion effect
The level parameters A//„ and A^ äs given in Appendix B were used to delermine £, empkjying eq.
3.38, excepl for P, and Y, whose enlropy factors were calculated from the appropriate degenency
factors, see above. The donor state of Ihe divacancy W"* has not been taken into account since it
would not affect the cakulation. It is interesting to note the crossing of the Gibbs free energy of the
W"1* level and the A-center around 250 K predicted by Ihis sei of level panuneiers.

Fig- 3.27 Gibbs free level energies
and Fermi level Er ploaed In ihe
band gap äs Junction of ihe
lemperaturt for a flxed amouitl of
phosphona [P.] - I0"cm~' and
various concentrations of W.
VO„ C,O„ and an acceptor level
¥ arbitrarify placed at Et +

n n n. i . .I..V.T7
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All energies are given relative to the intrinsic Fermi level E„ which is the position of the Fermi level in
the instance of n - p . From eq. 3.30 and eq. 3.3 1 il ein be inferred that

cq.3.43

The common value of n and p is given by

eq. 3.44 "^(NcN^nf^-Egflkgf^.

which is the so-called intrinsic carrier concentration. E, - Ec - Er denotes the band gap energy. The
noution relative lo E« is a comtnon praxis äs most expressions are largely simplified- For example, one
canwrite

eq. 3.45

so that the mass action law n p - n'„ which always holds in thermal equiübrium, now is verified very
easily. Because of Ihe higher accuncy, and in order to comply with the evaluation of level parameters in
reference (HAL96), the dala for Ihe DOS masses and the temperature dependent energy gap were laken
from reference [GRE90] and literature cited there.

The general behavior of ihe Fermi level that is seen in Fig. 3.27 can be described äs follows. At high
tempentures EF settles cktsc lo Ihe middle of the band gap because free carriers thermally excited across
the gap dominate over the carriers excited from defect kvels. Therefore, n » p, i.e. EF * E,. At
intermediate tempentures the semiconductor becomes extrinsic, that is, one type of free carriers is more
abundanl than the other in Order lo cancel out the overall electrical Charge on ihe ionized traps. As long
äs this Charge is approximately constant it can be seen from eq. 3.30 that the Fermi level must vary more
or less linearty with temperature (Nc and NY do not exhibit a strong T dependence). Due to this
Variation, Ef can cross tnp levels and change their occupation with electrons for decreasing
temperatures. However, at a specific level this will cancel out all electrical charges on the traps and free
carriers are no longer necessary lo maintain the Charge neutrality. At the corresponding temperature the
free carriers will freeze and the Fermi level EF is satd to be pirmed. These considerations are for example
very helpful in understanding TSC specin that have been obtairwd after filling tnp levels by cooling the
sample under zero bias (see Section 3.3.3).

The concentration of free electrons (n), holes (p). and of ionized traps äs function of tempenture is
illustrated in Fig 3.28. The calculation corresponds to curve a) in Fig. 3.27, which is the case of the
smallest total trap concentrations. As argued above, deep levels (W and VO, ) are completely occupied
with electrons at low tempentures due to the Fermi level crossing. Eventually Ef pins at (he phosphoms
level whose degree of ionization, and consequently also the free electron concentration, levels off around
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40 K in this example. AI high lemperatures, encountered for example within annealing experiments, all
deep traps become partly ionized due lo the broadening of Ihe Fermt distribution.
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Fig. 3.28 Variation of ihe free
canier (eteeirotu a, holes p) and
ionized irap concenirations with
lemptraturt for tne cate a)
disptayed in Fig. 3.27. Below
330 K holet are minartty carriers
and vary wffA T ai n,. The free
electrons cancel out the Charge
on Ihe ionixed phasphona atona.
Freezing of ihe free camers and
of Ihe phosphona tantiaHon
(Fermi level pinning) tiartt
around'JOK.

3.3.1.4 iHtcnKtbm »f Traf s wtik Ikt Cm&cOem **d Ytlgmce BamJ

So fär Ihe processes which change the occupation of a tnp with electrons have not been further specified.
Fig. 3.29 showi Ihe mnsitions «l work äs originally proposed by W. Shockley, W.T. Read [SHOS2). and
R.N. Hall [HALS2].
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Fig. 3.29 Electron and hole transitions laUng
place al a trap potttioned ai an energy E, in
iheforbidden gap.

a) tlfftron etnialon

b) electron capture

c) hole entlaion

d) hole captvre

In this model free carriers can either be c*ptured from (b and d) or be emitted lo (a and c) Ihe conduction
and vilence band. Therefbre, Ihe differenrial equation for n, is written

eq. 3.46 —L = -tf-n/ + CHf + e Pl - c p*, •
dt --- «—.—• .̂ •^-.—•

•) b) c) d)

In this work a transition, typically an emission process, will be denoted by ihe defect introducing the
considered level and die associated initial and final Charge state. That is, e.g. CO/"* for the hole
emission (Vom the C,O, donor level, äs compared to B,1*' for the hole emission from the boron acceptor.

The Thtrmal ErntMlon Rat«

The emission nies t.f and capture coefflcients c,f are introduced to account for the efücacy of the four
mechanisms a)-d)- 'n thermil equilibrium the detailed balance principle requires the processes a) and b)
äs well äs c) and d) lo opente al the same nie. From this Jl follows that
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eq. 3.47

Here eq. 3.37 has been substituted for n, orp, and either eq. 3.30 or eq. 3.45 has been employed for the
free canier concentralion in Ihemial equilibrium. Front the previous section it is ctear that the Gibbs free
energy of the trap, E,, measured with respect to Ec or Ey will vary wilh temperature when the emission
process is accompanied by an entropy change. In order to eliminate ihis implicit dependence on
temperature eq. 3.38 needs to be substituted into eq. 3.47. which yields

eq. 3.48
V.K'

Since spectroscopic methods like DLTS and TSC measure the dependence of the emission rate on tne
temperature, it is apparent frorn eq. 3.48 that Ihe characteristic energy observed is an enthalpy. A tnp is
fiilly chanclerized when both capture coefficients cm and c,, which in genera! are depending on
temperature, and either X. and &H„or Xf and A//, are determined from the experimenl*. The Utter
Parameters are then used to calculate Ihe free energy E, according to eq. 3.38. For a partkular tnp level
E, can further be used in eq. 3.47 to calculate both emission nies, for electrons and holes.

Although the previously stated procedure is clearly desirable, most expcriments do not measure the
capture coefficients. Rather is the following relation employed to define an (emission) cross section «M

thal is assumed to be a constant in the temperature ränge in which the analysis of the level panmeters is
performed, (compare eq. 3.48)

eq,3.49 X^c^

The pararneter v ,̂. i$ cakulated according to

eq,3.50
\JC.VJ

It is noled here thal eq. 3.50 must not be confused with ihe real thermal velocities of the free carriers in
the conduction and vilence band (see [GRE90]). It is merely introduced analogous to a thermal velocity
in order to gel a concise equalion for the emission rate, which is now obtained by combining eq. 3.31, eq.
3.48, eq. 3.49, and eq. 3.50

eq. 3.51 .r «r

This relation is used for the evaluation of spectroscopic experiments in this work. B is a constant

B - 2 V3 kl K A 2 = 3.256 x I011 K^cnrV1 ,

and at*^lmt is given by eq. 3.34. Only when the capture coefficient does not depend on ihe temperature
will eq. 3.51 fumtsh the correct enthalpy value A//V, - A/T„.

Electric n«W Enhancement of ttw Embslon Rat*

In Ihe presence of an etectric field the emission nie can be substanrially increased. An overview of Ihe
subject and a detailed calculation for various non-Coulombic defect poteniials has been given by P.A.
Martinetal. [MARS l J. Basically three different processes need to be Uken into account, either phonon-
assisled or pure lunneling and Ihe Poote-Frenkel effect, see Fig. 3.30.

h a nrted hoc tfm tbcre if M c*iy ny to iMMm both «mnion procetiei •} nid c) fbr • (wticiiUr mp tqwnldy mcc one
of Ae embssiofl ftta ilwiyi ptedominMct.
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For a typical sptce Charge density of iround
I0llcnv' and a reverse trias voltage of 10 V,
eq. 2.5 yields a maximum fieW strenglh of the
order of 10* V/cm. Now, pure tunneling becomes
imporUnt only at iround l O1 V/cm, and thus is
not anticipated in the high resistivity material
studied in thii work. Still significam effects can
arise from phonon assisted tunneling for typical
short-ranged deep level potentials, and Poole-
Frenkel enhanced emission for kmg ränge
Coulombic potentials. However, at the stnallest
electric field strengths only the latter is
noteworthy. Therefore, if a field enhanced
emission is noticed in this work Ine
contsponding defect level is most likely a
shallow donor or acceptor. both leaving a charged
defect upon emission of the tnpped carrier.

According to Fig. 3.30 the Poole-Frenkel Fig. 3.30 Threemechanumseffieldenhaitcedemtato» for
effect can be regankd äs a lowering of the aCndonbte potential. fiim P.A. Mani* et al.(UAR8l}.

ionization energy E,, which is equtl to Ec ~E,
and £, -Er for shallow donors and acceptors, respectively. Given a consUnt electric field F aligned in
the - z directkm, the radius of the local potential maximum is given by

eq.3.52 rM-^,/(tia

which is around 35 nm for F - 10* V/cm and 0 - 0. The corresponding change in the potential barrier is

eq 353 6E(B)--o f*°foos<9)

' 1 ""o

yielding - 7 meV for the above example. A three-dimensional avenging of the spatially varying emission
enhancement factor expt-Sfi, (8) / kt T) resulls in

eq. 3.54 e„,,<f)'*,.,«})

where y - •*£, (8 - 0)/ (k,T). For*£, (6 - 0) - - 7 meV and al T - 100 K this gives a factor of 1.4, u
compared to the one-dimensional approximation expfj) - 2.3, which largely overestimates the correct
value.

Th* Captura Co*fflcl*nts

Depending on the underlying process the cipture coefficients should generally exhibit a chancteristic
Variation widi temperature. Different modes of energy dissipation are illustnted in Fig. 3.31, Tor a füll
discussion see [BRA79]. The multi-phonon process äs originally proposed by [HEN77] has been widely
applied for capture experimenti in large band gap malerials. As a main feature the capture cross section
would be expected 10 show an exponential dependence on the temperature, reflecting an energetic barritr
E> that needs (o be overcome by thermal activation,

eq. 3.55 o = o„exp(-E t/kgT).

However, for deep leveb in silicon originating from radiation damage the capture exhibits a much
weaker temperature dependence and the excitonic Auger mechanism would appear to be more likely
(HAL96J.

As outlined in [LOW80] in genenl the capture cross section a is small if the emission enthatpy AW
is large, and vice versa,

eq. 3.56 o = a(0}exp(-aAff),
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provided the capture mechanism occurs by a smoothly varying process of energy dissipation. The
examinatton of experimenul values in [LOW80] suggests that electron traps similar to the A-center are
reasonably well described by o (0) - 4.1*10" cm' and a - 14 eV'. If no experimenul value is available
a can crudety be estimated from eq. 3.56.
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Fig. 3.31 SchtmaHc representation of some non-
radlative capture processes.

a) Cascade capture. The spacings between the exciled
levels oflhe Irap ander considtration are to tmall thal
the carrier to be captured can suceeatvtty drop down
the level xheme and conven the energy Into slngle
phoHoia. The proeesi doa mainfy oecur for shallow
hydrogenic impurities.

b) Auger caplure. The difference In energy is iaiparied
to a neighboring carrier itt the form ofUneiic energy.

c) MuSti-phonon emission. After the caplure ihe defect
vibrates violentfy and thereby emia teverat phonoia
before U settles inta a nrw configurational aale
{HEN77J.

Basic Equattom wWi Dcftcts

As a groundwork for the following secttons it is sbown here, how an arbitrary number of traps enten into
the basic semiconductor equations in one dimension. Firstly, the continuity equations for electtons and
holes are mitten

eq.3.57
Vl

±

The ekctrictl current densitiesy.^ are composed of drift and diffusion terms. Making use of the Einstein
relation, which relates the diffusivity and the zero field mobility \^ , gives

«l-
dx J

Here E denotes the electric Meld strength and n,, is the field dependent drift mobility, see Appendix A.
The total current, which musl be solenoidal, is the sum ofy. , jf, and the displacement current originating
from the temponl variations of the electric Meld E

Finally, the Poisson equation is wriuen
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eq. 3.60 ^—fiLfr-

employing Ihe genenl definition of N^ presented in eq. 3.36. Given a sei of appropriate boundary
conditions, simultaneous solution of eq. 3.57, eq. 3.60, and eq. 3.46 for every trap under considention
will provide a füll characlerizalion of Ihe particular Situation studied.

3.3.1.S The SptceCkmrfe Region
When a diode is reverse-biased, a region W devoid of free caniers evolves such thal the ionized tnps
within this region accouni for Ihe band bending required to maintain the potential difference qt V (Fig.
3.32). Since mis is not a thermal equiltbrium condition, eq. 3.37 can not be used lo cakulale Ihe
occupational slale of the traps. However, it is n * p * 0, thus capture of free caniers in the space Charge
region can be neglected and only emission processes of electrons and holes from the traps into Ihe
conduction and valence band need to be taken account Therefore, eq. 3.46 reduces to

eq. 3.61 —— » -€Jt, + t.p.
0 t '

In Ihe steady state it is 3 n, l d t - 0 and the occupation of a Irap with electrons n,* or holes p,* is

1 . .1 N- N>eq. 3.62 in,*,p, ")«•

Provided the capture coefficients c, and cr are of Ihe sune order of magnitude, it is evident that in the
first approximation only levelf beww the intrinsic Fenni level are occupied with electrons, whereas all
otber kvels are entpty. In addition it can be concluded that only those acceptor tevels located in Ihe
Iower half of Ihe band gap and only those donor teveb in Ihe iipper half can coniribule to the space
Charge under these conditions. Thus, in the space Charge region the effective doping concentration is
approximalely given by

• IX
Amen

«l 3.63

It will be noted (hat the above Statements do not hold at Ihe edge regions X. and u. of the depleted zone,
äs displayed in Fig. 3.32. These regions are defined for each trap by Ihe intenection of Ihe quasi Fernu
levels for electrons and holes, £n and £^. §nd the energy kvet E,. Within those edge regions the
occupation function is given, like in Ihe neutral bulk region, by ine ihermal equilibrium Fermi
distribution, however, replacing the Fermi level EF by eilher Ef, or E^. An aclive deptetkm width Wf

can therefore be defined by Wt - W- X - \L
It will now be studied, which cunents flow in die space Charge region when Ihe occupation of a single

discreie trap relaxes from a previously prepared excited Stile to Ihe steady state value given by eq. 3.62.
The result will be the total extemal cwnntj*,(t) al a specifk time l - Especially im supposition is made
here neither for Ihe stale of occupation at thal time nor for the way by which this state was arrived at
Consider the deep donor level in Fig. 3.32 mal changes tts stale of occupation via emission of holes in
the ränge from x, to xt + Wt. Also electrons will be emitted from this trap level, though at a much
smaller nie. Anyway, Ihe treatment that foltows also hokls withoul modification for any trap,
irrespective of Ihe position in Ihe band gap. Due lo the electric field the emitted holes and electrons are
swept to Ihe left and right-hand side of this region ralher quickry. Hence, the free carrier concentrations
n and p can be sei equal to zero and consequently the continuity equalions for electrons and hoks, eq.
3.57. are reduced to

eq.3.64 0.-L + eA. 0..±. + epp,.
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From eq. 3.64 the electron and hole current densityy. and./,, can easily be found by inlegration, making
use of the boundary condition that according (o the direction of the electric Meld no electrons flow
through Ihe edge on Ihe left-hand side al x, and no holes flow through the edge on Ihe right-hand side at
Xg + Wf. Thal is, die corresponding currents are equal to zero al these points, and subsequently

eq.3.65 j,(x)= ~q^n,(x-x0) and j ( x ) = -q

For Ihe coordinale system chosen, the electric field has a negative value which requires the currents to be
negative. In eq. 3.65 it was assumed that the occupation of the Irap under consideration is homogeneous
throughout Wt . However, no assumption was made about Ihe background doping or the spatial Variation
of the electric field strength. According to eq. 3.59 the total current can be calculated al any position x äs
the sum of electron (/.), hole 0>), and dispUcement current (/'*,), see Fig. 3.32.yM is now inlegrated over
x in Ihe region Wt , exploiting lhat the total current must not vary with distance,

eq.3.66 *****

•<•
Sf

=0

dt
*o

Flg. 3.32 Band struaurt of a
reverse-biased diode with traps at
an Intermediate tow temperature.
Same of the deep tevels are
assumed lo be ßlled due to a
preceding filling pulte. Level*
from Ec lo Ef are: a shallow
donor, a deep acceptor, a deep
acceptor ßlled with electrons, a
deep donor durfng emission. and
a shalfaw acceptor. For ptapose
of iiliutratton the shallow doping
hos been choten to be p-type (in
analogy lo an inverted detector).
The currents In the space Charge
region are:

jr- electron drift current,

t, hole ärift cttrrent,

^- daplacemtnl current.



As Ihe extemal bias is kept constant, the second term on the right-hand side must be equal to zero.
However, to isolate this boundary condition the successive order of Integration and differentiation of (he
ekctric field needed to be exchanged. Since in the general treatment (he bounds of the integral have to be
considered äs function of time, (he last term on (he right-hand side is introduced. Now, for the Situation
of a fully depleted detector, the bounds x, and x, + Wt correspond läiriy well to the front and back plane
contact, which makes them constant in time. If, on the other hand, one of the bounds corresponds to the
edge of the depleted zone and thus ii left free to vary, (he electric field must have a value close (o zero at
that position. In conclusion it can be shown tha( the last term is small compared with (he firsl (erm on the
righl-hand side of eq. 3.66, given (he active depletion region Wt is larger than the edge regions X and n-
This can always be achieved by using a reverse bias larger than Et/qe, which will be the Standard
procedure in this work. A more rigorous description of the probtem appropriate for small reverse bias
voltages is possible in terms of the so-calkd Grimmeis /Vfactor, compare [MEI92].

The final resull is obtained by performing Ihe integntion of the electron and hole currents over
distance, using the relations given in eq. 3.65. Bearing in mind the above approximations, the total
current at a specific time t can be written in a very general form,

eq. 3.67

All quantities in this expression are considered to be functions of the time t, i.e., die relation also hokJs
true if the active depleted width Wf is not constant during the emission of carriers.

The dependence of the trap occupation n, on time can be determined front the differential equation
eq. 3.61. A general solution in the space Charge region can be found by integntion,

[ «o (/-K")
(i,(0)-«;<0))- |rf","«d J*"<*.+*,

«» V o
eq. 3.68 fi

Although the solution is frequently found with an other arrangement of (he terms, the above expression is
especialty suitable for numerical integntion, irrespective of whether electron emission, e„ or hok
emission, ef, dominates. Basically eq. 3.68 says that at any time /, n, is given by the steady sttte value
n,* at that time (eq. 3.62) plus an exponential decay of the initial perturbation at l - 0, n,(0) - »,* (0), to
which (he temporal Variation dn* of the steady state value supplies a correcn'on.

Having established all trap concentrattons, the active depletion width Wg must be chosen in accord
with the boundary conditions of the probten, typically äs a function of the reverse biu. For the case of
one single trap kvel with small concentntion, such that the effective doping concentration /Vjoi rnay
be assumed to be constant all over the depleted region W, it is possible to derive expression for X, |i,
and Wt [RAW87]. The Separation of the (rap energy from the bulk Fermi kvel is denoted by

eq. 3.69 A,

Moreover, for the sake of conciseness, (he effective doping concentntion is accounted for by the füll
depletion voltage V^

eq.3.70 K^ = ̂ S

Then, for V < V^ it is

eq. 3.71 W

eq. 3.72 = const, and

eq. 3.73

Now, Jf significant concentrations of defects are present, which will often be the case in this work, the
compensation effect will result in a Fermi fcvel close 1o the intrinsic Fermi level in the neutral bulk.
Thus, the X-region is more or less meaningless. Also, it is in general not possible to make a reasonabk
supposition for the buih-in voltage Vu . Therefore, if nothing eise is stated, the built-in voltage ind the
edge regions will just be neglected and the following, much sitnplified expression is used for the
cakulation of ihe active depletion width

eq. 3.74 W, «

A more detailed expression for the Variation of the total current yw with Urne would require the temporal
vtriations of the emission rates, i.e, the (empenture Tas function of the Urne (, to be further specified.
This course will be followed twice, for the thermally Stimulation ofcurrenis in Section 3.3.3 and for the
isothermal currenl decay in Section 3.3.4.

A special solution is given for the case lhat the steidy stite condition specified by eq. 3.62 is reached.
That is, eq. 3.68 is considered on a tiroe seile large compared with the characteristic time constant (e. +
e,)'1. The evaluation gives the leakage einteilt related (o a specific defect kvel,

The generation h'fetime tf in eq. 3.75 is givcn by

eq. 3.76

Ploth'ng eq. 3.76 äs function of E, gives a very narrow peak around E, (provided the capture coefficients
cm and cf are of the same order, compare [SZE85]). This demonstntes that trap levels close (o E, are
singkd-out by eq. 3.76 äs efficienl leakage current generation centers. Finally it will be noted that if a sei
of discrete levels exists in the sample, the total current simply consists of the sum of the currents from
each (npping kvel.

33.2 Experimente) Set-Up for Mlcroscopic Defect Studies
As oullined in the previous section, the most important parame(ers of a deep kvel, (he enmalpy and the
cross section, are intimately connected with the dependence of (he emission rate eq. 3.51 on the
lemperature. It is therefore common to most spectroscopic methods that a specific electrical property,
related to the rmission rate, is measured äs function of a varying the cryogenic temperature. Since die
quality and the reproducibility of the results depends very much on the accuracy of the measured
temperature, considerabk experimenut efforts have often to be made in order to optimize the particular
experimental set-up. Thus, in the following, the (wo cryostats used in this work will be described in
delail. All ekctronics issues have been compiled in the form of block diagrams in Appendix F and will
be discussed in ihe sections dealing with the particular experiments.

3.3.2.1 Tktl-DLTSmJTSC Set-Up
TSC and DLTS measurements can provtde valuable spectroscopic Information for temperatures äs Iow
äs 10 K and have therefore been built on top of the 2- stage cold Station of a closed-cyck helium
refrigerator which is housed in an evacuated cryoslat chamber, see Fig. 3.33. The circular high-purity
copper plale (hot-stage) is separated from the coldest point of (he refrigerator via sapphire rods (high
thermal conductivity). This is a design feature of the original DLTS system and was introduced in order



to overcome the limit arising from the highes! temperature allowed for ihe 2™1 slage cold Station [COH].
However, because ofthe relatively small band gap energy this is not a difficulty met with defect studies
on silicon*. Indium foils were used at various places to improve the thermal contact. A cylindncal 30 fi
resistor is located in the middle of the hol-stage and provides a heating power of 30 W when ihe
maximum current of l A is supplied from ihe temperature Controller. TSC measurements have profited
from the hol-stage sei-up inasmuch »s the large heat capacily of the cold-stalions is decoupled by the
sapphire rods, allowing for comparatively high heating rates (l K/s).

Fig. 3.33 Exploded side view ofiht
mechanical set-up conuniard on
top ofthe 2* slage cold Station ofa
ehsed-tyeie heliiun refngerator
<CTI &*>**& «<**' 22C.
operated at 50 Hz) The ouitr
cryostat chamber wallt are not
jhown

The samples, äs mounted on the ceramics support, were clamped very tightly on top of Ihe hot-sUge. In
order lo ensure maximum accuncy of the temperature, the silicon diode sensor was always placed on top
of the sample ceramics support in very close proximity to the dctector. Although worse than e.g.
sapphire, the heat conductivity of the AI.O, ceramics was found to be sufficient to al low fast cooling.
Below around 30 K the cooling rate is increasing due to the reduced heat capacity of copper. At
temperatures smaller than 20 K the heat conductivity is reduced (e.g. in the sapphire rods) and heat
transport to the hot-stagc sct-up by radiation from the heat shield becomes imporUnl. Although the
cooling rate is significantly reduced then, temperalures of around l 5 K could easily be attained withm
around orte hour.

The etectrical connections have been oplimized with respect to both the heat leakage from the
extemal connectors and ihe two main noise sources, namely, microphonic inlerference, caused by the
hell um gas pumping at a rate of around l Hz, and RF. Very good results were achieved using a soft coax
cable for the suppty of a positive reverse bias voltage to the rear contact of ihe deteclor. A thermal
connection at the 2"1 stage cold Station blocks most ofthe heat leakage. Moreover, thin copper whisker
wires with small thermal conductivity were used lo bridge ihe final distance to the sample connectors.
The RF is largely blocked by the cryosiat housing, so lhat an unshieldcd wire was sufficient for the
connection ofthe Iow potential side.

For the instances where optical filling was used (I-DLTS), an aperture was placed closely above the
sample in Order to confine the weakly collimated laser light lo a narrow spot. The laser diodes and the
collimator were mounied outside the cryostat housing at a fixed distance above the hot-slage and could
be adjusted with respect to the X and Y position. The light was transmilted through orte of the quartz
glass Windows of the cryostat. Moreover, an altemale heal shield providing a small passage (0 * 5 mm)
for the light was necessary. The laller is a source of infrared stray light, which adds up to the black body

Even trap leveli dose to mid-gip c ih ib i l in emiwon timr constam in Ihc order of ms around 300 K, which ii Ihc lowrr limii
fot Iht me-window in i typicil DLTS meuurcmail Whedwr a ttmperaiura is lueful oc noi does however depend on Ihe
particular sptctroscopic methnd in us(

radiation fleld that exists in the enlire set-up due lo the relatively warm (> 35 K) heat shield. The
corresponding photon energy would according to a first order estimate be able to depopulate occupied
trap levels with small ionization energies. This is probably the reason why, using this set-up, the shallow
levels introduced by phosphorus and boron could not be detected in TSC measuremenls, whereas these
levels were seen by groups using a liquid helium cryostai which of course provides a more efficient
shielding [BAL93.BIG94]. Finally, it is noted lhat because of ils easy and reliable Operation the set-up
described above has at times also been applied to study the Variation of IV and CV curves with
temperature.

3.3.2.2 TheTCTSet-Vp
Also laser-induced current pulse shapes can be studied at lower temperatures, which has recently given
significant new insights into the field of radiation-induced deep levets in silicon detectors (see
Seclion 3.3.5). The sel-up has lo be designed for high frequency Operation (ns time resolution) and has to
provide a means for laser light i l luminat ion on the front and rear side of a cooled deteclor. Only few set-
ups fulfil l ing these requirements have so far been constructed, basicatly all by V. Eremin [ER29S].

Fig. 3.34 illustraies ihe principal arrangemenl and sketches the cooling mechanism. The detector is
mounied direclly on a high quality circular copper plate which is connected to the earth ground. A bronze
clamp is used to establish the front contact and to pul prcssure on the sample to improve Ihe thermal
comact. The temperature sensor again is placed in the direct vieinily ofthe sample. Heating power is
supplied by a circular shaped, approximatety 25 O heating resistor glued to the bottom side ofthe copper
slab. All electrica) connectors and also the two glass flbers for front and rear side illumination are lead
into the aluminum housing through a brass tube from the top. At the end ofthe fibers the cladding has
been removed. The unfocused laser lighi illuminales a spot whose extenl can crudely be adjusted by
manipulating the distance between the fiber ends and the detector surfaces.

Fig. S 34 Side view of the
mechanical set-up construaed by
V. Eremin [ER295] for the study of
laser-induced current pulse shapes
and Iransformalions ofthe electric
field due lo the trapping of the
opticatly generated free carrien
into deep traps.

The whole apparatus is then placed into a bottle-like glass chamber whose bottom has been removed
(compare Fig. 3.34). A nibber ring is used lo (ightly close the neck. In order lo initiale the cooling
process, the level of liquid nilrogen, which is coniinuously evaporaling, is raised. Wilhin the glass
chamber ihe levet is regulated by the pressure ofthe nitrogen steam which passes the aluminum housing
and teaves the lop valve (not shown) at a limited rate. i.e.. the valve actually controls Ihe cooling rate.



333 Detailed Studles on Dimige-Induced Dcfect Levels Uslng TSC
The measurement of themulry stimulated cuirents (TSC) provides a means for the sludy of defect levels
in semiconduclor diodes, This techniqiie has been widely used for the investigation of radiation damage
effects in silicon detectors since il is easy to set up and. in contrast to the well esublished C-DLTS
technique (compare Section 3.3.4), remains applicable even for the highest fluences [HEI76,BOR9I.
LI395]. In addition to the TSC spectrum, which is a unlque representation of the deep level energies
associated with the defects presenl in Ihe sample, concentrations and spectroscopic infoimation like
emission enthalpies and cross sections can be obttined.

The taste measuremenl scheine is illustrated in Fig. 3.35, and the corresponding etectrical set-up used
Oin this work is shown in Fig. F.3 of Appendix F. The devices have typically been coofed down under a
reverse bias (a). At the towest lemperature (r«) a sufficiently large forward bias (-100 V) was applied
for a certain Urne (i^ > \, whereby the injection cunenl was limited by a series resistor R (b).
Immediately following the tiap ßlling period Ihe reverse bias is reestablished. After ui initial delay
period (t,) the lemperature is raised at a constant heating rate p and the TSC data a« recorded (c). AI a
certain lemperature characteristie of a particular defect level the trapped carriers are emitted into the
vatence or conduction bind, which is detected äs a «irrem Signal. If not otherwise stated, the heating rate
was 220 K in 20 min*, lhat is, p - 0.183 K/s.

fCMntioikveb

electrons in Ihe
conduction band

c)
Flg. 3,35 Sckemalic represetuation of the TSC
measurement.

a) CoollHg do*ai wider reverse blas. Hie curmu
measured is due to the sieady state generatioii al the dose
to midgap levels.

b) Injection offne carriers al a Iow temperature. The
diode is forward blased and the injeetion curmu ü
limited by the series reslstance R. Injection Is also
postibte by optical geaeration offne carrien.

c) Kecording oflhe TSC spectrum. The sample is reverse
biased and heated at a constant rate. At a spectyc
lemperature the trapped charges are emitted giving rite
to a wiiqve current peak signal.

Fig. 3.36 shows typical TSC spectra for a set of reverse bias voluges measured on a device irradiated by
a large fluence (*., ' 3.82x10" cm'1). Above around 180 K Ihe steady state leakage current
predominates the overall signal. The high resolution of this measurement allows an unambiguous
assignmenl of peak labeis, whkh are introduced here in order lo facilitate Ihe discussion in Ihe following
sections.

* Regarding a dbeusskm of Ae eipetimenul conjiddlrioiu kidhtg to thii choke cocnpve Ihe vmitkm of tht headng rate
method in Section 3 J.J.T.

0.5V IV
2V 5V
10V 20V

60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Temperature [ K ]
Fig. 3.36. TyptcalTSCspectraforadttenorliTO.diatedbyafluenceof3.82xltf'cm-' fdevice M207M). Thefllliiig
ofthe deep tevels was achieved by injtciing a forward current oflm •= /. 7 mA at Tm - 20 K. A heating rate o/ß -
0.183 K/s and different reverse bias values wen taed. The depletion voltage al 294 K was V^ »92 V öfter l year
ofroom lemperature annealing. The variota emission peaks have been labeled tvith a capital letter.

II is noted here that in the early literature, when Ihe TSC method has been used on Iow resistivity
material, il was a common praxis lo fill only majority carriers, prefenbly by cooltng the sample in
thermal equilibrium under a bias voltage of 0V [SAH70.BUE72). However, due to the Fermi level
pinning illusbited in Fig 3.27 this is useful only when the deep level concentrations are small compared
wilh Ihe concentration of shallowdopants. For heavilydamaged devices fabricated from high resistivily
Silicon this assumption is not generally valid. Thus, a significant occupation wilh electrons and holes is
often possible only via injection of free carriers either by forward biasing or by means of opn'cal
excitatioru The initial state of the defects is then not very well defined, and ambiguous results are
obtained depending on the ftlling lemperature and Ihe length of the free carrier filling pulse or the ratio
between deep center and shallow dopant concentrations, both complicating the derivation of deep level
Parameters from TSC spectra, especially the concentrations.

Therefore, systematic investigations exploring the dependence of the TSC spectra on the filling
conditions and the applied bias voltages will be presenled. Melhods for the accurate extraction of
concentrations will be applied to the predominant peaks found in (he spectra. Further, two devices have
been subjecied to isochronous annealing which allows for the correlation of the evolution of Ihe TSC
spectra wilh simultaneously measured IV and CV data. Finally, deep level paramelers will be determined
using Ihe Variation of Ihe heating rate and Ihe delayed-heating method.

3.3,3.1 UscfulEquationsfortHeAnalysisofTSCStgHatt
A very general expression for the currents originaling from carrier emission in the space Charge region
has already been derived, namely eq. 3.67 in Section 3.3.1.5- Suppose a specific öeep level whose
concentration, energetic position, both capture coefficients, and initial occupation is known. Also let the
size of the active volume be spccified. Employing the Variation of the temperature äs function of time
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(hat was realized in a particular TSC measurement, the corresponding currenl signal to be expected from
this trap couW be cakubted numericalty. Whik this ihows the way, how to devetop a most general
fitting program trat deconvolutes the entire TSC spectnun, it gives not much insight into the functioml
relation between the level parameters and Ihe features of the corresponding TSC peak signal. Therefbre,
approximate analytical expresskms will be derived in the fbllowing. It musl however be born hl mind
that considerable simplificalions are necessary, especially a temperature jndependeM cross section,
compare Section 3.3.1.4.

It will from now on be assumed that one of the emission rates dominates over the other, e.g., t,» ef

for traps in the upper half of the band gap (electron traps)'. The positive electrical current measured in
the extemal circuit /nc is given by the device area A times the simplified expression for Ihe total current
density/w deduccd from eq. 3.67,

eq. 3.77
£ t, VI

As there is a unique relation between thne and temperature, the TSC signal /„c can be regarded u
function of both. Thus, from the reamngemenl shown on Ihe righl-hand side, which follows from
eq. 3.61 when the above presupposition is employed, it can be concluded directly that the Integration of
the TSC signal from one trap over Ihe lime, Q - \dt Incft), is related to the concentration of initially
filled tnpsby[FOR7l]

eq. 3.78

Moreover, the Hme at which the TSC signal has its maximum value can be found from eq. 3.77 by
differentiation. 1t follows that Ibe emission rate al mal point obeys Ihe differenlial equation Ötjdt -
(«„)*. Since the emission rate is a function of the ttmperature, it is now necessary to assert that T (t) -
T~* + ß x (.assuming an essentiallyconstant heating rate ß. Application ofeq. 3.31 ihm yields for the
temperature T^, of me current peak [BUE72]

eq. 3.79

II is ctear from IbJi relation diät Ihe kmzation enthalpy is more or kss proportional lo Ihe corresponding
peak temperalure. For silicon, a heating rate of 0.183 K/s, and typkal cross section values (l O"11 cm1) the
enlhalpy is in the fint approximation given by Äff '„ * 28 *, T__ .

Finally, the füll expression for Ihe Variation of Ihe TSC signal with temperature can be deduced by
substiluting me concentration of occupied traps given by eq. 3.68 into eq. 3.77,

eq. 3.80

In accord with the initial assumptions il has been used in eq. 3.68 that n* is equal to 0 or N, for electron
or hole traps, respectivety. Il should be mied that eq. 3.80 stays valid even if (he depkted width ff,
varies, provided the assumptions made in Section 3.3.1. S hoM true. The analytical approximation of the
integral in eq. 3.80 has been taken from reference [S127I], where the weak T! dependence of the
emission rates is neglected. Using that approximation it is furtner possibk to derive an analytical
expression for the peak currenl of the TSC signal

All etfuMiom tn writte» ft» both ekctt* Md bok Mft. The radM|. «bo ä dw ( l -bnckm, it from die lefl u Ac riffat ad
froni mt lop lo dw buttwn.
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eq-3.8! /_

and die peak width at the poinB of inflection

eq. 3.82 bT-lk^l btf ,_f.

Af corresponds fairly well to the width at half maximum of the TSC peak. Therefore, a very simple
peak analysis would determine the width and Ihe maximum temperature to get Atf„ from eq. 3.82 and
an estimate of the cross section OM from eq. 3.79. Finally, the concentration of the filkd traps can be
inferred from the peak heighl using eq. 3.81. This analysis can give reasonable resulls only when die
peak is ckarly isolated. If the TSC Signal constructed from the evaluated parameters does not fit the
measured data, the invesb'gated peak is likely to be composed of more than one level.

3.3.3.2 Defect AssigitmeM
Radiation damage-induced defect levels have often been accuralely characterized, and a compilation of
the corresponding data selected from various Kterature references is given in Appendix B. Also it has
been calculated there with eq. 3.79 ai which temperature 7"„ the corresponding TSC peak is to be
expecfed. The calculation holds for the heating rate normally employed in this wort: ß -0.183 K/s. A
straight'forward assigtunent of the chemical nature to the peaks observed in the TSC spectnun can
therefore be done by just comparing Ine observed peak lemperatures with those given in Appendix B.
Ambtguitics can furthermore be resolved by accounting fix the fact that, äs outlined in Section 3.3.1.1,
there is a limited number of defects which are expecled to predominate in neutron-damaged high
resistivity sükon, namely VO„ FF,C(C,,andC,O(.
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Tablt 3.9 CompilalioH oftht peaks
fowtd In Ihe TSC tptttra flieating
nie ß = 0.183 K/i} and leiilalive
aaignment oflheir chemical nururr
by comparison afthe ottterved peak
temperature T^ wittt tht vaiuct
caleulated from litemure data
accorditlg to eq. 3.79 (p -
0,I«3K/s). tet Appendix B. Samt
tmall peaks which wen not clearfy
resolved in Ihe speara have not
been taken lato accotaa (D. E. G,
etc.). The arrow indicates that the
peak emerges during äoehntnous
anaeating.

All peaks lhat have been observed in this work are listed in Table 3.9. In addition to Ihe measured
maximum lemperatures T„ also the type (electron or hole trap) is given which, äs will be shown in
Section 3.3.3.4, coutd be inferred from TSC measurements applying special methods of trap filling. Most
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peak temperatures were Uken from the TSC spectra measured on a weakly damaged device during the
isochronous annealing study (Section 3.3.3.6). Whether a certain peak is observed or not depends very
much on the particular experimental conditions realized and on the annealing history. Reference is
therefore given of the specific figure showing the peak.

The assjgnment of peak J to the C, donor level is speculative, äs the interstitial carbon anneals out
rapidly at 300 K. As all samples studied were stored for an extended period at room temperiture, C,'**
should not be present in the measurtmenls shown in this work. Further, a lot of peaks were discovered
whose origjn is not clear. On Ihe one hand, this may be due to the distincl filling processes used for TSC,
äs compared to DLTS. which mighl bring lo daylight yet unknown metastable defect levels. On the other
hand, Ihe absolute sensitivity of eurrent based spectroscopk methods is very high [MEI92]. Thus, these
levels may simply have been overlooked in olher measurements up to now.

3.3.3.3 Variation ofthe Dtpttti»*WUtk
The analysis of experimental TSC dala is straigm-forward only if the width of the active region Wt is a
constant, at least during die emission of carriers from die particular trap under study. The assumption lo
be fulfilled is that die concentration of the corresponding trap needs lo be small compared with the total
concentration of Ihe renuining space charges. This is however only valid for small Irradiation fluences,
lessthan 10" cm'1, regarding typical valuesof the defecl introduction rales (* l cm'1) and initial doping
concentrations (* 10" cm'1). The particle fluences that the devices will be exposed to during die
Operation in a fiiture high-energy physics experimenl are however considerably (arger. Therefore, the lest
stnictures used for TSC measurements in die lilerature are often found to not accomplish die above
presupposiiion. 1t will dtus be explored here, how die TSC spectnun is deteriorated by high defect
concentrations and which way concentrations can still be derived correctly.

Fig. 3.37 shows simublkm resullsof the TSC signal /nc, of Ihe active depletion width Wt. and Ihe
effeclive doping concentration N4xt äs funcdon of temperature, reflecting the major effects
encountered in a more or less realislic Situation. A certain amount of shallow phosphorus background
doping and three ftlled defect levels, two deep acceptor electrons (F. N) and one decp donor (M) giving
rise to die TSC peaks, were Uken into accounl. The occupation of die three traps with electrons and holes
äs function of tinte was found from eq. 3.68 by numerical Integration. The temperature was assumed to
be increasing al a constant rate of 0.183 K/s. Moreover, die trap occupation was Uken to be
homogeneous, not only in die depleted region, but all over the sample thickness. This assumption is
however almost certtinry seriously in error since widun die neutral bulk region, whose width also tums
out to be temperature dependent, die carriers emilted from a particular trap are very likely lo be retrappcd
into deeper levels. Taking the retnpping into account would however render Ihe whote subject abnost
intractable. The effeclive doping concentration has therefore been cateulated at every temperature by
mere summation of all donors (phosphorus. M) occupied with holes, p„ minus all acceptors (F, N)
occupied with electrons, n„ see eq. 3.36. Finally, the active depletion width was simpry related to OK
effective doping concentration by eq. 3.74. In conclusion the peaks are found to be distorted due to Ihe
contnction and widening of the depleted zone during die emission. The deterioration is found to be
enhanced for higher defect concentrations. It is worth noting that the effective doping concentration may
even change the sign, i.e., die junctionof die diode may switch from the front to the back plane and vice
versa. Atthough the trap concentrations have intentionally been chosen lo reflect this feature, die
degenerate shape of some TSC peaks frequenlly observed on heavily damaged samples is concluded to
arise from this phenomenon.

The deformation of peak shapes due to Ihe Variation of the deplelion width can most inslructively be
illusinled by die reverse bias dependence of TSC spectra, äs for insunce die measurements performed
on a weakly damaged device shown in Fig. 3.38 a). It is apparent from the Saturation of die peak heights
that the deteclor is more or less fully depleted for the largest reverse bias chosen. In the other curves, the
temperature at which Ine eurrent has its maximum appears to be shifted (peaks M and N). Consequenlly,
the evaluation of level parameters, especially those derived from the peak shape or position, would be
highly questionable. On die other hand, i( is ckar from the measurement obtained al 100 V (hat a large
bias völlige can lead to excessive leakage currents spoiling the spectrum. Therefore, the experimenter is
often forced to carefully chose a smaller reverse bias.
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Flg. 3.37 Simulated TSC
spectra and eorrespondtng
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Fig. 338 a) Reverse bias dependence ofthe TSC spectra measured on a deteetor that was exposed to a neutron
fluence of9.76*10" cm' (device M20609). Filling ofthe deep levels was achievtdby injecting a farward eurrent of
1.75mA at 50 K for 30s (heating rate 0 IS3 K/s). The füll depletion voltage äs determined from the room
temperature CV eurve was 72 Val the time ofthe measurement.

b) Corresponding results ofa Simulation reproducing all relevant features ofthe measurement. compare Fig. 3.37.
Nr. nlT. nltl. BI* were chosen to be 10" cm''. 1.5* 10" cm'. 2* 10" cm', and 10" cm'1, respeetively.
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The corresponding Simulation resuhs shown in Fig. 3.38 b) confirm thal the shift of the peaks M and N
can be explained in terms of the Variation of the depletion width. Front the concentratioiu chosen for the
shallow doping and ihe three Inps (see caption) it can be inferred that N^x, changes from a positive
value to almost zero during ihe emission of (he hole trap M. Accordingly, the depletion width is growing.
resulting in a TSC peak signal shifted to higher (empentures. Contrary, the depletion width shrinks
during Ute emission of Ihe electron trap N, which shifts the peak to lower temperatures. It is only wnen
the applkd reverse bias is sufficient to always fully deplete the dcvice (100 V) that «n undtstorted peak
shipe is observed.

In conclusion, an overall reasonabk agreernent between measuremenl and Simulation is found,
justifying the models and assumptions of the computation. Therefore, in the following a procedure
derived frorn those modelt will be presented, which can be used to obtain the concentrations of initially
filled traps from TSC spectra measured on devices that not always were in the fully depleled statt. At
every temperalure the effective doping concenUition N^„ a assumed to be given by the corresponding
value Nftr, delermined at room temperature from a CV measurement, plus the concentrations of all hole
traps and minus ihe concentrations of all ekctron traps still being occupied at that temperature, i.e., all
traps exhibiting an emission peak at a higher temperature. On top of a particular peak the concentrab'on
of the very trap causing (he peak is accourted for by ihe half of its own concentraiion, e.g., N#„ -
N+n -"t* * "«M - V'2 o" toP of peak F in Fig. 3.38. The active depletion width Wt then is cakulated
from Njja by eq. 3.74. Finalry, me initially filled concentraiion of Ihe trap under consideration is given
by eq. 3.78. The peak integral* Q of every trap are required « input data. Also il musl be known,
whether the peaks arise front electron or hok traps, which can however be guessed from TSC spectra
when special modes of deep kvel filling are jtudied (see nexl Seclion). As the procedure involves all
peaks of the spectmm al the same time, the solutkm can only be found by an iterative numerical
calculation.

Application of Ihe above program for the reconstniction of trap concentrations from the simulattd

TSC curves presenled in Fig. 3.37 Ttät3.WRatimbetweenttencoMruaedcQ*ceiuratton
demonstrales an overall accuracy of better and ihe aauat vahies used for the ilmutatio* a)-e) In Fig. 3.37,
than 20S (Tabk 3.10). However, for high
defect concentrations the algorithm does not
find a unique solution, rather is Ihere an
unresolved ambiguity äs to whether a »mall
peak ii originating from l tmall trap
concenmb'on or a small depktion width.
Consequently, for heavily datnaged devices
(*., > '0" cm'1) then is no evident way to
determine ihe concemnlions of inilially
filled defects.

Regarding a device irradialed to
3.82x10" cm1, the peak heights have been
evaluated and are ptotted äs function of the
reverse bias in Fig. 3.39 (compare the
spectra displayed in Fig. 3.36). Bias
voltiges higher than SO V could not be
applied due to Ihe resulting unstible current
Signals refkcting a breakdown behavior. A
more or less square root like bias
dependence is observed in Fig. 3.39 in
agreernenl with a regulär evolution of i
space Charge region and homogeneous (np
distribulions. In respecl to small reverse bias
völliges, all peak currents are significantly
larger than would be expected from the
simple dependence on the width of the
active depletion layer. Therefore; it musl be
concluded thal the current flow arises from
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diffusion and recombinalion processes, extensively studied in die literature in lemts ofthe thermally
stimulated conductivity [BRA79]. The concentrations can only be evaluated front such spectra if very
much simplified physical models are assumed, being subject to the criticism raised in reference
[BRA79]. However, for heavily damaged devices trap concentrations can hardly be delermined anyway.
Thus, for such devices Ihe highry resolved spectra obtained at small reverse bias Vortages, which appear
to supply more Information compared with spectra measured under larger bias values (see. Fig. 3.36), are
a good choice to monilor the defect kvels.

3.3.3.4 TSC Spectra for Vmriout IrraJiitiff* Flueiica anJ Filling Conditiortt

A set of 7 ton implanled deiectors, listed in Tabk 3.11, has been used in order to study the TSC spectntm
at various irradiation fluences ranging from 10" cm'1 to 10" cm"!. Different modes of electrical trap
filling were examined and will be presented in separate sections,

• cooling down under zero bias,
• switching to zero bias at Iow temperature, and
• injecdngaforwardcurrentofaround 1.7mAat25 K,50K,*nd80K.

The focus will be on the qualitative understanding of thedifferent trap filling processes which isgained
by a thorough discussion of the spectra. Chief considerations will be the decision, whether a particular
peak arises from an electron or hok trap and the determinab'on of defect concentrations.

If not otherwise indicated, teakage currents have been subtracted. The corresponding data were taken
from dedkated TSC measurements obtained after intentionally omining deep kvel filling*. Thts practice
ensures reproducibk thernul conditions, which is of prime importance äs the leakage current exhibits a
streng exponential dependence on the temperature. Data gathered during the cooling of Ihe sampk is,
regarding the measured sample temperature, frequently found to be shifted with respecl to the subsequent
TSC scan. Making use of these data can merefore introduce targe systematic errors. In order to allow for
an easy comparison, the reverse bias was always chosen to be 50 V and the samples were always heated
alarateof 0.183 K/s.

Tobte 3.11 Litt ofthe devices exposed to differeal amotaus afncutron radiatioa and studied with TSC.
Exceptfor MI06IO all devices were irradialed at the PTB Be(d.n) sourct. compare Table 3. t.
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First (he filling of defects by cooting down under zero bias will be discussed (Fig. 3.40). The general
behavior can readiry be explained in lerms ofthe Fermi level. For the two devices irradiated to the Iowest
fluence the obtained spectra look similar and Ihe magnitude of the peak currents scales with the
corresponding 4>^. As indicated by Fig. 3.27, for larger defect concentrations the Fermi kvel pins at
some deep trap during cooling down under zero bias, e.g. kvel N in the case of the device M20609
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irradiated to a fhience of around 1011 cm'1. Finally, al very high flucnces (>10" an'*), there appears to be
one sole trap, peak R. located close lo the middle of the gap that is filled under these conditions. This
Signal might be related to deep traps at around 0.5 eV observed in studies using TCT, see Section 3.3.5.
It must however be bom in mind that Ihe peak is found only after subtracting a significant leakage
current. From the corresponding data obtained on the devices M20708 and M207IO at around 180 K one
may have objections to the validity of this method.

device *„
M20S10 9.01x 10" cm
MI091Z 2.99x10" cm
M20609 9.76xlo"cmJ

-O- M20SII 9.67<10"cm-
MI07« 3.i2«to"em'

-*• M207IO S.MxlO"cm

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

Temperature [ K ]
Fig. 3.40 TSC spectra measured öfter filtfng defecu by coollng down under 0 V bias (thermal equllibrtum). A
heatingratet of 0.193 K/s and reversebias voltage of 30 V was used, exceptforM207IO(80 V). For better darity
aftheftgure the H207IO curve hat been skifted by 0.1 pÄ. The leakage current has alwavs been subtrocted, for
moredetallicompareTable3.il.

Fig. 3.41 Schematic represenlation oflhe
bands and the trapped Charge* afler the
diode hos been cooled down to Iow
temperature under itro bias for tat case
that no Fermi level pinning at one ofthe
defect levels under investtgation hai taten
place. Excepifor the shallow donor close
to the conduction band the levels In the
upper and Ihe tower half of the gap an
assumed to be acceptors and donors,
respectivefy. The bullt-in voltage VH ii
dose lo the upper limil (* Et/qt). In a
more Hgorous treatmeiu the X rtgion
would have to be deflnedfor each defect
level individualfy.

This mode of defect filling is suitabte only for very Iow defect densities. However, it has the advantage
of only filling majority canier traps. Moreover, complete filling of a trap is achievable, provided the
Fermi level crosses the corresponding level. Therefore, the concentrations of Ihe electron traps F, l, and
L+N (L is only a small contribution to N) can be determined very accurately from the spectra measured
on the devices M20610 and M10912 by integrating the total charge emitted within those peaks (eq.
3.78). It is howcver neccssary to exactly detennine the active depletion layer width Wf, which is

»l

different from the device thickness because the diodes wert not biased to füll depletion during Ihe
measuremeni, compare Fig. 3.32. In addition, (he filling with ekctrons does not take place in the vicinity
of the p'-n junction because in this region a layer of width n. virtually denude of free carriers exisls due
to the buill-in voltage K„ , see Fig. 3.41.

Fig. 3.41 illustrates how numerical values of n can be estimated. If no Fermi level pinning occurs.
the built-in voltage KM approaches Etlqt at Iow temperatures*. Given the charge trapped in the X region
is small compared with the effective doping concentration N+sn, the width W at zero bias can be
calculated from eq. 3.71, giving •pproximately 30 um. Moreover, for traps close (o the conduction band
the X region is close to zero and becomes äs large äs 20 pm for a level in the middle of the gap, resulting
inaniverage valueof 10 pm for X. Therefore an averagevalueof n. * W - X - 20 um has beert used for
the devices M206IO and M10912 in Table 3.12. Contrary, for the device M20609 ine Fermi level pins at
peak N (X - 0) and according to the position of the level W* in Ihe gap, the built-in voltage U Iow
temperature is approximately given by £,-0.4 eV. It can be seen that Inen an edge region of around i\
30 (im has to be taken into accotmt. Now, a total active width was defined by the particular region
depteted by a reverse bias of 50 V according to the approximate expression eq. 3.74, minus i\, minus the
avenge width of Ihe X-region, The trap concentrations and the active depletion width äs function of the
temperature wert determined by the iterative procedure introduced in Section 3.3.3.3, and the results are
listed in Tabte 3.12.

Table 3.12 Evaluation ofthe concentrations oflhe peaks F. l, L+N filled by cooling down ander zero blas. The
effective doping concentration N^„ was derived from the depletion voltage Measured at room temperature
(compare Table 3.11). Special care was taken for the aecuraie determination of the active volume (see text). The
introAici Ion rates g, were calculated using the fluence values given in Table 3.11.

Device

M20610
M10912

M20609

"*»T

[10" an']

1.43

1.44

1.20

n
[(im]

20

20

30

(W(50 V) - n - \) [um]

F

211

244

250

I

203

244

250

L+N

192

210

250

n, [10" cm

F

0.0910

0.292

0

I

0.0637

0.207

0

L+N

0.185

0.594

1.04

g, [cm-1]

F

t.OI

0.977

-

1

0.707

0.691

-

L+N

2.05

1.99

>1.07

While introduction nies for all three peaks can be given in the Iow fluence ränge (devices M20610 and
M109I2), onty a tower limil is availabte for the composite peak L+N for the case ofthe device M20609.
Regarding the latter it is known that due to the Fermi level pinning the concentration of all trapped
ctcctrons, »«..». must equal the effective doping concentration measured at room temperature, N^M.
Therefore, the accuracy oflhe above calculation can be assessed. The observed difference of about 15%
can in pari be explained by me implicil assumption made in Table 3.12 that the device is fully depteted
during all of the emission period. This cannot be true äs die depletion voltage measured at room
temperature is more then 20 V larger than the applied reverse bias. The corresponding systemalic error
introduced by die temperature dependent width ofthe depletion layer is however assumed to be smaller
for the other two devices. Here it is reassuring to nole that the data found forM20610and M109I2 agree
to within 3%, which is comparablc to the accuracy oflhe Irradiation fluence. In all cases the active area
was assumed lo be 0.275 cm1 (floaling guard ring) which might be in error since the value was obtained
on an undamaged device at room temperature in the state of füll depletion (see Section 2.4.4). The
overall error can be estimated conservatively to be ofthe order of 20%.

Finally, the averaged data obtained on M20610 and MI0912 can be discussed in the lighl of Ihe
chemical composition ofthe defects producing the TSC peaks F, I, and L+N (Table 3.13). First of all it
is clear that, according to Ihe Undings of [SO290], peak F is a superposition of the well known A-center
yo, and the bistable state (A) ofthe carbon pair C,C. anticipated when the defect is atlowed to capture
electrons at sufficiently high temperatures (see Section 3.3. l .2). The bistable state (B) of this defect can
only be prepared when the sample is cooled down under reverse bias or when minority carriers are
injected at Iow temperature (see the following sections). Therefore, only the sum ofthe introduction rate»
ofthe two defects can be given. As argued in reference [FRE96], peak N is composed of the transition

The small conuibutxMi from the iooiofion energiet of phojphorus and boron hu been neglecletl
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from the singly negative to the neutral divacancy and an additional unknown defect (compare
Section 3.3.3.6). The introduelion raie of the unknown component can be estimated lo be the difference
belween L+N and I, which is 1.32 cm V It is however assumcd here that there is a orte to one relation
between the concentration of divacancies seen in peak I and the fraction within peak N. Recently
Svensson and coworkers have provided evidence for the model that due to the influence of the lattice
strain on the divacancy bond switching frcquency the Signal of Ihe transition from the doubly charged to
singly charged state is reduced compared with Ihe deeper level W1*1 [SVE91.SVE93]. Consequently,
the introduelion rate given for peak l should be considered äs a lower timit for the divacancy
Accordingly, 1.32 cm'1 isthe upperlimit for the introduclion rateof Ihe unknown component in peak N.
Accounting for the small contribution given by peak L would further reduce this value.

Table 313 Best values ofthe introduction rares and the supposed chemical
composition ofihepeaki studied Following ihr Irradiation, the devtces

werf siorttlfor around 400 d at room lemperalurt.

Petk

F

1

L + N

Avenge Intro-
ducnon Rate g,

0.993 cm-'

0.699 cm'1

2.02 cm '

Chemical Composition

KO/* + C,C, (A)tJ"

W-"

L = ?, N = ? -t- W*1

Swrtchlng to Ztre Bin

Cooling down the samples under 50 V reverse bias and switching to 0 V bias at 25 K results in the TSC
spectra displayed in Fig. 3.42. For the weakly damaged samples the filling process can be visualized u
follows. On a very short lime scale after switching to zero bias a quasi-equilibrium condition will prevail
slabilized by the fastest proeesses active, namely, capture and emission from the shallow phosphoms
level. Evidently. äs can be inferred by analogy from the calculations presented in Figs, 3.27 and 3.28, at
25 K the number of free electrons is already signitkantly reduced with respect to the tolal phosphorus
concentration. On a larger time scale the remaining free carriers will then be shared according to the
instantaneous trapping rate c.p, of each electron trap present Due to the trapping of electrons the
phosphorus becomes compensaled and the free camer concentration n approaches zero. Initially all
electron traps are empty, i.e., in the beginning of the process p, equals N,, but thcn levels off äs does n.
Hence, the trapping rate is time dependenl and the mathematical analysis of the filling process is
complicated. It is however qualitatively clear that the free carriers will predominantly go into the most
abundam traps and into the levels exhibiting the largest capture cross sections. The latter are mainly
found for small ionization enthalpies, compare eq. 3.56, i.e., the peaks on the left-hand side of the
spectrum are filled predominanlly.

Based on these arguments the following conclusions can be drawn from the data on the not inverted
samples (M20610, M10912, M20609, o>^ < 10" cm'1) presented in Fig. 3.42. The peaks I and L are not
filled here, in contrast lo Fig. 3.40. Therefore, the corresponding capture cross sections are assumed to be
ramer small. K must however be bom in mind thai some of the deep levels, for example those of the
divacancy, arise from motionally averaged states [SVE92]. 1t is thus not clear, whcther the quantum
mechanical states corresponding to peak I and L do actually exist at 25 K.

Moreover two new peaks, A and C, are observed to appear (see Fig. 3.42). These electron traps are
however not seen in Fig. 3.40 although in respect lo the N4tT value and defect concenlrations given in
Table 3.12 it is clear lhal after filling of peak F during eooling down under zero bias enough free carriers
should be lefl. at least for one of the devtces (M206IO, M10912), to ml C and A. It is therefore argued
here Ihat peak A exhibits a similar rnelastable behavior äs does peak C. The emergence of peak C under
these filling conditions is inagreemenl with the previous assignmem to the bistable slate (B) ofthe C,C,
pair Peak C would bc awaited to occur here bccause in the space Charge region state (B) is the stähle
configuration which is frozen during the eooling under reverse bias. Accordingly, peak F is only due to

the A-center VO,, i.e., in contrast lo Ihe 0 V eooling no C,C, in Ihe slate (A) is expected to add to the
overall peak Signal here.

M206IO 9 . 0 l x l O c m
MI09I2 I.«x1o"cm
M20609 9.76x10" cm
M20708 1.82x10" em
M207IO 8 96x10" em

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

Temperature [ K ]
Fig 342 TSC spectra mtasurtd after ßlling defeeti by cooling down under revtrse bias and switching lo zero bias
at Tp~ 25 K (M207IO Tm = 20 K) for 30s A healing rate ß of 0.183 K/s and reverse bica wltages of 50 V was
used, exceptfor M207IO (80 V). Die leakage carrent has always been subtracied, for rnore deiails compare Table
3.11, The data mtasurtd on device M206I l was omitted for purposeofclartty ofthe plot.
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Conceming the inverted deviccs
(M20708 and M20708. *,, >
3x10"cm*) free holes rather
ihan free electrons are captured at
the fllling temperature. In
addition to Ihe peak M,
previous l y assigned to the donor
level of C,O,, also Ihe peaks J
and K are thus clearly identificd
äs hole traps. It will be noted Ihat
the negative space charge
required for the hole trap filling
does actually exist at Iow
tempcratures. Models requiring
thermal activation for the
negative charges to be
eslablished, e.g. by a leakage
current, would therefore
contradict the results found in
Fig. 3.42,

Finally, the evaluated
concenlrations of filled defects are plotted versus Ihe irradialion fluence in Fig. 3.43. The previously
menlioned iterative procedure has been used to deierminc Ihe aciive depletion layer, however, neilher an
edge region n. during the filling nor a \n during the measurement has been taken inlo account äs

10" 10'

eg

10"

t cm'2 ]
10'

Fig 3.43 Coneentration of the filled defects evalualed
from the specira shown in Fig. 3.42.



no reasonable assumption could be nude about these quantities. As therefore the actual active depletion
layer width is Hkely 10 be stnalkr than the assumed volume, all quoted concentratiom are expected to be
underestimated. Fig. 3.43 illustntes that at Iow fluences *„ the concentratiom of filled electron traps
are increasing proportional to* ,̂ äs expected. Ataround 2« 10'* cm"1 Inversion of the sign of the space
Charge takes place, i.e. N+„ « 0, and therefore one observes • related drop of the filled electron trap
concentrations on the teft, followed by an increase in the filled hole trap concentiations for larger
(luencei on the righl-hand side.

As far äs the devices M206IO and M10912 are concemed, the tnp concentratiom normalized to the
fuence are more or lest equal (Table 3.14). H is only for the device M20609 that the normalized
concenlrations level off significanlly although the amount of fret electrons available for trap filling äs
suggested by N<n 's not exhausted by the sum of all filled electron traps, see Fig. 3.43. This is however
due to the previously mentioned freezing of the ionization of the phosphonis level at 25 K. It is therefore
reasonable toavmgethedataobtainedon M20610and M109I2 in oider to extrKl defect introduction
rates, see Tabte 3.14. Now, the sum of C,C, (peak C) and VO, (peak F) is found to be 0.115 cm' +
0.610 cm•' - 0.725 cm' which is around 30% smaller than the more reliable data obtained in Table 3.13
(peak F). It must be concluded that this difference reflects the error in the assumed active volume. The
ratio between the concentntiom of C,C, and VO, äs given in Table 3.14 shoukl however in Ine first
approximation not be afTected by the active volume and is therefore estimated to be [C,C,] f \VO,\
0.19 for the particular samples studied here.

Table 3.14 Floatet normaliied concaanakm oftht electron trapt filled by switchlng lo zero blas at 2S K.

Peak

A

C

F

N

Evahufcd CbBceBtntiou Nomutized lo the ImdiatkM Ftucncc

M206IO

0.094 cm'1

0.123cm-'

0.546 cm'1

0.480 cm-'

M 10912

0.076 cm'1

0.106cm4

0.674 cm'1

0.395 cm"'

M20609

0.052 cm1'

0.086 cm '

0.411cm-'

0.243 cm"'

(M20610+M 109 12X2

0.085 cm'1

0.11 S cm"'

0.610cm'1

0.438 cm '

Chemical

Compositioa

?

C,C, (Bf*

TO/*
l+yy-*

InjMthio a Forward Curr*nt at 29 K. 50 K. and W K

Injection of a fbrward current at Iow lemperature is probably the least understood mode of trap filling.
However, it is commonly used in pnctice lince for heavily damaged detectors only by this way \t occupan'on of defect levels, regardless whether it is an electron or a hole tnp, can be

achieved.
nworatfctf BacJvRwmd wirf Otecussfon of Forwtnt IV Cunwt

Given the emission rates for electrons and holes of a particular trap level are sufficiently small at the
filling temperature, such that the reemission of captured carriers is negligibk during the trap filling
pulse. This of course hokh taue for all defect levels that will give rise to a peak in die foltowing TSC
tempereture scan. In the steady state condition the concentration of traps occupied with electrons or holes
normalized to the total concentration (filling faclor) can then be deduced by setting eq. 3.46 equal to zero

eq. 3.83

The filling factors are therefore depending on the overall hole injection ratio p l n and the ratio between
the capture coefficients for holes and electrons cflc„ where the latter needs (o be considered for each
trap. To the experimental end p In can be adjusted by realizing appropriate values offne injected current.
Correspondingly, forward IV curves have been studied äs function of temperature. They are presented in

Fig. 3.44 for an unimdiated control sample a), one weakly danuged b), and one heavily damaged device
c).

According to the Standard Shockley model of the diffusion diode, the current / can be written äs
function of the extemallyapplied positive forward voltage V [SZE8I],

Here p„, and «^ denote the minority carrier concentrations in the n- or p-type bulk material, and fiee
canien are thought lo be injected from either the p* or the n* contact D and t„ mean the corresponding
diffusion constanl and minority carrier recombination lifeiime. A series resistance Ä has to be laken into
account, in particular äs the radiation damage-induced deep levels compensate for the shallow doping'.
Moreover, if Ute amount of injected minority carriers comes inlo the order of the majority carrier
concentralion, high-level injection takes over, which is easily accomplished in high rcsistivity material.
This condition is represented by an ideality factor T) of 2 which otherwise would be expected to be unity.
Also then it is n -/» in the vkinity of the junction. In general it has tobe laken into account that the fiee
carrier concentralion and also the hole injection ratio is varying with distance.

10"

< IO'1

1—110*

b) »„ = 9.76x10" cm' 3.82x10" cm'1

16 JK -* »3K
13 JK •*• J3JK
173 2K -*• 21J.IK
»1.1K

1 2 3
Forward Bias

4 5 0 2 4 6 8 0 5 10 1 5 2 0

(V] Forward Bias [V] Forward Bias [V]
Fig. 3.44 Forward IV chancterütia measured at ttvtra! ttmpemtwes on devices that \vtrt IHM irradiaSed a) or
expasedto a floatet of around 10" cm'1 and 4x10" cm'1 for b) and c). respectivefy (deviea MI07I3 a), M20609 b).
M20708 c)). It should be nottd that all measuremenu have been ramped iip and down In order to ascertaln that iht
complex behavior repratntt a reproducible tttady aalt condüion,

Radiation damage-induced deep levels will mainly affecl the recombination lifetime t^ Assuming a
capture coefficient c of lO^cmVs (o * 10"" cm1, v* * lO'cm/s) and exploiting that \„ is
approximately gjven by! (c N,)'1, the foltowing relation is oblained

10* scm"1
eq.3.85 T«*— 5 - .

^«7

It has been assumed here that the defect introduction rates are of the order of l cm V For the example of a
fluence of *., * 10" cm'1, eq. 3.85 yields T^ * l jis, whereas in the undamaged devices T», is of the
order of several ms according to the cenification of the Wacker float zone material [WAC|. In
conjunction with eq. 3.84 it is then clear that the forward current is increasing very much äs function of

It prova however vtry <tinknh to dtieniiae i unique viluc of R bccniw of tu inhmnt dependentt on Die concenffttioa of
injected free carrien which, on OK othet lund, ii t fiinctkm of nie bi« V.

m opdimm recomböulioa cento, thniMt aaly by (he tnpping rae, con^ve eq. J.46.
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the Irradiation fluence in the ränge of small forward bias volUges, where the series resistance effect can
be neglected (less than approxinutely 0.5 V at room temperature)'.

An other characieristic quanlity relaled lo T„ is the recombination length L - (Dt_)"*. The
diffusion coefficient D is different for electrons and holes and depends on the temperature. AI room
temperature D is of the order of l Ocm V. Regarding Iower temperatures, which is of chief interest for
theTSC filling pulse, use offne Einstein-relation and a cnide estimatt of the mobility (5x10* cm W
[SZE81]) gives a difrusion constant of around 200 cmV at SO K. Thus il is roughly

eq 3.86 i(50K)»^2 x I010 /*„ ,

which shows that the injecled carriers are expected to recombine on a distance of around l SO um when
4»., - 10" cm*1. However, il will be shown betow that the experimerrtal data suggests recombination
kngths one order of magnitude smaller lhan awaited from eq. 3.86. At times L can thus be found to be
well betow the device thickness, dcmonstrao'ng that inhomogencous filling of traps in general needs lo
be taken into account It is noted that this probten may best be overcome by generating the free carriers
optically with a suiubly chosen wavekngth, such Ihal Ihe light penetrates all through Ihe device [LI395],
compare Appendix A.

Now, applicatjon of eq. 3.84 is strictry valid onry äs tong äs L \ smaller than Ihe device thickness d.
This is for exampk not true for Ihe undanuged device or in the Iower fluence ränge. In those cases the
term (D /t .̂)"1 • L /t_ in eq. 3.84 should be replaced with d /tv, where il is assumed that the width
of the space Charge region is zero and that me injected carriers are exlracted compktery after diffusing
through the device thickness d [SZE8I], However, Ihe recombination velocity al the back plane contact
is very small äs otherwiK, upon füll depktion, a large current would be injected, see Section 2.5.1.4.
Thus, the free carriers injecled during forward btasing will pile up, resulttng in a minimum Variation of
meir concentration with distance.

The Shockky model (eq. 3.84) would predict IV curves to be more or less stnight lines (stope
proportional to ?•/(*• f )) when plotted in semi-togarithmic scales. A slight kveling-off at large currents
due to the series resistance is however conceivabk. Inspection of Fig. 3.44 reveals that this appears lo be
a reasonabk description for all daU measured on the undanuged device al temperatures grealer lhan
23 K. Conceming die weakly damaged device (Fig. 3.44 b)), the IV curves resembk those of the control
sampk only when currents karger than 10"3 mA are injected. Now, at Iow temperatures all traps with
negligibk emission rate« will assume a Charge state according to eq. 3.83 upon me injection of free
carriers. Moreover. Ihert is obviously no significanl voluge drop across the diode, Ihal is, no electric
exlended fkU zone exists. Acconüngly, the charges trapped in the defects have to be absorbed in the
difference of the concenmtions of free electrons and holes in order lo mainUin the approximate space
Charge neutrality (LAM62). If il is possibk to inject large amounts of free carriers compared with the
deep kvel concentrationi, a high injection condition with p In equal to one is esublished. If on the other
hand the free carrier concenmtions are comparatively small, the ekclrons and hoks trapped into the
deep levels have lo cancel each olher, and p In is unlikely to be unity. A dependence of the
recombination tifetirne on Ihe injection kvel, äs oullined in [LAM62], can then lead lo a negative
differential resisunce and unstabk oscillating currents. Whik the former can for exampk be seen on the
173 K data in Fig. 3.44 b), the latter was observed on the heaviry damaged device in the ränge from 40 K
to l SO K. To improve me visibility, Ihe corresponding measurements were omirted in Fig. 3.44 c).

Further, it is noted that Ihe Shockky model can then not be applied anymore, rather do the devices
behave Kke p'-i-n* diodes in which simuhaneous injection of hoks and ekctrons from the p' and n*
contact takes place (doubk-injection). Moreover, the forward current is mainly controlkd by the
recombination processet in the abnost intrinsic bulk region. Since. on the one hand, the diffusion
currents exhibit a much stronger temperature dependence lhan those due lo recombination and, on rhe
other hand, Ihe compensation of majorily carriers makes the bulk intrinsk, the p'-i-n' diode model is
anticipated to uke over at Iow temperatures. This can for example be observed on the heavily damaged
device in Fig. 3.44 c) where only at the highest tempentures a reasonabk agreemenl with the Shockky
model is found.

Ii u noted ihn in the prescnct «f ngnifkini mumm of recocnbMUion ccnicn i\d be expected to be eqml to two for Ihe
•mlkM bin «taget, comeat [SZEII )-
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Neglecting the charges trapped into the deep kvels, the current flow in a p'-i-n' diode can be deduced
äs for exampk outlined in [SZE8I]. It is shown there that in the first approximation Ihe voltage V,
dropping across Ihe intrinsic layer i does not depend on the injected current

d>2Lt
eq.3.87 Vt».

Furthermore, a distinction is made between so-called short and long p'-i-n" diodes, whkhever is the
value of the imbipolar* difrusion length L, compared with Ihe device thickness d. Addition! voltage
may drop across die resistance R, of the contacts

eq.3.88

The forward IV characteristk would then be expected lo be a
stnight line intersecting the voltage axis at V - V,, when
extrapolated to / • 0. Fig. 3.45 demonstrates that this
characteristic feature has actually been observed on a
heavily damaged device at 50 K (M20708, «^ -
3.82x10" cm'1). The plot presents the diode voluge versus
the corresponding filling currents averaged during a 20s
lasting TSC filling pulse. Evidently the contact resisunce
can be neglected, and Ihe diode voluge V is always more or
less equal to V, * 4 V. For V, - 4 V, eq. 3.87 gives an
ambtpolar diffusion length of 21 um. Now, Ais is a factor of
len smaller than what would be expected from eq. 3.86,
which Js based on the approximate knowledge about defect
concenHilions and cross sections. The recombination of
excess carriers appears to be enhanced with respect to the
Standard Shockley-Read-Halt treatment*.

Il is moreover shown in [SZE81 ] that the current flowing
through the p'-i-n* diode is proportional to both the injected
free carrier concentration n' and the voltage V, dropping
across the intrinsic layer,

eq.3.89 /*H-2ü_n j/rf .
3 d k„T

U
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Fig. 3.4S The voltage drop acroa ikt diodt
piotltd äs ßaiciion of the injeaed jbnvant
cwrent (50 K, device M20708. «, -
3.82x10"cm', l/,, = 20t. R0 - 222 Kl 3
nKMtf A annealing at room femperaturt. V^ -
40V. V^ " 43 V).

Il should however be noted that the derivalion in [SZE81]
assumes high injection, i.e., n' - n - p, and a spatially
constant free carrier concentration n'. In the presence of large defect concentrations both presupposiliom
cannot be fulfilkd. On the one hand, the recombination length becomes significantly smaller lhan Ihe
device tnkkness and, on Ihe olher hand, u previously stated (he balance of the charges trapped into the
defects will govem the injection ratio äs long äs the concentration of the injected free carriers is small.

Regarding the data presented in Fig. 3.45, eq. 3.89 yields a free carrier concentration of only about
2x10* cm'1 for/ - 1.7mA (A - 0.275 cmä, </ - 280 um, £.(50 K) * 200 cmV). Despite the serious
simplifications in the model, the value obuined for n' is in the righl order of magnitude äs will be
confirmed in Section 3.3.3.5 by the dependence of Ihe trap fitling process on Ihe duran'on of the filling
pulse.

At the knvest temperatures (T< 23 K) there is a very large voluge drop across the diodes irrespeclivc
of the Irradiation fluence (Fig. 3.44). Now it has to be recalkd that even the shallow doping impurities
would not be ionized at these temperatures. Conceming the defect free control sample it is ckar that the

nbn*tknu of d»* cone»po«din( recomtimBoB lenphi mi diffusioa canstMH fbr decmau »dL.
holet, raspectively. Since only the order of nogMtude of UKW* qiuntibei B diicuned in thii lection, thcy CM be ideirtifwd
witklbe previowly iMrodwced L lad D.
Thb hu (nquendy been tcponed in the titenture am tat •eutron-dmgtd deviees *nd wu cxpluned dieie in term of ctettr
typedetecti[VLH7].
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bulk is virtuaHy neutral and, accordingly, also Ihere a p*-i-n' diode like behivior is expected. The
reduction of the völlige drop « larger forward cunents can consequently be undersiood to foltow from
the injection tevel dependence of the recombination lifetime of the phosphorus donor level [LAM62].
Similar negative resistance curves have been reported very early by N. Holonyak et al. (HOL62J. 1t can
however not be excluded here that both contacts becotne blocking and a space charge region is
established. Further, it may nippen that the current does not even flow Ihrough the bulk of the delector

but rather along the edges.

OuaHMn* Ofwittstofl ofO»7SC SfMcfr*

Fig. 3.46 displays the speclra measured on the samples listed in Tabte 3.11 (10"cm->< *., <
4x 10" cm'1). Traps have been filled by injecting a fbrward current of around l .7 mA for 301 at 25 K,
50 K, and 80 K in figure a), b) and c), respectively. Lei us assume that largo concentrations of free
camers ait injected such that the injection ratio pln is equal to unily. As outlined in the previous
section this presupposition ii expected to hold true only for devices inadiated by comparatively srnall
fluences and at high tempenitures. Then one can see from eq. 3.83 that effective fflling of an electron or
holetrapis only realizedifc. »c, orc. «cf. However, inspection of dataon Ihe capture coefficienls
from the literature, äs given by [HAL96J (Appendix B), suggesb filling fäctors of around 7H, 0%, 4%,
0%, and 100% at 50 K and similar values at 25 K and 80 K for the charge states VO;, W , W , W,
and C,O,', respectively. ll is therefore not clear why other peaks than the one arising fmm Ihe transition
C,O/"" (peak M) ans seen in the spectra gathered on the weakly damaged devices at all. However. in
[HAL96] the capture coefficients weit measured with the C-DLTS technique, which fills the traps in-silu
ai temperatures much higher than Ihe filling tempentures under consideranon here. It is thus highly
likely that the above estimales of the filling factors are not accurale, rather do the curves in Fig. 3.46
indicate targely differenl ratios between the capture constants at tow temperatiires.

It should be noted lhat the removal of Ihe injection current and successive application of the reverse
bias proceeds on a time scak of several 100 ms due lo the RC-fflter in the bias supply (Fig. F.3 in
Appendix F). Therefore, on weakly damaged devices, where the danuge-induced deep levels do not
compensate for all of the shallow dopants. recombination of captured holes and additional eleclron trap
filling may take place during Ihe switching process because free ekctrons flood the diode when the bias
is close to 0 V*. A corresponding examinalion in Stetion 3.3.3.5 will however show that this effecl is
ahnost negligibk on a device irradialed by a fluence of around 1011 cmJ. Regarding die heavily damaged
devices, the total concentration of charges trapped into the defects, i.e. N^a,, was argued to be close to
zero in the previous section because, compared to the defect densities, only stnall concentrations of free
carriers can be injected. Accordingly, virtually no free carriers are available to alter the trap occupation
during the switching process. Therefbre, an influence of Ihe switching time would only be expected lo be
active in the lowesl fluence ränge («t»,, < 10" cm'1).

As for heavily damaged simples N^ja, is close to zero after the filling pulse, Ihe depletion widlh
extends all over the device thickness upon reverse-biasing the diode. This explains the dominance of the
firsl peak in Ihe spectrum (peak A in Fig. 3.46 a), peak F in Fig. 3.46 b) ) inasmuch äs it is during the
emission of the first peak in the spectrum thal Ihe charge balance becomes distorted, which is
accompanied by a reduction of Ihe depletion layer width. Since both peaks, A and F, arise from electron
traps, Njx* will become a positive number during Iheir emission. Therefore, in the high fluence ränge,
all peaks at tempcralures between Ihe first peak and peak M appear to be reduced in height M
corresponds lo Ihe hole trap transition C,0,'** and therefore releases positive charges. If ihis proceeds
Nfja, is decreasing and thereby Ihe depleled layer is widening. The resulting disiortion of the peak
shapes, especially M and N, has already been discussed in Section 3.3.3.3.

For a conccBtntioa of frtc ornen of tnvad 10" cm! the optme time COMUM ii of Ihe onfct of ooly 100 \a (iven
ctass Mctxm of 10'" cm*.
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Fig 3.46 TSC spectra obtaiaed afttrfilting the traps by injecling a forward curreni of around 1.75mA for 301
(2QmininctueofthedevieeM20708)al25Ka). 50 K b) and 80 K c). A Hearing ralt ß ofOISJ K/s and a
revtrse bias voliage ofSO V was ustd, txeeptfor M20609 in a) (75 V. 270 d annealing al room temperature)
Tkt leakagt aarenl hai ahvays bem stAtracted. for mort detailt compare Tabte i U.
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The C,O> donor level exhibits a particularly strong dependence of the hole capture coefficient c, on the
tempenlure, äs will be shown in Section 3.3.3.5 which is devoted exclusively to this subject. This fact
accounts for the improved filling of peak M al higher temperatures, e.g. SO K, irrespeclive of the
Irradiation fluence. Further, at Iow temperatures the trep is not filled at all, and the p'-i-n' model govems
the filling process with a small concentntion of injecled free carrien n'. As then the charges tnpped in
ihe defects nave to cancel out ind the only dominant hole tnp is inaclive, also electron tnps can not be
filled efTicienlly. Moreover, it woutd be expected in such a Situation thal ine hole injection n tk»p /n \
becoming larger than unity in order to compensate for the diminished cf of the dominant hole tnp. In
conclusion, at Iow temperatures the filling of some iess abundant hole traps improves (peaks G, H, J),
while the filling factor of ihe dominant tnps is small.

Ew/Mlton ot Otfecf Coficwifritfofu

Front the statemenb above il is evident lhal great care must be laken ifconcenlrations of defects are
derived from TSC spectn in whkh the mps have been fitled with a forward injection current Only in a
few selected cases an evaluau'on has been tried (Fig. 3.47). The data on peak M and peak N were laken
from the SO K injection curves, in which Ihey are ahvays isolated so lhat a unique Integration of the
current is possibk. The active depktion layer width was cakulaled by Ihe iterative procedure described
in Section 3.3.3.3. However, any edge or X-regions were again neglected. The peaks A and F were
investigated on the 25 K and SO K injection spectn, in which they appear äs first TSC Signal. Therefore,
it was assumed thal A^M is ckwe lo zero right after injection, see above. The effective doping
concentno'on applted to calculale Ihe depfetion width from eq. 3.74 was therefore taken to be half of Ihe
concentntion ofthe peak under coraidention, again requiring an iterative numerical computalion to get
the final resulL According lo this procedure all devices would appear lo be more or kss fully depteted
during ihe emission ofthe two peaks studied
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25 K
50 K
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80 K

Fig. 3.47 CoHcentnuioHi of
selecttd peaks evaluattd from
the TSC spectn obtaiited after
injecttitg a forward current al
25 K (peak A). SO K (peak F).
and 80 K (peaks M and N),
compare Fig. 3.46. Differeni
methodt were taed for the
caladation of ihe active
depletion widtk (see lext).

10" 10" 10IJ 10"

«W tcm"2]
Provided ihe assumpttons made aboul ihe depktkm width are correct, the results displayed in Fig. 3.47
indicate that the introduction of peak F levels off at fluences grealer than 10" cm'1. Since there is no
physical basis for a decrearing introduction rate ofthe A-center*. this observation is probaMy due lo Ihe
hole injection ratio p l n (see eq. 3.83) which, äs argued before, at Iow temperatures is expected to grow
from unity to larger values äs function ofthe fluence. Moreover, al higher fluences peak M seems lo
grow more rapidly at the expense ofpeak N. But the data has to be taken with care, äs for exampk the
algorilhm used for the detennination ofthe depletion width did not find a unique soluüon for die device
irradiatedto 3.82x10" cnT*.

Only if »
swpprened, which howevcr Katrin* AMK«! ur^cr AM 10" cm'1

wo«ldiht A-coMer prodactio« be
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In order to avoid syslematic errors due to the poorly defined depletion width, Table 3.15 presents
concentntions normalized to Ihe imdiation fluence only for the three devices exposed lo kss thtn
l O11 cm*. Theavengeis consideredto be me lower bound of the introduction nteof ihe conesponding
crystal defect, assigned in the last column. Peak F does not contain a contribution from the C,C, defect
because injection of minority carrien should transform the defect into the bistable conftgunlion B
[SO290]'.

Table S. IS Evaluaied peat concentratiotu at shown in Fig. 3.47 nomaiized lo the appropriaie Irradiation fluence.

Peak

A
F

M

N

Evahuied CoaccnintkMU Normaltzed to tbe Irradiation Fluence

M20610

0.067 cm'1

0.523 cm'1

0.967 cm"'

0.938 cm1'

M109I2

0.060 cm'1

0.678 cm"'

1.07cm'1

0.977 cm'1

M20609

0.067 cm'1

0.602 cm"'

1.14cm-'

0.723 cm'1

Avenge

0.065 cm'1

0.601 cm'1

t. 06 cm''

0.879 cm"'

Cbemicat

Compoirtion

7
ro,"*

C.OT*

7-f W*

The long switching lime could strongly enhance the filling of Ihe electron traps A and F since Iheir small
ionization energy is correlated with a large capture cross section, see eq. 3.S6 (compare also the
conesponding compilation in Appendix B). The data found for A and F do probably therefore resembte
lo ihe values found in Table 3.14. On the other hand, peak N is located deep in the forfoidden gap and has
a srnalkr capture cross section. Further, Ihe C, 0, fcvel exhibits a remarkably small capture coefficient for
eleetrons. Thus, the peaks M and N are concluded lo be mainly filled by the free carriers supplied during
the injection and are not affected by the switching process.

For the other peaks observed in Fig. 3.46 no reasonable assumption can be made for the depktion
width f?r Therefore, the dala given in Table 3.16 were obtained by simply setting Wt - d. Thus, an
ultimale tower limit ofthe introduction nies is oblained, given the tnps are distribuled homogeneously
throughoul tbe bulk. The dala were moreover derived from that particular TSC spectmm, in which the
peak in question exhibited the largest filling factor. Conceming peak C a continuous decrease of Ihe
normalized cowentraüon äs function ofthe fluence is observed, which is in agieemcnl with the view that
for heavily damaged devices the depletion width shrinks after the emission of the first peak in the
spectnim.

Tobte 3.16 Normaltzed trapcoHcentraftont for ihe remaining peaks obterved in Flg. 3.46. Since no other
muoHoble aaumption waspoaible. ihe device ihickaea d has been tusumedfor ihe depletion width. Tkut ihe

ulllmale lower Itmits afihe corresponding defect introduction rales are represenled.

Peak,7>

C.25K

H, 25 K

1,80 K

1,25 K

Evihuted CoacatratiofM Nonnalned to Ute Irradiation Fhencc

M206IO

0.101 cm '

-
0.180cm-'

-

M 1091 2

0.058 cnr1

-

0.160cm-'

-

M20609

0.057cm-'

-

0.051 cm'1

0.012cm-'

M 106 10

0.021 cm"'

0.003 cm'1

-

0.026 cm'1

M206II

0.013 cm '

0.007 cm '

0.01 Ocm1

0.017cm1

M20708

0.006 cm'1

0.009 cm '

0.012 cm'1

0.017cm-'

Chemie»!

Comporitiofi

o c,*»/-*
er*

w-J-l-*clp.m'*4>'t
?((?•*)

Regarding the origin ofpeak I, previously assigned lo the tnnsition W<J>, the tnnsformation of Ihe
peak shape recognized al 50 K and SO K injection suggests lhat for heavily damaged devices an other
tnp is emerging at the same temperature. This is supported by Ibe fact thal Ihe energy levels of the

EVM tfthe owcenwbon of injecled hota were «nall wd C, C, wouU tberdbrc h*vc t chwcc lo reoriett ftom ntc (B) to
stJ*e (A), the tune COMUM for dm prace» M 50 K a mxad 3001 < Sectioi 3.3.1.2). Howevt». tbe filling p«l*e knfA wtt
301. M All ooly nmll toncamtioas of Male (A) wa«U «ist
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divaeancy arise from motionally averaged stales. which do not exist below 25 K [SVE91]. Still a peak
around 100 K is observed, which then is unlikety to be due 10 the divaeancy.

Now, it has been found in C-DLTS measurements that the C,P, defect inlroduces a signal close to the
doubly charged divacancy. compare for example the work of M.T. Asom et al. [ASO87], Although the
expected introduction rate is relatively small, see Seclion3.3.1.1, significant concenlralions of Ihis
eomple» defect of the order of several limes 10" cm'1, reflecting the exhaustion of all substitutional
phosphoras atoms, are anticipated in Ihe mosi heavily damaged samples. Gflrer et al. have shown that the
C,P. pair exhibits a pronounced configurational melastability [GÜR92]. For purpose of clariry, only the
Iwo commonly encountered configurations, namely 1A and III. have been cited in Appendix B. Great
interest needs to be attribuled 10 Ihe finding that the state III can be prepared by injection of free carriers
at km temperahiK. Regarding the mode of trap filling discussed here, it is clear mal Ihe comsponding
transilion at Ec • 0.23 eV should lypiwlry be observed. Further, since UMS essentially is Ihe Iowered
shallow phosphoms donor level, the defect is positivety charged after emission of the electron, altowing
for a significanl enhancemenl of the emission rate in the presence of an ekctric field by the Poole-
Frenkel effect, compare Section 3.3. l .4.

The latter can then account for the observation made in Fig. 3.48 a), which shows me reverse bias
dependence of the TSC spectnim measured on the mosi heavily damaged device studied. Obviously there
is a shift of the maximum temperature of peak l, which has been evalualed and plotted versus the
corresponding reverse bias votage in Fig. 3.48 b). As outlined in Section 3.3.1.4, Ihe Poote-Frenkel
effect can be regarded äs a reduction of the defect ionization energy, which according to eq. 3.79 would
correspond to a peak temperature decreasing u function of Ihe ekctric field strength.
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Fig 3.48 ne reverte bias dependence mcasurtdOH a heavify dantaged device (M207IO, *„ " 8.96*10"cm', 7
months annealing al nom lemperamrt). a) TSC tpettra otaained afler injtciing 2.5 mA al 50 Kfor 301, heating
ralt ß - 0.183 K/3. The sample wu always cooled uadtr 100 V. b) Maximian lemperattire ofpeak l versus Iht
revene bias voltage applied during the TSC temperoturt tcan

I f i t is recalled that the concentiationsof the dominant defects are very latge (of the order of 10" cm'1)
and therefore significant space Charge densilies N4sn are expected during the TSC temperature scan, it
is reasonabk thal the electric field strength, which in the firsl approximation is proportional to me
square-root of W«.«* |, was sufTiciently large only in this particular sample, so diät the peak shift could
be noticed. From the firsl order approximalion A//'„ * 28*f T„ derived in Section 3.3.3.1 it can be
concluded that a shift of 4 K in 7"_ corresponds to a towering of the ionization energy of around
10 meV. Regarding the numerical examples given in Section 3.3.1.4 Ihis is compatible with the Poole-
Frenkel effect.
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It could be argued that the shift observed on peak l supports its assignment to the doubly charged
divacancy. However, the trapping of the second electron at the singly charged divaeancy requires a short
ränge potential minimum, typical of deep defect levels, which however has a repulsive Coulombic
character on the long ränge. Inanalogy lo the examination presented by P.A. Martinetal. [M ARS t], itis
thus concluded lo be unlikely thal field enhanced emission could be observed on the transition VY*"**.

However, Ihe assjgnment of the transition CP/III)1*"' lo peak l is regarded äs tenlative äs neilher
accurate data on the emission enthalpy and the cross section were available which could have allowed for
a confirmation on the basis of the predicted TSC peak temperature, nor has any observation ever been
made which were in agreemenl with Ihe expected dissociation of the defect by forward currenl injection
at room temperature.

3.3.3.5 The C,O, f>mw Level - Detail** Sttulies •« tke Tnp Filling fncess
The TSC peak M, which was assigned to the transition C, 0,'***, exhibits a pronounced dependence on the
filling condilions. Of partkular interest is Ihe evolution of the TSC spectnim äs function of the filling
temperature Tp shown in Fig. 3.49. For purpose of Irap filling a forward current of around l .75 mA was
injected for 30 s. In particular one notes the marked growth of peak M for increasing 7^. Corresponding
observations have afoady been reported in the literature, for example [LI395] and (SCH95J. However. so
far no explanation on a sound physical basis is available.

Il will be argued below that the changes in the electron traps (peaks F, l, and N) are likely to be
second order effects related to Ihe Jmproved filling of the C,0, donor. For the particular case of the C,C,
pair it has however been hetd in earlier works thal the Iransformation of Ihe defect front the bistabk
configuration B, which is frozen during cooling under reverse bias, to the state A could account for the
growth of peak F äs function of Tm [SCH95]. This argument follows from the evaluation of the thermal
activation propertks of C,C, by Jellison (JEL82), see eq. 3.28 in Section 3.3. 1.2. This predicts Ihe
transformation lime constant lo be equal to t* - 30 s at 53.6 K. However, according lo reference
(SO290] injection of minority carriers inhibits the reconfiguntion. Moreover, at 50 K, where the time-
constanl would be expected to be around 300 s, no corresponding dependence of the peak heighl could be
observed äs function of the duralion of the injection filling pulse (l s < fa < 1000 s) [HEY96].
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Fig. 349 Variation ofthe TSC sptctrum (ufiatetion of tHe filling temperature T^ 1^= I 75 mA. tm - 30 s,
Q. 183 K/t. bias = 75 V. K*»" 72 V al roont temperature öfter 6.5 months of annealing (device M20609).
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Now, for Ihe given fluence (fl>^ - 9.76« 10" cm'*), the concentration of deep leveb present in the device
studied is of the order of 10" cm*1 (compare the defect introduction rates quoted in the previous section).
Consequently, iccording to eq. 3.70 the ipplied nverse bias voltage of 75 V cm reasonably well be
assumed to always fully deplete the device and an olherwise possibk Variation of the deplelion layer
width would not affeci the spectra shown in Fig. 3.49. Further, Ihe recombination length can be estimated
by eq. 3.86 to be of the order of l .5 mm, that is. Ihe trap filling will be assumed lo be homogeneous
throughoul the detector*.

According to eq. 3.83 Ihe dependence of Ihe C,O, fllling betör on T^ observed in Fig. 3.49 can
basically originate from nie following two sources

• the hole injection ratio/>/ H (7]«) and
• the ratio belween the capture coefficients for ekctrons and holes c. / c, (T p).

In order to study the first item, the TSC ipeclnim has been recorded for various injection currents at TJM
• 50 K, see Fig. 3.50 a). For Ihe smallest injection current it is p l n * 0, and the fllling of the traps is
similar to the filling acnieved when switching lo zero bias (see Fig. 3.42). As outlined in Section 3.3.3.4,
comptete filling of all electron traps can inen not be achieved because their concentntions are larger than
the density of positive space charges, N^„, frozen during the cooling. As hmg äs the concentration of
injected free carriers is compantively small (small injection currents), the approximate space Charge
neutrality must be established. This promotes the filling of electron traps (e.g. peak N in Fig. 3.50 a))
uponasignificantportionoflheCQdonorsbecornesoccupied with hofes. In analogy the filling of the
electron traps improves when Ihe occupation of C, O. varies äs function of T/m in Fig. 3.49.

For Ihe largest fitling cunents realized a Saturation of the filling factor of C,O, is noted in Fig.
3.50 a), inspectkmof Fig. 3.46 b) reveals lhal for Ihe partkular device studied here this sarurated filling
factor is larger than Ihe wie obtained on the two more wetkly damaged devices. As for the latter sampks
a high-injection condition of Ihe diffuston currents with p l a - t is expected to be realtzed, the hole
injection ratio must become larger than unity for Ihe sample considered her« (O., - 9.76x10" cm"*). This
iiKfcalesthatatSOKrheconcentntionoffmcammisrKMs -p
» N,) rather is the forward current flow a mixture of p*-i-n* diode like doubk-injection and hole
diffusion.

So far wt havep/n > l at 50 K. In order lo show UM p l n 2 l over the füll ränge of filting
temperatures studied in Fig. 3.49, the concentration of filled defects have been evaluaied from ihe
spectra. II was fhus possibte lo calculite ihe total space Charge density tnpped into defects (N^„ + pM •
«V - ff« - *„) äs function 7}*(not shown). In the first approximalion it was found lhat the charges cancel
oul only for T]M < 70 K. Thus, this temperature marks the transition from p'-i-n* diode lo diffusion diode
like behavior, i.e., betow70Kitisp/» > l andabove70Kitisp/i» -1.

As illustraled in Appendix F, different injection currents have alwiys been realized by appropriatc
forward bias völliges in conjunctkm with • suitabte resislor for current limitation. Now, ihe starth'ng
observation made in Fig. 3.50 a) is mal ihe peak fiHing does depend on ihe forward bias völlige used for
the filling pulse rather than on (he injected current For exampte, the same filling facton wert achieved
using a -100 V filling vorläge although the cornspondingly injected currents, 15uAand 1800 pA, were
not even of the same Order. It is noted that it was possible to reproduce the experimenl, indicating thal il
is a real effecl [HGY96]. The observalkm does however contndict Ihe physical understanding of Ihe
filling process developed ibove. That is, the 30 s long filling period does not govem the trap filling bul
rather do ihe switching processes at the beginning and at Ihe end. For example, if the filling voltage is
removed and Ihe reverse bias is reestaMisned the diode völlige will sweep tivough 0 V at a rate
determined by the RC filier hi the bias line, see Fig. F.3 in Appendix F. In Uns partkular moment free
ekctrons mighl flood me device and significantry alter Ihe trap occupation.

However, n die experimMal dm tuggeMd • M tima maltet lecombinttion kngth,ariight wiation of Ihe initiil np
occuptik» wüh ditt»ce tnifbl exi*
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It has therefore been investigated
whether enhancements of the C,O,
filling wilh respect to ihe value
obtained for Ihe largest filling völliges
in Fig. 3.50 a) can be achieved when
the switching time is reduced. For this
purpose traps have either been filled by
application of a forward bias of 10 V
withoul the RC filier and any other
series resistor (fast), or by application
of a forwtrd bias of 100 V and limiting
the currtnt lo 1.75 mA by a resistor of
57 kfl using Ihe Standard etectrical set-
up (stow). In the former case the
maximum current of around 2.5 mA is
limited by ihe voltage source protection
circuit (compare [SCH95J where ihis
kind of filling has been used). The
resulting differences in ihe TSC spectn
are shown in Fig. 3.50 b). Evidently the
filling is altered by less than 10%
irrespcctive of the filling tempenlure.
This suggests that the Saturation value,
which always was realized in Fig. 3.49,
does not depend on the switching
speed".

In conclusion, only the dependence
of the c.l cf on temperature can explain
the variations of the C,O, filling factor.
However, according to the recent
measurements of Hallin et al.
[HAL96], quoted in Appendix B, the
ratio would be expected to be
c./c,(7>,) - O.MT^/ 300 ig**, which
due to the particularly small electron
capture coefrkienl is only of the order
of around 10' at 100 K and 10* al

10 K. This would suggest lhal, givenp 2 n, all C,O, donon should be filled al all temperatures. However,
C-DLTS has been used in that study and the capture coefficients could only be measured there in the
ränge from 160 K to 238 K. It must thus be put in doubt that the extrapolation to lower temperatures is
valid.

For purpose of quantitative evaluation, the height of peak M in Fig. 3.49 which is proportional to the
initially filled concentration (eq. 3.81) has been plotted versus the corresponding fllling temperature 7^
in Fig. 3.51. Inlegntion of the current has not been tried äs at the smallest T/g,, peak M is not very well
resolved (Fig. 3.49). Corresponding resuhs were obtained on the device examined in Fig. 3.50 b) and on
a heavily damaged, inverted detector. In the latter case Ihe C,O, donor was filled by switching lo zero
bias, see Fig. 3.52. This is noteworthy in particular, because ihe filling mode is very much different from
the injection filling. Still a similar temperature dependent increase of peak M is observed. Il should
however be bom in mind thal in the presence of large defecl concentntions the Variation of the Ktive

50 200100 150

Temperaturc [K]
flg. J.SO a) Filling cvreMfaat dependettce, device M206O9 ̂  •
9.76x10" cm'1, 7 tnonifu roam temperamre storage. V^ • 7l V)
using variota forward voltaga and eüher a 56 Ui or a 6.S Mfl
resistor for the limitatioti of the fonuard injection current. Using
30 V tu filling voltage hat givtn resulls similar lo 100 V Indicaiing a
Saturation. Thus ike dato have been omttted. 7V revtnc bias and ihe
heatiag rate were 74 V and 0.18} K/s, rtxpeetivefy. b) Differences in
Ihe peak filltitg artsing jrom ihe nflcküig speed (device M208I2.

V^t - $7.4 V, V^-JOV^- 0. IS3 K/s. lf - 30 s).

It riwoM howem be noted tat *e device tned for dm cnrts check it IM nw Mrae »tfce one midied m Fig. I.SO •).
However.» CM bc karned by comptigon of DK TSC tftctn, die defect eoactnwtioiu n ilmofl similar MIO «ho Uw
vtrutio« of the C,O, filünf wrth Kmpemwc i* ideMiul (MC below). Tbc imdiMioa RMKC a MI eucdy knowa ltt*n thc
dcvke wti pbced for OB* nm period ta • coMrol tanqik ioto die PLUG ulorimeKi. whicb a a pvt of *e H l -cxperiment M
HERA, DES V. Aldtough no butk dirrage cflectt hid ever been expected in AM pwition die rtiifl in the depletion votajt md
the kakige euerem incrcue Maeil H «qirivileM l MeV neulron flaenee of tround Z-10" cn*1.
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volume might distort the systematic dependence compared with the more weakly damaged samples (Fig.

The data presented in Fig. 3.5t indicate mit (he ratio between the electron and the hole capture
coefTicient is much larger than unity at Iow temperatures. Now, the electron caprure coefficient is known
to increase äs function of temperature in the ränge from 160 K to 238 K, and Ibis (itnd is assumed to
hold it Iower temperatures. Thus, the hole capture wouW be required (o exhibit an even stronger
Variation with temperature, which for example is anticipated in the multi-phonon emission model
(Section 3.3.1.4). In this model an energetic barrier related to a change in the reconfigunlion of (he
complex defect needs to be overcome before the capnire of a ftw catrier can succeed. In analogy to
eq. 3.55 (he ra(io between (he capture coeflkients was therefore assumed to be given by

eq. 3.90

Accounting for the currenl offset, which is noticed at (he snuller fitling temperatures in Fig. 3.51 and
which arises from overtapping TSC peaks, the following pararoetrization can be given for the total peak
height äs function of the fitling (emperahire (compare eq. 3.83)

eq. 3.9t Iu(Tfif)= Öffnet*Amplitude

The Variation of p / M with temperature discussed previously was assumed to be weak compared with (he
exponetrtial term and hu therefore been neglected. It wu possible to ßt eq. 3.91 to the da(a dtsplayed in
Fig. 3.51, finding an overall good agreemenl. The corresponding values found for (he variable
Parameters are given in Tat* 3.17. The average energy barrier for (he two weakly damaged devices
(M20609, M208I2), which appear to give more reliable data, is 35.1 meV. In the last column it has been
caiculated which ratio between c. and c, would be predicted at a temperature of 160 K applying eq. 3.91.
This has to be compared to 5.6x10' which is Ihe corresponding value deduced from the measurements of
Hallen et al. al the lowe« temperature (160 K) they have been investigating (see Appendix B). Especially
the value obtained on the device M20609, which has given the rnost accurate fit, suggests that their
results and (hose reported herc match at a specifk intermediate temperature.
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Fig. 3.51 TheheightofpeakMasfiinaionof
ihe filling temperature derived from TSC
speetra measured öfter injecting a forward
nmnl (devices M20609 and M208I2.
compare Fig. 3.49 and Fig- 3. SO b)) or
nvitching to zero bias (device M20708,
compareFig. 3.52). The solid lines are fits to
the data. see text.
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Fig 3.32 TSC speetra measurtd on a heavily damaged
device (M2070S. «., • 3.82*ltf'cm*)a*fwaio* ofthe
temperature Tm at which the reverse bias of SO V was
removed and 0 V wer« applied for 30 s. Since the space
chargt is negative, only hole traps areßlled gtving rise
to the peaks J. K, and M.
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Tablt 3.17 Parameters ofthe fit to the dato displayed in Fig. 3. Sl.

Device

M20609

M20812

M20708

Offset
[PA]

0.855

Ul

1.65

Amplitude
IpA]

10.4

19.2

1.56

a

3.43x10-*

1.07x10-'

1.49x10-'

frx*,
[meVJ

37.4

32.8

17.8

cjc, -aexptA/lMK)

5.2x10-'

1.2x10-'

5.4x1 0/1

If it is assumed (ha( (he electron capture coefficient ofthe C,O, donor äs measured by Halten et al. (cjj)
= 3.9x10-'°(r/300K^'cmV) were suitabk even for Iow tempentlures, (hen eq. 3.90 can be used (o
calculate the corresponding hole capture coefficient according to eJT) = c^T)a't\p(-bIT). At 50K
(his gives c, - 3.5xlO'l4cmV and cf - 1.7x10'", 1.6x10"", or 3.8xlO''*cmV, whichever sei of
Parameters is employed*. On the one band, this indicates that in ihe steady state condition, which is
established during the filling pulse, tess than half of all C, O, defects are occupied with holes. On the
other hand, bom capture coeffidents are very small and, äs will be shown in the following, the time
needed for reaching the steady state condition during (he filling pulse becomes very large.

In order to determine the filling time constant of a particular tnp, Ihe rate equation eq. 3.46 has lo be
examined. It will be assumed that the temperature has a small value, such that the electron and hole
emission rales (e„ ej are bodi negligible. Given the concentrations of injected free electrons n and holes
p are constant, an analytical solution is possible. Regarding the special Situation that (he trap is empty
before the filling pulse, the result can be rearranged to give the hole filling factor (e.g. of Ihe C, 0, donor)

£_,. L
eq. 3.92 ff n c.

1+

The filling factor approaches the steady state value eq. 3.83 with a characteristic time constant

eq. 3.93 *jw =«:,,+ pcpj

which is ofthe Order of 100 fis
when a free carrier
concen(ralion of 10" cm'1 and
typical numbers for (he capture
coefficient (v„ • 107 cm/s, o *
Wem1) are used. Employing
the above estimates of the
capture coefficients of C,0, at
50 K would (hen however give
a TJH of the order of ten
seconds, which is already
comparable u the commonly
used filling time of 30 s.

Systematic Variation of the
duration of the free carrier
injection pulse t^ has only in
one case been found to affect
the TSC spectrum (Fig. 3.53).
Similar observations were
already reported in [SCH95].
Trap filling in this heavily
damaged device was achieved by

Temperature [ K ]

Fig. 3.S3 Influetice ofthe
duration of the injection
pulse tff on the TSC
spectrum. lf - 1.7mA.
Tp-SOK, $-0.183K/s.
bias -50V. V^- 65V
at room temperature öfter
a 7.5 momtu annealing
(device M20708. «^ -
3.82*10"cm'). Only the
temperature ränge In
which ehaages cottld be
observed Is shown. The
serious distorlioii and
shift ofthe TSC Signals Is
due to the Variation ofthe
depteiion width. see
Seetion33.3.2.

forward current injection al 50 K. Only for filling times ofthe order of

Th* cttresponding capture cron fecticmi wouU dien bodibe oftht onler of lff"crn'.
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underslood if the free carrier concentration during the filling period ii of the order of l O10 cm'1. Now, in
the previous section a free cairier concentration of around 2xlO*cnv' has been determined al SO K and
an injection current of l .7 mA for the device considered in Fig. 3.53 (compare Fig. 3.45). Recalling the
various simplificatiora which were necessary to obtain that result, it must be concluded that Ihe two
values an in reasonabte agreemenl. Then, ibo a consistent picture concemhig the dependence on the
filling t ime emerges lince the altentionof Ihe specmmi in Fig. 3.53 does simply reflect the dependence
of Ihe number ofC,O, donors occupied with hole» on the filling time lm according to eq. 3.92. Due to the
comparatively wnall concentration of injectrd free camers Ihe total trapped Charge must be
approximatery zero. This requires more electrons to get trapped upon charging of the C,O, donor wtikh
then accounts for the simuttaneous increase of peak N observed in Fig. 3.53. Moreover, it is noted that
the Variation with filling time was noticed only for a filling temperature of around 50 K butnotat 20K
or 80 K. This is however in agreemenl with the above modeling. On the one band, at 20 K Ihe hole
capture coefficient is so small that the hole filling factor would be expected to be close to zero, i.e., C,O,
n not filled U all. On the other hand, al 80 K the hole capture coefficient is already quite large, which
leads to comparatively short filling times (eq. 3.93).

3.3.3.6
Isochronous inneiling has already been used in Section 3.2.3 for the invesb'gation of Ihe chuiges in the
macroscopk properties. Regarding the description of the experimental procedure, the reader is referred
to that section. For the two ion-impbnted sampks (M20609. M20708 see Tabte 3.4) it will now be
discussed in delail which related processes couM be detecled on the microscopk seile using the TSC
method. A correlation of these resulta with the macroscopic properties will be presented separatety in
Section 3.4.

Sptctn Obtilncd on • Wt*My Oamag»d Dwte* (*„ • t.TS*«11 an4)

As outlined in the previous sections, it must be bom in mind that the filling conditions strongly influence
the obtained spectra. In order to gain a comprehensive represenution of all defect levets, various sets of
measunment parameters have been applied (compare Section 3.3.3.4). Fig. 3.S4 a) displays the observed
Variation of the TSC spectrum with die armealing temperatura when electron traps wert filled by cooh'ng
down under zero bias. In the eariy slages of the annealing experimenl peak N always compensates for all
of Ihe positive space charges. Thus, r» deep traps but those causing the TSC signal N were filled. After
the 1 50°C amealing step. Ihe left-hand side of the composed peak N started to anneal out and, fbllowing
the 210°C anneal, Ihe remaining fraction N, was suffkiently isolated to allow for a Ihorough
determination of the deep tevel Parameters A/T and o by the delayed Hearing method, see
Section 3.3.3.7, which are in very good agreement with those well-known for the Iransition W1**. The
decomposition of peak N into two portions has originally been intnxluced in reference [FRE96], where
similar armealing studies were presented, however, using the C-DLTS melhod. Finally, al the 290°C
anneat, an electron trap causing a TSC peak al around 145 K emerges, which has been labeled L'. The
annealing of peak N reduces the compensation and therefore enabks Ihe panial filling of traps further
away from Ihe middle of Ihe band gap. Whkhever are Ihe concenlrations of the deeper tevels (L* and N),
the heights of the peaks F and l an modified accordingly, which must not be contused with a real
annealing efTect.

For comparison Fig. 3.54 b) shows the corresponding spectra where Ihe electron traps have been
filled by swilching to zero bias afler cooling down under reverse bias. Several filling temperatures have
been used and the curves presented in Fig. 3.54 b) were combined in such a way that the Optimum filling
of Ihe deep levels is represented: A and C have been filled ai 25 K, F at 50 K, and all ottters at 80 K. In
addition to the more shalkw peaks lhal were not filled in Fig. 3.54 a) it is worth noting the absence of
peak L' under these conditions indicating citber a small electron capture cross section, äs compared for
exampk to the doubry charged divacancy WM (peak I), or a melastable behavior. Moreover, yet
another electron trap. H', which anneals in is found on the left-hand side of peak I.

Fig. 3.54 Isochronem*
annealing af the TSC
spectrum measvred OH litt
device M20609 (O, -
9.76*10'a*-*).

After ßlling electron traps
by cootlng dovm tauitr zero
bias. While ihe mnealing af
peak N and ihe emergence
of peak L' is properfy
represented by tUs flgurt.
ihe heights of ihe peaks F
and t da in the flrst ptace
reflect ihe varytng ßlltng
factor aristng from the
different compeiuation
condiiioiu. see iaa.

Composile TSC spectra
obtained afler filling
elearon traps by switchlHg
10 zero bias for SO s at an
approprtate temperature;
25 K for peaks A and C.
JOKforpeakF. and 80K
for peaks H' througti N,
Peak F has been scaled
down by a factor of 3 for
better visibility.

Deiection af electron and
hole traps by appfying a
30 f lang Injection pulse of
1.7 mA al Iow temperature.
The ipectra were composed
the same way äs noted
vnder b).

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

Temperature [ K ]
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Finally, electron and hok traps have
been filled simultaneously by ipplying a
fonvard injection current al low
temperature, Fig. 3.54 c). Again the
filling factor depends on the injection
temperature and therefore ine spectnim
has been composed the same way äs in
Fig. 3.54 b). The filling of the hole traps
J and 0, which are armealing in, is
actually improved for 20 K injection,
which has however not been included in
the figure. It is noted that under these
experimental condilions peak N shifts to
higher temperatures during the
isochronous annealing Experiment than
observed in Fig. 3.54 a) and b). U must
thereforc be concluded that a hole trap,
N,, growson the right-hand sideofN al
the tater annealing stages.

Evaluatton of Dwfect Concwitratlon«
and Dttcusston

Concentrations of defecl levels wen
derived from these TSC spectn by
integnting the corresponding peak
currents (eq. 3.78), however, omitting
those peaks, which were not sufficiently
isolated. Regarding Ihe various filling
modes, for each peak only one of them
has been found to give the largest filling
factor and was thus used preterentially.
Accordingly, appropriate procedures
were applied for Ihe accunte
determination of the defect
concentrations. These have already been
oullined in Sections 3.3.3.4 for the
particular device under consideration.
Here il should be noted that in order to
avoid current injection from the back
plane contact during the TSC
measuRmenl always a reverse bias of
50 V has been used which is closely
below the fiill depktion völlige
measured at room tempenture. The
evaluated dala have been normalized lo
the Irradiation fluence and are presenled
in Fig. 3.55 a) and b) äs function of Ihe
temperature of the preceding annealing
step. In some cases a significant shift of
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Fig. 3.55 Evaluated peak concaaraiiom normalixed IQ the
Irradiation fluence (open Symbols: electron tropf, filled Symbols:
hole traps): a) dominant peaks b) tmaller peaks. various fllliag
melhods wert applied äs iitdicaied. c) Temperature shift of ine
peaks N. l. and C.

the peak temperature has been observed which implies that those peaks do not originale from a single
defect, and that their composition is varying in the course of the annealing (Fig. 3.55 c)).

The shift observed on peak N in Fig. 3.55 c) suggests that N^ anneals out at around 175°C. However,
Ihe sum of Nfc and N, is diminishing continuously without marked stages (above 100*0)*, in agreement

Cooceming peak N. M «fcown in Fif- 3.55 »), il will be Mied unt due lo die compmMkM Ihe conceoMbn quottd for the
firet unealmg teiyefiMio reflectxthe Iower lanit

III

with the observations made in reference (MOL96) using C-DLTS. Conceming the divacancy level
W t*1 il has however often been argued in the literature that the corresponding peak appears to be
broadened if Ihe divacancies are located in strained lattice regions, i.e., in the vicinity of disorder which
is predominantly introduced by heavy particle damage (compare Section 3.3.1.1). In this field the work
of B.C. Svensson et al., who systenutically studied the level äs function of the energy and mass of the
particles used for damagtng the crystal, is noleworthy in particular [SVE93J. There are therefore serious
objections to the view that peak N is composed of two different fractions (? + W^). In this picture the
shift in Ihe peak temperature, which also is observed on Ihe YV'~J-} transition (peak I), could reflect a
reduction of the lattice strain by suitable Ihemully acltvated rearrangements. Moreover, according to the
model developed in [SVE91], lattice strain significantly reduces the rate of the bond-switching, which is
crucial for the formation of Ihe motionally averaged quanlum-mechanical states of the W constituting
the energy levels in the forbidden gap. As the bond-switching is thermally activated this eflect is more
pronounced al low temperature, i.e., below a certain temperature the levels do not exisi. In particular this
accounts for the striking observation frequently made in C-DLTS studies that the concentration of the
doubly charged divacancy appears to be smalkr than that of Ihe singly charged In analogy, upon
reduction of the lattice strain by the elevated temperature annealing, the apparent concentration of W<J>

would be expected lo be growing until a one to one ratio with respect to W(J* is accomplished. The
changes observed in Ihe concentration of peak I in Fig. 3.55 b) appear to be in agreement with this view.

As already discussed in the Section 3.3.3.4, the C, C, pair does not contribute to peak F for the specific
filling conditions chosen. The growlh of peak F observed in Fig. 3.55 a) does therefore indicale an
increase in Ihe YO,1'9 (A-center) concentration. It is thus highly likely that Ihe annealing of peak N
liberales vacancies which consequently are captured at the dominant sink, namely, interstitial oxygen.
Peak M, which was assigned to the transition C,O/'* exhibits a 25% reduction at around 150°C. As the
annealing temperature ofC,O, is much higher (see Appendix B), it is concluded that peak M is composed
of C, Of" and another unknown tnnsition. The marked increase in peak M at Ihe end of rhe «periment
can not be excluded to be due to the emergence of the overlapping peak L', since L' mighl become filled
by the forward current injection.

The data on Ihe smalter peaks in the spectnim have been compiled in Fig. 3.55 b). These are of
particular interesl äs in lerms of the defect concentrations the changes in N<JIT were found to take place
in Ihe same order of magnitude (compare Section 3.2.3). Except for the peaks C and I, which tentativety
were assigned to the tnnsitions C,C/fl/"** and W'"**, the chemical origin of the various TSC Signals is
not known. Among the defects anticipaled in radiation damaged silicon Ihe C,C. pair is one of the least
stabte and should anneal out at around 300°C (Appendix B). In fact, the annealing behavior observed on
peak C in conjunction with the shift of Ihe maximum temperature detected in Fig. 3.55 c) indicates a
transfomution of Ihe defect close lo 200°C.

Possible candidates for the defect giving rise to the peak L' which emerges at approximately 290°C
would be higher order V,O, complexes. However, obviously Ihere is no corresponding reduction of the
VO, or W concentration, which should be noticed upon complex formation with interstitial oxygen.
Since also none of Ihe other peaks is annealing out, il is unlikely that the defect is arising from the
reconfiguntion of radiation damage-induced defects al all. Finally, it will be noted that the peak
temperature of J' is similar to J, which implies that the concentration determined for J probably reflects
the sum of both.

Sfwctra MMsurvd on • HMvIly Dam*g«d Dtvtc« (*., • 3.82x10° cm4)

It has been discussed extensively in Section 3.3.3.4 that defect concentrations can hardly be determined
from TSC measurements on heavtly damaged devices. In addition one has lo envisage large leakage
currents deteriorating the spectra- However, Ihe TSC method can still serve äs a tool for monitoring the
defects which Ihen at least allows for the qualitative correlation with the macroscopic properties. These
considentions are of particular interest since il has been found in Section 3.2.3 that the macroscopic
annealing behavior is different for weakly and heavily damaged devices. It would therefore also appear
to be difücult to predict the macroscopic properties, which are of practical interest chiefly in the high
fluence ränge, from the results obtained on weakly damaged samples.

In inverted detectors one can exclusively fill hole traps when the negative space Charge is frozen
during Ihe cooling and defects are filled at low temperature by switching to zero bias (compare
Section 3.3.3.4). Corresponding spectra have been recorded in the course of the isochronous annealing
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experiment (Fig. 3.56 a)). A comparatively brge revene bias volüge of 50 V had to be used in order to
obtiin TSC lignals sigrrificanüy brger man the System noise. A strong inciease in the leakage currenl
was noticed, and il was for exampk impossible to detect the C,Oftm* transition at the later annealing
stages. Still peak H and peak J are mfficiendy remote ftom Ihe temperatures where the leakage current
predominates and appear to grow. Here il needs to be recalled thal also the negative space Charge is
found to increase (see Fig. 3.10 a)), whkh men, (br the particular mode of tnp filling discussed here,
enhances the hole filling.

More reliabte results were obuined when 11.7 mA forward current was injected for 30 s at 20 K, see
Fig. 3.56 b). A reverae bias voltage of only 0.1 V was cbosen äs it is suilable to overcome the probten«
arising ftom the leakage cunvnts. Although leakage cuntnt dala has thoroughry been subtracted, al Ihe
later annealing stages a useful spectnun is still observed only for measuring lempentures below 150 K.
All peaks originating ftom hok tnps (H, J, Q, and M) are growing in Ihese specinu It is of particular
interesi to note thal the two peaks J and Q, whose concenbations are known to be comparatively smalt
(see Fig. 3.54 c)), are becoming predominanl regtrding their peak heights. This (ealure, which must be
relaled U the specißc experünental confilions, is not understood. Neverthekss, at least in part woutd the
growth of the peak heights be expected to reflect an increase offne corresponding defect concentrations.

Il has been described in Section 3.2.3 (hat in inverted delectors etevaled lemperalure annealing
generates a bulk defect whkh can be cycled revenibry between its two bistable states. The exciled state,
whkh makes N^yn more negative, can easily be prepared in Ihe experiment by simply injectmg free
carrien. This provides a means to unambiguously detect the corresponding deep levels in the TSC
spectnun: The sample in question hts been stored al room lemperalure for al käst one day after
quenching from die isochronous anneaUng lempenture. This illows for the seuling of me depletion
voltage, i.e., the de-excitatton of rhe bitlabk defect, compare Fig. 3.12. After reconUng the TSC
spectrum äs described above, an excitation current of 1.7mA was injected for 20 min al 290 K.
According to the systematk investigalion mto the transfonnation kinetics in reference [MOL9S], this
procedure is sufficient to entirery excite the bistable defect On Ihe thus prepared sample the TSC
measuremenl was repeaied rang identical experimental parameters.

Now, Fig. 3.56 c) ihows the subtraction A/ of the TSC spectnun gathered before excitation from ine
one after excilatkm. The above program was canied out successtully at the four annealing temperatures
indkatol II is evident (hat only peak J responds to the preparation of the excited state. This particulariy
inrique relationship between die change in a macroscopic property (e.g. N^x») *nd a sole defect kvd
will be discttssed again in Section 3.4.
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Fig. 3.56 TSC specira
measured an the devicf
M20708 (Q - l«x/0"
a**) öfter the intficaied
annealing Step.

Defect filling was adnevtd
here by twitching 10 zero
blas al 20 K for 30 s öfter
cooling iht sample mder a
rtvene bias ofSO V. Onfy
hole irapt an fitied
ftfcausf Ihe from tpoce
diarge Is negative. TV
leakage currtnt, wAic* ü
increasiag vety muck in
this sample, wai mx
nblracted.

A 1.7 mA forward currenl
was injected for 30 s al
20 K prior to recording
ikese TSC spectra tamg a
rtvtne bias ofO.I V. The
leakage currenl has been
subtracted.

Differeiux of the TSC
spectnan measured before
the excitation and the one
measured aflerwards. The
parameters of the
measuremenls were
identical 10 b). The
modified depletion wtdlti
after excitation In
conjunction wUh the large
leakage cvrrena caiae the
increase of A/ above
160 K.
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3.3.3.7 Determination *fLevel Pmnmeten AITmnäa

Numerous methods designed for the analysis of TSC spectra have been reported in the literature. They
are all aiming at the extraction of the characteristic parameters A//' and o which for each defeet level
determine the Variation of the emission rate with temperature (eq. 3.51)'. This is usually achieved by
measuring the emission täte at various lemperatures and plotting these dat« in semi-togarithmic scales äs
function of the inveree lemperature (Atrhenius-plot). In geneial the« is a trade-offbetween the accuiacy
of the obiained results and the required experimental effort Here, the latter refers in particular lo the
number of spectra that need W be recorded, i.e., the total measuremenl time.

Among those methods requiring only a singte speclnim ii the one put forward by J.G- Simmons and
G.W. Taylor [SI271], which was already sketched in Seclion 3.3.3.1. They sirnply make use of the
maximum temperature and me peak width at half maximum. In addition the defeet concentration can be
infeired ftom the peak heighl. Moreover, frequently the so-calted initial-rise method is used, which
exploits that according to eq. 3.77 the detected current is proportional to the emission rate äs kmg äs the
total number of emitted carriers is small compared with the defecl concentration. An Arrhenius-plot can
Iherefbre be constructed ftom the left-hand side of the TSC peak Signal under study. Only recently T.
Schulz has suggested a refinement of this procedure, the integral analysis, in which he deiermines the
concentration of yel occupied traps in eq. 3.77 by integrating the peak current [SCH95J. This then allows
the extension of the Arrhenius-plot towards higher tempenlures. Finally, it is worth mentioning the
deconvolution method äs described by M. Bnizzi in reference [BRU95J. Baskally, the füll equation
derived for the TSC current signal, eq. 3.80, is fitted to the measured spectrum by simultaneous Variation
of A/T, o, and also the concentration of initially occupied traps. It is then possible to ttke into
consideration several traps and to resotve complicatrd Signals originating from overlapping TSC peaks.

II should however be bom in mind that all these methods depend crucialry on the shape of me TSC
peaks which can be seriousty distorted if for tnstance the depktion width is varying during the emission
of the trapped carriers, Further, the initial-rise method is suitable only if currenl Signals ordere of
magnitude smaller than the maximum peak current can be accurately measured. This is however often
hampered by the System noise or a base-line signal. Regarding the deconvolution method it must be
stated that the analysis of overlapping peaks carmot be done unambiguously, rather is it necessary lo
make some reasonablc suppositions for the capture cross sections of the traps.

A natural shortcoming of the TSC method lies in the fäcl that the temperature is not a constant which
renders the precise deternrination of the sample temperature very difficull (see Section 3.3.2). White also
the Variation offne heating rate, one of the two methods used in this work, suffers frorn this problem. the
delayed-healing lechnique does not. and hence fumishes results of superior accuracy. Moreover, both
methods do not rely on the peak shapes but require the recording of several spectra under specirk
experimenlal conditions. äs will be described in the following.

Variation ofth* Htating Ratt

This method is traced back to MG Buehler, who has pointed out in reference (BUE72J that the peak
temperature r_ depends on the heating rate ß, compare eq. 3.79. Minor rearrangements of the formula
leadsto

where it has been assumed that the correction 27"_ supplied to the term Ä//V*» «w ** neglected, since
it arises from the weak T' dependence of the emission nie (eq. 3.51). If Ihus the temperature of a
particular peak is considered in several TSC spectra measured with different heating rates, a plot of
to(r'_ /ß ) versus l/7"_ is expected to give a straight line. Accordingly, the stope a, of a slraight line
a, + aj tT„ fitted to the data fumishes Ihe emission enthalpy A/T. This then needs to be combined with
the constanl a, in order to evaluate Ihe emission cross section o according to Ihe term on Ihe righl-hand
sideofeq. 3.94.

* In order to «pply (bc *»propriita vilue of Ihe cHective m»» one bts lo Mcertiin i» tdvance. whcthet one it dealing wüh M
electron M i hole Mp.

iis

Such experiments have also been conducted in this work, and Fig. 3.57 presents the corresponding
spectra obtained on a heavily danuged deviee (M20708,*., - 3.82x 10° cm'1). The trapi have been filled
by a 30s lasting injection of around 1.65 mA at 20 K. It was possible to vary the heatingrate ß overa
wide ränge of two Orders of magnitude. The upper limit of around ] K/s is imposed, on the one band, by
the maximum heating power provided by the temperature Controller and, on the other hand, by the heat
capacity oflhe sample mounting. The latter is an increasing function of temperature, which accounis for
the facl that Ihe highest rate of around 1.4 K/s could not be obtained above 100 K. There are also two
natural limits for the smallesl feasible heating rate. While the first concems the total measuremenl time,
which for example was around five hours for the smallest ß chosen, the second arises from the signal-
to-noise rvtio, äs according to eq. 3.81 the TSC signal is in the first approximation proportional to ß .

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Temperature [ K ]
Flg. 3.57 A Variation oflhe luaiiag rate exptriment conducied on a keavify damagcd sample (M20709, H>^ •

3.82x10" cm'1. 6.S montks room temperature aruteating. V^»6S V. V^* 50V). The various heatingrata ß an
indteated In ihefigure. Trapßlling was achieved by forward nimm injection at 20 K fy - 30 s. Ij," 1.65 mA).

Now, concerning all TSC Signals for which an unambiguous determination of the peak tempenture was
possible, an analysis according to the aforementioned program has been tried, see Fig. 3.5S. In addition
lo the data presented in Fig. 3.57, for the peaks F. I, and J also similar TSC measurements in which the
traps have been filled at 50 K were taken into account Moreover, some supplementary daf points for
peak F were obtained on a weakly danuged deviee*. Il will be noted that the heating rate is not precisely
a constant during all of the tempenture scan. Therefore, it was necessary to determine appropriate values
of ß in the neighborhood of the particular peak under study. This can be done off-line, äs both time and
lemperature are recorded.

The data plotted in Fig. 3.58 exhibit a signiflcant scatter and deviations frotn the predicted straight
line relation. Further, the evaluations of the peaks F and l were not very well rcproduced with respecl lo
the different sets of TSC spectra analyzed. It has therefore been tried here, to give a first order eslimate
of the statistical error for the individual data points. A chief source of uncertainty clearly must be sought
in the sample temperature. The reproducibility of the temperature between Iwo arbitrary TSC
temperature scans has been assumed to be l K. This error is thought to arise frorn long term temporal
variations in the temperature distribution of the whole experimental sel-up (Section 3.3.2). In addition, it
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has been asserted that there is a disagreement belween the temperatnre of the sampte and die temperature
sensor arising from Ihe finite ihermal conductivity of the mounting. Given the one is trailing Ihe otber
during the TSC umpeiature scan, larger differences are expecled al higher heating nies. It is arbilnrity
pul here lhal this error is l K for a heating nte 0.183 K/s, the value which typically has been used.
Accordingly, the error «„— in the evalualed r_ data wts cakulated by o .̂ - 5.464 s x ß + | K.
Standard error propagation then yieWs the corresponding error in the quantity ln(7"_/ß ), which is
depicted in Fig. 3.58.

12
12 14 20 24 28

100Q/(r,„[K])
Fig. 3.58 EvaluaOoH eftke leveiParameters occording to eq. 3.94fivmthtT^ dato evahiottd o* TSC sptctra

thal wert obtatoed for varloiaheatixg ratet, compart Fig. 3.37. Concerntag tht error hart, tee lest.

Thus it was possibte to make use oft weighted least-squares procedure for the calculation of Ihe slraighl-
line fit (Appendix D), and the results are listed in Table 3.18. In the last column the correspondingty
mimmizedxhsiK>n™li^Mrhenurnberof<kgreesof freedom (D.o.F) ofthe fit have been quoted. A
value larger than one does therefore indicate that Ihe errors in die individual data points have been
undenstimaled. Accordingly, then also Ihe errors given for die evalualed parunelen are too small'.

Tobte 3. IS Level parameten evahtaied wtih ike Variation cftke heattng rate method. O», and ofc dtnote litt upper
and fawer emr bamtd oft Ix crou lection, Regardiitg tkt rellability ofthe estimaltd emn. see «W.
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In additton there are yet unrecognixed systemitic errors, whkh however have lo be uken inlo account if
the presented results are compared wilh literature data. For instance, the Variation of Ihe depklion width
can shifl. a peak. For the given experimental conditions il is a specific difficulty mei with peak A,
compare Section 3.3.3.4. Further, the Position of peak I was found to depend on the eleciric field

In the fim qipnnnrabwi t benei eftmtte of Ihe emr n A/T CM be guned by muWplymt ibe quMed vahw with ihe tquve-
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strength, which accounts for the badly reproduced maximum tempentures of die two sets (20 K and
50 K injection) of spectn studied. Moreover, the data evaluated for die peaks C and H seem not lo be in
agreement with the assumed straighl line model. The presented derivation of ihe kvel panmeters
appears to be appropriate only for die peaks F and J. Thus, die overall Performance ofthe Variation of die
heating rate method is not convincing. Still, more reliable data would be awaited on weakly damaged
devices. Finally, il is noted diät die temperature nnge which can be exploiled for die construction of an
Anheniia-plol is quite small, äs for instance compared lo DLTS, see Section 3.3.4. Consequently, it is
very difficuh to accurately determine cross sections using the Variation ofthe heating nte method.

(May«d HMttng

The most powerfui recipe regarding the deep kvel chancterization by the TSC technique hu been put
forward by J.C. Müllerei al., who have described die method of delayed heating in reference fMUL74].
In a unique way mey combine die advantages of an isothermal technique with ihe resorving power of
TSC measurements. The basic idea lies in die modification of die trap filling pulse.

Consider the end ofthe ßlling period and assume diät die filling factor is equal to one, i.e., nfO) or
ptf)) - N,, whichever is the type (electron or hole tnp) of ihe deep kvel under study. Upon reverse
biasing the diode die initial filling can evidently be altered in a very controlkd fashion by simply
retaining ihe sample at die Iow tempenture T4 for a certain delay period r, before die regulär TSC
temperature scan is initiated. The filled defecis are therefore allowed to emit Ihe trapped carriers whkh
changes their initial occupation according to an exponential decay law

eq. 3.95 $t,(0),p,(0)}- N, «pfe^TiX,)

This relan'on foltowa directly from die solution of die nte equation eq. 3.68 when die temperature is
assumed lo be a constani (isothermal decay) and one of die emission nies predominales. The height of
die peak under considention, which is proportional to die initial occupation (see eq. 3.81), will dius be a
function of die deby time r,. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.59 for the transition C,Ol"* (peak M), which
among others has been studied here.

130 140 150 160 170 180

Temperature [ K ]
Fig 3.59 Delayed Hearing metauremeni on the C, O,1'*1 donor level. Tfusetof TSC eurves shown was obtainedfor
a delay temperalure Tf - 126 K and for ihe delay times tt (device M2Q6O9, (P^ = 9.76t 10" cm', 6 montht raom

temperamreaimeallMg. Vtlm= 74V.Ifi= 1.7mA, 1^ = 30s. V^= 7l K p - = 0 . / P K / t ) .
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According to eq. 3.95 a semi-logarilhmic plot of Ihe peak height versus the delay lime is supposed to
give a straight line. Thus, «M(7i) can be derived from an appropriate straight-line filting procedure,
which is presented in Fig. 3.60. The determination of the emission rate äs function of temperature
requires the recording of sets of TSC spectn like in Fig. 3.59 at various delay temperatures T1,. A
conventional Anhenius-plot can then be employed to determine the level parameters (Fig. 3.61).

Evidently, the delay tempenture T4, which
has always been chosen equtl lo the filling
temperature T/a, must be sufficienlly small
compared wilh the peak temperature 7"_ in
order to allow for an accurate assessment of the
considered peak. For typical heating rates, of the
order of 0.1 K/s, Ihe emission time constants at
the delay temperature l/ev(rrf) an then found
lo be much (arger than one second. Detay limes
tj should be chosen in the ränge from zero to
few times the emission time so äs to recognize
the füll exponential decay transient. In practice,
delays ranging from l s to 10000 s (• 3 hours)
were realized, where the Iower bound is due to
the assembly speed of the computerized set-up
and the upper bound due to the total
measurement lime.

Regarding the use of the peak height äs a
measure of the initialty filled trap concentration Fig. 3.60 Determination of ihe emisslon rate at vaiious
it is noted that the heating rate ß is then delay tempenaures by meata of a ttmignt-line fli (compare
implicitly assumed to be a consunL However, fg- 3-59).
äs Ihe Variation of the sample temperature il
connected with a time constant characteristic of the temperature Controller and Ihe sample mounting, the
sample temperature initially trails ihe nominal temperature before it, accompanied by some minor
oscillations, settles into the desired linear increase. Thus, if 7", is close to 7^ fäke peaks can sometimes
be observed which however merely reflecl me modulation of the genuine TSC Signal. 1l is therefore
recommended lo utilize the integral of the TSC current instead of the peak height. The Integration, which
must be started right after the end of the delay period, does not depend on the temperature profik and,
according eq. 3.78, is proportional lo Ihe concentration of initially filled traps.
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Fig. 3.61 Anhenius-ploa eonstrvcttd from delayed heating experiments
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Besides peak M, the delayed heating method could in this work successfully be applied for the study of
Iwo other transitions, namely thepeaks J and N., and a compilation of all resultsis given in Table 3.19.
While in the case of M and J the trap filling was achieved by forward current injection, the trap
corresponding to N. has been filled by cooling down under zero Was (Fig.3.54 a». Further, in the former
case the peak heights have been evaluated, whereas in the Utter case the inlegrated current was
employed.

Il has also been tried lo analyze numerous other defecl levels, however, only in the above mentioned
three cases a reasonable Arrhenius-plot did result. Those studies were chiefly carried out on heavily
damaged simples, and it must be concluded that the peak heights or integrals do not reasonably well
reflecl the concentration of initially filled traps if the deep level concenlrations ans large. In particular it
is noted that the peak studied by Ihe delayed heating method usually is the first TSC Signal in the
spectrum, which was previously xuspected to be seriously affected by the Variation of the depletion width
encountered during the emission of die trapped carriers, see Section 3.3.3.4. Only the evaluation of peak
J was not affecled by these circumslances. probably because the transilion is located at a unique position
in the spectrum. next to Ihe dominant hole trap peak M, which then essentially controls Ihe width of the
depletion region, Regarding the more shallow levels (peaks A, C, etc.), il was at limes observed that the
apparent emission rate was more or less independenl of the sample temperature. This unexpected
behavior can be understood, if the optical emission due to infra-red stray light is considered which is
expected to dominate Ihe total emission rate at Iow temperatures. Also peak N, äs presented in Fig. 3.59,
has been subjected to delayed heating. Although Ihe defecl concentntions were sufficiently small, a
reasonable evaluation was not possible. The peak temperature shifts upwards äs function of the deby
lime, reflecting the composite characler of Ihe peak. Only by means of die deconvolution lechnique a
decomposition into several peaks can be obtained, see [HEY96].

The error margins quoted for &H' and o in Table 3.19 were derived from the fit äs described in
Appendix D. They therefore rcflect the agreement between the dala presented in Fig. 3.61 and the
straight-line model. The estimated Standard errors in the individual data points have not been included in
Fig. 3.61, since they hardly can be distinguished from the Symbols, confirming the high accuracy of die
Anhenius-plots.
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A major source of systemab'c errors is Ihe limited accuracy of the used temperature sensor. Hearing in
mind that this has not been considered, the agreetneni between the data found on the transitions C, O,1'*
and W~* and the corresponding values reported in Ihe lilerature (see Appendix B) must be considered
excellent*. It will be noted that ihe results obuined by the C-DLTS technique on the same cryostal
syslem do match Ihe data presented here even beller (MOL96J. Conceming the delermination of level
Parameters this emphasizes Ihe role of the sample temperature, which stabilizes during the particularly
long delay periods applied in ihe delayed heating method and therefore is very accurately known.

In onler to coirqikle Üw roulu giiaed by deliyed buting an ihe ayasttt System riiown in Fi|. 1.33. the vilues obttmcd by
T. Sdrab on the A-CMta ve cüed bere: A//.' - 168 meV md a. - 7.7.10-" cm'[SCH9S].
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3.3.3.9 Summtryof the Defect Stures Viing TSC

• It was shown that Ihe deterioralion of TSC spectn (e.g. peak shifts and kinki) observed on heavily
damaged high resistivity detectors ein be expbtned by die Variation of the depletion width is function
of the measuring tempenture. An overall reasonable agreement between measurernents and
simulations was found, feading to a simple recipe for the extraction of «ccurale defect concentrations.

• TSC spectra were studied on simples imdiated by fluences ranging from 10" to l O14 cm'1 using three
different modes of deep level filling. Chief considerations were the determination of Ihe level type
(electron versus hok trap) and defect concentrations.

1. Coolingdownunderzerobias.
Fills majority carrier traps until Fermi level pinning occurs.
His given the most accunte introduction rates for electron traps.

2. Swilchingiozerobiasatlowrernperatureaftercoolingwithreversebias.
Filb with majority camers, predominantly kvels with Urge concentrations and cross sections.
The bistible defect C,C, \ prepired in a specific state, which allowed for the determination

of the ralto [C, C. ] l [VO,} - 0.19 for the material studied.
3. Injecting a forward currenl of around l .7 mA at 25 K, 50 K, and 80 K

Filb electrons äs well äs hole traps, however, depending on the injection ratio p l n and the
ntio between die capture coeftlcients cr l c..

On weakly damaged devices (N, < N^„) and at sufncienlly high lempentures the injection
current obeys the Snockley-diftusion model. Otherwise a p-i-n diode like doubk injection takes
over, which was discussed in terms of the recombination length/lifelime in the presence of
variable defect concentrations and considering the charges trapped into deep kvels.

A characteristic fearure of the p-i-n model, namely, a constant voltage drop across the diode
mdependcnt offne injected current could be confirmed experimentalry.

• An ekctric Held dependent enhancemenl of the emission rate was observed on one peak, which wu
tenutivery assigned to C,P,(niy*"'.

• After around 400 d storage at room lempmture rhe foltowing introduction rates (eqiuvaknt l MeV
neutron data) were found for the dominant damage-induced defects

gff * 0,16 cm . fcA m ̂ 06 cm , gm * 0X4 cm ,

SH »rr "2.02cm"1, andgrr >0.7cm"1.

N> is a defect reUtedto the kft-handsidebroadeningof rhe peak arising from the tnnsition W(J*.

• The Variation of Ihe TSC spectrum äs runction of Ihe filling tempenture was found to be due mainly
to a tempenture dependent hole capture coefficient of Ihe C,O, donor, which was determined to be

This was also shown lo consislentry expltin the Variation of the TSC spectrum äs function of the
duration offne free carrier injection pulse encountered under specific experimental conditions.

TSC spectra wert recorded on one wetkly (*., * 10" cm"1) and one heavily (o>^ • 4x10" cm1)
damaged device in Ihe course of an isochronous amealing study. All modes of defect filling were
used.

A coniinuous reduction of the divicincy relited peak N {Nv+ W '"*), a liberalion of vacancies,
and a disappeannce of the peculiarities of the spectrum characteristic of heavy particle danuge was
observed.

On the heavily damaged device the height of • single peak was found lo be increased after
injection of free camers «t room tempenture. This was found to be connected with the
corresponding increase in the negative space Charge related to the excited stite of a bistible defect.
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Deep level panmeters have been extncled from TSC spectra using the Variation of the heating rate
and the delayed heating method.

The accuracy of the Variation of the heating rate method was found to be unsatisfaciory due to
the experimental difücutty of determining the exict sample temperature.

The following very reliabk results were obtained with the delayed heating method,

C,O,<WO): &trf -O363eV,<ip = 2.4x IO'11 cm1

Ff'-"»: ÄW,M0.4l3eV,(i11.l.lxlO- |5cm1

The unknown hole trap giving rise to peak J has been characlerized on i heivih/ damaged
device, which due lo Ihe Variation of the depletion width might introduce Urge systematic errors in
the evaluated pirameters: &H'r - 0.326 eV, <r, - 3.2x 10'" cm'.
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33.4 Current DLTS with Optlcal Fllling
Deep Level Transient Speclroscopy (DLTS), äs originilly introduced by Lang (LAN79], is a very
powerfül Wo! for the study of defecl levels in semiconductor diodes. Like TSC, DLTS is a so-called
space Charge spectroscopy method, however, entploying a unique technique for the detennination of
emission rates äs function of temperalure. ionization enthalpies and cross sections are obtained by
constracting an Arrhenius-plot, comptre for example the delayed heating tnethod (Section 3.3.3.7). (t is
the high accuncy and in particular the short time needed to analyze all (raps in the sample (in modern
Systems one temperature scan) which has rnade DLTS so populär.

This however is strictly valid only for Ihe well-esiablished variant measuring the diode capacitance
(C-DLTS), typically at l MHz. For Ihe inslance of large trap concentrations N, > Q.\xN„ where N,
denotes the shalkm doping concentralion, or if a considerable series resistance exists due to the neutral
bulk, which is a particular problem met with high resistivily samptes äs used for Ais work, the Standard
C-DLTS theory lhat is based on several simptiftcations does not hold anymore and the accunte dili
evaluation is rendered ntore difficult. Moreover, if the free camer concentration freezes oul due to
compensation (e.g. N, > N„ compare Section 3.3.1.4) it is not possible to apply C-DLTS at all äs then
neilher Ihe high frequency capacilance ein be used to probe Ihe width of the Geld zone nor majority
carrier traps can be filled by changing the diode reverae bias.

Now, äs atready stated in the previous sections, large defect concentretions are frequently
encountered in radiation-damaged Silicon deteclors. Aceordingly, there has recently been a growing
interest into the I-DLTS technique which utilizes Ihe current Signal generated in the Meld zone by the
emission of carriers fron the trap in question (no retrapping)*, äs generally a cunent Signal can be
detected irrespective of Ihe concentration of defecB presenl in the material. Further, optically generated
free carriers Ire used to accomplish the trap filling which has been found more reliabtt than völlige
pulse filling (forward oirrent injection)* [UJ95]. Semiconductor Iiser diodes are commonly used for this
purpose because of their good pulsing capabilittes and easy instrumentation. However, more
«xperimental efforts ire needed äs compared to electrical pulsing and in addition the active volume
depends on the illuminated spot size which is not very well known. The latter hampers the extraction of
•ccunte mp concentrations, ind therefons optical filling has not been used for TSC.

The following paragraphs will develop Ihe theory for the level panmeter evaluation, describe die
«xperimental I-DLTS sel-up Uut was used in this work, and present results for the most prominent deep
levels. Advantages and short-comings of Ihe method will be discussed.

3.3.4.1 Theory

Basically the DLTS method reconts the tnnsient Signal reflecting the decay of an intentionally prepared
non-stationary trap occupation Iowards the steady stite. Because the current signal, which will be
explored here, comes from Ihe space Charge region and the process takes place at • specific temperature,
which is kept conslant, Ihe ekttron occupttion of i particular trap n,(t) it Ihe time / can immediately be
deduced from et). 3.68,

eq. 3.96 n,(t)~n'~ ^,(0)-«;Jxp(-(<, +ef)i).

Here »,* and n,(0) denote the steady stale and Ihe initial electron occupation, respectively. Evidently Ihe
trap occupation relaxes by both electron and hole emission. In praclice, except for ckwe lo midgap levels,
one of the corresponding emission rates is however found to domimte.

If for example r, »e,, which istnie fort level in the upper half of the band gapgiven the capture
coefficients are of the same order, it is n,* * 0. Thal is, in Ihe non steady state Situation the trap is
occupied with electrons which are emitted into the conduction band during the relaxation. II is due to
these cjrcumstances thal such levels are called electron traps, compare the discussion in Section 3.3.1.2.

1t ii noted thrt tfiit nun not be confuMd widi UM PICTS (Ptwto-lnduced Current Trannent SpeettiMcopy) technique whkh
mettora titc varätiom of Ute condnctivity in dw «cotn] bulk. tee for eiampte [VOI83J.

' Thii i* especillly true fbc dw wrficc bvricr tur^\a used for the DLTS ttudia in dm wort, n tb« Schotdty bimcr beton«*
blocking it Iow tempenbire» and no cunvnl injectJM B penible «ill.

l«

Now eq. 3.96 can be substiluted into eq 3.67 which generally holds for the current density./M related
to a single trap in the space Charge region. Using the expression derived for the steady state leakage
current j„* from this trap (eq. 3.75), the resulting equation can be written in the following convenieni
form

«l- 3-97

Although the right-hand side of this equation can be either negative or positive, the total current /H musl
always be negative, compare eq. 3.67. However, in some rare situitions (et « ef, appropriite initiil
occupation) the total current can increase äs function of time.

Next one has to determine the initial occupation established by the free carrier injection pulse
preceding Ihe Iransienl decay. Injection of very high concentrations of either electrons or holes would
just fill electron or hole traps completely, i.e., n,(0) - N, orp,(0) - N„ respectively. However, in Ihe I-
DLTS measurements presenled in this work the free camers were injected into the fteld zone, which can
lead to relatively snull concentntions, see below. Also simultaneous injection of electrons and holes has
to be liken into account. For the sake of conciseness we will restrict to a simple electron trap, i.e.,
assume ef « 0 and «,' • 0, i more general treatment is strmight-forwtrd Ihough. Equivalent expressions
for hole Iraps can be found by simply exchanging the subscripts n and p in Ihe expressions that follow.
Moreover let us assert thal electrons n and holes p are present during Ihe filling pulse with homogeneous
concentrations throughout the depleted zone. This premise is erroneous in particular, for example if only
electrons ITC injected at Ihe surface Ihe corresponding drift currem^ oe n\i,E is spatialty uniform,
however, the electric fieW E is linearty graded. Thus, the free carrier concentration genenlty varies with
distance. The simplified treatment given here therefore deals with an averige value. Otherwise Ihe
solution of Ihe problem would be much more complicated and not valuable for (he further usage.

Introducing Ihe emission time constant T = \let. the electron capture time conslint T« = l/(n r.), and
the electron filling factor/ - (l + (pc,V(«c,))'' (compare eq.3.83), which is ranging from 0 to 1.
Neglecting hole emission, i.e. er - 0, Ihe steady stale solution of eq. 3.46 goveming the trap occupation
can be written

eq. 3 98

Complete filling of an electron trap is therefore only achievable if the capture rate for electrons n c. is
much larger than a) the corresponding hole capture rate p cf and b) the corresponding electron emission
rate e.. The current lm which is measured in the extemal circuit during electron emission from a single
trap is given by

l
-«K-'/O-

Here /.JM accounts for the steady state leakage currents from all other traps in the sample and any
additional source of leakage current. S is Ihe area illuminated by the Iiser light and *, is the active
depletion layer thickness.

A schenutic representation of eq. 3.99 for the idealistic Situation where/i« is much smaller than T is
presented in Ihe upper half of Fig. 3.62. Three different values for the emission time constanl have been
used in order to illustrate u> effect of the sample temperature on the measured signal. It is clear that this
syslematic Variation with lemperature can be exploited in order to evaluate the deep level parameters. In
principle it is possible lo fit eq. 3.99 to the measured transient data which would give an optimized value
offne emission time constant t = We. at a particular temperature. Repeiling this procedure it various
temperatures would ihen illow to construct in Arrhenius-plot. However, it is desirable to do the data
evaluation off-line which would then require a huge amount of transient data to be stored.
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Fig. 3.62 The upper half dtsptays lypical aarent Signals observed Juring the I-DLTS mtasurenuM and the Iower
halfihowt ihrtt afthe 14 wttgitttiigjmait»u taedfor iht dato evalwtloii. A large pkoto currtra tsflowtnf dwing
iht pulse ptrtod tr wAcn iht opticalfy generaiedfree eorrien an injeaed. After ihe delay period t, the traute«
data In ncardtd mithin iht rvtt-window T,.

It is mahily Tor ihe purpose of dali reduction that in DLTS only a reduced numerical representation of
(he Wnsient data ii used. Generally (he integral, also often referred (o in tertns of the correlitor Signal',
ts calculated over the (ramient using a specifk weighting functioa The set-up applied in this work uses
sine and cosine functiom with differem period widths T,* and applied (o differenl portiona of dw
(ransiem data, sec (he kwer half of Fig. 3.62. AI every temperature arid for every rate-window T, a sei of
14 coefficients is cakulated frorn Ihe measured current dala IJ"~ according to the foHowing expressions

eq. 3.100 a," ..L Tr. .

eq. 3.101

Each coeffkient caniei a labet rebted (o (he panmetere l,* and T.* äs defined in T»bk 3.20. Since the
experimental transient datt is recorded into an array, eq. 3.100 and eq. 3.101 an essentially evaluated by
a summitHMi procedure which, due to (he use of harmonic weighting funclions, can be derived from a
sundard Fas(-Fourier-Transfonnation algorithm, for details see [WEI9I]. However, only first order
Fourier coefficients are used. Therefore, the method emulaies a multiple tock-in DLTS technique rather
than il is of ihe FFT-DLTS type, which has been introduced by [IKE85].

Hiitoricjlly tfau dem (nun the fint DLTS Mt-iqx wbkb would not «vn luve OK ponibilily to «OK d*» * all but ndwr h*d
to BM bra-car iülefrtton or lock-M «npKfien U (t) m o»-lne npmcmuba* of the u^MMtt.
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TalAe 3.20 Definition ofike b, and a, via the parameten tt* and T.', compart Fig. 3.62, eq. 3.100. and eq. 3.101.

r. TJ2 TJl

WJl)

TJi TJ4 TJ8 TJ16

MV»)

TJI

In order to unterstand the method used for the off-line evaluation of the DLTS temperature sein dala il
is now instructtve to explore which values of ihe various coefficients are (o be expected if the transient
Signal /J~"(/) were equal to the ooe deduced theoretically for a single trap by eq. 3.99. Making use of
the abbreviations for Ihe angular frequency

eq. 3.102 at~

and dw signal amplitude

eq. 3.103 A-^-

theanalyticalsolutionoftheintegralseq. 3.100 and eq. 3.10l can be written

II is of paiticular interest to note that any constanl leakage current signal cancels out and does not
influence the DLTS evaluation. In contrast to TSC, I-DLTS can therefore study levels close to ihe middle
of the band gap. However, the initial assumptions do then not hold true, and a thorough data analysii
would requht the exact expressiort according lo eq. 3.97 to be used. In this case it should be born in
mind that dw DLTS signal is also allowed to becotne negative.

Now, for a grven experimental Situation, i.e., the rate-window T., the delay period /,. and /t, an
fixed to a specific value, eq. 3.104 and eq. 3.105 can be shown to exhibit a unique localtzed maximum al
T_ if ploOed a$ fimction of the emissiontiineconsUnt T. AST - l/r. * \f(a.T'cxp(-bH'mlkgT)) isa
momtonically decreasing function of ihe temperature, ihe experimental values obtained for dw various
coefficients eq. 3.100 and eq. 3.101 plotted versus temperature display a peak for every trap. Thus, for a
particutar trap the peak temperature f.. can be evaluated for all considered coefficients and can be
related to the unique enusskm time constant T__ calculated by numerically maximizing eq. 3.104 and eq.
3.105. Finally, an Arrhentus-plot hXT— r„?) versus l/r__is consducted to obtain o. and AI/'..

Allhough there an other ways (o obtain (he emission time constanl äs function of the temperatun, for
exampte by evaluating (he ratio of fr,~" and a,"~, the so^alled maximum-temperatun melhod äs
described above is the most widely used and has been found very reliable. The major short-coming of the
Situation analyzed in this work is that il was not possibk to neglect the term/t,, i.e. the capture time
constant, äs due to the comparatively small concentration of injected free carriers/T« frequenUy was
found to be of the order of Ihe emission time constant T . However,/t„ which must be known in order to
nuximize eq. 3.104 and eq. 3.105, is not known a priori. Therefore, initial values T'H have been
determined using the DLTS evaluation Computer program, which assumes T, = 0. That is, in the first
approximation the amplitude A in eq. 3.104 and eq. 3.105 absorbs the neglected term according lo

eq. 3.106 A-
i'-t-Ao

A'(t")=A
l
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resulting in an amplitude A' that dependi on Ihe emission time consunt T '. The right-hand side or eq.
3.106 wts therefoit fitted to Ihe data reported by the DLTS Computer program for A '„_ and t'_ which
gives estimites of the tnie unplitude A and Ihe lerm/t,. A constint relative error hu been assumed for
the tmplitude, i.e.. toW_) has been used for the fitting procedure. Corrected vilues of the time
consUnts t__ were then found by maximizing eq. 3.104 ind eq. 3.105, however, now laking the obttined
term/t, into accounL

3.3.4.2 Experiment»! Cvtsiäermtims

A block diagram of the 1-DLTS system representing the etectrinl circuilry and the used ipparatus is
shown in Fig. F.3 of Appendix F. Light with an energy ibove the band gap frotn three differcni lasen has
been used for optical filling: 670 nm. 830 nm, and 980 nm. Corresponding absorption lengths in silicon
and a discussion of Ihe losses in the goH layerof surface barrier detectors is given in Appendix A. While
the 670 nm light is absorbed within a short distance below Ihe front contact, the 980 nm lighl penetrates
very deeply into the Silicon bulk material. In the presence of an electric field below the front electrode
(reverse biased, not inverted detector) electrons will be swept through the space Charge rcgion in Ihe
former case whereas in the Utter case electrons and holes are available for the filling of traps.

The current Signals were fed into a current-voltage Converter (preamp) which fumishes an
amplitkation of around 10* V/A. Any further Signal processing was done by Ihe DLTS equipment
[COH]. In this System the input völlige signtl is first adapted to the following electronks by a variable
gain arnplifier. An anti-aliasing filter (eighth-order Bessel [WE191]) is then used to remove high
frcquency noise from the sigral before digitizing it in the ADC. Finally, the Signal is digittzed and stored
in a transient recorder at up to 1024 points. Abo avenging of several transients is possible whkh
significantly improves the signal-to-noise ratio. The Operation voltage of the User diodes is supplied by
the pulsing unit (hat also triggers the transient recorder. The preamp electronics was modified to a DC
coupled configuration* because otherwise the AC coupling time constant would have interfered with the
avenging process in an uncontrolled fäshion.

FortgivenrUe-window r.thecoeftkientsa, and fr, actonthe whole transient and fr,(T_/32)on Ihe
initial rw/32 fnclion. One of Ihe most valuable functions of the DLTS System used is that the rate-
window can be changed during the temperature sein of the sample, thus, obtaining very accunte
transient Information within a minimum time period. The useful ränge of nte-windows is however
restricted. A lower limit is given by the minimum time requirtd for one digitization by Ihe ADC in the
transient recorder hardware (2 us). If all coefficients given in Table 3.20 an to be exploiled at fernst 64
points should be recorded per transient, which makes the minimum rate-window equal to 128 us. A rise-
time of 30 us has however been notked in the voltage amputier, and rate»windows smaller than 640 us
were not found suitable. To the other end the limil is imposed by Ihe signal-to-noise ratio. Lei us assume
the emission thne-constant t were of the order of the rate-window and mus elose to the value whkh
maximizes the a, or b, coefficients. The total signal amplitude is tnversely proportional to t and
correspondingly the absolute current is the smaller the large T,. Also measurement time becomes an
important issue then, in particular since a large number of averages wouM be desirable in this Situation.
While several hundred times iveraging was possible for the smallest rete-windows, no more than 2
mnsients were averaged for the largesl rate-window of around S s. In orter lo ensure complete filling,
pulse periods (, were mostly chosen of the order of 100 milliseconds, irrespective of the sizeof the rate-
window. The number of digitization points per transient was always chosen äs large äs possible, chiefly
the maximum value 1024 has been used. Rate-window variations were then accomplished by adjusting
the conversion time of the ADC. Both Ihe accuracy of the transienl digttization and Ihe rise time due to
the anti-aliasing filier, which depends on the ADC conversion time, benefit from this way of Operation.

As can be seen from eq. 3.99, the ampliiude of the curreni signal is growing for decrcasing T , i.e.,
increasing temperature (cf. Fig. 3.62). The evaluation of deep level Parameters from I-DLTS dati
Iherefore puls considerable weight to the initial traction of the transients. Accordingly, the preamp
should recover very swifily from Ihe overflow condilion which due lo the large photo-current nuy occur

The ctfKttor couplitg Ihe cwreM-to-volttge convertet unil ml tbe völlige vnplificr mit WM rimrt-chcuitett, The «null
difference between Ihe De leveb in Ihese two unta could be eliminued by i regulär oflset-convensation applied to one offne
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during the free carrier injection purse. Related problems were overcome by applying a convenient delay
period (,. There is however a trade-off beiween Ihe signal-ampliiude arid the reduction of the signal
distortion. It is noted here that the time elapsing from the end of the filling pulse to the beginning of the
transient record mus! be very accurately known. Especially the analog signal delay due to the Bessel-
filter has lo be taken into account, see [ WEI9I ]. Moreover, regarding the specifications of the preamp in
addition to a large bandwidth which allows for a bigger ränge of emission nies to be studied also a large
dynamk ränge is desirable.

An overview of the various simples studied, mostly surface barrier detectors with a very ihm gold
layer establishing Ihe Schottky-conlacl (40ug/cnr*), is given in Table 3.21. Typically the diodes were
operated under a large reverse bias in order lo activate a considenble fraction of the detector volume.
The mounting of the samples in the closed-cycle helium cryostit was similar to the TSC set-up, see
Fig. 3.33 in Section 3.3.2. As outlined there, mtnor modifications were necessary lo allow for opticat
filling.

Table 3.21 Samplet Invesiigated with t-DLTS. Regarding ihepaniclt sovrcet, compare Table 3.1.

Device

937K03

937K09

937KI3

937K29

93SG23

935G26

93SG3Q

M210I2

**
[lO^cm-'l

1.19

2.35

0

2.8«

37.2

45.7

53.0

0

Partie!*,
Source

fl.PTB

*', 192 McV

-

r , 236 MeV

U', 236 MeV

»,PTB

p . CERN PS

-

</
lfm]

390

390

390

390

329

329

329

280

B tu
IV]

50

10

50

50

30

20

30

50

Wavckngth
[nm]

670,980

830

830

670,980

830

830

830

830

3.3.4.3 Rftmlts

G*ntnl Characttrtottc* of tht Spvctnint

Fig. 3.63 compares two I-DLTS spectra measured on a weakly damaged detector using either 670 nm or
980 nm lighl for trap filling. The labeling of the peaks is in agreement with the one introduced for the
TSC spectn äs will be demonstrated below. There are indeed large differences observed in the filling
factor of the individual deep levels. Especially Ihe peaks A, C, F, which, äs was shown in Section 3.3.3.4,
are all arising from electron traps can not be occupied effectively if bodi electrons and hotes are injected.
According to the above Statements this indicates that in terms of the capture coefficients c, > c. at the
lempentures where Ihose peaks are observed*. Moreover, other peaks, e.g. M, are found only in Ihe
980 nm data. Correspondingly, those Signals stem from hole traps. Further, some peaks are found to be
filled by both lasen, for example X, Z, and 0. For these cases it must be assumed that c. is comparable
or even larger than c,, Employing difTerent wavelengths for trap filling is therefore valuable in
detenmining the type of a trap (e-, h-trap) and Jeaming something about the ratio between the capture
coefficients.

It hu been uaerted here tfui a a offne order of p whkh ii irue if ekctroia and ho) es ITC genented man or len
nooiofeneouly (hnM^bout Ihe Ktive volume.
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Fig. 3.63 Currrnl Deep Levtl Transtent Spectroscopy speeim measured on a weakly damaged device using
opticalfy generated free carriers wilk two different penetraUon depths for trap filling (device 937K03). The intet
compares the law temperature pan of the specmim to a umilar measurement performtd on an undamaged device
fabrtcaied on tke samt wafer (937KI3).

Compared with the TSC spectra measured on samples in the same fluence ränge idditional Signals are
seen in Fig. 3.63, Firstly, the I-DLTS method inherently removes the constant leakage currem baseline
which makes levels close to midgap (e.g. peak O) accessible. Secondly. also shallow levcls to thc Icft-
hand sidc of peak A, which was Ihe first peik in the TSC spectra. are obscrved. The insert in Fig. 3.63
gives a magnified view of the corresponding data measured before and after Irradiation for • more
suitable, i.e., smaller rate-window. While in I-DLTS the traps are detected at lemperatures where their
emission nme constints t are of the order of ms, the corresponding TSC pcaks require T to be several
ordere of magniludes largcr, given typical heating ratcs. For this reason, thc TSC spectra are shifted to
Iower temperatures äs compared to the corresponding I-DLTS spectra, and accordingly, in contrast to
TSC, the oplical emission of trappcd camers due to the black body radiation and infrared stray light (sce
Section 3.3.2) does not affect I-DLTS. However, the constant base-line Signal obscrved at the lowest
temperatures in Fig. 3.63 is thoughl to reflcct mere optical emission from the shallowest levels.

There are question marks assigned to several peaks in Fig. 3.63 whose level parameters could not be
analyzed using Arrhenius-plots, see next section. In pari the questionable Signals might bc rclated to the
Schottky-contact on thcsc diodes whose thermal stabihty is not well underslood. In general, more
reliablc data are obtained on ion-implanted dctcctors. Howcvcr, some of the peaks could originale from
device processing-induced defects äs already discusscd on similar samples in reference [FRF96] In
particular, it was not possible to clcarly idenlify the transition VY<J~* which probably is hidden within
the slructure observed around l SO K of the spectrum using 670 nm laser light.

For heavily damaged samples thc shape of the pcaks, especially in the temperature ränge in which
Cf)!'*1 and W"*> are expected, was found to bccome severely distorted. An explanation äs givcn in
Section 3.3.3.3 in conjunction with similar effects observed on TSC peaks applies, i.e.. the Variation of
thc dcplclion width during camer emission. In addition it should bc recallcd [hat for large trap
concentrations it is not always easy to teil on which sidc of the sample the juncl ion is located. Also, thc
differenccs between spectra obtained after filling with light of various pcnetration depths are much Icss
pronounccd. In the presence of high defect concentrations thc trap filling appears to be established by
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diffusion currents and the current signal obtained approachcs the onc realized in the P1CTS method.
measuring the eonductivity of Ihe neutral bulk. Only on weakly damaged devices an accurate analysis of
all traps throughout the band gap was possible, On the more heav i ly damaged samples reasonable level
Parameters could however sometimes be obtained in the low tcmperature ränge on thc left-hand sidc of
peak F.

As already stated for TSC, the evaluation of trap concentrations in the high fluence ränge (>
10 cm":) can not be performed in a unique way and is therefore highly questionable. Optical filling
renders the extraction of trap densities even more difficull bccause the illuminated area 5 defining the
active volume must be accurately known. Since S in this work was quite small, lateral diffusion effects
and Ihe mcchanical stability of the diode laser fixture become important issues. An effort to exploit the
peak amplitudes A has not given reliable results and for all thc abovc reasons concentrations derived
from I-DLTS measurements will not be given. Finally, it is noted Ihat the investigation of the spectra
measured on samples irradiated by different particle types, see Table 3-21, did not exhibit significant
qualitative differences. i.e., always the same peaks were found, äs expected (compare Section 3.1).

Evaluattd Lfvtl P»r«met«n

Emission enthalpies A//' and cross sections o, that is, both paramcters of the emission rate writtcn in
thc form of eq. 3.51 have been detetmined according to the previously described maximum temperature
method. Regarding the assumptions made to reach at eq. 3.51 compare the discussion in Section 3.3.1.4.
The type of the trap (electron or hole trap) has previously been inferred from the qualitative observatiorts
made using different wavelengths for oplical filling and determines the appropriatc value of the effective
mass. In order to illustrate the first order correction that was applied to the original evalualion fumishcd
by the DLTS Computer program, the bottom of Fig. 3.64 shows the Signal amplilude A' äs function of the
corresponding invcrse peak temperature for one particular casc. The reasonable fit to the data reassures
the validity of the above model based on thc incomplete filling of the traps due to the high emission rate
compared wilh the capture rate. In addition to the uncorrected Arrhcnius-fit, thc upper half of the figure
displays the corrected data points wilh Ihe corresponding fit. Both the cross section and the enthalpy
derived from Ihe uncorrected data were generally larger than thc corrected values.

Fig. 3.64 Evaluation of peak A on the sample
937K03. 670 nm filling, compare Fig. 3.63. Top:
Arrhenius plol, boitom: Signal amplitude
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Fig 3 6$ Correlation of the cross secuons and tht
corresponding enthalpies äs evaluatedfor peak A on
sevtral samples

Moreovcr, all cross sections obtained for peak A from seven evaluations have been plotted versus the
enthalpy in Fig. 3.65. The error bars of the individual points were cstimaled from the x''ofthe straight-
line Arrhenius-fits assuming a constant error in Ihe corresponding ln(T,„, T"''.«,) data. Taking these error
bars for granted, thc individual evaluations do evidently not deliver the same cross sections and
enthalpies but rather does the apparent linear relation betwccn Ihese values indicatc a hidden paramcter,
which was not taken into account. Corresponding observations were made in [SCH95], and it was shown



there that this effect is due to the uncertaimy in the measured sample tempenture. Therefore, a point
represenling the unwetghted avenge of Ihe togarithms of the cross sections and the enthalpies has been
caiculated, and the overall Variation of the level panmeteis has been expressed in lenns of the Standard
deviation errors, see Fig. 3-65. Obviouily, these errors are stnmgly correlated, thit is, an experimenter
who finds a larger enthalpy for peak A than the averige value quoted below necessarily also would have
to find a larger cross tection in Order to be consistent with Ihe data prasented here.

Finally, all results are compiled in Table 3.22. The nucnber of evaluations that have been averaged per
peak is given in the second column. Lower ind upper limits of Ihe cross section, Oj. and au, have been
caiculated (Vom the Standard devialion enor that was obtoined for \n(a), compare Appendix D. In order
to demonslrate that Ihe assignment of the peak labels is in agrecment wilh the TSC data (compare
Table 3.9), the corresponding peak tempenture J"ÄBr awaited in a TSC measurement with a heating
rate of 0183 K/s has been caiculated frorn the avenge kvel parameters (second-last column) using
eq. 3.79. Most valuabk are the results given for peak A and J which have at times been observed in
radiation damaged detectors bul which have so far not been accuralely chancterized and whose origin is
unclear. Moreover, the shallow peaks W and Z have not been reported before. Since they are presenl in
the unimdiated sampln they have tentativeh/ been assigned lo thermal donors, compare for example
[BEN83]. Although such defecti would only be expecied in Czochralski type nuterial with large
conccntntions of oxygen il is argued here that die very small concentntions Ütat have been observed in
this experiment could be introduced by the thermal oxidatton process. Peak X almost certainly arises
from the phosphorus doping impurity which it supported by both Ihe quoted enlhalpy and the fäcl that il
is present before Irradiation. Peak Y in the insert of Fig. 3.63 could not be analyzed. However, the kvel
is seen only for the 830 nm light filling which penetrates significantly into the silicon and therefore also
fills hole traps, and the signal might therefore reflect the boron acceptor level. It must however be rtated
that Ihe transient current for those shallow traps was not always a simple exponential decay (see next
section). Finally, it is noted that it is not ctear whether peak O is introduced by the radiation damage or
by the processing of Ihe device. The latter seems lo be Ihe case äs there was no way to reconcile the level
Parameters and Ihe Unding that it is an etectron trap wilh the data obtained wilh TCT measurements on
Ihe deepest levels introduced by radiation damage, which will be presented in a Section 3.3.5. The
corresponding I-DLTS tignals could however be hidden in peak O.

TaNe 3.22 Evaluated trap para*ieiers using the I-DLTS metltod.
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Shallow Impurity L«vthi bi UnJmdlaUd D*vfc*s

As outlincd in the previous section, the I-DLTS method also provides a convenient lool for Ihe
investigation of shallow impurity levels. This is especially noteworthy äs the absolute concentration of
the shallow dopants phosphorus and boron in the unirradiated material is not well known, Only the net
effcctive doping concentration N# can be determined, for example using CV measurements. However,
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the degree of compensation has hardly ever been determined exactly and accordingly there has always
been much room for speculations regarding the radiation-induced removal of phosphorus and boron
atoms from substitutional sites and the corresponding araiealing behavior.

Table 3,23 Unirradiated samplet studied wilh I-DLTS.

In order to demonstnte that the I-DLTS method can be applied to resolve the above questions, basic
work was performed here by studying the shallow levels on three differentty doped unimdiated devices
(Table 3.23). The level spectra, which have all been obuined using a nle-window T, - 640 us, a 830 nm
optical filling pulse of duration tf - l ms, and a delay period f, = 25 us are displayed in Fig. 3.66. The
reverse bias voluge was always equal to 50 V, which due to the varying doping concentrations depletes
different fractionsofthedetectorvolume. Ifnow free carriers are genented within the undepleted layer
by the deepry penetrating 830 nm light, the excess minority carriers will recombine with a lifetime,
which al room tempenture typically is of Ihe order of ms for unirradiated float zone material.
Accordingly, a transient recombination current is resuhing, giving rise to an I-DLTS base-line signal.
This is found to be skwly growing äs function of tempenture, reflecting the Variation of the
recombination lifetime (Fig. 3.66). The effect is more pronounced on the Iower resistivity samples äs a
larger fnction of the detector volume was not depleted by the used bias voltage. Only in the highest
resistivity material Ihe applied bias was sufficient lo fulty deplete the deteclor, and inen the small peak
W is resolved from the base-line. However, the mosl striking feature observed in Fig. 3.66 is that a large
effcctive (n-type) doping concentntion does not only correlate with a growth of peak X relative lo peak
Y, but also results in a larger concentntion of peak Z relative lo peak X. The former is in agreement with
the previous assignments of peak X to phosphorus. If the tentative assignment of peak Y to boron is
correct the dato presented in Fig. 3.66 suggests that peak Z must be related lo a shallow donor level in
order to make the material n-type.

The curves shown in Fig. 3.66 must however be taken with care because, äs is displayed in Fig. 3.67,
the current transients were not always simple exponential decays äs expected from eq. 3.99. It was even
observed that a current peak emerges in the transient at 33.8 K. Inspection of the corresponding DLTS
tempenture scan in Fig. 3.63 (r. - 51.2 ms) reveals that the transient is due lo the emission from peak
Z. A similar phenomenon has already been studied on the phosphorus and boron levels by Rosencher et
al. who could consistently describe their data taking an Enhancement of the emission nie by the electric
field into account [ROS84]. Thertafter the electric field strength is growing in the vicinity of the junction
of the reverse biased diode during emission of the trapped carriers which then increases the emission nie
al those places. As argued in Section 3.3.1.4 a field enhanced emission would in the material studied in
this work only be expecied lo arise for a Coulombic polential, i.e., a trap level which is charged after
carrier emission. In conclusion, the observation of the peaked transient Supports the previous assignment
of peak Z lo a ihermal donor.

Since the evaluation of the DLTS spectn is based on the assumption of exponential decays the
determination of concentrations is not straighl-forward for the Situation described above. I-DLTS can
therefore so far only give some qualitative results regarding the shallow levels. Using integnted TSC
currents should however give accunte dal«, whichever is the functional dependence of the emission nies
on the tempenture or the electric field strength. Given the experimental probkms arising from the black
body radiation and infrared stray lighl can be overcome, a combination of the two methods would be
very suitable to systematically investigate the shallow level densities äs function of irradiation fluence.
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Now, äs will be argued below, the steady itate currenl pulse shapes reflect a dynamic equilibrium
between cairier tnpping and emission. The emission process exhibits an exponential dependence on
temperature, and iceordingly the steady state waveforms vuy with sample me temperature, äs is shown
in Fig. 3.69. Holes and electrons have been used for probing the field and filling the defects in Figure a)
•nd b), respectively. Obviously, more ehargcs can be trapped at Iow temperature. Also it is obvious that
Ihe anarysis of electron Irapping becomes very difficull due to the high electron mobility at Iow
temperature which resuhs in rebtively short pulse kngths compared with the electronic risetime.

b)

(M

Fig. 3.69 Steatfy Stare cvrrent pulse shapa measured for tetnperatvres ranging from 1 50 K to 300 K (devict
504_8I). JJte thick lines pnseni the waveforms observed öfter a 3 min lasting Ulumtnatiot period. Ine thiit
lines are the corresponding rimulaiioiu. The device was warmed up öfter fach measvremeni-

a) Hole injecilon al ihe rear contact (f = lOQHi.V^ • ISO V).

b) EleamH tajection a ikefima coniaa (f • 100 H:. V*. - 100 V).

I3S

The measured data have always been analyzed by fitting simulated current pulses to the recorded
waveforms. This method yields very accurale estimates of N4SCM because the dependence of Ihe drift
velocity on the electric field and temperalure, the Variation of Ihe laser light penetration depth wilh
temperature, and (he deformation of the pulse by the electronic circuit can be taten into account. The
good agreement between the simulaled pulses (thin lines) and ihe measured data (thick lines) in Fig. 3.68
and Fig. 3.69 demonstrates the reliabilily of this approach.

All samples studied with the TCT method in this work are listed in Table 3.24. They are all p'-n-n'
ion implanted pad delectors fabricated from initial 3 kfl cm n-type float zone refined silicon. While the
device M2I012 was supplied by the semiconductor laboratory of the MPI Munich [MPI], the two other
samples were produced by Ihe BNL Instrumentation Division's Silicon Deteclor Development and
Processing Lab [BNL]. In order to allow for the injection of (he 830 nm laser light, a hole of around
2 nun diameler was left in the aluminum metallization on the front and rear plane conlact of each
sample.

Table 3.24 Usf eflhcdtvtces on whtch laser-lnehiced atrrenlpulse thapes have been studied asfimction af
temperatia^KtgardingthepaHiclesourtescompanTableSJ.NjtandNfjffdei&efa
value ofthe deiaily afspace charges N^f, before Irradiation and at ihe time oflhe experimtna, rtspectivety.
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504 81
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"Co-garanw
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»,-3.4x10" cm'1

«„-4-0*10"™-*

D - 5.02 MOy

AiUKtling
Hittory

66.5 h il 80°C

66.5 h « «n:
-

d
[pm]

291

291

280

»*•
[10" cm"']

1.40

1.40

1.42

N+„
[10"cnr']

-0.94

-1.14

-0.35

3.3.5. 1 Modeüng

Suppose that electrons or holes are mjected inlo Ihe electric field Zone of a diode by illuminating the
front or rear contact with continuously repeated pulses of short-ranged laser light Lei each pulse
introduce N free carriers which drift through all of the diode within * time much smaller than the inverse
repetition frequency l/f. The corresponding average photo current is then gtven by

eq. 3. 107 IflKM

which on the righl-hand side has been identified with the common expression for the drift cuirent, and
Ihe illuminated area is denoted by S . Since, on the one hand, the total current must be spatially constant
and, on the other hand, in general the electric field and thus also the drift velocily vary with distance, Ihe
average free carrier concentrations, either electrons n or holes p , are a function of distance too. The
same then also holds tme for the concentration of caniers trapped into defects, which renders the
analytica) approach to the subject very difficult For the sake of convenience it will therefore be
presupposed in the foltowing thal the free carrier concentrations can be represenled by a constant average
value. This in pan is justified by the fact that Ihe typically encountered electric fietds are quite high such
thal the drift velocities are close to the Saturation value. Moreover, always a good agreement was
observed between the simulated current pulses and the corresponding measurements, demonstraiing that
the electric field strength stays linearry graded, i.e., charges are trapped homogeneously.

As outlined in Section 3.3.I.S, in the spacc Charge regton and in the steady state the levels in the
upper half of the band gap are devoid of electrons, i.e., by analogy filled with holes, and the ones in the
Iower half are completery occupied with electrons. While thus only the former can (rap electrons, only
the latter can trap holes. Injectkm of either free electrons/holes will therefore change the occupation of
each electron/hole trap according to Ihe diflerential equation

eq. 3. l OK
dr
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which has been derived from eq. 3.46. It has not been taken into account here lhat levels very close to Ihe
middk of the band gap can have signifkam Emission nies for both electnms and hoks. The solution of
eq. 3.108 can be given very easily,

eq. 3.109 k<0,/»,<0}- K— 'V-«X1~Wp(~'/t"-Mf )

where the initial vahw before die illumination must be zero according to Ihe above sutetnents, The
eflective filling (ime constant t^^ is

(*Mr'eq. 3.110 t,

and die occupation approaches die steady state value

eq. 3.111

In eq. 3.110 and eq. 3.111 the emission ntes «^ were substituted from eq. 3.48.
Qualitatively these relalräns express the foltowing. White at high lempentures there is a very high

chance for die mpped carrien to be reemitted inunediately, resulting in an occupation close to zero, al
Iow tempentures die carriers stick in die tnps and permanently change die occupation to me maximum
value. There is • characterislic intermediate tempenlure for each trap al which hoch nies for capture and
emission are equal and die kvel is half füll.

The resulting total density of space charges, which now is a function of illumination time and
temperature, can be wntten

eq. 3.112

where N^„ denotes the steady state value without free canier trapping äs it is established al room
temperature according to eq. 3.63. As will be shown below, one can employing eq. 3.1 10 and eq. 3.1 1 1
derive the Hap concentrations N„ enthalptes A//M> and capture coefficients cv from systematic studies
of the functional dependence of N^x, on the (empenture and filling time. Il will be noted that the
capture cross sections are not assumed to be a constant here. Thal is. Ihe resull of the evaluation is Ihe
correet value for die endialpy, raiher man Äff 'M, compare eq. 3.SI.

3.3.5.2
According lo die above equatiora any quantitative evahiation requires die knowledge about the free
canier concentratkm n or p established by the continuous illumination of die sample with laser light
pulses. Reanangement ofeq. 3.107 gives

eq.3,,3

which indicales mal one can either exploit die correspondingly tnduced average photo current /^u. or die
total number of electron-hole pairs N generaied by one light pulse. Here die tatter is a variable parameter
of the current pulse shape Simulation and therefore known*. In any case is it necessary lo inserl
•ppropriate values for me illuminated area S and die drift vetocity vAv. Using a gnph paper, 5 was
roughly determined to be 0.01 cm'. As previously stated, Ihe average injected free canier concentrations
are assumed lo be sparially constant. Thus, die average ekctric field slrengdi which is given by
Vu~ld (compare Fig. 2.19) has been used in eq. A.l (Appendix A) lo calculate Ihe comsponding
average drift velocity in eq. 3.113.

N ein abo etsHy be cikwhtal by tbe tKetnl of Ae cnraH agul ova Amt tividcd by UM tkmtMMy ehvte. MC tq-
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In diis work only the photo current method has been used, and its extnction from die total kakige
current / äs function of me temperature T is illustnled in Fig. 3.70. The coordinate System was chosen
such that in die first approximalion the thermally activated bulk genention leakage current falls onto a
smighl line, see eq. 2.18. According to eq. 3.107, I^„ is virtually independent of tempenlure äs il only
depends on die light pulse repetition frequency/ and the intensity of ine laser light controlling die total
number of generaied electron-hole pairs N. The average of the total current al die lowcst tempenlures
has therefore been identified with die photo current

10°

to-1

IQ'1

hole injection

/ - lOOHz
Vu- -100 V

Dhoto
* - current

* * • » * .
*„ - 3.4XI011 cm'' \5

4.5 5.5 6.5

Flg. 3. 70 ExploMitf ikt phtxo mmatfor tke determination oflke
daaity offrtt carrl ers (device 5 04_S2, set Fig. 3.7lc)).

OttennlMtlon of Trap Conoxitraliom and tontartton Enthilptoi

The nexl Step of die data evaluation makes use of the steady state current pulse shapes, see for example
Fig. 3.69. The sum of all trapped electrons or hoks, whichever type of free canier is injected, is
cakulated from me ^««(T") data using eq. 3.112 and is dien ptotted versus temperature. For five
different experimental conditions mis has been done in Fig. 3.71. Now, regardmg the meoretical
modeling in eq. 3.111, each plaleau is relited lo a specific tnp level. Taking no more than rwo tnps into
account, a reasonabk fit lo Ihe data was possible by mere Variation of their concentntion N, and
endialpy Äff.,. Free canier concentrations were determined äs discussed above for each evaluation
independently. Evidently, die characleristic temperature of the dynamic filling process can be controlted
by me pulse repetition frequency, compare Fig. 3.71 d) and e). As die entropy factor X^ is not known
and there is not enough experimental data lo unambiguously determine its value, Xv has been assumed
lo be equal to one. All resuhs. i.e. tnp enmalpies and concentrations, have been compiled in Tabte 3.25
and will be discussed below.

It was not possible in any of the experiments in Fig. 3.71 to satunte more lhan one tnp. Here il must
be bom in mind lhat the tnnsformation of the space Charge also modifies the füll depletion vottage
(eq. 2.7). Thus. for me quoted reverse bias vollages V^ the diodes were not rully depkled at tow
temperalures which made die determination of N^„ impossibk. The reverse bias could have been
adjusted correspondingly, however, the resulting average etectric field is very high giving rise to a very
short and hard lo analyze current pulse shape. Il will however be shown below that the Saturation of die
second tnp level al Iower temperature would require bias voltages of (he order of sevenl thousand volts
and il is therefore without prospects to analyze further tnp levels al Iower tempentures in these heavily
damaged simples.
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Finatly, the N^sat data evaluated äs function of the filling lime (e.g. Fig. 3.68) can be used lo cifculite
the corresponding Variation of the loul concentration oftrapped carriers, 2>, or EM, by eq. 3.112. Fig.
3.72 shows corresponding experimenis which have been conducted on one particuUr sample for hole
injection at four diiTerent temperatures. The corresponding sfeady sUte measurements shown in Fig.
3.71 b) show that the 170 K and ISOKcurvesin Fig. 3.72 ctn reasonably well beascribedto the 0.51 eV
level, whereas the other two result from a superposition of both traps, However, apart frorn a small
consunt offsei the l SO K daU is dominated by the 0.36 eV trap. The functional dependence expected is a
sum of tenro like eq. 3.109. Therefore, in order lo exlnci the characteristic overall time constam T
goveming the filling process, die experimental data have been arranged inio the form Tp, - Iplmm •
o«exp(-(/T) by putting tfimm equal to Ine value of Ip, established at the tongesl filling lime and
employing a siraight-line fit lo the quanlity ln((^H • Ip, )flplmm ) = ln(a.) -l H. Except for the 160 K
curve, (he agreement between the fitted model (solid lines in Fig. 3.72) and the experimental data is
reasonable. (t will however be mied that the fitted lines allow Ip, to be distinct from zero at l - 0 which
according to eq. 3.109 is not adequate. Still it was found advantageous lo evaluate the data this way
because it was not easy to accomplish short filling times, in particular there might be an offset in the
time-axis.
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Fig. 3.72 Fitted hole trap concentration 03 function of the filling lime.
compare the corrtspoitdiitgairre'il pulse ihapeiat 160 K in Fig. 3.68
and the Variation tfthe aeady aalt values with temperature shotvn in

Fig. 3.7l b). The solid lines werefitted to the dato, tee text.

The obtained lime constants may now be used in conjunction with eq. 3.110 lo evaluate the capture
coefficicnts cv. It is necessary to know Ihe trap enthalpy, which has been determined betöre, and the
free carrier concentration, here p. Xv was again assumed lo be unity. For purpose of easy comparison
Ihe relalion between the capture coefficient cv and a supposedly lemperature independent capture cross
sectiono has been employed (eq. 3.49): X.,cv -o^v^^. Only the 150 K and the 180 K data appear
lo reflect the isolated 0.36 eV and 0.51 eV traps, respectively. Thus, only these curves have been used for
Ihe evaluation of Ihe cross sections given in Table 3.25.

3.3,5.3 Kamüs fiuJ Discussion

Tabk 3.25 compiles all results from the above data evaluation. Trap concentrations have been
normalized to the appropriale irradiation fluence or dose, compare Table 3.24. Moreover, the acttvation
enlhalpies have suggested the indicaled arrangement scheine and in two cases allow for the tentative
assignineni of the chemical nature. Regarding the latter it has also been exploited out KV^andC^O/'**
are expected to exist in these sampks. The armealing history depicted in Table 3.24 does not remove all
of the unknown portion (peak NJ in the left-hand side of Ihe divacancy signal, compare for inslance the
tsochronous annealing study in Secn'on 3.3.3.6.

Table 3.2S Compiiation afthe nattis which wert derivedfivm TCT metaurmeitU. compare Fig. 3,71.
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Wiih respect to the reKibility of Ihe resuttt il is noted thtt in unambiguous deduction of the mp
concenlntions and enthalpies is only possibk when Ihe steady state occupttion can be altered over Ihe
füll rang« from zero to its muchnum value, see Fig. 3.71. For Ihe given samptes this was however only
possibk for the deepest levels with enlhtlpiei greater lhan 0.5 eV. Further. the electron trap around
O.S1 eV ii not well resolved from the divacancy Signal. Thus, Ihe characterizations of the dcep hok traps
around 0.51 eV and 0.54 eV in Ihe neutron and *°Co-gamma irradialed samples, respectively. are more
accurate lhan all other qooted results. Still the inlroduction rate« presented here on Ihe neutron tmdiaied
samples for 7 + W and C,O, are ctose to the dala obtained with the TSC method (2 and l cm',
respectively). The correspondhig concentrations are of the order of 5* 10" cm'', whkh would require a
reverse bias of around 3000 V to fiilly depkte Ihe deteclors, given those levels were enlirely occupied,
compare eq. 2.7. Il is thus obvious lhal in Ihe mvestigatcd ränge of ftuences Ihe TCT method can only be
applied to traps witfi comparalively snull introduction ntes and which in addition must be localed close
to the middle of the band gap.

Concerning the "Co-gamma imdialed sample, the corresponding introduction rates found in
reference [MOL96] predkt the concentratton of Ihe W and C,O, to be around 8x10"cm'1 and
2xlOMcm1, respectively. The (alter indkates lhat a significant portion of the total initial oxygen
concentration is removed ahcady. Therefbre, higher order defect complexes, e.g. V}O, are antkipaled
and might be discussed in conjunction with the observed unknown deep hole trap. Also in this sample is
a reasonabk Jnvestigation of W and C,O, not possibk with the TCT method.

As mostry two evaluations of the same level are given in Table 3-25, the statislical error in Ine data
can crudely be estimated by die deviatkms from Ihe corresponding average. However. Ihe systematk
errors would be expecled to be much larger. and here a chief source is the value assumed for Ihe
concentration of the mjected fit* carriers, see eq. 3.113. Neither is the illuminated areaS well known,
nor is the assumption of a constant drift vetocity vAjv stricüy vatid. Regarding Ihe latter, also the
procedure employed to find the ipatial average could be improved if the ekctric field profik fumished
by the Simulation of the current pulse were used to average viJV(£ ) over distance rather than to emptoy
the drift velocity for Ihe average ekctric field strength E„ -V^ld. Moreover, H is not ahvays possibk
to uniquely extrtet the phoio current from Ihe total leakage current of Ihe diode, see Fig. 3.70. Instead il
were advaiitagcouslornalceaseof the number of electrotvhok patrsAr m eq. 3.113, äs forexampkwu
proposed in reference [LI396]. Finally, il will be noted that Ihe developed Iheoretical modeling is only
correct äs kmg äs Ihe photo currenl is larger lhan the Ihermalry activaled bulk leakage current since
otherwise significant concentrations of eteclrons and holes would be present and the corresponding
trapping processes for both carrien would have to be taken into accouni stmuhaneously. This difficulty
would in putkular be mel with Ihe deepest levels, where furthennore both electron and hok emission
would have to be considered. However, mis probkm did not exist in the evaluations presented here.

The above systemalic Jnfluences nuinly affect the determinalion of the capture coeffkients, whkh
therefore have u be taken with some ctre. Neverthefcss, the result for the trnuition C,O/** is in good
agreement with Ihe TSC and DLTS dala presented in the previous sections. Therefore, Ihere is also some
confidence into Ihe partkulariy large cross sectkm quoted for the 0.51 eV hok trap in the neutron
damaged samples. Whik Ihe eviluition of me emission enthalpy is also weakry aflected by the error in n
or p, Ihe concentrations are not and therefore are supposed to be very accurate. This is however only true
for the instanccs, where the Irap under considention could be saturated, i.e. the > 0.5 eV levels.

The mosl valuabk findingof Ihe TCTstudks is the observation of the hok trap levels deeper than
0.5 eV, whkh so far have not been delected so clearty by other methods. In this context il is noted lhal
vtrtually no trap kvels could be observed on the device M2IOI2 before Irradiation and on a control
sample fabrkated from ine same material äs the devices 504_81 and S04_82. Therefore, these deep
levels unquestionably originale from Ihe high-energy panick Irradiation. It is reassuring that ustng a
similar TCT set-up Z. Li et al. have found a similar level in neutron damaged samples [LI396]. This trap
is of particular interest äs H might contribute signifkanlly to the generation of the bulk leakage current
In this work il has been denwnstrated thal also in "to-gamma imdiated sampk a close to midgap hok
trap exists, which appears to be slightly shifted with respect lo the neutron damaged samples. Except for
the concentrations there is however no reason why qualitatively different results should be obtained on
the differentty damaged devices. In this respect annealing studies would be helpful and might give more
insight into the cnemical constitution of the corresponding defects.
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Moreover, the following suggeslkms can be made for the future developnwnl of the TCT method.
Given the determinalion of the free carrier concentration can be improved considerably, also the
unknown entropy factor X^ could be derived with reasonable accuncy when it is considered lo be a
further variable parameter for the fitting of the concentration of camers trapped in the steady state äs
function of temperature, compare Section 3.3.5.2. Furthermore, in conjunction with Ihe corresponding
funclional dependence predicted by the above modeling, addittonal Information regarding the deep kvels
can be gained by experimentally controlling the free carrier concentration via Ihe pulse generator
repeu'tion frequency. In order to demonstrate Ihe accuracy of the level parameters derived from TCT
studies il would be valuabk to investigate weakly damaged samples, which then would allow for an
inter-calibration with TSC and DLTS measurements. For the presented experimental sel-up this would
require the anarysis of current pulse shapes at very k>w temperature, whkh is hindered by the short pulse
length arising from the large drift mobilities. Il is therefore recommended lhat a distinction is made
between Ihe User pulses appHed for the filling of trap levels and for the induction of the current pulses.
Due to Iheir lower mobiltty preferentialty drifting holes should be used for the probing of the electric
field. Trap filling should then be accomplished by independent lighl pulses aiming al comparativery large
concentrations of the injected free carriers, which shifts the characterislic temperalures upwards.
Moreover. emptoying appropriale pulsing schemes for Ihe preparation of a specific initial occupation of
the considered trap would allow for Ihe measuremem of both electron and hok capture coefficients.

3.3.5.4 SHmmuuytftkeDeffct Staates Vslmg TCT

• The transformation of current pulse shapes al low temperature due to the trapping of optically
generaled free carriers al deep levels was studied. The modeis describing the space Charge
concentration äs function of temperature and Illumination b'me were developed from first prmcipks,
and methods of extncting the deep level parameters (concentration, ionization enthalpy, capture
coefficient) were proposed.

• Besides Ihe well-known C,O/'*tevel, a deep hok trap al around E, + 0.5 eV with comparalively
small introduction rate was discovered in both neutron and "Co-gamma damaged samples. On one
neutron damaged device the capture cross secb'on was delermined to be 10*'4 cm1. Also the divacancy
kvel W* and a deep electron trap at around Ec - 0.5 eV were found, however, with less reliabilily,
see Tabk 3.25.

• It was found that the method becomes difficulty to apply if for decreasing temperatures short pulse
shapes result due to the increasing drift mobility. An other shortcoming is the small ränge of
accessible defect concentrations limited by the poor sensitivity (Ix 10" cm'1) and by the large reverse
bias voltages needed to (ulry deplete the device (3x10" cm1). Suggestions were made for future
developments hnprovtng this Situation.
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33.6 Summary of Mlcroscoplc Defett Studies and Comptrison between the
Spectroscopic Methods

In the following it will be summarized which aspects weit considered in order to gain a deeper insight
into the macroscopic deteriontion of high resistivity silicon detectors by damage-induced deep levels.
The used spectroscopic methods will be compared with respect to their abiiity lo fumish valuable
information in this field. For more detailed summaries of the resuhs obtained with the TSC, I-DLTS, and
TCT methods see the Seclions 3.3.3.8,3.3.4.4, and 3.3.5.4, respectively.

Hints front the theoretical background:

• It was shown that in the simplest approach the negative space Charge introduced by bulk damage is
related to sntall concentrations of defects exhJbiting an acceptor level in the tower half of the band
gap and that levels close lo the middle of the band gap are required for generation of leakage current.

• The correct notkm of the tevel energy was found to be mevitable for Ihe wcurale exlrapoUtton of the
defect properlies to room temperature from the values determined by spectroscopic shidiei at low
tempenlure.

• Defects charged in the space Charge region exhibit a large capture cross section and possibly an
electric-ReM enhancement of the emission rate (Pook-Frenkel effect).

• The neutral bulk was found lo become strongly compensated by dw damage-mductd deep levels and
Fermi tevel piiming occurs close to the middle of Ihe band gap upon cooling.

Experimenttl eonsideratioro related to (he eximined high resistivity nuterial:

• It was shown that large defect concentntions compared with the shallow doping requirc current radier
than capacilance-bued spectroscopic mediods,

• Optical ralher than etectrical filling was argucd lo provide better control of the initial defect
occupation in some situations, however, it is more difficult to handle experimentally.

• The severe distortion of TSC and I-DLTS spectn on heavily damaged santples was found to be due lo
the Variation of die deplelkm width äs function of the measuring temperature.

• Dcfecb ctusing the device deterioralion wert shown to have comparatively small concentrations and
might thus be hidden under die dominant peaks in die spectra.

• Sludies on die levels constituting dw initial doping, e.g. phosphorus / boron, require knv temperatures
and good infrared stray-light shieUJing.

Bcnefits and shortcomings of dw empktyed spectroscopic melhods:

• A highly resorved and unique represeniation of the defect levels present in dw sample is provided by
TSC at dw sinailest experimenlal effott

• Due to the leakage current, close to midgap levels can not be studied with TSC but with I-DLTS and
with TCT. The latter is particularly well-suited for chiracterizing the deepest levels.

• Very shallow levels are die domain of I-DLTS. However, gjven a very good stray-light shielding also
TSC is applicable and furntshes more reliable defect concentntions.

• The mosi accurate defect concentralions are obtained from the integral over the TSC peaks, however,
only if compwte filling is achieved (e.g. 0 V cooling) and if the width of die space Charge region is
known (small defect concentrations). Also the values determined with TCT are very reliable,
however, Ihe method is less sensitive dun TSC. I-DLTS is dw teast accurate, in particular if optical
injection of free carrien is used and a large syslematic error arises from dw poorly defined active
volume.

• With respect to the characterization of defecl levels by dw enthalpy &H' and emission cross section
a DLTS is the most suitable method äs il assesscs all levels throughout the band gap in a single
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temperature scan. Results of similar accuracy can be obtained with TSC detayed heating and with
TCT, however, requiring much more experimental effbrt In general, reliable resuhs can only be
determined for the instance of small defecl concentrations compared with the shallow doping.
In order to accurately calculale the contribudon of a particular trap level to Ihe leakage current or
space Charge it is necessary to deiermine the corresponding capture coefficients for electrons and
holes äs function of lemperature. This requires special defect filling schemes and has so far only been
done with C-DLTS. However, optically generated free carriers for defect filling might also enable
such measurements with I-DLTS and TCT.
The specific modes of defect filling used with TSC make il an interesting tool for die investigation of
melastable defects.

3.4 Relation between the Macroscopic Detector Properties
and the Microscopic Features of the Radiation Damage

Tobte 3.26 /Mroditction rotes of dominant
defecu meastmd öfter arotutd 400 d
man leniperatun aoragt on nttttron-
damaged devlces fabricaieJ from
3 K) cm Wacker floai Zone malerlal.

Defett

C,C,

Introduction Rate
^^^BB=
0.16 cm'1

CO, 1.06cm'1

VO, 0.84 cm'1

2.02 cm'1

A major objective of dw microscopic defect studies is dw
explanation of the deteriontion of dw detector performance in
terms of dw microscopic features of Ihe radialion damage. In
particular it is desinble lo relate both dw absolute magnilude and
dw annealing behavior of the doping changes and dw leakage
current increases to Ihe features of the recognized damage-
induced levels. A discusskm of these subjects will be given in the
following, based on dw defect concenmtions found in (his work.
A compilation of all dominant defects and their introductkxi rates
determined with dw TSC method in Section 3.3.3.4 is given in
Tabte 3.26. The values for C,C, and VO, were cakulated from the
sum of their introduction rates obtained from dw studies using 0 V
cooling for defect filling and the ratio between thetn determined in
dw studies using switching lo 0 V at low temperature.

The first slep towards a deeper understanding is lo review the properties of the well characlerized
dominant defect levels at Ihe reference temperature 20"C, see Table 3.27. Reliable data regarding dw
level paramelers have recenlly been reported by Hallen et al. on proton irradiated sampws after a 30 min
lasn'ng annealing at l SO°C [HAL%], See also Appendix 6. The values obtained for the enthalpy of the
transition WfJ* in that reference and in dtis work by dw delayed heating mediod in Section 3.3.3.7 are
similar. It is therefore concluded that their annealing was sufficient to remove the apparent broadening of
the corresponding peak towards tower temperatures and other peculiarities of the divacancy levels which
are only observed after heavy particte damage. The second ionization statt of die divacancy was
neglected in Table 3.27 because it can hardly be occupied with an electron in the space Charge region.

> 0.7 cm1
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f 3 17 Paramettn ofthe dominant radiation damage-indueed deep
levtl iransitiont at 293 16 K according to referenct {HAL96J.
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Thc Gibbs free energy positions E, were calculated by eq. 3.38 tnd are referred to the intrinsic Fenni
level E,, compare Fig. 3.27. In order to be consistent wilh (he evaluation presenled in rtfercnce
[HAL96], ihe cffcctivc masses and the band gap energy were taken from the rcvicw given in [GRE90J.
Assuming an entropy factor X equal to unity for the yv>r" transition, äs typically is done if X is not
known, placcs the level at£, +0.141 eV. Then the quantity quoted in the last row of Tabte 3.27 would
assume a value of l 3x 10'" A, emphasizing thc importance of the correcl notion ofthe trap energy.

3.4.1 Effectiv e Doping Concentrat ion in the Space Charge Region
Regarding Ihe changes in the füll depletion voltage V^ of a detector it is inevitable to recall thit V^ is
dctcnnined by the concentration of space charges N^se* in the depleted zone (cq. 2.7) associated with a
corresponding ionization state ofthe defccl levels, which has bccn explored in Section 3.3.1.5. It was
shown there that

e q . 3 . 1 I 4 N#XK = £ N<

and, due to the strong dependence of the Emission rates on thc trap cncrgy, in the firsf approximation
only donors in the upper and acceptors in the Iower half of ihe band gap conlribute to Wtfja,, see
eq. 3.63. Very rarely a fractional occupation of close to midgap levels is encountercd when the emission
rates for clectrons and holes e, ande, »re ofthe same order ofmagnitude. In the presence of deep defect
levels Njfsa, is usually different from thc value ofthe efTectivedoping concentration N^ established in
the undepleted bulk material.

Another crucial poinl is thc question, whethcr N^^, can be evaluated properly from CV curves by
means of the füll depletion voltage (Section 2.5.3 l ) . This has bccn verified in this worlc by the
examinalion of current pulse shapcs (TCT), showing that irrcspcctive ofthe anncaling time only a small
discrcpancy ofaroundO.OI cm'1 x <D^ exists. Howcver. in gencral the TCT data conflmi Ihe observations
madc with CV measurements, and in particular TCT shows that ihe damage-indueed changc in the space
Charge is distribuled homogeneously throughoul ihe deieclor bulk.

3.4.1.1 Origin ofthe Negative Space Charge
An increase in thc negative space Charge is generally observcd äs a consequcnce of Ihe exposurc to bulk
damaging radiation. for hcavy particles äs well äs for "Co-gammas. Thcrefore, al least a fraction of ihe
negative space Charge is rclated lo randomly distributed point defecls, ralher than 10 ihe closer spacing of
poinl dcfects encountercd at the end of ihe displscemenf damagc cascades iniliatcd by heavy particles. h
is now inlercsting to note that all oflhe predominating defecls (VOf, C,O,, W, C,C,)do not contribute
'o ff^sn according to eq. 3 114. This resulls from the position and thc character (donor/acceptor) of
Iheir levels in the band gap, compare thc corresponding ionization factors in thc sccond-last row of Tablc
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3.27. Now, Ihe macroscopically noticcd change in Ihe conccntration of space charges normalized to the
"Co-gamma dose given in Tablc 3.7 is around a factor 200 smaller than the introduction raies found in
the Iow dose ränge for VQt and C,O, in reference [MOL96J. 1t is iherefore very difficutt to
experimentally dctcct the traces of acceplor levels in the Iower halfof the band gap which possibly could
account for the negative Charge. The same holds true for heavy particle damage, it will however be noted
that Ihere the corresponding factor between the introduction rates is only of the order of ten (space
charge: 0.1 cm'1, defects: l cm'1).

In genenl thc small introduction rate ofthe negative charge points (o an acceplor level related to a
higher order defect complex. However, it is also conceivable that one ofthe components ofthe defect in
question is related to a rare impurity, which then should lead to a Saturation of the negative charge
buildup at high fluences. In this context it is noted that wilhin the experimental errors no influencc o f t h e
initial resistivity on ihe introduction rate gc ofthe stable acceptors could be observed, implying that the
initial doping impurities can not be incorporatcd in the responsible defects. Also the stable damage
concentralion Nt does not level off al high fluences, and evcn at fluences äs large äs 1.7x10" cm'1 was
no Saturation ofthe negative space Charge noticed [LI296]. Therefore, the dcfects in question are likely
to be higher order complexes of intrinsic displacemcnt damage defects (agglomerates of
vacancies/inlerstitials) and possibly include impurity atoms like oxygen and/or carbon which are present
in the material in large concentratioiu (a fcw times 10" cm"'). Finally, it will be noted that the similarity
of the results obtatned on various heavy particle sources (Section 3.2.4) excludes that Ihere is negative
space charge resulting from daughter nuclei of nuclear reactions, which polenlially can introduce shallow
acceptor levels.

One possible candidate has bcen discovered by the TCT measuremcnts in Section 3.3.5, namely the
hole trap it around £, + 0.5 eV observed in both neutron and gamma irradiated sample-; The trap
exhibits a large hole capture cross section of around 10 " cnr, which is considered to be a fingerprint of
an acceptor level äs thc Coulombic attraction enhances thc capture. Also the quoied introduction rates
(0.03cm'1 (n), SxIO'cm'rad'1 (gamma)) would be in agreement with this assignment. However. the
oblained level parameters do not unambiguously point to an idcntical chemical composition for the two
considered Irradiation sources. Further, so far no systematic study on the Variation of the trap
concentration äs function of fluence or on the annealing behavior has been carricd out. This could help to
confimt a direct relation between the negative space Charge and ihe defect, which up lo now is only
lenlan've.

However, not only damage-indueed shallow acceptors can result in negative space Charge, but rather
are there also two ways, by which a thermally activated space Charge can be established. Thal is,
clectrons are trapped in the steady state condition of a reverse biascd diode on an acceptor level in the
upper half of the band gap, which would not be chargcd in the 7" = 0 K limit. It can be infcrred from
eq. 3.62 that in fact the precisedivision ofthe band gap is given by the energy E, •'AktT\n(c./cf), and
therefore for each trap slightly dcpends on ihe ratio betwecn thc capture coefficients for electrons and
holes.

Firstly, any kind of leakage current, not nccessarily related to the bulk gcncration current, can give
rise to a sufficienl number of frec electrons and holes drifiing through the field zone, such that the steady
state occupalion of a specific trap might be affected by the capture of ihe free camers. Inspection ofthe
difTerential equation goveming the trap occupation (cq. 3.46) in conjunction with ihe dcfinilion ofthe
emission rates (eq. 3.47) reveals thal for close to midgap levels, which duc to the relativcty small
emission rates would be mosl sensitive to this effcct, the free carrier concentralion must be of the order
of Ihe intrinsic carrier concentration lo make this an efflcient process. Olhcrwise thc occupalion is only
controllcd by the carrier emission rates. Now, if thc damage-indueed leakage current is idenlifled wilh a
drift current it can be computed that at füll depletion and typical damagc comtanls ihe average free
carrier concentration is much smaller than the intrinsic carrier concentralion and ihus excludes Ihe
proposed mcchanism.

Sccondly, äs was statcd above, traps can according to eq. 3.114 exhibit a fractional occupation if p,
and ef are of the same order, which usually is accomplished for trap energies a few 4,7" (25 meV at
room temperature) away from the band gap division at E, - Vi ktT\n(c./cf). As the corresponding
occupation function (cq. 3.62) is similar to a Fermi distribution, the trap ionization äs well äs N4sn thcn
usually depends strongly on ihe Icmpcralure. Such ionization ralios are displayed in Table 3.27,
demonstrating that even for ihe divacancy, one ofthe levels discusscd in this ficld, the ionization at room



temperature is less thin 1/1000. Füll numerical simulations of these subjects confirming the above
Statements have been presented by G. Lutz in reference [LUT96], who for purpose of illustration hat
placed an acceptor level at E, +• 50 meV.
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Regarding die well annealed state reached after around one year storage at room temperature il can be
confirmed experimentalty that ihe negative space Charge is not activated thermally'. Whik Ihe kakage
current in Fig. 3.73 a) is reduced over Orders of magnitude by the cooling, the corresponding füll
depklion voltages in Fig. 3.73 b) do not vary with lemperature. The change in Ihe CV characteristics is
essenlialry only due to the increasing series resistance of the undepkted bulk. see eq 2.20. Also the TCT
measurements on both ihe gamma irradialed sample and Ihe 80°C annealed neutron imdiated samptes fit
into this ptcture äs no Variation of die space Charge äs function of ihe temperature is seen in Fig. 3.71
unkss the occupation of die deepest of the trap levels is altered by the capture of the injected free
carriers. In this context it is noted diät the particular TSC trap filling mode of switching to zero bias at
low temperature discussed in Section 3.3.3.4 confirms Ihe presence of negative space Charge in inverted
detectors at temperatures äs low äs 20 K.

Levels ctose to midgap are according lo eq. 3.76 also good candidates for the generation of bulk
kakage current, which has been expkriled for die correlation of the short term armealing behavlor in Ihe
doping concenlration and Ihe kakage current in reference [SCH95J. Such a correlation wouW ihen
indicate that acceptor levels close to die middle of the gap are introduced by heavy particte damage, and
that Ihey disappear during Ihe short-term aimealing period.

3.4.1.2 DtHfr Itemovml

There is still an ongoing discussion conceming Ihe question, whether the phosphoms aloms are removed
by the displacement damage events in high resistiviiy silicon, or not The dependence of Ihe donor
concentration on Ihe fluence is generally assumed to be gtven by

eq. 3.115

where ffM is the initial donor concentration and the right-hand side gives Ihe approximate resull valid for
c*,, « I. As was outlined by B. MacEvoy in reference [MEV96J, ihe removal constanl c can be
estimated from Ihe VP, (E-center) introduction rate grr if the formation of E-cenlers is considered to
account for the donor removal. Basedon the worksof Z. Suetal. [SU90] it was shown in Section 3.3.1.1
diai for die investigaled malerial (Nf * 10" cm"') g„ is expected to be 350 limes smaller lhan die
introduction rate of the A<enters (VO,, see Table 3.26). If now cNM in eq. 3.115 is identified with g^,
one getsc - g„ IN„ * (1/350 cm'1)/ I0"cnr! * 3x10"" cm1, which istwo Orders of magnitude smaller

Note thtt die device b hravify dvmged. eiMuring comidenbk ccmcenbitionf of deferts compired with die inidil doping.
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than the typically observed experimental value. Even if it is taken into account that the formation ofC^P,
consumes approximately Ihe same number of phosphoms aloms äs VP. (see [ASO87]) can ihe
macroscopic result hardly be explained by diese processes. Only in heavily damaged samples would
signitlcant amounts of these rare defects be produced. This accounts for example for the larger change in
NIX» noticed on the Iower resJstivity sample at high doses of "Co-gamma radiation (Fig. 3.19). Also
this enables Ihe tentative assignment of the C,P, pair lo a certain TSC peak in Section 3.3.3.4.

As was demonstrated in Section 3.2.5, only a fraction of around 30% of the initial doping
concentration appears to be removed permanently aller a short exposure to a high fluence of fast
neutrons. It could Iherefore be speculated that other donor-like impurilies might exist, which exhibit a
much larger capture cross section for vacancies or (carbon) interstitials. However, so far no clear picture
of the responsible microscopic processes has been gained and äs stated in Section 3.2.5 qualitalively
difTerenl results might be observed after low and high flux irndiations. The I-DLTS measurements
performed on unirradialed samples are considered to be basic work in this respect, see Section 3.3.4.3. In
principle the method allows for the determination of the concentrations of shaltow doping impurities, and
thus might serve to monitor them äs function of the Irradiation fluence directry. Also the trap kvels W
and Z, which are not well understood and were tenutively assigned to thermal donors, could tum out to
be importanl in this field.

3.4.1.3 The Bistable Behaviw Obserred OH Heavily Dmmaged mmd Annevitd Samptts

The finding lhal only peak J is growing in Ihe TSC spectra presented in Fig. 3.56 c) upon excitation of
state B of Ute bistable defecl (see Section 3.2.3), which leads lo an increase in the füll depletion voltage
(i.e., die effective doping concentration in the space Charge region becomes more negative) reftects a
correlation between a macroscopic quantity and a microscopic defect of outstanding clarity. This is again
illustrated in Fig. 3.74, showing die increase in die peak current resulting frorn the excitation äs function
of die corresponding concentration of bistable defects N, normalized lo the fluence 4>^ -
3.82x10" cm*3. One dala point was obtained after each of the four armealing Steps at 110aC, I30°C,
150°C, and 170°C. Bearing in mind the experimental errors, a one-to-one relation is fulfilkd reasonably
well, irrespective of Ihe particular experimental conditions realized in the TSC measurements.

In conclusion the resulB suggest that peak J is
related lo a shallow acceptor. Now, ii is known
that ihe C, donor level would give rise lo a TSC
peak at virtually the same lemperature and
exampks for C, compkxes breaking up under
current injection have been reported in the
literature (e.g. C,P, [GÜR92]). However, besides
die donor level, liberated C, also exhibils an
acceptor level in ihe upper half of die band gap
(see Appendix B) displaying a TSC peak at
47.7 K, which is not observed in Fig. 3.56 c).
Moreover, the level parameters found for peak J
by various methods (Table 3.28) are others than
expected for Ihe transition C/'*1, see Appendix B.
Especially the large capture cross section would
appear to be in agreemenl with Ihe assignment to
an acceptor level. The level parameters could
however only be evaluated under diftkult
experirnenlal conditions, andaccordingly dK data ^tanm rendiüyfram"ä~2o'mii Itäitng fonwnlcurren,
are subject lo a considerably systematic lnfeaion tu 290 K. compart Fig. 3.56 c). plotted vmus
uncerttinty. The agreement between the results ihe concentration of ihe bistable defeca B. see
compiled in Table 3.28 is however striking. It will Fif 3.10 a).
be noted that it is very unlikely diät isolated C,
aloms could have been present in the studied samples, because the measurements were performed on
devices, which had been stored at room temperature for an extended period of lime, but which were not
annealed at ekvated temperatures. Accordingly, C, should have disappeared a long time ago with a time
constant of the order of a few ten hours at room temperature. Unfortunately so far no results regarding
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Tobte 3.28 Compllatto* of the spectroscopic results
obtained on peak J with various mtlhodt
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Ihe level in question ire ivailable on samples tbjl were annealed il elevaled tempenlures. In particular
no enbrts have been undertaken to evaluate the level parameiers on peak J in the excited state, •
laborious but cructal task to unambiguousry cbrify Ihe subject matter.

Also in agreemenl wiih Ihe assignment of in
acceptor to peak J is Ihe observalion that Ihe peak is
growing diiring the isochronous annealing of the
weakly damaged sample while the sptce charge is
becoming more negative (compare Fig. 3J5 b) and
Fig. 3.10 a)). II ii noled ihat the concentntion of
peak J cannot account for all of Ine change teen in
Njyct- However, il is possible that the level wu not
filled comptetely in Ihe TSC measurements.
Moreover, Ibe hole traps Q and N*, which are found
to annesl in (Fig. 3.54 c)), could also turn oul to be
acceptors, but addilkmat studies are necessary to characlerize these new traps.

Conceming the bisttbility of Ihe defect in question il is known that the diisociatkm of die exctted
state B into the two components A, and A, does virtually not lake place in the depkted regton of the
diode, see Section 3.2.3.4. Moreover, no equivtknt tnutsienl effects were observed on weakly damaged
devices for which N^a > 0 during Ihe isochronous armeahng, i.e., where in thermal equitibrium free
ekctrons.il. are more abundant lhanhoks,p. Only in Ihe neutral bulkof inverted detectors where p >
H , ts recently was confirmed by Hall-measuremenls [BIG95], does the dissociation occur, which
consequently seerns to be mediaied by the capture of free hoks. This would also exptain why the amount
of Ihe change in N4Xt observed on me weakly damaged sample in Fig. 3.10 a) during the later sttges of
the isochronous annealing study is Urger Ihm on Ihe more heavily damaged sample. In both cases is the
btstabte defect generated during die isochronous amwaling, however, in the n-type sample state B, which
accounts for Ihe negative space Charge, is the stable configuntion.

3.4.1.4 Reven*Am*tdimg(I'S*ge)
The first stige of the reverse annealing in the efTective doping concentntion (see Fig. 3.10 a))
corresponds to the long torm annealing behavior observed on samples stored at room temperature. As
Ihis annealing effect is mtssing after high doses of *°Co gamma nys (Fig. 3.18 b», reverse annealing
must berelaledlo the peculiaritiesofheavy particledamage, i.e., higher orderagglomeraiesof imrinsk
disphKemenl defects or a coupk of potnt defects m the vkinity of each others tottice strain. Moreover. ü
has been demonsmted in this work that the ptrameters in Ihe reverse annealing model funclion do not
depend on the starting malerial. Further, no Saturation could be noticed up to concenlniions of JV„. *
5x10'* cm"'. Hence, reverse annealing is neither rebued to the initial doping impurities nor to omer
defecis presenl in the starting material with «mall concentntions in the lO^cm'3 ränge. However, äs
generally hokb for the damage-induced defecis giving rise to negative space charge, incorponition of
carbon and/or oxygen can not be excluded.

With respect to the investigation presented in Section 3.2.6, the microscopic understanding of the
reverse annealing processes should be based on first order kinetics. Conceming the quite Urge value
obtained on the conesponding frequency *,,, a simpk dissociation process appears to be most likely. It
is then either possibk that the dissociating defect has a shatlow donor level, or one of the fragments
introduces a shallow acceptor level in Ihe band gap.

Peak J might also play a rok in Ihe l' stage reverse annealing. However, äs on weakly damaged
samples (*., tower than approximately 10" cm*1) this amealing stage is mUsing (see Fig. 3.10 a», a
direct correlation between the concentntion of peak J and the reverse annealing concentration Nr can
only be achieved using a delector exposed to higher fluences. Unfortunately, due to the large defect
concentran'ons TSC could not be used to determine accurale concentraiions of peak J on Ihe heavily
damaged sample (*, * 4x 10" cm'1) studkd in this work.
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3.4.2 Lcakage Cnireot
According to Ihe simple Shockky-Read-Hall theory the increase in the volume kakige currenl al füll
depletion normalized to the sensitive volume is related to the emission rates *v and the concentntions
jV, of the radiation damage-induced defects by

eq. 3.116
tülrefa fü traft

which essenlialry is eq. 2.17 when Ihe Jnverse genention lifetime I/T, is reptaed with a corresponding
5um employing eq.3.76 for each tnp and Wt * d. The term on the right-hand side is a good
Ipproximation if one of the emission ntes, namely «<, is much smalkr than theother. While eq. 3.116
holds for any temperature, il will be considered here only at 20°C for purpose of comparison with the
experimentalty observed kakage current increases. These are generally presumed to arise only (Vom the
radiation damage-induced butk genenlion centers. However, the IV curves are not ahvays
unambiguously in agreement with Ihis view, in particular beyond the Inversion fluence (Section 3.2.1.3).
Moreover, Ihe current related damage constants quoied in Ihis work were obtained on devices either
manufactured without guard ring, or otherwise kaving it floating. Its cormection usually reduces the
Overall currenl. However, typicalry only by a small fraction of the total current on devices damaged by
heavy particks, äs compared to high dose "Co-gamma imdiated samples, where a reductron by a factor
of two was possibk (Section 3.2.4.3).

3.4.2,1 MagmtimJe tftke Curremt

The amount of kakage currenl that is to be expected from the dominant defect levels introduced by
displacement damage is basically given by the numbers in the last row of Tabk 3.27, which iccording to
eq. 3.116 merery have to be multiplied with the ippropriale defect concentration. Otherwise, if the
current related damage constant is to be deduced, the numbers need to be multiplied with the
corresponding defect introduction nie. It turns oul mal besides Ihe divacancy tnnsition VV* hardry any
Other level can corrtribute rignificanUy. With respect lo the C, O, donor mis is due to Ihe partkularly
small electron capture coefficienl. Indeed, the much more shallow A-center VO}** appears to be the
second-most efficienl genention cenler. Il must however be bom in mind that the emission rates were
experimentally delermined at much lower temperatures (compare Appendix B), and that the results given
in Tabk 3.27 are basing on a nokworthy extrapolation introducing a serious uncertainty.

Tabk 3.29 gives Ihe currenl related damage constants o. to be expected after long annealing times at
room tempeniure for exposure 10 either *Co-gammas or fast neutrons if only yy<~* is taken inlo
account While Ihe introduction rate quoied for the to-gammas was delermined with C-DLTS in
reference [MOL96], the vatue for the PTB Be(d jt) source was taken from Tabk 3.26, refkcting the state
reached after around 400 d room temperature annealing and providing the ultinute upper limit by
referring to the Overall concentntion of the broadened peak N.

Tobte 3.29 Comiibuilon m the lealiage currew rtlated damage conaani
expected from iht divacancy traiuition W ""'.

I Pirtkle

BNL "Co-gwnmas

PTB Be(d )̂ «rotroni

Introductioo Rate

l.6xlOfcnr)Gyl[MOL96]

< 2.0 cm'1

o. froin W-*1

6.4x10-" Acnf'Gy''

< 7.9x10 "AcnT1

Compared to Ihe experimenUl value 3.9x10"" Acm'Gy-' found in Section 3.2.4.3, it can be concluded
that for "Co-gamma imdiatton the divacancy can account for around 15% of the Overall measured
current. However, a major fnction was argued U be due lo surface leakage, and it is noted that on Ihe
ion-implanted device operated with a grounded guard ring an experimenUl value for o. of only
1.4x10'" Acm'Gy'. This shows that Ihe divacancy can probably contribute half of the total volume
current in "Co damaged samples.

On neutron damaged devices o_ is around 30x10"" Acm"1 for the room temperature annealing state in
question, äs ein for exampk be seen in the beginning of the isochronous annealing study on Ihe weakly
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damaged device in Fig. 3.IOb) (compare Tabk E.7 in Appendix E). In conmst to the *to danuged
samples this vilue is not iffected by surfte« leakage and therefore Ihe theoretical value quoted in Tabte
3.29 shows that the divacancy can not account for more than around 25H of the volume current. Taking
into account ihe Splitting of Ihe level into Nb and N., where only 0» latter arises from W*, would
further reduce Ihe portion (o around ihe half of the above number, compare (MOL96).

Although Ihe divacancy can Iherefore alwayi account for a considerable fnclion of the total volume
leakage current, there seem to be addittonal sources. Defects doser to the middk of ihe band gap would
therefore be expected to exisL A deep electnm trap, labeled 0, has been observed with I-DLTS
(Fig. 3.63). It is however not clear, whether this defect level was introduced by the Irradiation or by the
processing of ihe device. The previously mentkmed hole trap around Er + 0.5 eV observed in the TCT
measurements would appear to be a good candidate for both neutron and gamnu danuged samples. It
was however so far not possibk to determine all of the required capture coefficients, which is crucial for
Ihe accurate derivatton of the current However, with respect to the divacancy it must be bom in mind
that the numbers displayed in Table 3.27 have been derived from level panmeien nwasured by C-DLTS
in a temperature ringe of 182 K ... 266 K, see Appendix B. Thal is, the extrapohtion lo room
lemperature might be afflicttd with a serious error, and detailed studies on the level paramelers at room
temperature are inevitabk to determine the contribution of the divacancy lo the leakage current
generation.

3,4.2.2 Isechrtmous Anmetüitg»ftke Leckage d$rremt
As shown in Fig. 3.10 b), the bulk generation leakage current anneab out continuously for temperatures
ranging rrom 70°C to I90*C and then stays more or tess constanL Only one defect level in the TSC
spectrum, namely Nb, the kft-hand nde of peak N, is found to ameal out at approximalery the same rate.
This behavior is in good agreement with the tmdings of S. Watts et al. in reference [WAT96J. Moreover,
neither was leakage current annealing observed in this work (Fig. 3.18 a», nor does peak Nb exisl in
"Co-gamma nredialed devkes [MOL96]. In conclusion the dala found here Support the view lhal Nk

correlates directly with Ihe particularly large bulk leakage currents observed after heavy particte damage,
which can not be attributed lo the divacancy alone [WAT96]. Moreover, äs outlined in that reference,
simple Shockky-Read-Hall statistics is then unlikely to explain the generation processes.

So far Ihe origin of Ihe peak Nk is not clear. However. it is of particular inleresl to note that also the
maximum temperatures of the peaks N and I, which are both relaled lo the divacancy, exhibit a Jump at
around 17S°C (Fig. 3.SS c)) accompanied by die disappearance of Nk. Thus, Nk might not originale frorn
a defect qualitatively distinct frorn the divacancy W, but rather could just arises from a lattice strain-
induced broadening of the PF'"* mnsition, see [SVE93]. However. a further smart interpretation has
been given in reference [MOL96] pointing towards a silicon interstitial relaled composition of the crystal
defect corresponding to peak Nk. If it is recalled that the displacement damage events alwayi create
vacancies and htterstitials in patrs, and if it is further claimed that «II interstitiab and vacancies escaping
the recombinalion are forming more complex defects within the volume under consideration, there
should be a subtk balance between all interstitiil and vacancy relaled defects. Besides the small
contribution of C,C, pairs, a dominant sink for the interstitiab is C,O,. Further, there are VOt defecB and
divacanctes, where the latter have to be counted twice and whose introduction rate is surely greater than
0.699 cm-'. see Table 3.26. Therefore ii is on the one side (fVOJ + 2 (VV]y<t>„ > 2.23 cm' and on the
other side ([C,C,] + lC(O,])/*„ - 1.22cm'1, i.e., the missing Nb in this compilation is likety lo be
interstitial related. This defect might be stable only in the vicinity of a strained-lattice äs it is encountered
in Ihe terminal regions of the displacmeni damage cascades initiated by heavy particte damage. (ndeed,
the close conneclion wiih the divacancy peaks could then indicate a small distance between a divacancy
and this unknown interstitial-related defect.

In this context it is interesting to not« that Ihe total vacancy concentration appears to be decreasing
during the elevated temperature annealing of neutron-damaged high resistivity silicon, äs was observed
by means of Positron Annihilation Speclroscopy (PAS) in reference [LI296]. The current underslanding
Js that vacancies are liberated from the dense defect zones present after heavy partick damage. This
would be in agreement with ihe observation made in Fig. 3.55 a) lhat the VO, concentration is slightly
increasing in the course of the isochronous annealing. However, also dissociation of the interstitial-
related defects in the neighborhood of divacancies could annihilate divacancies.
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With respect to the final stages of the isochronous annealing, where the divacancy is a clearly isolated
defect wiih [W]/*., * 0.5 cm'1 (see Fig. 3.55 a», a normalized current of around 2x10'" AcnV1 would
be resulting from the transition W<J*. This is a fraction of 40% of the experimentally observed value in
Fig. 3.10 b). Now Ihe missing 60S might be attributed to the 0.51 eV trap found in the neutron damaged
sample after 66.5h annealing at 80°C. Its hole emission rate at 20°C is ef ~ 2.6x10*5'' and the
introduction rate is approximately 0.03 cm'1, see Table 3.25. According io eq. 3.116 an electron emission
rate of e. - 820 s'1 would dien be sufficient, which appears to he conceivable if for exampk the
corresponding values quoted for the divacancy in Tabk 3.27 are considered. However, Ihe annealing
behavior of the £V + 0.51 eV hok trap has so far not been investigated, and further studies are inevitablc
to assess its rok in the current generation. Also it will be noted lhat according to the above estimates
e./ef would be equal to around 0.3, resulting in a lemperature dependenl N4snt which might give
important clues conceming Ihe electron emission rate.

3.43 Charge Collectfon Deficiency
The conceiUration of electron-hok pairs created by the passage of an ionizing particle through die
sensitive fteld zone of a detector is typically very small, such that in the first approximation their
tnpping at defect tevets can be regarded äs a negligible disturbtnce of the steady state level occupation
maintained in the depkled zone. U is Ihm justified to employ eq. 3.62 in the continuity equation
(eq. 3.57) so that the Overall tnpping time constant for electrons and holes can be defined by

eq. 3.117 T; • I <
rfnp»

This relation accounts for Ihe circumstance that only levels devoid of electrons can act äs electron Irans,
and vice versa for holes. In the first approximation this holds true onty for the levels in Ihe upper and
Iower half of Ihe band gap, respectively. The experimentally observed Charge colleclion deficiency
caused by camer tnpping' is however not aflected by those ekctron/hok traps exhibiting a sufficiently
high detrapping rate e,f, such that the captured carrien are released within the shaping time of the
eteclronic readout Regvding reasonabk shaping tirnes of the orderof« few 10 ns this is for exampk
realized for the A-center KO, (compare Tabk 3.27), and certainty also for ihe shaltow impurity levels
arising from me phosphorus or boron doping. U is then clear lhat only the divacancy W1*1 level can
efliciently Irap electrons, while both me divacancy W'"" and the C,O/'* donor levels may be taken
into consideretion ts hok traps. Application of the upper limit of Ihe divacancy introduction rate (see
Tabk 3.26) gives the following upper limits of the inverse electron and hok tnpping time constants
normah'xed to the fluencc (compare eq. 3.22),

T, < 1.1 x 10''cm V and r* < 1.7x10" cmV1.

Whik Ihe resuh for the electrons is onty a factorof around 2 smallerthan Ihe value 2.4xlO"7cmV found
in reference [WUN92] (see also Appendix E), a discrepancy of at least one order of magnitude is noticed
for the hok tnpping. In this context ii is noted lhat the previously discussed deep hole trap al Er +
0.51 eV is expected lo contribute approximately 0.5x10* cmV using Ihe cross section o - 10*" cm5

quoted Table 3.25 andathermal velocily vAr * 1.6x1Ö* cm/s ine, *o vAf.

An eqMÜMi fix the numerical calcubtkn of A* divge co(1eclim ddkiocy vilkl Tor mift b prefcmed in Sectkn 5.1.1.
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3.4.4 Resistivity of the Undepleted Bulk Material
According to eq. 2.2 die cakulation of
the resistivity p of die Undepleted bulk
materill requires die knowtedge of die
zero fieM mobility u*,, given äs
function of tempenture in
Appendix A, and die free carrier
concentrations N and p estaMished in
die statt of dwrmal equilibrium in a
neutral region of the sernkonductor.
These subjects have abtady been
addressed in Section 3.3.1.3. Here a
similar investigation is presented,
however, äs function ofme Irradiation
fluence expkriting die defect
inlroduction ntes given in Tabte 3.26.
In ftct agam die upper Nmil has been
employed for W<J* in order to
account for die füll concentntion of
peak N, while the Iower limit has been
assigned to die second ionization statt
of die divacancy. However, its donor
level was omtted äs K would not
affect die renito. Further, die deep
hole tnp at E, + 0.51 eV denoted by
Z was sssumed to be an »cceptor in
order to account for the ndiation
damage-induced increase in die
negative space Charge. Il was
Jntroduced al die average nie
295x10-'cm1 qoottd in TaWe3.25.
Moreover, an initial effective donor
concentntion of l .42x1011 cm"' has
been chosen, of which die portion N*

0.60* 10" cnV* is removed
pemunenlty with die donor removal
con$tant c - 2.4x10'" cm1, see
eq. 3.11. As holds true for die
introduction nies, diese are basically
die data obuined on die wn-implanted
devwes supplied by die MP1, see
Section 3-2.5.

Fig. 3.75 shows die Variation of die
Fermi kvel EF äs function of die
Irradiation fluence at room tempenture (20*0). Ef is initiatly positkmed sh'ghtly above die firet acceptor
level of die divacancy, enters die Iower half ofme band gap al «round 10" cm"1, crosses die Er + 0.51 eV
level, and eventually settlei at an intermediate position between Z*' and C,0/**. The conesponding
concentntions of ftce carrien and of ionized defecl levels are presented in Fig. 3.75 b). Finally, Fig. 3.75
c) showi the resistivity p. which additiomlty has been determined at 0°C and -20°C. In agreement with
the behavior of H and p seen in Fig. 3.75 b), die resistivily is sweeping Ihrough a maximum al around
die inversion fluence and seuks for large fhwnces at a value in die 100 kfl cm ränge. While in the Iow
fluence ränge die resistivity is decreasing with decreuing lemperatures due to the increasing mobilily, a
signifkant increase in p is noticed for targer 4>„. The latter reflects die streng dependence of the free
carrier concentntion on temperature (reltted lo the one of the intrinsic carrien), in contnst lo the case of

10 10*

*-7f F*"** level *)• ""P toKtoBtto* b) and ralaMiy c) in tht
„fiuKtio* ofOu IrradiaHon flutet, set tea.
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a weakly damaged sample, in which the free electron concentntion essentially is equil to die constanl
effective donor concentntion.

The qualitative resulls presented here are in very good agreement with corresponding experimental
dala from Hall measurements reported in reference (BIG9SJ. In die presented model the resistivity al
large fluences is only determined by the damage-induced deep levels, radier dun the initial shalfow
doping concentntion. Also mis cireumstance has been observed experimentally in reference [WUI96].

3.4.5 Snmmary of thc Relation Between the Macroscopic and Mfcroscopk
Featnres of the Bulk Damige

• The origin ofdw damage-induced negative space Charge was discussed in genenl. At a well-annealed
state after around l year stonge al room tempenture die negative Charge was found to be related lo a
mndomty distributtd poinl defect which does not include atoms from the initial doping but rather is
comprised of higher order intrinsic defects and possibly carbon and/or oxygen. The deep hole tnp al
around Ew + 0.5 eV observed with die TCT melhod was discussed u a possibfe candidatt.

• The relation between die bisUble defecl goveming die decay of the depletion voltage after quenching
from the ameah'ng tempenture and a «ngfc peak in the TSC spectmm was examined. 1t was shown
lo be unKkeh/ lhal die peak is related lo die tnnsition C/'" , The role of die defect in Ihe isochronous
annealing of weakly and heavily damaged samples was discussed in conjunclion wilh Jts bistable
properties.

• As was found for all ameah'ng effects, reverse annealhig is related to die peculiarities of heavy
particle damage, namely, a closer spacing of intrinsic defects and/or higher order intrinsic point
defects.

• Based on die conecl notion of deep level energy it was found that the divacancy Iransition Hx~* can
contribute sigmfkantly lo die ovenll leakage current The deep hole inp at around Er + 0.5 eV was
discussed äs a possibte source for die missing portion. However, heavy partkk-dinuged samples diät
wen not anneafed al elevaled temperatures exhibit a particularty large bulk genention leakage
currenl whkh can not be explained by those defects. In dus Situation also a characteristic kft-hand
«de broadenjng of die peak arising from Ihe mnsitkm W* exists, which appears to be rehled lo die
excess leakage cunent

• While for electrons die experimental data of die bipping lime constanl was shown to be of die order
of die value expected from the divacancy, the corresponding cakuUtion for die hole trapping time
constanl underestimates die aclualh/ observed tnpping elTect by one order of magnilude.

• The resistivity of die neutnl bulk material was calculated äs tunction of fluence and il was fbund lo
be progressively growing up lo around the invenion fluence, after which the resistivity slowly
decreases and approaches a large (sever 10 kfl cm al room Kmpenture) satuntion value.
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could accurately be measured wilh • fteithky 610 C electromeler by focusing the electron beim onto •
Faraday-cup.

The stopping power S n related lo the differential energy loss by pS- - dEldx, when p denoles
the densily of Ihe materiai hi question (2.32 and 2.33 g/cm1 for SK), ind Si, respectively). Employing the
compilation of Ihe energy dependent stopping power of electrons in reference [BER82], and accounting
for (he average energy lost by the 20keV electrons in the 20 ran gold eleclrode (aboul 200 eV), the
average stopping power in a 220 nm oxide layer was found lo be [SCI9S]

S - 10.8 McVcmV - l.73xlO*GycmJ.

As the ränge of 20 keV electrons in SiO, and Si ii 4.7 and 4.9 um. respectively, the impinging electrons
leave a homogeneously kräzed trace hl die oxide layer before mey are stopped in the silicon buBt. For an
area A, of around l cm1 the typkally realized dose nie fbllows from eq. 4.1 to be a few 100 Gy/min.
Exposure thnes of several minutes wert thus necessary lo «hieve doses in Ihe kGy ränge.

Fig. 4.) i) shows the evolution of CV curves äs function of the ionization dose. The daU have been
plotttd in linear scaks in order to improve the resolution of the features related to Ihe MOS region.
Regarding the analysii of the device characleristics MC Section 2.5.3. The initial irndiation under zero
bi«s causes a continuous increase in the flat-band voltage Yß, however, approaching a Saturation value.
Sirikingly me subsequent exposure to a comparatively small dose of electrons under a reverse bias of
30 V leads to a significant further increase in Vf>. Moreover, a significant stretch-out of Ihe curve is
noticed. Flg. 4.1 b) displayi the corresponding IV curves, also reflecting Ihe Variation of V^. In additkm,
the interface generalion cvrent /. is found to be increasing äs function of the imdiation dose, evidently
also satunting al high D. However, contrary to V^, the subsequenl imdiation under reverse bias hardly
iffccB/..

4.1.1 Mechtnlsm of the Oxide Charge Buildup
The Variation of the flat-band voltage is understood to be arising from the trapping of iomzation charges
and therefore ein be expressed by Ihe change AVM in the concentration of oxide-tnpped charges QJA„,.
AcconÜng to eq. 2.9 and eq. 2.10 H is

eq.4.2 AK.

where je, is the centetof gravhy of all oxide charges which will be assumed to be a constant and lobe
equal to the oxide thkkness dM. Thut k is impHcilly presupposed lhat alt oxide charges are located in the
direct vieinity of Ihe Si-SiOj interface and that also all additional Charge trapping takes place at thal
Position. Thü is in put justiRed by me faet that the trapping ccnten, for exampk the oxygen-vacancy
discussed in Scctkm 2.2.2, are indecd related to substoichiometry and imperfectty grown oxides mainly
realized ctose to the interface (around 5 nm). Regardmg further defects capaMe of trapping positive äs
well äs negative charges die reader is referred to the review given by R. Devine [DEV94].
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As yß n found to be increasing. hole trapping must predominate over electron trapping. This is
qualiutivery explained by Fig. 4.2, which also addresses me Saturation of V^ al high imdiation doses
and Ihe dependence on the reverse bias voltage applied during exposure. The free ekctrons and holes
created in me oxide are driven by the electric fwtd towirds the oxide-siticon interface and metal
efectrode, respectively. Now, the drift mobtlity is quite hrge for the electrons (20 cm*W' at room
temperature) while the holes move very stowly by a hopping process (2xlO"femIW) [BRA89].
Therefore, the etectrons have only a small chance to stick at a defecl or to recombine wilh a hole. More
likely will they reich the interface, where they are emitted inlo Ihe silicon bulk. Contrary, hofcs created
ctose to me interface will easih/ get tnpped there. If thus me concentration of tnpped holes is
progressively growing, there will also be an increasing chance for the electrons lo recombine wilh Ihem
(Fig. 4.2 b». Moreover, the positive Charge buildup will cause a change in V^ until the applied bias
voltage is not sufficient to depfcte the silicon betow the oxide and an electron accumulation emerges.
SJmilar to the unbiased detector, the electric fieW strength in the oxide becomes quite smatl, äs do Ihe
carrier drift velocities. This results in enhanced recombination of electrons wilh holes and thus hihibits a
further increase in the positive oxide Charge (dynamic equilibrium). Therefore, depending on the actual
bias voltage a certain Saturation
value of APj» will be obtained.
However. at suffkienlry large
bias voltiges il is also
conceivable thal all hole traps
become exhsusted, defimtety M 0.5
imposing an upper limil on Af^.

Further. äs in the investigated •—'
surface barrier detectors the X |
electric fieU strength al the g*
oxide-siKcon interface is a J>
function of me lateral position, a

>

S

corresponding inhomogeneity of
the radiation damage-mduced
change in the concentration of
tnpped oxide charges is
expected Based on this idea R.
Wunstorf et al. could expbin in
reference [WUN96] the
peculiarities of the proton micro-
beam measurements on an
ekctron-damaged surface barrier
deteclor sbown in Fig. 4.3. The
measurements have been
perfbrmed äs outlined in
Section 2.4.1, and Ihe
corresponding results found on
an undamaged devke in Fig. 2.9
may be inspected for reference.
Additional dead layen are
observed next to the surface
barrier contacl and in the middte
of the MOS region in Fig. 4.3 a)
and b). This corresponds
reasonably well to Ihe positions
where a two-dimensional device
Simulation (ToSCA) indicaled
the maximum of the electric field
strength in the oxide for Ihe Iwo
considered bias völliges of 0 and
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Fig. 4.3 Proton micro-beam itudy ofa surface barrier dttectar ttamaged

a)Ltft ttripetamagedwithoutbias(9lIL28. V^- 7l V, V*-9.6 V).



80 V, see [WUN96J. Thiu a pronounced accumulalkm of positive oxide charges hat occutred al these
positions during the exposure to the ionizing radiation, corresponding to a spatially varying flat-band
voltage. Accordingly, upon reverse bitsing such t device Ihe depletion of the oxide regjon will not
progress homogeneously, but nther do the device simulttioru predict a loctl potential minimum for
electrons al the position of Ihe miximum oxide chtrge density. For sufficiently large reverse bias
voltages this results in the formttion of an UoUted accumulation layer on Ihe otherwise fiilry depkted Si-
SiO, interface accounting for the localized energy kreses observed in Fig. 4.3.

4.1.2 Changes in the SI-SIOj Interface Properties
In Section 2.5. l Ihe interface genenlton currcnt has been relaled lo the surface recombination vetocity S,
and accordingly a change in /_ will be regaided äs being due to a Variation of St,

eq. 4.3 Ä/o

For n, the vtlue 6.005x10* cm1 has been used al 20°C, äs follows from the revkw presenied in [GRE90].
The dirTerenl MOS areas A, tealJzed for Ihe different stnipk designs are given in Ttble 2.1.

Usually tow tempertture (450°C) hydrogen annetling is employed to neutralize the dangling bonds
on the as-grown oxides [SZE85J: Si, m Si- H. Thii results in a possible souree for the radittion
sensitivity of S„ because the ionizing radiatkm can desiroy the hydrogen passivttion. However, in
genenl the actutl processes govenung the increase in Ihe density of the interface süues tre not well
understood, but there seenu to be t direct relation to the oxide charges tnpped nexl to the interface
[BRA89].

In addition to the resulting incretse in the interftce genention cunenl interface sUtes are also
expected to cause a stntching of Ihe CV curve around the flal-band voluge, see Section 2.3.2. In legtrd
lo the Irradiation under reverse Mas, the CV data shown in Fig. 4.1 a) would thus suggest an tncreased
number of interface Stiles, in disagreement with the virtually unchanged interftce genention currenl
(Fig. 4.1 b)). Therefore, on die devices studied, the stretching is not considered to be a relitble indication
of the density of the interftce stttes, but rather mty arise from the peculiar Expansion of the depleted
zone undemealh the interftce, ts discussed on the proton micro-betm investigttion.

4.2 Quantitativ* Evaluation of the Experimente/ Dato

4.2.1 Fiat-Band Voltage Vft

Shifts in the flat-band voluge have been determined on vtrious devices either irradiated under t reverse
bias voluge oft few 10 V or without bias (Fig. 4.4). A seile represenling Ihe oxide Charge concentntion
has been calculated with eq. 4.2 and employing a vtlue of rf„ - 220 nm. The results obtained on Ihe
reverse bitsed diodes exhibit a similar dependence on Ihe Irradiation dose, irrespective of Ihe particular
voluge chosen. It ntust therefore be conchlded Ihal the electric fields esublished in the oxide wen
tlwtys sufficient to reach the sttuntion in AK,, via Ihe exhtustion of tll hole traps, in conlrast to the
devices irradiited without bias. In both cases could the experimenul dau retsonably well be fitted lo the
relation

eq. 4.4 ^(o^Ji-eap^/))].

Assuming a constant relative error in AV„, a letst-squtres procedure gave (solid lines in Fig. 4.4)

b„ (0 V) - 0.947x10" cm'1, aH (0 V) - 1.68x10-* Gy1,

fr» (Ä 40 V)-3.42x10" cm'1, a„ (a40 V)* I.SOxlO-'Gy'1.

The sttuntion level is reproduced slighlly better when a constanl error is assumed in AV„, giving
bN (0 V) - 1.01x10" cm'1 and bH (2 40V) •= 3.45x10" cm"', which might serve äs tn estimate of the
systematic error introduced by the simplified model function eq. 4.4. Regarding the dose calibration, it is
reassuring to note thtt the *°Co-gamma values are in good agreement with the 20 keV electron dau.
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Fig. 4.4 Incrttut In ihe flat-band voltage asfiaiction cftht iontoaion dose.

While the damage-induced change in V^ on the devices imdiated without bias was found lo be
decreasing onry slighlly within a slorage period of sevenl dtys al room tempenlure, a significuit
annealing effect was observed on the devices exposed under reverse bias, See Fig. 4.5. The daU obuined
ifter the 2 kGy exposure could be fitted to the relttion

41 V - 0.8 V x ln(( [h]).

50

" 40
>

< 30

20

DoK,Bi»
* 2fcGy,80V
• 4 kGy, 80 V •
O 0.7 kGy, 80 V

+ 0.7 kGy

4 *~^
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3 n°
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2 ZL

10' 10° 10'

Annealing Time
io2

[ days]
Fig. 4.5 Room lemptnaure anntaling ander 0 V bias ofitieflai-band voliage stuft measured on

devices Ihal wert irradiaied under a revtrse bias ofSO V (devices 9IIK2S and 9l IL3I).

This characteristic dependence on Ihe logarithm of the annetling time is in agreement with the
observatkms made by many experimenters and mty be explained by the first order tunnel detnpping
model, Ihe thermal emission model, or a combinttion of both, ts discussed by P.J. McWhorther et al.
[MWH90]. In this context it is important (o note that the devices were stored in thermal equilibrium,
allowing for the formttion of the electron tccumulation layer. A more rapid reduction in AF^ is
observed on the more heavily damaged sample, indicating a dose dependence of the annealing rate. After
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around 30 days one sample has once more becn exposed to a small dose, and Ihe subsequently meuured
dato cannot reasonibly be assigned lo Ihe prevtous annealing curve. However, pkming Ihe measuremenu
with respect to the annealing ihne elapsed since the second imdiation gives again a straight-line on the
logarithmic tinte scale which is in agreement widi the mentioned models. However, the second
Irradiation hu reduced the tottl amount of trapped positive oxide charges, highry lilcely by
recombination with die tree ekctrons crealed by the kmizing radiation.

4.2.2 Interface Generation Carrent/„
The evaluaWd internce genention cunent dala are shown in Fig. 4.6. and u for die flat-band voliage
shift it is sufficient lo disthiguish between die devices hradtaied under a cettain reverse biu vohage or in
thermal equilibrium. II is noted th*t after normalization lo die MOS area A„ all data points exhibit die
same functional dependence. ahnough die devtce destgm are largery differcnt (see die devke names and
Tabk 2.1). This reassures dial die interprettn'on ofthe intertace genention eurrent is correct and mal the
applied method of extracting die /„ valuei front die IV curves oulltned in Section 2.5.3 is reliable. As for
die oxide charges die change in S, urunctionofdiedosehubeen written

eq. 4.5 AS.tDJ-^p-expt-a.D)],

and the corresponding leul-squares fits depicted in Fig. 4.6 yield die parameter»

MO V) - 2.91x10» cm s '. a, (0 V) - 2.20x10 * Gy'1,

b, (240 V)-2.62xlff«Gy '.

Again constant erron in AN* give more reliable esrJmates of the Saturation levels: b, (0 V) -
1.91x10* cm*"1 and A* (i 40V) - 2.08xlO>cms'1. Here die assumption made about die etroa hu a
larger effect because die tattnation is not reached hi Fig. 4.6 and evidendy requires higher doses dtan
encountered with &N*. Moreover, äs opposed lo die flat-band voliage, die Saturation tevel of A/_ does
not depend on die biashig condttions icaltzed during die exposure, indicattng an upper concentration
KmH of Ihe surface stales contribuling lo the internce genention currenl.
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Fig. 4.6 Chaage tu the baetfaee geaeralioii ouretH osfiiiKtio* oftht tontzotion dost mttmvtd OH dtvices ihttt
v^rtma^at^w^wUhvariems^i^aMthaiwerttfpö^iutderdiffertM
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4.3 Summary ofthe Studios on lonfzation Damage

• The radiation sensitivity of die dwrmally grown oxide passivalion (</„ * 220 nm) on high resistivily
(N+t - 0.65x10" cnv1) (111) n-type siticon has been examined using 20keV etectrons and "Co-
gammas for die genention of die ionizaa'on damage.

• The peculiarines of die IV/CV characteristics of the investigaled surface barrier devices have been
discussed in conjunclion with proton micro-beam measuremenls for different doses and biasing
condilHMU during exposure.

• Flat-band vottages were found to be increasing u fiinctkm of dose and lo reach a Saturation kvel
corresponding to concenmtions of positive trapped oxide charges of 0.947x10" cm'1 (no Mas) and
3.42x10" cm'1 (reverse biu fc 40 V). Annealing proportional tn(r) was observed.

• Also internce genention currents were found to be increuing and lo saturate at a level corresponding
lo a surface recombination velocity of around 2x101 cm s'1, regardless ofthe biasing conditiom.



5 Damage Projections for HEP Experiments
After it wu realized that Ihe high ndiation levels in Ihe inner detector regJons of the experiments
planned for the LHC can substantially damage the silicon modules comprising the barrel tnckers,
reliable predictions of Iheir lifetime äs fiinclion of Ihe position and the opentional panmetera have
become a key design consideration. In Ihe üght of the upcoming Technical Proposals it wu thui decidcd
to review the bulk damage models, compile die paratnetera in the model descriptions from all availabk
experimental data, and lo develop an ippropriite mtmerical Simulation program. While Ihe firsl task has
been accomplished in Section 3.2.1, Ihe other pointo will be addressed in the following with special
emphasize on those subjects, which due to Ihe limited space could not be presented in detail in an earlier
publkation [CHI95].

5.1 Compllation of Damage Constants
The ptrameten in the models describing the radiation damage effects were either compiled from
literature references or were extracted frorn experimental raw dala available in our own Üb or supplied
by various groups active in die fieM ((CAMB.CERNl.DORT.IMPCO.LANL]). The damage constants
were detemiined for different partick lypes (neutrons, proIons, pions) independently, u even after
normalization lo equivalenl l MeV neutron values the data might have tndicated difterences arising from
imperfections of Ihe N1EL hypolhesis or from insuffkiently known damage functions, compare
Section 3.I. Further, care wu laken of Ihose kmg lerm properties being sensitive to the tempenture, for
instance the leakage current or die aimealing rates, äs an Operation at reduced tempentures is foreseen at
LHC. Finally, the gathered dala allows for a critical discussion of the errors in the damage constanls.

5.1.1 Doping Concentration
Comidenble efforts have been made lo examine Ihe kmg lerm behavior of the radiation damage-induced
changes in the effective doping concentration N4Ja becau» the related variations in the füll deptetion
voltage essentially deckte on Ihe openbility of Ihe deteclors. A large number of kmg leim room and
etevaled tonperature isothermal anneaüng curves measured by various groups around the worM have
been subjecled to the evaluation procedure outlined in Section 3.2. l in order lo obtoin the corresponding
paramelen Nc, N,*, and kr.

Employing the hardness factora quoted in Table 3.1 all N^ data were normalized to Ihe equivaleni
l MeV neutron fluencc giving the individual inlroduction rates g, (see eq. 3.14), which further were
avenged for the different groups'. These averiges äs well äs the corresponding workt avenge of gr for
each particle type can be found in Tabk E. l of Appendix E. The quoted errors are Ihe uncertainry in the
avenges, compare Appendix D.

As the parameter N* depends on the type of material predominanily used by a specific group, a
slnight line was fitted lo the N, versus*., data for each group toobtaintheir^, compare. eq. 3.12. Of
cotiTse only those data were taken into account, where Ihe donor removal term could be negkcted (*., >
\tc). The removal constant c had been compiled previously for each particle type from values reported
in the literature at various annealing stages and tempentures, see Table E.2. N* was subsequently
utilized to calculate individual g, values by (N, -JV^yt»,,. These data were averaged u it wu dorie with
the gr, see Table E. l. The g, dita could also have been taken from the slraight-line fit directly. However,
then it would have implicilly been assumed that Ihe error in the N. does not depend on the fluencc 4>^t

whereas the method presented here makes the more reasonabk assumption mal the error scaks with *,,
, see Appendix D. The quoted worM avenge values ofN^ are simply the unweighted avenges over the
different groups, and the ränge of AU values encounlered is given rather than its statistkal error.

The (ordnen betör momed for die PTB Be<d,a) Md KM CERN PSAIF tonnt were however l.S J tad t .IB. ruhet KIM die
now reviied vilues of l .45 uid 0.78. Whik die formet bwkllty irTecU the Hunburg reailu, which cornpfiic die bulk of die
neutron data, Ihe l»Uer concems the CERN l neulrM viloe*, MC Appendix E.

Finally, the reverse annealing rate constant,
which characterizes a microscopic process and
therefore wu not assumed to depend on the
particle type, hu been averaged at every
encountered annealing tempenture (see Tabk
E.3). From these data an Anhenius-plot
according to relatkm eq. C.2 was constructed
(Fig. 5.1), and the kut-squares straight-line fit
gives the activation energy £., Ihe frequency
factor kt, and Ihe corresponding ertön (Tabk
E.7). Note lhat the error in (he individual
\n(kr [cm'/s]) dala wu not known and thus wu
estimaled from Ihe x * of Ihe fit to be 0.272, see
the error bars depicled in Fig. 5.1. In addition,
the cross-halched area reflects the extrapolation
error (see Appendix D) associaled with the füll
covariance matrix of the fitted parameters. As
the fitted parameter is M*,), Standard error
propagation wu not found suitable to estimate
the uncertainty in *,, and accordingty only a
lower and trpper bound is quoted in Table E.7.
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5.1.2 Leakage Current
Due to its strong intrinsic dependence on the tempenture excessive kakage currents can very efficiently
be reduced by cooting. The crucial parameter is Ihe effective band gap E, in eq. 2.18, and an avenge
value hu been detemiined from Ihe few values reported in the literature on ndiation damaged silicon
detectors in the ränge of lempentures in question (- 1 0°C . . . 20aC), see Tabk E.6.

Further, experimental values of the volume leakage current referring to a long time of annealing (a
few monlhs at room lempenture) were extracted from various annealing curves according lo the
procedure outlined in Section 3.2. l . These leakage current dala have been assumed to be proportional lo
the fluence *.,. According to eq. 3.19 avenge damage constants o. were determined for each group
providing nw data, see Tabk E.S.

Finally, die activation energy of Ihe leakage current annealing wu detemiined on a few annealing
curves measured by {CERN l ] and [DORT] •! Iow tempenture. For this purpose the intrinsic dependence
on lempenlure wu removed by multiplying the currents with the scaling factor R (T), employing the
value for E, mentioned above. Moreover, Ihe data have been normalized to the active volume A d and
the fluence *., and were scakd by g(a>Va., employing the o. value found above. The resulting
quantity>> - A/Ä(ry(yfd<P.,)g(«>Xa_ is according to eq. 3.20 an experimental determination of die
normalized annealing curve at a Iow lempenlure where the scaling factor 8 is larger than untty. Given
g (t*) is Ihe room tempenture annealing curve and t, are Ihe times at which Ihe Iow lempenlure
annealing data hu been laken. A feast-squares method of the determination of the scaling factor 6 can
then be derived from the mtnimization of

eq-5.1 e

That is, we are looking for the roots of the so-called normal equations/(0 )

eq. 5.2 /(0)-l[y g'(ö /,) ̂  -«(6 (y)}]=0,

which can easily be found with Newton's method u also the derivative of/ with respecl to 6 can be
written analytically
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eq.5.3

Here, the derivatives off (t,) are of courae given by (see eq. 3.18)

Fig. 5.2 shows a ptot of me y, äs function of me l
t, divided by the fitted 0 for three diffcrent
annealing curves diät were measured on heavily
danuged and thus hwerted campks by F. tf 0.8
Lemeilleur et «l. [CERNI]. The x-axis can be ^
visualized u the 'equivalent room temperature >j
time', and the reasonaMe agreement with die ^ 0.6
room temperature annealing curve (solid line) -*"
justifies die modetmg of the stow-down of me •&
annealing rate at tow ternperatures by a ^-,0-4
stretching of me time axts. Further, one j?>
annealing curve measured on a weakly danuged g-
sample ([DORT]) has been anatyzed using die s, °'2
Parameters of the leakage current annealing <
curve valid fbr not inverted devices, see n

Table 32. Finally, Tabte E.4 litts all current
annealing activation energies E, that have been
determinedfromlheobtainedO using eq. 3.21.

* M33 -20°C
* M40 0°C
* M44 10°C

10° 10' 102 103 10*

f min l
Fig. 3.2 Normaliitd Itakagt eumnt tu fiatctiai ef iht
rttealed limt //9 (T), m lea. Amealtxg dato
prmidtd by F. LemeiUaa- a al. {CERNIJ.

5.13 Worid Averiges awl ReprweiUtkm of the Spread In the Raw Data
Table E.7 lummarizet all evaluated worid average damage constanls, and in addition the panuneten in
eq. 3.22 determintng the dependence of the trapping time constanb t, on the fluence have been cited
from reference [WUN92], Regarding ihequantitiesg,, gr, and cu it will be noted mal within the quoted
errora the average values fbund for die difierent groups are not always compatible, and accordingly the
error estimaled for the ovenll weighted worid averages is too small This problern arises from die
omission of al! sources of systcmatk errora. They are mainly located in me difficuhies met wim the
delermiration of equtvaknt l MeV neuuon fluencei and die differences in the methods employed by the
various groups for the extraction of the füll deptetion vohagei and leakage currents from the CV and IV
characteristics. With respect to Ihe leakage current reltled damage constant o. also the quality of die
used lest devices pbys a rote, in particular beyond the Inversion fluence.

In tWs conlext il n noted mal Ihe bulk of the pion and neulron data were provided by our own group
and were thus mainly determined on suriace barrier detectors. After Inversion of ihe space Charge sign
these devices do even in die tag term exhibit an enhanced leakage current increase äs function of rhe
Irradiation fluence [WUN92], äs opposed to me observations nude on ion-implamed devices with
properiy connected guard ringi [BAT96). Moreover, it should be bom in mind mal Ihe analysis
employed on the leakage current annealing curves provides onry an upper limit of ou, compare
Seclion 3.2.1.

The dala evaluation on the pion Hradialed devic« shown here is only in a preliminary (Ute, and an
error of the order of 20S in die damage comtants g,, gr, and o. can be estimaied from Ihe updated
results presented in Section 3.2.4. In concluiion, the differences belween the differem pariicle lypes are
not found to be signißcant, ramer are me results in conjunction with the quoted errors misteading and the
reader should refer to Section 3.2.4 for a more rigorous investigation of the subject Although die data
are therefore not vahiabk for a systematk examination of the fluence calibralion problem, they still

1*5

represent the knowledge about Ihe bulk damage in silicon detectors available around the worid al the
time of me ATLAS Technical Proposal [ATL94].

As only the failure of a small percentage of ihe silicon modules is acceptabte in order to guarantoe an
accurale performance of the tracker, il is necessary to ask fbr the Variation in ihe prediclion of the silicon
delector properties diät arises from the spread in the damage constants. For Uns purpose. if possibJe, me
Standard deviation errora have been quoted in Table E.8, covering around 70% of all inspected data
poinls. An addilional difficuhy was met with the parameler k since its value needed to be extrapolaled
towards a kw lemperaiure from the experimental data chiefly obtained al room or ekvated temperature,
see Fig. 5.1. An overall error in the extrapolated rn(*r[cmVsR was defined by adding the extrapobtion
error (cross-hatched area) and the error in me tndividual m(*r (cmVsJ) values (error bars) in quadrature.
As the resulting uncertahrty is compantivery targe, the error propagation law was not fbund niitable, and
tnerefore the average value of Ar and me appropriale ränge is given in Table E.8 at the three
temperalurei considered in the simulations.

5.2 Numeiical Implementation of the Damage Models
The model descripnons of die damage-induced changes in the füll depktion vottage and the leakage
current reviewed in Section 3.2.1 are valid only for a single shorl term imdiition. However, me
predtction of the tong term behavior in a k>w flux environment demands for a simultaneous consideration
of the buildup of the damage effects and thrir annealing. Moreover, variations in die operational
lemperaiure have to be taken into account The numerical Simulation assumes the pvticte flux and me
lemperature to be constant during certain time periods, i.e., they are both given by step functions. It is
ihen possible to write down anarytical Solutions valid during diese periods, which can be proceeded
continuously hi Ihe succeeding periods by evaluating the equations al the particular point hl time at
which Ihe operational Parameters are changed. and using these numbers äs updated initial values. For die
sake ofconveirience die time / will be assumed to be zero at such a point*.

5.2.1 Doping Concentration
Regarding the staMe damage portion Ne , ihe numerical treatmenl is slnugM*forward because Ne depends
only on (he total absorbed fluence *̂  that simply needs to be accumulattd for me calculation. Short
term annealing has been negtected due to the reasons outlined in Section 3.2.1 . In accord wilh the
original undentandmg, revene annealing has been visualized äs a second order reaction of two neutral
defects X forming an acceptor Y. Note that Ihen according to the exampk given in Appendix C the
inlroduction rate and anneating rate of X have to be written gr - 2gr and k - 4r/2. Moreover, while
eq. C.7 is valid during me beam-off periods, die term g^^ needs to be added to the righl-nand side of
Ihe differenaal equation eq. C.1 if the l MeV neutron equrvaknl flux ̂  is distinct frorn zero. The
solulion is dien given by

eq. 5.5 Nx(t)= Wjlanh^> + artai*(v„/#j))

where die stationary value reached after tong time» is

Here Nm always denotes the accumulattd concenliation of defects X al the time / - 0. Concemmg the
calculation of Ihe concentration Nr it has been exploited mal the defects Y account for die diffcrence
belween the actually present number of defects X and the concentration A^t-» of X, which would have
been obuined if no anneating were lo occur. 1t is Na_, - grQ>^, where <t>^ is the total absorbed fluence,

h wfll be nokd tut the proper miinmeBt oTAe continaoai riiiMbÜM Urne rtqwre* Die iMroductioa oft time ofacl
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5.2.2 Leakage Current
Since the annealing curves are different before and ifler Inversion of the sign of the space Charge the
volume current has been considered to be composed of two fractions. The firsl anneals with the
Parameters quoted before Inversion md is only introduced äs long äs N^sn > 0, whereas the other
portion takes over oiherwise. As for die reverse annealing, quantitative results with respeci 10 the
simuluneous introduction and annealing of the leakage current requires an issumption about the relation
between the current and the corresponding microscopic origins. For the sake of convenience it has been
asserted here that every term of the sum of exponentiab comprising the annealing function eq. 3.18
corresponds lo a specirk defecl introduced in Proportion with the flux and, besides (he suble term,
exhibits a first order decay. Forpurposeofillustration the solutionofeq.C.l is given here for y - l after
adding the lern &>„ to the right-hand side,

eq. 5.7 *,<0 = ̂ [l-«p(-*<)]+*ro«P(-*').

This itsult is generally valid, also for Ihe instance of ̂  - 0. The rate constant k may now be identified
with Ihe individual inverse time constants l/i„ and Ihe introduction rate of each term is proportional to
the relative amplitude a„ see Tabte 3.2. The Variation offne annealing rate with tempcralure has in this
context been taken into account by mulrJplying all time constants T, with the scaling faclor 0 (eq. 3-2 1 ).

5.23 Charge Collection Defictency
A Öeficiency in Ihe colkcted Charge arises from trapping and small electric field strengths, causing
collection times larger than the recognition period of the electronic readout. The current pulse Signal

eq-5.8 /^(O-^-^ + l^e^-r/t,,,)-^ -O'exptyt^)]

originating from a mip äs determined in reference [BAT93] has been used here in order to estimatc the
influence of diese eflecb. In eq. S.8 Q, is the total Charge Nq, rehted to Ihe N created ekctron-hole
pairs, a is the ratio between Ihe operational voltage and the füll depletion völlige (o - V^IV^), and TV

is the transit time constant for electrons/hotes given by eq. 2.33. The simplifications made in [BAT93]
for the derivalkm of eq. 5.8 aie me presupposition of a constant drift mobility and the omisston of Ihe
built-in voltage. In thrt model, DK time tCJLe needed to collect all electrons/hotes is given by

eq.5.9 ^-T^hißa + iyta-l)].

In order to calculale the Charge Q thai in the presence of tnpping centers is collected within a certain
time period Tt, eq. 5.8 needs lo be multiplied with exp(-f lifff), see eq. 2.22, and has to be inlegrated
over the time, comptre eq. 2.27,

eq.5.10
»M

f A'

The upper bounds of the Integrals are given by 7"

eq.5.11 4v-l+*..,/i»*, wd C«*-!

the solution ofeq. 5.10 for a > l Js given by

min[iw, r,]. Using the abbreviations

eq. 5.12 -S- \-e

and for Operation below füll depletion (a S l)the füll collection times trmf divergefT,,^ = T,), and it ig

l «7

eq.5.13 -S. = ̂ F-
I-« ''

*.,
Note lhat here Qt denotes the Charge created by the traversing mip in the activated volume, which is less
Charge äs compared to füll depletion. For the calculation of the transit tiine constants by eq. 2.33, the low
field mobility and its functional dependence on temperature has been taken from [SZE81 ]

eq.5.14 e m - 45o
Cl/lV Vs UOOK

Trapping time constants were calculated according lo relation eq. 3.22 and depend onry on the total
absorbed fhience.

A comparison between experimental dita on the Charge collection efficiency äs function of the
Irradiation fluence and Ihe results of the above calculation is shown in Fig. 5.3, demonslnting a
reasonable agreement However, the Simulation tends to give a pessimistic view at large 4>_.
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5.3 Simulatlons for the ATLAS SCT at LHC

5J.1 Ptrticle Fluxes
Calculations* of Ihe particle fluxes In the ATLAS SemiConductor Tracker (SCT) were provided by G.
Gorfine (GOR95) for a singte Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) design study of the inner detector,
which Jncludes a forward catorimeter and is dose to Ihe tayout presented in the ATLAS Technical
Proposal (ATL94], see Fig. 1.1. For those calculations a p-p cross section of 7l mb, a solenoidal
magnetic field of 2 T, a füll lurninositY of lO^cm'V1, and an Operation time of 10' s per year were
assumed. Further, Ihe fluences were considered for all involved particle types individually in order to
allow for the accurate normalization to equivalent l MeV neutron fluences. For this purpose, the Van
Giimeken proton damage (unction hu been employed for kaons and anti-protons [VGI89], and otherwise
the damage functions äs shown in Fig. 3.0. The numerical data shown in Table 5.1 are barrel averages

A Monte Ctrio MmlitMM wüh die FLUKA Code M CMijunctkm *«h DTUJETM.
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over the quoted z-range, and t plot of the radial distribution is presented in Fig. 5.4. While for sntall radü
Ihe damage is tnainly caused by pions, Ihe albedo neutron background predominates in the outer regions.

TaMe 5. / Ammal tqutvaletu dmagejhtencts tu 10" cm'1 for manama partielt typa iittkeA TUS SCT (tingle
TRTdaign cwt/JfwWtai B. p-p cma iccifcff 7l mb. iiilegntted lumtoiosity 10" cm'1, from ICOK9S]).
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53.2 Operational Sceiarlos, Detector Parameters, and Benchmarks
In order to obüin i realistic piclure of the Operation of the silicon detectors at LHC the Variation of Ihe
luminosity, the Operation«! tempenlure, and the applied Was voltages have been considered. In the ßnt
three yetrs the luminosity was assumed to be 10" cmV, followed by seven years at Ihe füll luminosity
10" cm V, ihat is, Ihe aimuat fluences during the initial period are orte tenth of the values given in Tabk
S.l. Moreover, the experinwnl was assumed lo be nmning only during the firsi seven monlhs of eacn
year, and the corresponding constanl partick fluxes have been determined by dividing the quoted
fluences by 7 monlhs. Further, a modestry km lernperature, typically 0*0. was assumed to be established
during all of die ten year Operation except for a maintenance period at 20°C (warm-up) in the begtnning
of the 9*roonthofeach yetr. Three lengtht have been considered for the warm-up: l month, 3 days, and
0. Opentional vohages V^ were assumed to be variable within certain Ihnits, and, if possibk, over-
biasing of the devices was realized to ensure fist Charge colkction.

Itf

100V
eq-5.15

Maximum opentional vohages ¥^„ of 200 V and 300 V have been used. Regarding the kakage
current / per channel, the total active area in the Ihree pixel layers (radii 11.5 cm ... 20 cm) was assumed
lo be 50 um x 300 um, whik 12 cm « 112.5 um hu been used for die Strip modufes (ndii 30 cm ...
69 cm), see reference [ATL94]. Moreover, to make the plots more distincl the device thickness was fixed
lo 300 um. While Ihis is reasonable for the strip detectors, srnaller values of d have been proposed for
Ihe pixels. Conceming Ihe füll depktion vohage this is a scaling witii the factor (rf/300 um)1, see eq. 2.7.
Further, even if the actual operational voltage was not sufficient to fully activate the deleclor has Ihe füll
volume Ad been used for Ihe cftlculaiion of Ihe kakage current /, also lo make the plots more distinct
The initial doping concentration was assumed lobe Nf, -5x10" cm"1.

Besides Ihe mentioned maximum opentional voltages, benchmark figures have also been suggested
for the other detector properties [ATL94J. Regarding the kakage currem per channel a limii of 2 uA was
deduced from power dissipalkm consideran'ons and Ihe relaled difficulties met with thermal runaways.
However, for me pixel System also the kakage current relaled noise needs to be Uken into account.
Further, 70% of the Charge deposittd in the detectors should be collected at the electrodes. However, if
the operational voltage is not sufficient lo fully depkte Ihe detector (partial depktion) ine sensitive
volume and ihus the total Charge Q, is decreasing, which is die prominent effect regarding me
deterioration of the signal lo noise ratio.

533 Results and Discusslon
For the Simulation of the ndiation damage effects a distinction was made between charged-hadrons and
neutrons. The total damage-induced change in a certain property was assumed to be the sum of two
portions cakulated from Ihe chaiged-hadron and neutron fluences using Ihe pkm and the neutron damage
constants (Tabk E.7). Thii ensures thal the Simulation result reflects the experimenul observitions
underlying Ute extraction of the damage consunts aa cktse äs possibk.

Fig. 5.5 Shows me Simulation of the damage-induced changes in Ihe relevant electrical properties for a
10 year Operation sequence at LHC using the fluences quoted for Ihe strip layer at a radius of 30 cm. An
Operation temperature ofO°C, aone month warm-up, and a maximum operational voltage of 300 V has
been assumed. Onty a minor Variation is observed within the initial three years of low luminosity
nmning. Type Inversion and a progressively increasing füll depktion voltage V^ is anticipaled after the
first ye«r «t füll tuminosity. During the maintenance periods reverse annealing takes place, adding up to
the change in V*, relaled to the stable damage portkm. Contrary, the leakage current per channel /
exhJbits benetkial ameah'ng in the warm-up cycfe, accompanied by much huger numbers due to the
strong intrinsic temperature dependence. A ptateau is noticed for the Charge colkction defictency 1-QfQ,
in the years S through 8. This is due to die increasing amounl of trapping centers compensaied for by the
simuhaneously increasing opentional voltage, see eq. 5.15, which shortens die colkction time and
reduces me influence of trapping. Altnough not relevant for the detector Operation, it is interesting to
note the rncreased colkction deficiency during warm-up arising from the smalkr motrilily, which resuhs
in slower Charge colkction. If die maximum operational voltage is not suffictent to fully acttvtte the
device, Charge colkction loss becomes significant.

Fig. 5.6 a) shows the influence of die operating temperature and the length of ibe warm-up period on
the values obtained on Ihe same strip layer after ten years of Operation. Low temperature Operation in
combtnalion with a short mainienance period can signiflcanlly reduce die reverse annealing of me
depletion voltage. Regarding die benchmark quoied for the kakage current, cooling of the detectors is
found to be inevitabk. Therefore, also a natural regulation of the reverse annealing is given and Ihe
diflicully met with excessive depktion vohages is Ihen found to be chiefly relaled lo the stabk portion of
the radiation damage-induced change in the space charge concentration. In diis contexl it is noted lhat
even al Ihe lowest temperature Operation withoul wamt-up examined the annealing of die kakage currenl
is not found to be significanlly frozen. As dwre seems 10 be a correlalion between die short term
annealing of the kakage currenl and die doping concentralion (e.g. [SCH95]), the same would also be
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expected lo hold Tor the dtplction völlige. In iny case could the beneficial short term umealing be
propelled by warming up intentiotally. Therefore. for an optimized Operation schedute the projected
change in Ihe deplelion voltage and the leakage current cm be calculated straighl-forward from tbe
accumulated fluence by simply using Ihe reUtions eq. 3.11 and eq. 3.20.
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Fig. 5.6 b) presents the evolution of the radial distribulion of the silicon delector properties during the
10 years LHC Operation for a consUnl openting tempenture of 0°C. Conceming i maximum Operation
völlige of 300 V. the strip layers (ndius 2 30 cm) would survive all of Ihe ten years in Ais scenario. The
pixel layers are becoming paitially depleted after a ceitain time. However, choosing a device thickness of
150 um rather lhan 300 |im would icduce the depkb'on voltiges by a ficlor of 4, which significantly
improves the Situation. On the «her hand, leakage cuirents are still becoming quite large, ttcommending
a fiirther reduclion of Ihe operan'ng tempenture.

So far only Ihe barrel averiges of the particte fluences have been used. According to Fig t.2 thereis
however a significant Variation over the z-direction which results in a conesponding distribulion of the
danuge projections. For ine Operation al a constanl temperature of 0*C rhe final depletion voltiges are
plotted in Fig. 5.7 äs ruiKtionof die radius and Ihe z coordinate in a quirter-section of Ihe inner deteclor.
In regirdto the z-extenlof the layers quoted in Tibk 5.1 it can be seen that all of Ihe 30 cm and 40 cm
strip layer can be fully depleied with 300 V and 200 V, respectively. However, at Ihe position of the
MSGC's (see Fig. 1.1), which have been repliced by silicon counlers, more darnage than wouU be
•waited from the results obtained on Ihe barrcls it the same radius is expected.

Finally it will be studied, which uncertainty is introduced in Ihe danuge projections by the spread in
the raw data (Table E.8) and the errors in the flux calculations. Regarding the latter • conservative
estimate of the tower and upper limit of the charged-hadron and neutron fluxes has been quoted in
reference [GOR94] to be the average value either divided or multiplied with a fictor of 1.6 ind 2,
respectively. The crosshatched regions in Fig. 5.8 depict the corresponding variations in the device
properties reached after a 10 year LHC Operation it constant 0°C. Conceming Ihe danuge constants,
only one parameter has been changed for each Simulation ind the resulting deviations from die avenge
in the considered quantity wert added in quadnture. This is the comct procedure given the correlation
bctween the parameters in the model descriptions is negligtble. Evidenily, the major uncertainty is
arising from the flux calculations and • survival radius can be estimaled only very crudely.
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Flg. 5.7Dtpletton vaüage öfter UHytanafoptraiton
a cotutant 0°Cin tkt r-t-pUmtof« q*trt*r
ttction efike Unter deuetar(d • 3001»»).

There are further aspects of the radiation damage
whkh have not been taken into account, although
they nright be sigrafkant For example. also the
jonizab'on doses in the considered environment will
be very targe, and Öterefore an increase of the
concentration of oxide charges and interface States
up lo ineir Saturation kvel is expected. While in
usiial device designs the interface is not depleted
and therefote no conrribution to Ihe kakage current
would be awaited, the fine segmentation of pixel
«nd strip deteclors could resuk in an enlargement of
the völlige required to fulry activate me detectors
by «s mach äs the fbl-band vottage (compare
[RIC96]) whkh. depending on the oxide quality, can
becomeof the orderofsevenl ten vohs, Moreover,
considerabte improvements reganüng Ihe probkni
with Ihe depktion vohages could be achieved if
tower resistivity materia! were emptoyed for the
manufacture of Ihe detectors, inasmuch äs the
experimental dala prasenled in Scction 3.2.5 suggest that not all of the initial n-type dooing is removed,
bul rather that there is a reservoir of not removabk positive space charges. Further, Ihe examination on
the rate conslant kr presented hi Sectkxi 3.2.6 suggests that the reverse annealing time conslant does
indeed not depend on the Irradiation fluence. This would reduce me danger related to the warm-up
period, in particular for the pixel detectors.
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5.4 Summary of the Damage Projections

• The parameters in the models describing Ihe damage-induced changes in Ihe doping concentration
and the leakage current were compiled (rom literature references and from the analysis of raw dala
supplied by various groups.

• An extension of Ihe models accounting for simultaneous buildup of the damage effects and iheir
annealtng has been presenled in conjunction wim Ihe corresponding numerical impkmentarion.

• Various simutations of the damage-induced changes in the deptetion vohage, leakage current, and
Charge colkction denciency lo be expected in Ihe ATLAS SemtConductor Tracker during 10 years of
Operation were shown, exploring the influence of the operational parameters and the position wilhin
die experimental environment

• It was found that:
• Cooltng Js rnevilabk to reduce kakage currents.
• The most likely failure mode of a silkon detector is the loss of sensitive votume due to

progressivery growing depktion vohages beyond reasonabte values of me nuximum operational
voltage.

• If a maintenance wanrHip period is schedukd, it should be short lo prevenl reverse annealing.
• For the inner detector design and operational parameters considered, only layers at radii grealer

Ihwabort 30 cm remainfully depleted all of the 10 years.
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6 Summary

This thesis describes original work in Ihe area of the radiation hardness of particle deteclors fabricated
from high resistivity ( p > 3 Ulan) flott zone silicon. In the perspective of their application in present-
day and fiiture high-energy physics experiments, bulk and surface danuge eflects have been studied for
equivalent l MeV neutron fluences ranging from 10" cm'* to 10wcm-i and ionization doses up to
approximately 100 kGy. Whife the radiation sensilivity of the oxide passivation has been addressed only
briefly, detaikd studies wen carried out on (he microscopic and macroscopic features of Ihe bulk
danuge. Spccial interest was ilways paid to the parameters delermining the long term annealing
behavior, äs in practice it is necessary to guarantee Ihe reliabk Operation of the silicon deteclors over an
extended period of sevenl years. Thii refen to the leakage current and Ihe change in the doping
concentration, which äff both known lo grow äs function of Ihe irradiation fluence. The latter has
become a major issue äs it determines the minimum operational voltage and, äs opposed to Ihe leakage
current, exhibits a long lern) increase (reverse annealing). Microscopic methods wtll-suited for the
characterizalion of damage-mduced defect kvels in high resistivity silicon have been explored in detail.
A chief objeclive was the corretation of the microscopic features of the danuge with the macroscopkally
observed deterioration of Ihe deteclors.

ChangM In th* MactMCopte ProptrUn and Oimao« Projtctlont for ATLAS «l LHC

The models describing the bulk danuge-induced changes in the effective doping concentration. the
volume teakage current, and the Charge collection deficiency äs function of Ihe Irradiation fluence and
annealing time have been reviewed and were tllustrated by experimental exampks. The long term
danuge parameters related to the doping coneentiation and Ihe leakage current were compared for S.3
MeV neutrons, 24 GeV protons, and 236 MeV positive pions. All investigated simples were taken from
one wafer, and identical methods were applied for Ihe annealing of Ihe samples and Ihe subsequent data
analysis, ensuring a nwximum accuracy. The NIEL hypothesis underlying the nomulization of the
irradiation fluences to equivaknt l MeV neutron values by means of the hardness factors was found to
be appropriate for the inadiition sources and danuge constants studied. However, while a good
agreemcnt was found betwecn die nonnalized danuge constants for neutrons and pions, objections were
raised againsl the hardness factor currently used for the CERN PS proton source. Thus, an experimental
hardness factor was deiemuned by referring Ihe danuge constants observed at Ihe proton source to the
corresponding values found al Ihe very reliable Be(dji) neutron genentor of the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt al Braunschweig with a hardness factor of l .45,

Moreover, the Variation of the pion danuge äs function of the pion energy has been examined, finding no
significanl excess of the damage effects around the A resonance, and also no difference between
positively and negalively charged pions. This detaikd assessmenl of the pion danuge is of particular
importance äs virtually no studies Kid been perfomied on this subject befbre although e.g. al LHC the
deterioration of the silicon deteclors close to Ihe interaction point will chiefly be due to pions.

A systematic study was carried out on the influence of the initial doping concentration (0.6x 10" cm'1
p-type to 2.5x10" cm~' n-type)on the long lerm annealing effects. In order to avoid fluence calibration
errors all devices were cxposed al the PTB Be(d,n) neutron source. These data are listed in Tabte 6.1 in
conjunction with the corresponding values obtained in a global survey. Regarding the latter, data from
various neutron sourees were used resulting in a large spread due to insufftcieni nomulization to
equivalent l MeV neutron fluences. In this work only the Iota) amounl of pemunenlly removed donors
N* was found lo depend on the initial doping concentration N^, , and the relation quoted in Tabk 6. l is
of particular interest äs it indicates a 'reservoir of non-removable donors'. With respecl to Ihe difficuhies
met with excessively growing depktion voltages at large Irradiation fluences beyond Inversion this
snows that the radiation hardness of n-type material can be improved if the initial resistivity is Iowered.
Further, the rate of the long term reverse annealing in the effective doping concentration was found lo be
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a function of Ihe irradiation fluence, and the relation given in Tabk 6.1 for the frequency factor t* holds
for an activation energy off. - 1.31 eV. It was concluded that the microscopic processes underlying the
reverse annealing are in fact first order reactions, in contrast to the second order model suggested by the
currently accepted parametrization of the reverse annealing function.

Table 6. l Damage constants obtainatfrom a global survey and
reflnemeta oftfw damage models achievtd in ihü nwr*.

Parameter

g, [lO-'em-1]

g, (10-' cm'1]

c [10-"cmJ]

AU l W" cmJl
*. [cmV]

Global Survey

4.611.6

1.77*0.35

2.29±0.63

0.197

520{I2S...2IIO|

Thb work (PTB Be(d», K - 1 .45)

5.6610.11

2. 6810. 14

2.411.4

(0.310.1) xN+,1 I0"cm*] + (0.]10.07)

(1.911.2) * 10" cm/i x^ [cm'1!)'1

Finally, Ihe details of Ine numerical Simulation of the damage projections for the ATLAS SemiConductor
Tracker at LHC carried out for the Technical Proposal were presented. For this purpose the parameters in
the macroscopic danuge models have been compiled from titerature references and from the dedkaled
analysis of raw data supplied by various groups. It was moreover necessary to extend the models to
accounl for the simultaneous buildup of the danuge efTects and Iheir annealing. Various simulations of
the damage-induced changes in the depktion voltage, leakage current, and charge colkction deficiency
to be expected during 10 years of Operation were shown, illuStrating me influence of the operational
parameters and Ihe position in the experiment. It was found that cooling is inevilabk to reduce the
leakage currents lo an acceptabk limit. Further, it was concluded that if a mainienance warm-up period
is scheduled, it should be short in order lo prevent reverse annealing. In conclusion, for the inner detector
design and operational parameters considered, only layers at radii greater than about 30 cm were found
to retnain fully depkled all of Ihe 10 years.

Mlcrotcoplc Dcfact StudlM

A close inspection of Ihe properties of defect kvels in silicon has been presented, focusing on thetr
action in the space charge regton of a detector. Further, the formal theory behind defect characterization
toob like TSC (Thermally Stimulated Current), I-DLTS (Current-Deep Level Transienl Spectroscopy),
and TCT (Transient Current Technique) was developed. In comparison to the otherwise frequently used
Capactlance-DLTS these methods have the advantage of remaining applicabk even in the presence of
large defect concentralions compared with Ihe shallow doping. This Situation is typicalty encounlered on
radiation-danuged silicon detectors made from high resistivity float zone silicon (e.g. for 4»„ >
lO^cm1).

However, it is not stnight-forward to unambiguously analyze the spectn under such conditions, and
substantial efTorts have been undertaken to resolve Ihe corresponding peculiarities in TSC measuremenls.
One of the major problems is that Ihe width of the space charge region becomes a function of the
measuring temperature, resulting in dislorted peak shapes. A simple model was proposed that accounts
for these efTects and which is capabk of predicting the TSC spectn, e.g. the shift of tbe peak
temperatures. The model is valuable in particular äs the developed procedure for the accurate extraction
of defect concenlrations is based on it.

Further, conceming TSC three different modes of defect filling have been examined on a couple of
samples irradialed by fluences ranging from approximately 10" to 10" cm'1. These were: cooling under
zero bias, switching to zero bias, and injecting a forward current at Iow temperature. It was shown that
by a Ihorough study of Ihe filling processes it is possible to infer the type of Ihe transition (electron or
hole trap) causing a certain peak signal. Only by forward currenl injection can a significant occupation of
all traps be achieved. Thus, forward IV characteristics were systematically studied äs function of
irradiation fluence and temperature. The data were discussed in terms of the Standard Shockky Ireatment
of the diffusion diode and a p-i-n diode model.
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The gained insight into the TSC specin chiefly aids the accurale dctcrmination of defect
toncentrations. Table 6.2 lists the introduction rates (concentntions normalized to equivilent l MeV
neutron fluences) at a well-annealed siate after about one year storage at room temperature if not
olherwise indicated. The Table also conuins the deep level enthalpies A//' and Emission cross sections
o evaluated wilh TSC, 1-DLTS, or TCT. Nk represents a defect related to the left-hand side broadening
of the peak corresponding to the transiüon W*. The broadening is observed only on heavy partick
damaged samples but e.g. not after ""Co-gamma exposures. The level Parameters of the peaks with
smaller concentrations (peaks A, J, and the Er + 0.5 eV levels observed with TCT) that so far have not
been reported in the literature are of special inlerest äs the dominant defects (TO,, C,O,, C,C,, W)
cannot account for the deterioration of the macroscopic properties of the delectors due to the energetic
Position and characler of their levels. The large cross section observed on peak J points towards a
Coulombic acceptor level capable of accounting for damage-induced negative space Charge. However, it
was found that reliable level parameters can be delermined with TSC and (-DLTS only if the defect
concentrations ait cotnparatively small, which was not always realized. Therefore, the data on peak J
mighi be afflicted with a considerable systemitic error and it cannot be excluded unmisukably that the
peak indeed arises from C/'*1.

As noted in Table 6.2, systemitic studies of the TSC spectnim äs function of Ihe temperature at which
deep levels are filled have shown that Ihe hole capture ( c f ) of the C,O, deep donor level requires an
activation energy of approximately 35 meV to be overcome. Furthcr, on the most heavily damaged
de vice an electric (leid enhancement of the Emission rate was observed on one peak, tentati vely assigned
to the shallow donor level C/>,(III)''v'i. In this context it is noled that with I-OLTS vcry shatlow levels
can be investigated, Besides phosphorus, some of the levels found in unirradiated miterial were
lentatively assigned to thermal donors, and such studies might once reveal the puzzling intenction
between the shallow dopants with Ihe damage-induced defects.

Table 6.2 Rtsulis ofthe microscopic defect studits ujing TSC, I-DLTS. and TCT. Ifnoi indicaitd olherwise all data
refer to a wtll-amtealed siaied reachtd afler about l year storage at room ttmperature.

Traniiöon

C,0,"*'
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TSC
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[-DLTS

I-DLTS
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-0.0785
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5.9xHr"
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0.48l1'

2.02

0.70

0.16

0.993

0.84

0.085

0095bl

oo;«"

Comirwrit

c, «exp(-3SineV/*,r)

Poole-Frenkel, *„ • 10" cm'1

3.0*10' cm 'Gy'1, "Co-gimmi

" After 130 min at 290°C.
b| After 130 min at 290°C, *,, * 10I! cm!.
c) After 66.5 h at 80°C.

Comlatlon betwun Hlcroicoplc and Macroicoplc Features of tht Bulk Oamagt

Insights into the correlation between the microscopic and macroscopic fealurcs were gained by two
cmcial cxperimcnts. Firstly, samples were exposed to "Co-gammas because contrary to heavy panicle
damage Ihe average energy impirted to the PKA (Primary Knock on Atom) is only of the order of the
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threshold energy required to displace a single silicon host atom Accordingly, the generated crystal
defecls are randomly distributed, and higher order defecls (W etc.) are hardly encountered. Secondly, a
weakly and a heavtly neutron-damaged device were subjected to isochronous annealing and the evolution
of the defect spectra and the macroscopic properties were monitored simultaneously using TSC and
IV/CV characteristics, respectJvely.

Regarding high doses of "Co-gammas (a few MGy) an increase in the bulk teakage current and
introduction of negative space Charge (also type inversion) was observed. Most strikingly no annealing
was found to take place neiiher in the effective doping concentration nor in the leakage current, allowing
for the conclusion lhat all annealing effects observed after heavy particle damage are originating from
the ctoser spacing of Ihe intrinsic point defecls (e.g. W) in the terminal regions of the displacemcnt
damage cascades and/or from higher order defecls.

As negative space Charge is introduced in both heavy particle and gamma-damaged samples,
however, always at a rate much smaller than Ihe dominanl defecls, it was concluded that the negative
space Charge in general is related to a higher order intrinsic point defect, i.e., a complex defect composed
of few silicon vacancies and/or interstitials. However, an i Korporation of oxygen or carbon cannot be
excluded äs Ihese impurities are always present in large amounls, bolh of thc order of several times
10" cm' in the ftoat zone material sludied. Further, since the linear term of the slable damage-induced
change in the doping concentration was found to be independent of the initial resistivity and also no
Saturation of the increase in Ihe negative space charge has so far been noticed even for the highest
fluences, an incorporation of the initial doping atoms (phosphorus, boron) or any other impurities with
similarly small concentrations was mied out. The hole trap at around Er+ 0.5 eV observed with TCT was
discussed äs a possible candidate for the negative space charge because the large cross section would be
in agreement wilh the assignment to an acceptor level and the quoted introduction rates fit the
macroscopically observed values. Moreover, the possibility of thermally activated space Charge has been
discussed, which in the Shockley-Read-Hall treatment requires a trap very close to the middle of the
band gap. No thermally activated negative space Charge was observed on well-annealed (one year at
room temperature) samples heavily damaged by neutrons.

On inverted samples a bistable defecl is known to be introduced by elcvated temperature annealing.
This is manifested in the macroscopic properties by a decay of the depletion voltage (i.e. the negative
space Charge) after quenching from the annealing temperature. The time constanl is several 100 min at
room temperature. This process can be reversed, for example by injecting a fonvard current. This has
been exptoited in this work to unambiguously relate the negative space Charge in the exciled state to one
particular trap Signal in the TSC spectnim, namely, peak J. The corresponding defect could also be
connected with the reverse annealing in the effective doping concentration, inasmuch äs its concentration
was found to be growing in Ihe later stages of isochronous annealing experiments. On Ihe basis of its
bistabil i ty and its interaction with free carriers, an explanation was givcn for the large differences
observed in the annealing behavior of weakly and heavily damaged samples.

The reverse annealing introduction raie was found to be independent of the initial doping
concentration. Thus, the initial dopants are also unlikely to be a consrituent of the defects playing a role
in this solid-state Iransformation. Moreover, the revised modeling of the reverse annealing rate constant
points towards a dissociation process.

Regarding the volume leakage current, a large fraction can be attributed lo Ihe W** level in heavy
particle damaged samples after elevated temperature annealing (e.g. 90 min 290°C) and in "Co damaged
samples. Again a possible candidate for the remaining fraction is Ihe above mentioned Er + 0.5 eV level.
Contrary, in heavy particle damaged samples which have been annealed only at room temperature for an
extended time the divacancy can definilely not account or the observed large volume generation currents.
However, isochronous anneating reduces this excess leakage currem accompanied by the disappcarance
ofthe left-handside broadening of the peak a r i s ing from the transition W*1. The data presented in this
work support the view held in the recent literalure that the corresponding defect (Nb) is relaled to the
leakage current, which then requires an extension ofthe simple Shockley-Read-Hall theory. Further, it
was confirmed lhat this defeel is likely lo be silicon interstilial related and is stable only in thc presence
of lattice strain äs anticipated around terminal clusiers.

From the knowledge gained about the defects in the studied samples also the damage-induced change
in the Irapping time constants and thc resistivity of the material in thermal equilibrium (neutral bulk)
could be calculated While half ofthe macroscopically observed electron Irapping could rcasonably well
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be ascribed (o the divacancy transition YV^ , a discrepancy of one order of magnitude was observed for
the hole trapping. The resistivily was predicted to be maximized around the inversion fluence and lo
saturate at a large value for increasing fluences.

Outlook

This worlc is understood lo be just a first effort towards Ine understanding of the reblion between the
micToscopic features of the bulk duruge and the deterioration of the detector perfonnance, which once
might lead to man ndialion tolennl siticon nuterial. Numeroin studies cm damage-induced defecl
levels in silicon have already been reported in the lilerature. However, il was shown here that it ts not
straight-forward to adapt ihose results, bul radier is thert a compelling necd for further microscopk
defecl studies in this field. In parb'cuUr peak J and the E¥ + 0.5 eV hole trap, both candidales for the
introduclion of negative space Charge, are worth to be considered in more dctait, e.g., with respect to the
annealing behavior and the tevel parameten (capture coefficients and ionization energies). Conceming
the leakagc current it is also important to assess the behavior of the divacancy transition W* at room
temperature more clearly. i.e., wilhoul reh/tng oo the extrapolation frorn spectroscopJc data obtained at
tow temperature. This could for example be done with the TCT method, provided suitable procedures for
injecting large concentrations of free carriers are developed. In this work important conclusions were
drawn from the differences observed between "Co-gtmma and heavy particle damage, and more
interesting results in Uus dinction would be expected from irradiations with electrons with variable
energies. This would enable • sludy of the transition between randomly distributed point defects and
damage characteristk of heavy partkies. Further, insights inlo the chemical nature of the defects
actounting for the detector deterioration could be gained by the study of silicon with modifkd impurily
content, especially oxygen and carbon. As the microscopic composition of the defects in quesb'on is not
known, a correlation with other spectroscopk methods like EPR. IR, PL (see Appendix B) providing
structuril Information would be very helpful. Finalty it is noted that also the damage-induced changes in
the macroscopic detector properries necd further study, for example with respect lo the behavior of the
reverse annealing introduction rate at low fluences or with respect to the amount of permanently
removed donors which might depend on Ine Irradiation flux.
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Appendix A: Material Properties and Constants
TableA.1 Conaaras. TaNt A.3 Eiectricolpropcntefrvm
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Optical Absorption
The spatial distribution of efectron-nole pairs created by an oplical injeclion pulse (e.g. DLTS or current
pulse shape measurements) is delermined by the absorption constant a. The light intensity is reduced äs
function of the depth 2 in the absorbing medium äs exp(-az). Fig. A. l shows the absorption coefTicient
äs function of me photon energy after Dash and Newman [DAS55]. In the ränge of photon energies
encountered in this work (compare Table A.4) the light absorption in silicon lakes place by indirect inter-
band transilions. i.e.. a laltice phonon is incorporaled in order to conserve the crystal momentum.
Accordingly, the absorption constant reflects the dependence of both the band gap energy and the
phonon spectrum on the temperature. This dependence has been parametrized by

eq.A.l a(T)*axr-t-6,

and Table A.4 gtves the derived values of a and b äs well äs the penelration depth l/a extncled from
Fig. A.l. As the studied devices are about 300 um thick il is Ihm clear that the 670 nm light generates
carriers mainty close lo the illuminated surfaces. However, the penetration depth is just a reductton in the
intensity to l/e of the initial value, i.e., significant amounts of free carriers are generated at larger
distances. In this sense the 980 nm laser icts throughout all of the sample thickness, however, except for
very tow temperatures the injected free camer concentrations cannot be regarded äs homogeneous.

A portion of the incident laser Hght generally will be reflected at Ine illuminated surface and, given
metallizations are present (e.g. Schotlky/ohmic contacts), absorption in (hin tayers of gold and aluminum
needs (o be taken into account. The latter is an important subject when surface barrier detectors
fabricated according to the Standard Hamburg group process are used (see Section 2.2.3) and has been
studied for the instance of 820 nm laser light in reference [UHL9S]. There il was found that about 20%
of the initial intensity can pass through the Standard gold metallization of 40 ug/cm* (* 20 nm).
However, the used lOOug/cm* (* 400 nm) aluminum metallization on the back plane contact does
entirely block the lighl. The Iransmission improves to about 5% if a 4 tig/cm1 (* 15 nm) layerisused.
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The Drift Velocity in Silicon
In silicon electrons and holes drift with different velocities v., in a given electric field. Moreover, VA_V

depends on Ihe temperalure, the aclual eleclric Meld strength, and Ine crysta) orienution. The major
mechanisms hindering the drift are phonon scatlering. predominating at high lemperalures, and ionizcd
impurily scattering. Regarding the high purity material studied in this work only the former needs to be
taken account. While at Iow absolute values of the electric field strength |£ | the drift velocity v .̂ grows
in proportion with the electric field (v* - u,]£|), v* approaches a constant value v, related to the
thermal velocity at high fields. The latter is due to the high kinetic energy of the free camers, which are
graded hol in this condition and thermalize with Ihe silicon host lattice.

C. Canalli et al. have employcd a time of flight technique on high resistivity float zone silicon
samples to accuralely detennine the drift velocity in the temperature ränge 77 K - 300 K and for electric
fields up to 50kV/cm [CAN71]. For purpose of easy numerical evaluation their data have betn
approximated here by the following functioial relation

eq.A.2

which is related to the theoretically expected dependence [SZE81], Fitting the above relation to the
experimental data cm the drift velocities äs function of the electric field has fumished an optimum set of
the parameters ji^, v^, and fcv at seven temperatures. Their Variation wilh temperature was
subsequentty approximated by a combination of polynomial and exponential functions. Taking the
temperature T in units of degrees Kelvin, the corresponding rcsults for the Iow field mobility M* tre

eq. A 3

eq.A.4
Vs

i -r/124).

At 300 K this gives n«. - 1.4 K l O1 cm W and M* "4.48x10' cm'W, which i» clo*e to Ihe moft
data found in the literalure, e.g. [SZE81]. The Saturation velocities «re given by

eq. '
A.S v„<r) = 1 586x 10'—exp(-r/723.6) and

eq. A.6 v„<r>= >-«5* IOT —exp(-r/435.9),

which gives vm - 1.05x10' cm/s and v, - 7.26x10* cm/s at 300 K. Finally, the variable pirameter 6 ii
mitten

eq. A.7 fr,(F) - -8.262 x irr1 TJ + 6.817 x 10"' T2 -1.847 x 10~J r+ 2.429 and

eq. A.S *p(r)-2.49exp(-r/270.3).

The overall difference between the above approximation and the experimcntal data is around 3H,
typically less below 160 K. Only in one eise is the agreement worse, namely 6% for the cleciron data at
245 K.

III

Appendix B: Compilation of Defect Parameters
Numerous studies on impurities and defects in silicon have been reported in the lilerature employing
various spectroscopic methods. Among the most widely used regarding me disclosure of the microscopic
defect structure are the Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR), Infrarcd Absorption (IR), and Photo
Luminescence (PL). Nowadays these tools are often combined with elecirical characierization techniques
like the very populär Capacitance-Deep Level Transienl Spectroscopy (C-DLTS). Taking into
consideration the effect of intentionally varied concentrations of oxygen, carbon, or shaltow dopants
(phosphoms, boron, arsenic. aluminum, etc.) and Ihe observations made in elevated temperature
annealing cxpcriments, an unambiguous assignment of the chemical nature of the unknown defect in
question is often possible. However, a large fraction of all publications in this field focus on only one
particular characterization tool, and one is thus forced to combine the information dispersed over many
references. U is then inevitable to be familiär with the various notations used for one specific defect. A
corresponding compilation for all impurities anticipated in silicon before and after cxposure to bulk
damaging radiation is therefore prescnted on the next pages.

EPR, [R (vibrational modes refer to the most abundant Isotope), PL data were Uken from [LB89] for
the shallow impurity levels, from [SO190,SO290] for C, and C,C,. from [JON92] for C,O„ from
[SVE92] for W, and from [EWE95] for K,O,. However, the focus is on the electrical level parameters
äs they are of chief importance for this work. If available the enthalpy &H (positive/negative for
hole/electron traps), the corresponding enrropy factoc X, and bolh capture eoefficients for electrons c,
and holes r, have been quoted along with the appropriale literature refercnce and the temperature ränge
in which the transition was studied (A£, and 6 denote the Gibbs free energy relative to E, and the
normalized absolute lemperature T/300 K, respectively). For purpose of easier comparison the data have
been refttted to an Arrhenius-plot according to the simplified expression for the emission rate given in
eq. 3.51 yielding the uncorrected emission enthalpy \H'mj, and the corresponding emission cross section
a,f. This is helpful äs most references, e.g. this work, quote only A//' and o , and frequentry even the
cross section is omitted. Further, for the instances where A//' and o were available the associated
maximum temperature r„ of a TSC peak was calculaled by eq. 3.79 assuming a heating rate ß -
0.183 K/s which has typically been used in this work. Except for C,C,, Ihe most retiable information
with respect to radiation damage-induced defect levels has recently been provided by A. Hallen et al.
[HAL96]. It is noted here lhat they have taken the quantities n,, Nr, Nr, and E, from the review given by
M.A. Green [GRE90]. For the multistabte defect eomplex C,P„ which was fully characterized by E.
G drei et al. [GÜR92], only the two mostly encountered configurations have been taken into account.
('.P, IA is the stable configuration and C,P, \\s after injection of free carriers at Iow
temperatures. There are three further configurations that can be observed afler a combination of
appropriale injection and successive Iow temperature annealing. Injection of free carriers at temperatures
higher lhan 260 K would dissociatc the pair and liberale interstitial carbon C,.

Regarding the annealing behavior, frequency factors *„, activation energies E., and annealing
temperatures T. are l i steil in the last column, compare Appendix C. The arrows indicate whether the
defect anneals in (t) or out (4) or whether it Starts migrating («-»). Note that in generat the annealing
characteristics depend on the defect Charge state. The value cited for the neutral C, refers to the reverse
bias annealing of the Cf* transilion [SOI 90]. Corresponding data in p-lypc malerial (Iransition C/'*')
are slightly different A, = 10* l/s. £. = 0.75 eV, and T. * 30-70 Moreover. considering VP„ when
minority camers are injected the activation energy can be decreased (recombination enhanced annealing:
E. - 0.48 eV, ka - 8.2x 10' s', [BAR86]). Finally it is noted that the annealing processes can be eomplex
and the rate might depend upon Ihe total impurity concentration. For example, while the data quoted for
the A-center pertains to a 'slow' component, therc is also a faster stage which may account for more than
50V. in Iow oxygen materials [SVE86].
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Appendix C: Analysis of Anneating Data
Annealing is the ahention of a specific malerial property äs function of time taking pbce at a rate Ihit
typicalty is strongly increasing with lemperalure. In a solid-stite material ibese processes are visuatized
to be arising from quasi-chemical reactions between die various ingredients, for inslance distocations,
impurity atoms, or cryslal defects. In Ihe fbllowing il will tacilly be assumed thal we are dealing with
defecls, however, die basic conceptt are more general. Given Ihe concentration of a defect is denoted by
Nx , then Ihe disappearance of X is usualry govemed by die differenlial equation

eq.C.t
dt

wtieret(r>UtheleitvefituredependentritecoratantTheofderorthereictionT assumes the values l
or Z for monomolecular or binwtecular reactions, respectively. While die latter requires two components
X, and X, with sinrihr concentratkNis N„ m NO, or X, and X, to be tdentkaL the formet is observed
when die concenlrations an largery different In addition to these diffusion limited reactions, which have
been worked out by T.R. Wahe [WAIS7J, also a simple dissociation of X may take place, resuhing in a
reaclion order of r - 1. In any case is the dependence of the rate constant on temperature given by an
Arrhenius-rclation

eq.C.Z *(n = *.«ri-

Here £. denoles die chancleristk activation energy, which is die energy required U either dissociate X
or, for diffusion rimited processes, to enabk a migration of X over a distance of one lattke rite. The
genenlized frequency factor k, is related to die attcmpl-to-escape frequency (hat reasonaMy well can be
estimated by the most abundant phonon freqnency k,Tlk [COR66]. Il is of the order of 10" s' for
elevaled annealing tempentures (ZOO*C). In conclusion il is justified to wrile

eq. C.3 *o-c-*-,

where for die case of r - l a vatoe of c eine to unity is characteristic of a dissociation, reqiriring only a
ringle jump, wrrifc e « l mdkatef a kmg ränge migration. In die Utter case l/r ii considered to be the
number of Jumps necessary betöre the reaction dal removes X can succeed, and moreover c is
proportional to die concentration of the dominant sink, in Silicon usually interstitial oxygen or
substitutional carbon. Regarding a second order (y - Z) diffusion limited process. il can be shown diät r
is related to the effective caprure radius A and die lattice constant a by

eq. C.4 • W*.

While for neutral defects A * a, signtncandy enhrged values can resuh from attractive Coulombk
forces on charged defects. Then A can be estimated by

eq.C.5 l

Thesohitionofeq.C.l wilh the initial value Nx(t - 0) - N„ is straight-forward. For y- l Jlis

eq.C.6

«ndfory-2

eq.C.7 Nx(t)*N„

The annealing rate depends on the concentralion N„ in Ihe latler case, e.g., the half-life of X is tK

11 {T \tk/ V'

While Ihe temporal Variation of the reaction products for y '
C.6, it will be noted thal for a second Order reaction X + X •
evolution offne concentralion of Y is given by

l can be deduced very easily from eq.
* Y. where 2Nr(t) + NX(O - H», die

eq. C.8

Annealing experiments are aiming at the evaluation of the activation energy E. and the constant e (or
the frequency factor t,), i.e., the unknown paramelers in the Arrhenius relation eq. C.2. it is therefore
necessary to measure k al various temperalures in order to extnct the paramelen from fitting a sttaighl-
line to a plot of ht(*/(*«?'*)) versus l/r. In praclke the weak dependence of Ihe most abundant
phonon frequency on the temperalure can offen be negkcted. That is, *, can reasonably well be assumed
to be a constant, and it is sufficienl to analyze hi(A) versus l/r. Now, the evolution of a ceroün defect
concentration can be monitored during die storage of the sample at a specific elevaled temperature
(isothemul annealing). Il is then possible to determme k al the considered temperalure by fitting die
functional dependence eq. C.6 or eq. C.7 to the measured data. Repeating the isothemul annealing at
varioustemperalures T Ihtagivesthederired k(T) vahies.

More frequently used is the isochronous annealing procedure, which considers the defecl
concentration äs function of a progressively augmented annealing temperalure and employs a fixed
storage period Af (a typical value is 15 min). Reaching the so-called defect annealing temperalure T„ a
strong decrease of the concentration is observed. For a reaction order y - l mis can be identined with
die partkular temperature at which the concentration drops by a factor exp(*l),i.e., where*(r.) A/ - I.
According to eq. C2 the activation energy is thus related to T. and Af by

eq. C.9 £, -Aj^exp^Af).

Therefore, if a reasonabk assumption can be made aboul k» (e.g. c - l for a dissociation, see eq. C.3)
eq. C.9 can be used to obtain £.. Il must however be bom in mind that the defecl annealing temperature
depends on die storage period Ar, which however frequently is not given in publicatkms. As was outlined
by S. Dannefaer et al. [DAN76], an Anhenius-ptot can also be constnicted from isochronous annealing
data, giving much more accurate estinuies of E. and also furrushing the consunt c(oc *,). Consider a
sequence of annealing Steps (7",, Al,, Na) when; N„ denoles die concentration measured after die i*
aimeiting. Then die quantity Ku computed according to

eq.C.10 K,

for r - l or according to

/ v„
eq.C.ll ru.wUS.-.^ U l *w

for r -ZshcKddsenleonastraightlineifpkMedvenusthecorrcspondhigl/r, vahws. That is, Standard
teast-squares straight-line finnig may be employed to obtain Et and c. Note Ihe usage of the initial
concenmtion of defecls NM in eq. C.ll arbitrarity inlroduced for purpose of removing the dhnension
ftom the arguments of the (ogarithms. If care is taken of the units of die considered quantities Nm can be
put equal to unity in eq. C. 11.
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Appendix D: Statistics
Frequently one searches for the unknown parameters ä.
of a mode) f(x;ä) that is supposed to describe the
functional dependence of • certain physical quantity y an
anotherquantity*, see Fig. D.I.Note that ä is meint to
be a vector of dimeiukm r. Given N datt pointt y, have
been measured it specifk x, and there is also some
knowledge ibout the uncertainty ö, of each datum, then
optimal values of the pvameiers can for exampte be
found by minimizing the following expression wtth
respecttod

i

l
. ,_ .

the tiatlstlcal

eq.D.l
lTt\ / .51 i "

-5 0 S
Thii is the celebnled method of feast-squares which has,
äs hoUs true for all items addressed in the remainder of _, _ , _ . „ ,„.. .. . . . . _ .. ,. .. ... ___ Flg. D.l Sehemalic Illustration cum seccon, «tensiyery been >tud.ed m (he btentm. see JJ. mt^tndM a ̂ g^ _...
for example [EAD71 ].

If conect values of o, have been fumished, it is evident that the average of the terms of the sum in eq.
D.l is close to one such (hat x'isexpected tobe of die order ofJV. A more refined statistical treatment
reveals that the minimum of x1 obeys Ihe so-cilled x1 distribution function, which has the mean value n
- N - r. also referred to äs the number of degreei of freedom. The reliability of Ihe given errors can
therefore be lesled by calculating the minimized x' and comparing with n .

The Optimum values of ö obtained by the minimization of eq. D. l are a function of (he y,. Their
error o, will thus result in a corresponding uncertainty in ä, which can be calculated by means of error
propagation, see below. Regarding the two most widely used model functions, namely, a constant and a
straight-lme, analytical expresskms for the parameters ä and their errors will be given in the following.

Data with a Common Mean
If alldata pointsare supposed to have a common mean (he model/ does not depend on x and iicanbe
written/ (x; a ) - a,. The unique value of a( minimizing eq. D. l is*

eq.D.2

also calied (he wtighted average or mean value of the y,- Due to its close relation to the analyzed oau
this quantity is often denoted by y . Standard error propagation yields the sUtisticil enor of the
weighled average

l
eq. D.3

If the indivjdual errors o, are not known, il is necessary (o assume • common error a,
datum. Then eq. D.2 simplifks (o (he well known equation of the (not-weighied) average

o for each

eq.D.4

Notethainoexintynibolih(vebc«n introduced for die pMtkulv vilue»of ihe pinmetennMnimiringx'-

Since now also o, is an unknown parameter, its Optimum value must be inferred by minimization of eq.
D. l, yielding the so-called Standard deviarion error'

eq.D.5 M
. L— %(?,-

Evidently the enor in the average a, can now be equated by (compare eq. D.3 )

eq.D.6 0^=11 ,/-fN.

Straight-Llne Fit
A straight-line fit supposes the model/ (x;ä ) = o, + a, je, see Fig. D. l . The Optimum values of the two
Parameters can be calculated by

eq.D.7 )I D, a,

where (he following abbreviations have been used
u

«i-0-1 ^^^rZf^^'^'^y0'1' DmSis*-$-
Error propagation (see below) is used to determine the covariance matrix f of (he fitted parameters

D9 s
where the diagonal elements denote the squared enor, i.e., the variance of the fitted parameters,

and (he off-diagonal elements, which must be equal, the corresponding correlation coefficients.
If now, äs often is (he case, the errors a, are not known and a common error ar needs to be assumed,

the evaluation of eq. D.7 and eq. D.8 is still possibk because o, cancels out In analogy to eq. D.5 by the
common error can be determined

eq'DM

1t will be noted tha( the term in the root is just the z* according to eq. D.l for the instance of o, - 1. It
will Iherefore somcümes be staled that the error has been estimated from (he x1- Regarding the numerical
computation, il is also advantageous lo put o, = l for the tentative calculation of the covariance matrix
according to eq. D.9. After eq. D.l l has been evaluated, the correct V is then readily obtained by
multiplication with o/.

Error Propagation
Consider a function /{ä ) of a set of variables ä whose covariance matrix is V. The law of error
propagation says that the error in/ is given by the quadratic form

eq.D.12 «/

which in one dimension simplifies to

Note Uul ihu rtkitioa ilso can be otMuned by tutmungeq. D.l lo be «quäl loiti men vilue» • N-r.
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eq. D.I3 af<

However, the ttw is buicatly derived from Ihe first order term of Ihe expuuton of/ inlo • Taylor-series,
and therefbre only holds true fbr sufßciently small o.,.

The difficulty whkh one meets when die enor of a cross-sectton detennined by an Arrbenius-plot is
quoted may serve äs an example. Suppose a function/(a,) - exp(a,). Then it is o> -/(o, )a„. If die
error o«, is larger dun l, die ränge/ i o> allows for negative values which is not compatible wilh die
definition of/. 1t is dien better lo quote die upper and lower bounds according lo/^ - exp(a, ± a.,).

An other intponant appKcation of die enor propagab'on is the deterniination of die Interpolation and
exmpoUtion erron in a fitled modeL That is. we «e asking fbr die error in/ (x,ä )atanarbitnrypoint
x. Conceming the straifht-Kne fit Born above we get

eq. D. 14

Further, using eq. D.I2 and eq. D.9 it is

eq. D.I5

whkh his been used in Fig. D.l 10 cakulate the CUTVCS/(J) ± oy(j). U must tnerefore be bom in mtnd
diät a number predkled by a model at a point x outside die ränge covered by experiments can be afflicted
with a luge error. Moreover, this enor can onry be cakulited accuratety, if die füll covariance matrix of
die fitted Parameters is known.

i»

Appendix E: Damage Parameter Extraction
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Hamburg

T('C] *r[cmVl]

10 2.46» 10-"

25 2.89« 10-"

35 3.45« Iff"

50 4.70XIO-1*

21 1.87« 10-»

39.8 3.82x10-"

47.9 1.26x10-"

49.8 I.5UIO-"

56.9 7.50x10-"

68.9 2.47x10""

0

8

6
2
4

12

4

9

1

I

2

1

2

Tobte E.4 Current aiueatiiig actlvaifon eMrgy.

Source

[CERNI] M33

(CERNI]M40

[CERNI)M44

[DORT]UA2

MeuValue

H'CJ £,[eV]

-20 1.22

0 1.40

10 0.74

0 1.01

1.0910.14

*' Pttümimry itfultt pmenled on tbe po« tmdUtioa
SIRAD meeinig, MC Steuern 3.2.4.
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Tablt E.J Reverse airrent normallzed to ititfluatet. Table E.6 Effective band gaps.

Puticlc

Neutrons

Protons

Pioni

Source

Hamburg

[IMPCO]

(CERN IJ

MeanValue

{CAMB]

[CERN1J

Mein Vahie

Hamburg

[CERN1J

McanVake

o.flO-"A/cmJ

3.63*0.33

1.6410.13

2.35

2.86*0.18

l.92±0.06

2.SS

2.22±0.10

3.64±0.20

4.32±0.38

3.89±0.20

*
16

9

1

25

9

1

IS

7

4

U

Sourcc

[GIL92J

[BAR93]

H«mbuig

MeanVabc

E, [eV]

1.34

1.23

1.14

l.24±0.06

Table E. 7 World averaga oftht damagt cotatana and the error In llte averaga.

Pmmeta

g, [Iff'cm-1]

g, [Iff'em-1]

N„ [10" cm-']

c [MC" cm*]

£. [cV]

*. [cmV'l

o. [1 ff" A/cm)
'E, («V]

£, («V]

T..T/.T. [lO^cmVi]

Neulroas

4.6±0.3

l.77±0.07

1 .97(0.62. ..3JI|

2J9±0.63

Protoni

5.8*0.3

1.15*0.09

6J9)4.M...6.»S|

0.96*0.19

Pkmi

8.1*0.5

2.01*0.05

3.90(3 J7..J.R)

1.64±OJ9

1.3l±0.04tl

S20(128...2]IO|rt

2.86±0.18 2.22*0.10 3.89W.20

1.24±0.06

I.09±O.I4

0.24, 1.01. OJ4

" Covariaocc nutrh of the ftacd pmmiuMt !•(*, [cnf/*]) and £./*, (K):

( 1.973 -4195 xlO1

1-6.195 xlO1 1.952x10'

Table E. S Standard deviation and extrapolation erron.

Panmcicr

g, [lO-'cnr'J

K, [lO-'cm-1]

*r(273.!6K) [lffBcmV]

M283.L6K) [lff"cmV'l

*r(293.!6K) [lff*emV'l

o. [IO-"A/cm]

f, [eV]

E, [eV]

Neutral

±1.6

±0.35

Protons

±1.4

±0.61

Pwnl

±1.5

±0.16
3.48 (2.43. ..4.99)

2.46 |l 76.. .3.42)

1.55 {1.15.. .2.10)

±0.95 ±0.39 ±0.67

±0.10

±0.28
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Appendix F: Block Diagrams of the Experimental
Set-Ups

PROTON MICRO-BEAM

Flg. F. l Proion micro-beam aeering ctmtroi and Standard elecirontc readout ofa Silicon daector.

CVANDIV

Flg. F.2 Electrical sti-up emptoyedfor the recording ofcapaciiance and curreni-vottage eharacteriaia.



DLTSANDTSC

Fig 0.1 Eitclrical eircultry for TSC and DLTS meonrtmenti. In onltr 10 improvt ikt Signal lo Höbe rotte af iht DLTS
apparalut ttie trauten! rteorderfon b« progranaied lo perform a jperf/le «umfrer qfav«rafi«f». 2 uplo 1014 havtbeex werf.
Tlte total systa* tollt of tkt TSC meaturtmattt it apprruimattty 20fA. wWc* ll ctoie lo ike motittion cf tlit rurrtni mtttr.
Tfie power sptcißcdfor ikt diode loten refen lo fite comiraiaa wave (r*) modt.

CURRENT PULSE SHAPES (TCT)
LASER DIODE ADAPTpR

fr

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

P"l 1 1 1 1— —1-=
11010»- HO M»m lOnf

•"•-«v -•„„, 4&ZSXZ
l "•«"«•

fif. 0.2 EIttrittlia-tyoftbteurrntptil}eAaptmauurtmenu(TCT)aieoiuiniritdby
V. Ertnia fEKlti}. Tlit ustd glaußben Itave a 62.J fim 0 tort and a 12! /im 0 cladding.
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